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ABSTRACT

The thesis concentrates on the illustration of Dickens's

novels in their original publication. In some ways, it is a

reaction against recent studies which make much of the beliefs
that the illustrations are part of a tradition reaching back to

Hogarth, and that they contain important contributions to the
work. Instead, this study, looking at the illustrations in a

nineteenth century context, seeks to establish their importance
to Dickens and his contemporaries.

It traces the tenor of criticism and reviews from Sketches by Boz

through Edwin Drood--noting the emphasis on Dickens's visually-
oriented language, and the dearth of references to the illustrator
or the illustrations. Seeking to establish Dickens's attitude to

the role of pictures in his novels, it considers the "working rela¬
tions" of Dickens with each of his illustrators, looks at comments

he made about specific drawings or engravings, and traces the various
forms his illustrated, and unillustrated, works assumed. Then, it

explores the effect of cultural changes, especially in the realms
of journalism and Art, and discusses the influence of bibliographic
and typographic developments.

Dickens emerges as an author who obtained illustrations for the

novels of his early and mid-career almost solely to satisfy a

cultural demand. He demonstrated great interest in them, but not

out of an aesthetic concern that word and picture should form an

inseparable whole: the text always came first; and whatever else
the illustration did, it must agree, in letter and in spirit, with
that text. Then, with reissued sets of the works and with novels

first published in weekly papers, it became clear that the public
would gladly accept his novels with little or no graphic embellish¬
ment. Finally, by providing young artists the opportunity of

showing their work to a large public, he became less an illustrated
novelist than a patron of Art.

Vll



I.

Dickens and Hogarth

Some Artistic Similarities

In considering the illustrations to Dickens's works, it is

perhaps natural that writers have started by looking at them

historically; and an approach of that kind almost inevitably

begins with thinking of their relation to Hogarth. Thus, although

the present thesis is mainly about Dickens and his illustrators,

it will be convenient to follow their example. For critical

discussion of the illustrations has rooted itself more and more

deeply in such a comparison; and, even if it were desirable, it

is almost impossible now to start in any other way. We have to

accept that Hogarth did undoubtedly more or less influence

Dickens's illustrators, though probably not in some of the ways

frequently supposed. In fact, their relationship might be best

seen through Dickens: in the pictorial nature"'" and specifically
2

Hogarthian aspects of his text. So we may begin simply by

asking what external evidence we have for supposing that there

was any connection at all, before going on to consider their

actual similarity.

""See: Nancy K. Hill, Visual Art in the Imagery of Charles
Dickens, (Ph.D.: Northwestern, 1972); and Walter D. Moritz,
Visual Organization in Dickens (Ph.D.: Washington-Seattle, 1959).

2 ...

For studies of this relationship, see: C.J. Emberton,
Dickens and Hogarth (M.Phil.: York, 1970); and Harry P. Marten,
The Visual Imagination: A Study of the Artistic Relationship of
Charles Dickens and William Hogarth (Ph.D.: University of California,
Santa Barbara, 1970).
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The reviews and personal letters of Dickens's contemporaries

show that they were not slow to make the comparison with Hogarth.

In 1836, a reviewer for the Bath Chronicle wrote, about the fifth

number of Pickwick Papers: "The characters are admirably drawn,

and Hogarth in his last days could not have given us such faith-
3

ful pictures on canvas, as Boz has on paper." Miss Mitford

finished a letter (30 June 1837) to a friend in Ireland by

exclaiming that not having heard of Dickens, "seems like not

having heard of Hogarth, whom he resembles greatly, except that

he takes a far more cheerful view, a Shakesperian view, of
4

humanity." Sydney Smith, writing to a friend in September 1837

said that "the Soul of Hogarth has migrated into the Body of Mr.

Dickens.

The first well-developed comparison of the two men appeared

in the Edinburgh Review of October 1838. T.H. Lister wrote:

What Hogarth was in painting, such very nearly is Mr.
Dickens in prose fiction. The same turn of mind--the
same species of power displays itself strongly in each.
Like Hogarth he takes a keen and practical view of life-
is an able satirist--very successful in depicting the
ludicrous side of human nature, and rendering its follies
more apparent by humorous exaggeration—peculiarly skilful
in his management of details, throwing in circumstances
which serve not only to complete the picture before us,
but to suggest indirectly antecedent events which cannot
be brought before our eyes. Hogarth's cobweb over the
poor-box, and the plan for paying off the national debt,

Bath Chronicle (7 Aug 1836); quoted by Walter Dexter and
J.W.T. Ley, The Origin of Pickwick (London: Chapman & Hall,
1*36), p.82.

4
Quoted by George H. Ford, Dickens and His Readers: Aspects

of Novel Criticism Since 1836 (Princeton: Princeton U.P., 1955), p.7.

^Pilgrim I, 431n.
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hanging from the pocket of a prisoner in the Fleet, are
strokes of sgtire very similar to some in the writings of
Mr. Dickens.

Dickens responded enthusiastically to this review. In a letter

to Forster, he wrote: "I need not tell you how delighted I

have been with the notice in Edinburgh. It is all even I could

wish, and what more can I say!"^
The comparison was firmly established by 1844 when R.H. Horne

g
published his The New Spirit of the Age. About half the long

chapter on Dickens was devoted to examining the author's similarity

to Hogarth. Horne wrote:

Any one who would rightly--that is, philosophically as well
as pleasantly — estimate the genius of Mr. Dickens, should
first read his works fairly through, and then read the
Essays by Charles Lamb, and by Hazlitt, on the genius of
Hogarth; or if the hesitating reader in question feels a
preliminary distaste for anything which displays low vices
without the high sauce of aristocracy to disguise the real
repulsiveness (a feeling natural enough, by the way) then
let him reverse the process, and begin with the Essays.^

After this, Dickens's contemporaries were silent on the artistic

relationship of Hogarth, "the Ingenious,"^ and Dickens, "the

Inimitable". Perhaps they felt that Horne had already said it

too well, or that it was odious to consider a comparison of "the

Inimitable" with another artist, even Hogarth. Whatever the

cause, the silence gave Forster grounds for eventually commenting

^jj.H. Lister^, "Dickens's Tales," Edinburgh Review, 68
(Oct 1838), 75-97, pp.76-77.

^Pilgrim I, 438 (2 Oct 1838).
g
Richard Hengist Horne, "Charles Dickens," The New Spirit

of the Age, 2 vols. (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1844), I, 1-76.
9
Horne, p.20.
William Hogarth, Hogarth's Graphic Works, comp. Ronald

Paulson, 2 vols. (New Haven: Yale U.P., 1965), I, 12.
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that Dickens "resembled{Hogarth\in genius; as another generation

will be probably more apt than our own to discover.

There is no doubt that, even as a young man, Dickens would

have known the work of Hogarth and other graphic artists who

worked in this tradition. A common form of free entertainment,

and one in which Dickens probably participated, was found in
12

print-shop windows. These "picture galleries of the public"
. . 13

had enjoyed a long tradition of great popularity. A pamphlet

published in 1748 describes one scene:

Walking some Weeks ago from Temple-Bar to 'Change in a
pensive Humour, I found myself interrupted at every
Print-Shop by a Croud of People of all Ranks gazing at Mr.
Hogarth's Prints of Industry and Idleness. Being thus
disturbed in my then Train of Thoughts, my Curiosity was
awakened to mingle with the Cr^d, to take a View of what
they seemed so much to admire.

And the same kind of enthusiasm was active in the eighteen-twenties

when Dickens first came to London. Thackeray recalled the delight¬

ful times he had spent admiring the displays: "There used to

be a crowd round the window in those days of grinning, good-

natured mechanics, who spelt the songs, and spoke them out for

^Forster II, 41.
12

Mary Dorothy George, Hogarth to Cruikshank: Social Change
in Graphic Satire (London: Allen Lane, 1967), p.17.

13 * . ...

According to F.D. Klmgender, the demand for pictorial satire
"began towards the end of Queen Anne's reign and broke off c.1840."
Hogarth and English Caricature (London: Transatlantic Arts, 1944),
p.iii.

14
From a pamphlet advertised in the Gentleman's Magazine,

18 (1748), p.144. Quoted by Robert E. Moore, Hogarth's Literary
Relations (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1948), p.12.
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the benefit of the company, and who received the points of humour

with a general sympathising roar."^ Dickens was not one to

ignore or miss out on this kind of excitement. His memories of

that time, as recounted by Forster, show him to have been an

independent boy who thought it "was a grand thing to walk home

with six shillings in his pocket, and to look in at the shop

windows, and think what it would buy;"^ who, during his tea-time,

would take a turn in Covent Garden or resort to a coffee-shop in

Maiden-lane, Hungerford-market or St. Martin's-lane;^ who might

be seduced into following "a very motley assemblage" into a

18
show-van; and who, in short, became familiar- with London street

life.

Most of the prints Dickens saw in these windows would have

been by contemporary graphic satirists, many of whom used Hogarth

as a model. But reprints of earlier prints would also have set

the work of Hogarth, Rowlandson and Gillray before him. Such an

opportunity, for example, was provided in 1835 when Baldwyn and

Cradock advertised the "Republication of the Genuine Plates of

Hogarth in Fifty-two 5s. numbers": the numbers, containing

^^"The Humorist. A Collection of Entertaining Tales ...,"
Westminster Review (June 1840), 1-60, pp.6-7. Thackeray, only
seven months older than Dickens, would have moved to The Charter¬
house (near the City) from Walpole House, Chiswick, at about the
same time as Dickens arrived in London from Chatham.

^Forster I, 23.

"^Forster I, 25.
1 8

Forster I, 28.
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"Three Plates, or Two and a Sheet of Letterpress," to appear

19
fortnightly. It is quite likely that reprints of these important

plates would be exhibited and that Dickens might see some of them.

Furthermore, he could have surveyed them more closely as a reader

at the British Museum, or as a gainfully-employed purchaser of the

numbers.

But Dickens was not simply a "good-natured mechanic" who

wandered in the streets, looking in print-shop windows. In his

own household, he must have seen illustrated political pamphlets

such as those of William Hone's, illustrated by George Cruikshank.

Since pictures and prints--as the illustrations in Dickens's

novels show-were common in even the most humble homes, it would

not be surprising to find Dickens's acquaintance with the work of

Hogarth and the other graphic satirists arising from his day-to-day

contact with the walls of his own home. Then, some of those

within Dickens's family circle, on his mother's side, were not

inartistic. His aunt, Janet Ross Barrow, was a talented miniaturist

who painted the earliest known portrait of him, when he was

•

u- 20eighteen.

Dickens's early reading was another way in which he began

to familiarize himself with graphic satire. As a child, he had

access to a small collection of books:

^{Advertisement] , Athenaeum (23 May 1835), p. 399.
20

William J. Carlton, "Dickens and the Ross Family,"
Dickensian, 51 (March 1955), 58-66, p.58.
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Roderick Random, Peregrine Pickle, Humphrey Clinker, Tom
Jones, the Vicar of Wakefield, Don Quixote, Gil Bias, and
Robinson Crusoe came out, a glorious host, to keep me
company. They kept alive my fancy, and my hope of something
beyond that place and time--|hey, and the Arabian Nights,
and the Tales of the Genii.

These childhood companions were possibly illustrated, but we

cannot be certain what edition Dickens used. Cruikshank, the

nineteenth century's best-known graphic satirist, illustrated most

of them--all but Robinson Crusoe, Arabian Nights and Tales of the

22
Genii--for Thomas Roscoe's Novelist's Library (1831-32); but

Dickens was a struggling young journalist, not a boy, when the

Cruikshank-illustrated volumes first began to -appear in 1831.

And though he may have taken the opportunity to replace his old

friends, these were not the well-loved volumes he read as a boy.

Because we know so little about Dickens's early years,

it is difficult to establish his familiarity with fine art or,

more specifically, with Hogarth and the tradition of graphic

satire. But his later years are better documented. Amongst his
23

circle of friends and acquaintances were many artists, such as

21
Forster I, 17.

22
Other well-known works which Cruikshank illustrated, and

which Dickens might have seen before Sketches by Boz was published
are: German Popular Stories (1824); Peter Schlemil (1824); Mornings
at Bow Street (1830); Joseph Andrews, Amelia, Tristram Shandy and
Sir Lancelot Greaves (in Thomas Roscoe's Novelist's Library, 1831-32);
and Sunday in London (1833).

23
Kate Dickens Perugini, "Dickens as a Lover of Art and Artists,"

Magazine of Art (Jan 1903), 125-30 and (Feb 1903), 164-69.
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24 25 26
David Wilkie, Daniel Maclise, Clarkson Stanfield, Augustus

Egg, Edwin Landseer, John Leech, Frank and Marcus Stone, and

Luke Fildes. Such friendships are a sign of his own taste and an

indication of his familiarity with whatever was current in the world

of art. He was even to become an art critic himself, on occasion:

in Pictures from Italy (1846) expressing his disdain of the blind

admiration of works approved by guidebooks; in "Leech's 'The
. . . 27

Rising Generation'" comparing Leech with other caricaturists; and

in 1850, following a visit to the Royal Academy's 82nd annual

exhibition, sharply disapproving Millais's painting of Christ's
28

family in the carpenter's shop." Nor should we overlook his

letter to Forster (Oct 1855) commenting sharply on the British
29

contributions to the Paris Art Exhibition.

Soon after Wilkie's death, Dickens proposed a toast to the
memory of his friend: "Dickens was said to be 'much affected
in the delivery of his speech',[Edinburgh Evening Courant)
particularly when he referred directly to Sir David Wilkie's death.
The toast was drunk in silence." Speeches, p.14.

25
At the Royal Academy Banquet (30 April 1870), Dickens said:

"For many years I was one of the two most intimate friends and
companions of the late Mr. Maclise." Speeches, p.422.

26
Of Stanfield's death, Dickens wrote: "Every Artist, be he

writer, painter, musician, or actor, must bear his private sorrows
as he best can, and must separate them from the exercise of his
public pursuit. But it sometimes happens, in compensation, that
his private loss of a dear friend represents a loss on the part of
the whole community. Then he may, without obtrusion of his person¬
ality, step forth to lay his little wreath upon that dear friend's
grave." All the Year Round, 17 (1 June 1867), p.537.

27
Examiner (30 Dec 1848). Quoted in Charles Dickens,

Miscellaneous Papers (London: Chapman & Hall, 1914), 21-41, p.27:
hereafter, MP.

2 8
Household Words, I (15 June 1850), pp.265-66. His outburst

was a temporary aberration, possibly stimulated by loyalty to old
friends; but he was soon to be a friend of Millais and Holman
Hunt, and later connected with other Pre-Raphaelites through
Charles Collins.

Nonesuch II, 700.



Figure 1. "The Madhouse" — The Rake's Progress
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Evidence also shows that Dickens had studied Hogarth's work

rather closely. We know from the sale of Dickens's library and

pictures, that he owned a collection of forty-eight engravings by
30

Hogarth. Amongst these were the important "progresses"--"The

Rake's Progress," "The Harlot's Progress," "Marriage a la Mode,"

and "Industry and Idleness"--and the companion pieces, "Beer Street"

and "Gin Lane". And a series of Hogarth's prints hung prominently

in a hall at Gad's Hill until the last three years of Dickens's
31

life, when it was moved to his bedroom.

Dickens took a more than passing interest in his possessions.

He studied the plates and, as public and private references show,

assumed that his friends and public shared a general understanding

of Hogarth's works. Letters provide the best evidence of "private"

references. In 1841, he contemplated writing a book which would

be in pointed contrast to the fashionable annuals then in vogue.

To Mrs. Gore, he wrote: "It would be a good thing to have the
32

two extremes--Fairlie and Fielding--Hogarth and Chalon."

Maclise referred to the last plate of "The Rake's Progress" (Figure 1)

when he wrote to Dickens that he was "in a very bad state of

health. ... my wig off and looking a good deal like that Maniac

30 . . .

J.H. Stonehouse, ed. Reprints of the Catalogues of the Libraries
of Charles Dickens and W.M. Thackeray (London: Piccadilly Fountain
Press, 1935), pp.58-59.

"^Forster II, 211.
32

Pilgrim II, 201 (31 Jan 1841). Fairlie was a woman who
helped edit fashionable annuals; Chalon was appointed painter
in watercolours to the queen.
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33
with his hand to his head in Hogarth's mad scene." In a letter

to Forster, Dickens wrote of Paris: "It is a wicked and detestable

place, though wonderfully attractive; and there can be no better
34

summary of it, after all, than Hogarth's unmentionable phrase."

And in discussing Cruikshank's "The Bottle", he wrote: "There is

a woman in the last plate but one, garrulous about the murder, with
35

a child in her arms, that is as good as Hogarth."

Dickens's "public" references to Hogarth are of two kinds:

those appearing in print (in novels, periodicals and newspapers);

and those spoken to an audience. In "The Boarding-House" from

Sketches by Boz, Dickens writes: "It would required the pencil

of Hogarth to illustrate--our feeble pen is inadequate to describe--

the expression which the countenances of Mr. Calton and Mr. Septimus

Hicks,respectively assumed, at this unexpected announcement,"
36

(SB, 289). In a long article on the Coronation, he compared

the fair in Hyde Park to Hogarth's "Beer Street": "such beer

33Pilgrim II, 361n (16 July 1841).
34

Pilgrim IV, 669 (?30 Nov 1846). Kathleen Tillotson notes:
"Hogarth was reported to have said that 'French houses were gilt
and b--sh--t' (article in Biographica Britannica ... VI, part 2,
Supplement 1766, p.172)." Pilgrim IV, 669n. The obscurity of her
source suggests that Dickens's reading about Hogarth may have been
even more extensive than one might suspect.

35Nonesuch II, 51-52 (2 Sept 1847).
36

Emberton explains that the eighteenth century novelists
were "fond of invoking Hogarth in similar terms: ... it seems

likely ... that in this brief invocation to Hogarth, Dickens
was borrowing his terms of reference, word for word, from his
literary predecessors, drawing on a literary convention rather
than making use of his own first-hand knowledge of Hogarth's
work." (p.27)
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drinking as Hogarth has embodied in his happy, hearty picture,
37

and ... faces as jovial as ever he could paint." In the preface

to the Third Edition (1841) of Oliver Twist he justified his use

of 'low life" by finding examples and precedents in "the noblest

range of English literature" and in Hogarth:

Fielding, DeFoe, Goldsmith, Smollett, Richardson, Mac¬
kenzie—all these for wise purposes brought upon the scene the
very scum and refuse of the land. Hogarth, the moralist,
and censor of his age—in whose great works the times in
which he lived, and the characters of every time, will never
cease to be reflected—did the like, without the compromise
of a hair's breadth; with a power and depth of thought
which belonged to few men before him, and^ill probably
appertain to fewer still in time to come.

When Lord Londonderry objected to pictorial evidence presented

in support of the Mines and Collieries Bill, Dickens angrily

wrote to the editor of the Morning Chronicle:

Lord Londonderry's objection is not to the existence of
this deplorable state of society; it is confined to the
naughty pictures that set it forth and illustrate it; ...

In like manner the delicacy of the distillers of Hogarth's
time was grievously outraged by the print of "Gin Lane,"
and nearly all the stout landladies dwelling above Covent-^g
garden voted "The Harlot's Progress" indecent and immoral.

In letters to The Daily News on the question of capital punishment,

Dickens alluded to the execution scene in "Industry and Idleness":

(Figure 2):

There never is ... an execution at the Old Bailey in London,
but the spectators include two large classes of thieves-
one class who go there as they would go to a dog-fight, or any
other brutal sport, for the attraction and excitement of the

37
Examiner (1 July 1838); as quoted in Pilgrim I, 408n.

38
Quoted in OT, lxiv.

3d
Pilgrim III, 284 (25 July 1842).
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spectacle; the other who make it a dry matter of business,
and mix with the crowd solely to pick pockets. Add to these,
the dissolute, the drunken, the most profligate, and abandoned
of both sexes--some moody ill-conditioned minds, drawn
thither by a fearful interest--and some compelled by curiosity;
of whom the greater part are of an age and temperament
rendering the gratification of that curiosity highly
dangerous to themselves and society--and the great elements
of the concourse are stated.

And his audience was left in no doubt as to the source of his

allusion:

Hogarth's idle apprentice is hanged; but the whole scene--
with the unmistakable stout lady, drunk and pious, in the
cast; the quarreling, blasphemy, lewdness, and uproar;
Tiddy Doll vending his gingerbread, and the boys picking
his pocket--is a bitter^atire on the great example; as
efficient then, as now.

Then, in "Cruikshank's 'The Drunkard's Children'" Dickens gave

his fullest critical evaluation of Hogarth. Disliking Cruikshank's

temperance, in which drunkenness is the problem not a symptom,

Dickens introduced Hogarth and his works, especially "Gin Lane"

(Figure 3), to clarify his point:

Hogarth avoided the Drunkard's Progress, we conceive,
precisely because the causes of drunkenness among the
poor were so numerous and widely spread, and lurked
so sorrowfully deep and far down in all human misery,
neglect and despair, that even his pencil could not
bring them fairly and justly into the light. That he was
never contented with beginning at the effect, witness
the Miser (his shoe new-soled with the binding of his
Bible) dead before the Young Rake begins his career;
the worldly father, listless daughter, impoverished
nobleman, and crafty lawyer in the first plate of the
Mariage fsic] a la Mode; the detestable advances in the
Stages of Cruelty; and the progress downward of Thomas
Idle! That he did not spare that kind of drunkenness
which was of more 'respectable' engenderment, his midnight

^Letters to The Daily News (9, 13 and 16 March 1846). In
Iff, p.27.

41
MP, p.30.
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modern conversation, the election plates, and a crowd of
stupid aldermen and other guzzlers, amply testify. But
after one immortal journey down Gin Lane, he turned away
in grief and sorrow-perhaps in hope of better things one

day, from better laws,^«pd schools, and poor men's homes--
and went back no more.

Other printed references to Hogarth include: the supposition of
43

a "Hogarth baronetcy"; the publication, with Wilkie Collins,
44

of The Lazy Tour of Two Idle Apprentices; and the description

of "the exact counterpart of the church in the Rake's Progress

where the hero is being married to the horrible old lady" in

a piece called "City of London Churches" in The Uncommercial
45

Traveller.

When Dickens refers to Hogarth in speeches, he assumes a

readier acquaintance with the artist's work than is required

with the written word. For with a written reference, the reader

"Examiner (8 July 1848), as quoted in MP, 105-8, p. 106. The
reference is especially significant in that it reflects the
comprehensiveness of Dickens's understanding of Hogarth's works.
The middle two sentences refer to at least six major works
("The Rake's Progress," "Marriage a la Mode," "The Four Stages of
Cruelty," "Industry and Idleness," "A Midnight Modern Conversation,"
and "The Election"). Of these, two are not included in Stonehouse's
list of engravings owned by Dickens.

A- 3
"Supposing, we had at this day a Baron Jenner, or a Viscount

Watt, or a Earl Stephenson, or a Marquess of Brunei, or a dormant
Shakespear peerage, or a Hogarth baronetcy, I wonder whether it
would be cruelly disgraceful to our old nobility!" Household Words,
I (10 April 1850), p.96.

44
Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins, "The Lazy Tour of

Two Idle Apprentices," Household Words, 16 (Oct 1857), 313-319,
337-49, 361-67, 385-93, 408-416.

45
Charles Dickens, The Uncommercial Traveller and Reprinted

Pieces (London: Oxford U.P., 1964), p.192.
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can skip back to the beginning for a second glance; but this

is not possible with speeches. To the Metropolitan Sanitary-

Association in 1851, Dickens spoke of "the air from Gin Lane"^
being carried into Mayfair. To a different type of audience

at the Mansion House in 1861, he said:

I find that even the greatest of English satirists,
of whom it is well said that his pictures require to be
read like books--I find that even he could no more

dispense with his Lord Mayors than any of the rest;
for without them he could neither have committed his
'idle apprentice' for trial, nor, under circumstances
of very touching and powerful contrast, have rewarded
his 'industrious apprentice' by^resenting him at the
height of his fame and fortune.

The reference not only assumes that Dickens's audience is familiar

with Hogarth as "the greatest of English satirists," and with

his twelve-plate series called "Industry and Idleness"; but
48

also alludes to Charles Lamb's essay on Hogarth.

We know that Dickens was familiar with Hogarth and that

contemporaries often compared him to the eighteenth century artist.

But we have still to establish what characteristics allowed

critics to see the similarity.

46
Speeches, p.128.

47
Speeches, pp.299-300.

48
"His graphic representations are indeed books: they

have the teeming, fruitful suggestive meaning of words. Other
pictures we look at,--his prints we read." "Essay on the
Original Genius and Character of Hogarth," The Life, Letters
and Writings of Charles Lamb, ed. Percy Fitzgerald, 6 vols.
(London: E. Moxon, 1876), IV, 287-313, p.288.
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Comparison between Hogarth and literary figures is simplified

by the quasi-verbal nature of his paintings and engravings.

Hazlitt significantly included a section on Hogarth in his series
49titled "Lectures on the English Comic Writers." And Lamb

wrote that Hogarth's "graphic representations are indeed books:

they have the teeming, fruitful, suggestive meaning of words.

Other pictures we look at--his prints we read.""^ It might be

argued that any picture can be verbalized. For as art historians

have so aptly shown, it is possible to say a great deal about

a work which to the uninitiated eye reveals little. Even a

portrait painting with an empty background might be "read" if the

viewer knows something about the painter or his subject. So the

connection with verbal structures must be a matter of degree.

Still, Hogarth's works provide a greater opportunity for "reading"

than many others. The detail provided allows even the viewer

with little or no background of art history to describe "what is

happening". If that viewer has even the foggiest notion of what

a "progress" might be, his ability to read each print as part

of a series is greatly enlarged.

Then Hogarth used techniques usually associated with literary

art. Some of these methods are ones (as Paulson explains) which

Hogarth adopted from literary figures of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries:

49
William Hazlitt, "On the Works of Hogarth," from "Lectures

on the English Comic Writers," The Collected Works of William
Hazlitt, ed. A.R. Waller and Arnold Glover. 12 vols. (London:
J.M. Dent, 1903), V, 133-149.

50Lamb, p.238.



Figure 4. "The Young Heir Takes Possession"
The Rake's Progress
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Although ... juxtaposition or conflation was a part of
the popular tradition of graphic satire, the sophistication
of double and triple meanings, as well as the plausibility
of the setting, is characteristically Augustan. I believe
Hogarth owes these to the polysemous forms, the puns,
zeugmas and juxtapositions of Butler, Dryden, Swift and
Pope--to their habitual practice of seeing a thing
in different ways at the same time. ... Such juxtaposi¬
tions, often producing complex parallels and contrasts,
extend from the smallest detailg^to the conjunction of
styles or of style and subject.

Allusion, conveyed through the careful use of emblems, is the

device Hogarth most effectively used. For example, signs of

Rakewell's miserly way of life are everywhere evinced in Plate I

of "The Rake's Progress" (Figure 4):

a spectacle-frame without glasses, a fur cap and coat
in lieu of a fire, a disused spit and smoking jack stored
in a cupboard high up in the wall; in the closet four old
wigs, two swords, a cracked jug and bowl, and a box of old
boots. A save-all is on the fireplace (for the last stub
of a candle), the grate is empty, a half-starved cat is
looking for food but can only find plate and money bags,
and (in the third state) a Bible has been mutilated to make
a sole for a shoe. ... An open memorandum book revea^s^the
dead miser's mind for us: (in the first stjite) "Memo 1721
May 3d My Son Tom Came from Oxford 4th Din at the^^rench
Ordinary 5th of June--Put off"! my bad Shilling "

Ronald Paulson, "Hogarth and the English garden: visual
and verbal structures," ed. John Dixon Hunt, Encounters: Essays
on Literature and the Visual Arts (London: Studio Vista, 1971),
82-95, pp.85-6. See also: G. Everitt, English Caricaturists
and Graphic Humourists of the Nineteenth Century (London:
Swan Sonnenschein, LeBas & Lowrey, 1893), p.177 for a discussion
of "alliterative design" in Cruikshank's work; and Emberton,
p.64, for a consideration of the "hidden structural logic" of
The Fall in Hogarth's "Southwark Fair".

52 . ' .

Hogarth, Graphic Works, I, 161. Other valuable discussions
of the engravings can be found in: G.Ch. Lichtenberg, Lichtenberg's
Commentaries on Hogarth's Engravings, trans., Innes and Gustav
Herdan, (London: Cresset Press, 1966); Rev. Dr. Trusler, Hogarth
Moralized (London: Shakespeare Press, 1831); and John Ireland,
Hogarth Illustrated, 3 vols. (London: J. Boydell, 1798).
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It was a distinctive element in Hogarth's style to provide a

strong frame within which were close-packed metaphoric correspondences

like these. The "smaller" emblems combined to form a significant

part of the larger design.

In Hogarth's engravings, one must "read" the items of

scenery, furniture, and wall-hangings. According to John Dixon

Hunt, "Dickens's literary version of this is to animate the
53

non-human, forcing us to read its features." Not that animism

is by any means the only form of effective allusion. Dickens's

works are packed with allusions and correspondences which may

not be the first to spring to the mind of someone primarily

interested in art. Nevertheless, this visualization can be seen

throughout Dickens's work. Buildings and the environment,

especially, serve essentially Hogarthian symbolic purposes. As

much twentieth century Dickensian criticism has been rooted in
54

"symbolic" interpretations, it would be futile to attempt a

descriptive survey of them here. It should suffice to mention in

passing some of the most obvious examples of the "large" emblem:

Todger's in Martin Chuzzlewit; the sea in Dombey and Son; the fog

and Tom-all-alone's in Bleak House; prisons in Little Dorrit; and

53
"Dickens and the traditions of graphic satire," ed., John

Dixon Hunt, Encounters, 124-55, p.135.

"^See, for example:, Edmund Wilson, "Dickens: The Two
Scrooges," The Wound and the Bow: Seven Studies in Literature
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1941); F.R. Leavis, The Great Tradition
(London: Chatto & Windus, 1950); Arnold Kettle, An Introduction
to the English Novel, 2 vols. (London: Hutchinson^ 1974) ; and
J. Hillis Miller, Charles Dickens: The World of His Novels
(Bloomington: Indiana U.P., 1969).
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the river and the dustheap in Our Mutual Friend. Though, at the

same time, it must be remembered that these "large" emblems can

also be considered "poetic" devices which, like Hogarth's emblems,

derive their meaning from the natural world.

Dickens's use of symbolic anthropomorphic images demands

a consideration of fantasy. His use of animism, the free

interchange of people and objects, has prompted John Harvey to

connect him not only with Gillray and Cruikshank, but also with

the tradition of graphic satire in Europe: "Bruegel and Dickens
55

are linked in one long continuity."

But in light of the fantastic, the influence of comic

artists active in Dickens's own time is surely of greater

importance. For instance, Dickens knew Thomas Hood, the popular

comic author-artist, and was.familiar with his work. On 21 August

1839, he sent to the honeymooning Cattermole a carpet-bag full of
5 6

books, including among them "Hood's Own Complete." To MacVey

Napier, Dickens wrote for Hood a letter of introduction: "I will

not offer any apology for introducing to you, Mr. Hood--a personal

friend of mine whom I greatly value; and a public friend of yours,

I have not the least doubt, already.Letters to Hood were

58
limited to the months of October and November 1842, and were

generally of a short and informal nature.

"^Harvey, pp. 74-5.

56Pilgrim I, 576 (21 Aug 1839).

57Pilgrim III, 558 (12 Sept 1843).
58

Pilgrim III, 341 (13 Oct 1842); 368 (12 Nov 1842);
and 386 (30 Nov 1842).
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As J.C. R.eid reminds us, they shared a similar vision:

"Dickens constantly saw relationships between incongruous things,

as well as between people and objects; Hood saw similar analogies
59

between incongruous words and ideas." The humour of Hood's

pictures often manifested itself in the visualization of the

verbal, in pictures which emphasized the ambiguous possibilities

of words. For example, pictures titled "A Round of Beef," "A Step

Mother," "An Ingrate," "The Rake's Progress" and "A Pastorale

in A Flat" show, respectively: a rotund cow, a woman sitting

with children on a step, a face peering from behind a fire grate,

farm hands taking a break in the fields, and a cow standing in

the middle of a level field. The pun, though making us groan,

also forces us to consider different ways of seeing and describing

the world.

And though Hood is rarely included in discussions of the

tradition of graphic satire, at least one important contemporary

critic saw him as part of it. Lamb, in a letter to C.K. Oilier,

remarked: "My head is very queerish and indisposed for much
60

company; but we will get Hood, that half Hogarth, to meet you."

The description was apparently inspired by Hood's "The Progress
61

of Cant" (1825). In a short review for the New Monthly Magazine,

Lamb praised the etching:

"^Thomas Hood (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1963), p.242.

Quoted by Reid, p.48.
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A wicked wag has produced a caricature ... in which he
marshalleth all the projected improvements of the age,
and maketh them take their fantastic progress before
the eyes of the scorner. It is a spirited etching, almost
as abundant in meaning as in figures, and hath a reprobate
eye to a.corner--an Hogarthian vivification of post and
placard.

So the lesser author and artist was recognized as "that half

Hogarth" by a respected admirer and critic of Hogarth's works.

Had Lamb lived long enough to read and write about Dickens's
6 3

work, it would not have been surprising to hear him refer

to Dickens as "that Hogarth."

Intricately connected with an appreciation of symbols or

emblems is the question of audience participation. Lamb calls

this kind of art "imaginary work" and says that "the spectator

must meet the artist in his conceptions half way; and it is

peculiar to the confidence of high genius alone to trust so much

to spectators or readers.Just as we must carefully "read"

one of Hogarth's paintings or engravings, so too must we share

in Dickens's visualization of ideas. This is perhaps especially

true of those symbols conveyed through animism. Wolfgang Kayser

says the grotesque world to which they belong can be "experienced

only in the act of reception.And Vergil Grillo says that the

6 9
"The Progress of Cant," New Monthly Magazine (Feb 1826), p.232.

__ _

When Lamb died in December 1834, Dickens had written only
thirteen of the sketches to be included in Sketches by Boz.

64
Lamb, p.294.

65
The Grotesque in Art and Literature, tr., U. Weisstein

(Bloomington: Indiana U.P., 1963), p.181.



excellence of Sketches by Boz, "does not reside in the superior

realism of the sketches ... but rather in the relationship Boz

establishes with his readers in such a way as to promote their
66

active participation in the vision of his sketches."

We begin to come to common ground of a rather general nature,

and one which carries us swiftly toward the use of "Hogarthian" as

little more than a convenient term of praise, when we look at the

"dramatic" in the works of Hogarth and Dickens. Hogarth is not

only "dramatic" in his scenes, but wished to be seen as adopting

the dramatist's methods. He explained:

I ... wished to compose pictures on canvas, similar to
representations on the stage; and further hope that they
will be tried by the same test, and criticized by the
same criterion. ...let the figures in either pictures
or prints be considered as players dressed either for the
sublime, -- for genteel comedy, or farce,--for high or low
life. I have endeavoured to treat my subjects as a dramatic
writer: my picture is my stage, and men and women my players,
who by means^f certain actions and gestures are to exhibit
a dumb show.

Hogarth's phraseology echoes Jacques's speech on the seven ages

of man--"All the world's a stage, / And all the men and women

merely players"^--and shows that he "endeavoured to treat (hisj

Sketches by Boz: End and Beginning (Boulder, Colo.:
Colorado Associated U.P., 1974), p.63.

^Anecdotes of William Hogarth (London: J.B. Nichols and Son,
1833), pp.8-9.

6 8
As You Like It, II, vii, 139-40. There is also a hint

in Hogarth's "dumb show" of Macbeth's speech: "Life's but a
walking shadow, a poor player / That struts and frets his hour upon
the stage / And then is heard no more." (Macbeth, V,v, 24-26).



Figure 5» "The Scene with the Quack"
Marriage a la Mode
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subjects" as Shakespeare, a specific "dramatic writer," would have

done. So Hogarth himself is consciously deriving from literature.

In fact, the similarity of Dickens to Hogarth might be correctly

discerned in their common ancestry in Shakespeare.

The "dramatic" nature of Hogarth's work can be seen on two

distinct levels: in the individual print, and in the "progress".

In each print he has carefully chosen a moment to stop the action

so that "the expression is caught at the salient point in a

state of progress or change.The scene is "stopped," but

it is not at rest. At any moment we expect the action to continue:

the child falling from its mother's arms in "Gin Lane" will lay

in a heap on the ground; the lunatics in the last plate of "The

Rake's Progress" will be madly reeling around the room; and in the

third plate of "Marriage a la Mode," (Figure 5) the quack doctor

will take the coin offered him. Then, what Lamb calls "the dumb

rhetoric of the scenery,"^ provides information about the drama's

plot: its past, present, and possible future.

In a "progress" these dramatically effective tableaux combine

in a story. The prints follow one another in a sequence which

cannot be disturbed. Characters change, developing or (more

often) deteriorating as the story proceeds. We see the rake and

the harlot gradually descending to their inevitable ends, watch

the careers of the industrious and idle apprentices go their

separate ways, and follow the fateful course of the "Marriage "a

69
Moore, p.22.

^Lamb, p. 310.



la Mode." The action of the plates follows a clear-cut pattern

of cause-and-effeet: the rake squanders his fortune in

gambling houses and brothels, marries an ugly woman whose only

attraction is her wealth, gambles away her money, is thrown into

debtor's prison, and eventually lands in Bedlam with a syphilitic

madness. Some series (e.g. "The Harlot's Progress" and "Marriage

la Mode") require a careful reading of "the dumb rhetoric of the

scenery." But others were accompanied by aids to understanding:

descriptive titles, illustrative verses, or Biblical quotations.

Each series has a final plate which serves as a "Conclusion":

the main characters, with the exception of the industrious

apprentice, are either dead or mad. We can no longer ask,"What

next?" because the drama has come to an undeniable end.

Dickens, of course, is essentially dramatic--in dialogue,

scene and structure. And, almost inevitably, the very fact

that he wrote for illustration meant that he uses a technique

comparable to Hogarth's. He, too, often arrests his narrative

at a dramatic point, and leads the reader's eye about the picture

to note its details. In Pickwick, for example, Dickens stops the

action so that a prose "tableau" of a scene in the Fleet can be

painted. Pickwick is made to stand "perfectly fixed and

immovable with astonishment" (PP, 596) so that Dickens can

describe the characters and point out the details in the room.

Several paragraphs later, the tableau is finished and Pickwick

is brought back to his senses: "The noise of some one stumbling

hastily into the room roused him," (PP, 597). Stunned senses
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also play a part in the picture Dickens "painted" of a market-

morning in Oliver Twist. From Smithfield "arose a tumult of

discordant sounds that filled Oliver Twist with surprise ana

amazement," (OT, 136). A long paragraph follows in which the

sights and sounds which "rendered it a stunning and bewildering

scene, which quite confounded the senses" (OT, 136) are described.

Again, in this paragraph from A Tale of Two Cities, the reader

is presented with a number of simultaneously occurring scenes

which are part of the larger scene:

All the people within reach had suspended their business,
or their idleness, to run to the spot and drink the wine.
The rough, irregular stones of the street, pointing every
way, and designed, one might have thought, expressly to
lame all living creatures that approached them, had dammed
it into little pools; these were surrounded, each by its
own jostling group or crowd, according to its size. Some
men kneeled down, made scoops of their two hands joined,
and sipped, or tried to help women, who bent over their
shoulders, to sip, before the wine had all run out between
their fingers. Others, men and women, dipped in the
puddles with little mugs of mutilated earthenware, or even
with handkerchiefs from women's heads, which were squeezed
dry into infants' mouths; others made small mud embank¬
ments, to stem the wine as it ran; others, directed by
lookers-on up at high windows, darted here and there, to
cut off little streams of wine that started away in new
directions; others devoted themselves to the sodden and
lee-dyed pieces of the cask, licking, and even champing
the moister wine-rotted fragments with eager relish.
There was no drainage to carry off the wine, and not only
did it all get taken up, but so much mud got taken up along
with it, that there might have been a scavenger in the street,
if anybody acquainted with it could have believed in such
a miraculous presence. (TTC, 27)

The scene is not as obviously "stopped" as is the one in Pickwick.

But the first and last sentences serve as a means of generalizing

the activity, and of giving pause to the prose's forward movement.

In general, Hogarth's dramatic prints cannot be thought of

as directly influencing Dickens's dramatic prose. Each artist

simply found strength in the dramatic, and the similarity of

emphasis helped critics compare them.
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Another characteristic which contributed to the comparison

is the rather broad one of "realism". There are two or three ways

in which one can see this. One of these is the manner in which

they pay careful attention to detail. Dickens, like Hogarth, is

"peculiarly skilful in his management of details, throwing in

circumstances which serve not only to complete the picture before

us, but to suggest indirectly antecedent events which cannot be

brought before our eyes."^ As we have seen, Hogarth filled

his works with details which, "read" in any order, reinforce the

central idea. Dickens, by "stopping" scenes and filling them with

detail, is able to produce a similar unified effect. Examples of

this careful attention to detail include: the description of

Mr. Krook's shop (BH, 49-50); the concept of "glare" in the

first four paragraphs of Little Dorrit; and the idea of Dr.

Blimber's establishment as a great hothouse (DS, Ch.ll & 12).

Another aspect of "realism" is the lifelike representation

of characters. In "The Bench" and "Characters and Caricaturas,"

Hogarth delineated the differences between character and caricature.
72

His sense of the beautiful, he argued, forbade the use of

caricature in his art. Hazlitt wrote:

What distinguishes his compositions from all others of
the same general kind, is, that they are equally remote
from caricature, and from mere still life. ...his faces
go to the very verge of caricature, and yet never ... go
beyond it: they take the very widest latitude, and yet we
always see the links which bind them to nature: they bear

^Lister, p.77.
72

William Hogarth, The Analysis of Beauty (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1955).
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all the marks, and carry all the conviction of reality with
them, as if we had seen the actual faces for the first
time, from the precision, consistency, and good sense
with which the whole and every part is made out. They
exhibit the most uncommon features with the most uncommon

expressions: but which yet are as familiar and intelligible
as possible, because^ith all the boldness, they have all
the truth of nature.

Lamb says of his characters:

The faces of Hogarth have not a mere momentary interest,
as in caricatures, or those grotesque physiognomies
which we sometimes catch a glance of in the street, and
struck with their whimsicality, wish for a pencil and
the power to sketch them down; and forget them again as
rapidly,--but they are permanent abiding ideas. Not
the sports of Nature, but her necessary eternal classes.
We feel that we cannot part with any of them, lest a link
should be broken. It is worthy of observation, that bg
has seldom drawn a mean or insignificant countenance.

One can verify the opinions of these eminent essayists by looking

at the prints themselves: though the central idea or action may

be ugly or grotesque, the characters who act out the scene are

never unnatural in physical appearance.

"Caricature," the "grotesque or ludicrous representation

of persons or things by exaggeration of their most character¬

istic and striking features," (OED) is a term often applied to

Dickens's work.^ Defending himself agains the "accusations"

^Hazlitt, pp.138-9.

^Lamb, p. 299.
^See: Arthur Clayborough, "Dickens: A Circle of Stage

Fire," The Grotesque in English Literature (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1965), 201-251; Earle R. Davis, "Dickens and the Evolution
of Caricature," PMLA, 55 (March 1940), 231-40; John Harvey,
Victorian Novelists and Their Illustrators; Sylvia Bank Manning,
Dickens as Satirist (New Haven: Yale U.P., 1971); and R.D.
McMaster, "Man into Beast in Dickensian Cariature," University
of Toronto Quarterly, 31 (April 1962), 354-61.
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of caricature in Martin Chuzzlewit, Dickens wrote in the 1867

revised preface to the novel: "The American portion of this story-

is in no other respect a caricature than as it is an exhibition,

for the most part, (Mr. Bevan excepted ) of a ludicrous side,

only, of the American character," (MC, xvi). Yet the exhibition

of "a ludicrous side, only" is, by definition, a caricature.

Dickens rested the defence of his case in the argument that:

"What is exaggeration to one class of minds and perceptions, is

plain truth to another. That which is called a long-sight,

perceives in a prospect innumerable features and bearings

non-existent to a short-sighted person," (MC,xv). His argument

falters because he refuses to consider the value of the receptive

aspect of his art. He shifts the burden of accurate representation

from himself to his "accusers". But more than this, his argument

fails because he so obviously skirted the word's denotative

meaning and attempted to escape from a connotatively denigrating

term. He did not want his work to be seen as lacking control,

as distorting because he failed to draw accurately, or fabricating

instead of truth-telling. Alice Meynell, who applied the term

"caricature" to both sentimental and comic exaggeration, defends

the value of "caricature" in art:

granting that they (Joe Gargery, Esther Summerson and Little
Dorrit] are the counterpart, the heavenly side, of caricature,
this is not to condemn them. Since when has caricature
ceased to be an art good for man--an honest game between him
and nature? It is a tenable opinion that frank caricature
is a better incident of art than the mere exaggeration which
is the modern practice. The words mean the same thing in
their origin--an overloading. But as we now generally
delimit the words they differ. Caricature, when it has the
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grotesque inspiration, makes for laughter, and when it
has the celestial, makes for admiration; in either case
there is good understanding between the author and
reader, or between the draughtsman and the spectator.

In the end, the fundamental reason for Dickens's denial of

"caricature" may have come from his wish to imitate Hogarth.

Despite Dickens's occasional use of caricature, Hogarth

was still not without influence in his treatment of character.

Following Hogarth's practice of filling his pictures with crowds

composed of distinct and unique individuals, Dickens produced

hundreds of characters, each with characteristics undeniably

distinguishing him from his fellows. While Hogarth expressed

abhorrence for the use of physical distortion,^ Dickens resorted

to it with characters like Fagin, Squeers, Quilp, Sally Brass,

Sairey Gamp, Mrs. Pipchin, Uriah Heep, Mr. Bounderby and Grand-
78

father Smallweed. But Dickens's characters and caricatures

remain easily identifiable human creatures. They fit John

Harvey's definition of a "fine caricature" as one in which "the

exaggeration still creates in the mind a real human face and not

"Dickens as a Man of Letters," English Critical Essays:
Twentieth Century, ed. Phyllis M. Jones, (London: O.U.P., 1933),
38-58, p.40. Emphasis mine.

^See: William Hazlitt, "Criticism of 'Marriage a-la-Mode',"
from "The Picture Galleries of England," Collected Works of William
Hazlitt, IX, 75-81, p.79; Hazlitt, "Comic Writers," pp.133 & 138;
Lamb, pp.300-301 and 313; and Moore, pp. 110-11.

78
The ugly characters, despite Dickens's injunction--"it

is a poor device to represent what is satirised as being necessarily
ugly--which is but the resource of an angry child or a jealous
woman--it serves no purpose but to produce a disagreeable result,"
(MP, 138)--are often either "bad" characters or serve as objects
of his satire.
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an impossible mask; it is a question of emphatic economy rather than

distortion, and we instinctively qualify the witty magnifications,
79

while taking the caricaturist's point." When Dickens departs

from the Hogarthian concept of "character," he does so with a

purpose: his caricatures can be read "as the expression of their

author's 'ideas' of them, his identification of their essential

,.80
qualities.

Hogarth and Dickens were interested not only in a "realistic"

representation of the individual character, but also of the

population as a whole. Some thought Hogarth's treatment of
81

contemporary English life "vulgar". He rebelled against the

painter's tradition of "literally or figuratively clothing
8 ^

everything in Athenian garments" and celebrated the life of his

own time. His paintings and prints, covering the entire spectrum

of social and economic life, show "the splendour and glitter of
8 3

high life" and "the sordid squalor of low life." Dickens also

made a fresh approach to the kind of people he presents. His

immediate predecessors only occasionally dealt with, and almost

never featured, characters outside the English middle class;

but Dickens extended his social range.

79
Harvey, p.63.

on

Hunt, p.140.
81

"The quantity of thought which Hogarth crowds into every
picture would alone unvulgarize every subject which he might
choose." Lamb, p.292.

^^Moore, p.19.

^George, p. 13.



Figure 6. "Ensnared by a Procuress"
The Harlot's Progress
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Then both artists are "realistic" in copying from life, and

using contemporary people and places for their fictional work.

Hogarth sets the scene for the first plate of "The Harlot's

Progress," (Figure 6), for example, in the yard of Bell Inn, Wood

Street, Cheapside. The innocent country girl in the centre,

M (ary?j Hackabout, is possibly modelled on Kate Hackabout, an

infamous prostitute in Bridges Street. She is addressed by the

notorious Mother Needham, proprietress of a brothel in Park

Place. Observing from the doorway is Colonel Francis Chartres,
84

a seducer and convicted rapist. Dickens, too, uses readily

identifiable places. For instance, Nicholas Nickleby meets

Squeers at the Saracen's Head in Snow Hill; and Pickwick begins

his travels by awakening in Goswell Street, walking to the coach

stand in St. Martin's-le-Grand, riding to the Golden Cross,

and taking a coach to Rochester. He also modelled some of his
85 86 87

characters (e.g. Mr. Fang or Squeers; on contemporary figures.

Allied with their common awareness and artistically realistic

treatment of contemporary life and times is their strong sense Of

social purpose and moral insistence. In his old age, Hogarth
88

spoke of his narrative pictures as "modern moral subjects."

84
Hogarth, Graphic Works, I, 145-7.

^Pilgrim I, 267 (3 June 1837).
86

NN, xvi and Pilgrim I, 411 and 481 &n.
. . • i

See Chapters 4 and 7 for further discussion of Dickens s
realistic writing.

88
Hogarth, Anecdotes, p.8.
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Mary George says that they,

seem to have an obvious moral: the rake, the harlot, the
unfortunate married pair, are faulty, blameworthy creatures,
but above all they are victims of their environment, of the
follies and cruelties of society; it is against these that
Hogarth directs his satire, and h^| main didactic purpose
is to make society aware of them.

These points of moral insistence were usually obvious. But the

Victorian "reader" of Hogarth's prints need not have gone wanting
90

for commentary elucidating the pictorial dramas. And pieces by

Romantic essayists would have been readily available. From Hazlitt,

he would have learned that they "are to be studied as works

of science as well as of amusement; they satisfy our love 'of truth;

they fill up the void in the mind; they form a series of plates in
91

natural history, the history of our own species." And Lamb,

describing Hogarth's method of exposing meanness, deformity, and

vice, would have told the reader that,

a person unacquainted with the works thus stigmatized
[as being ridiculous, faulty and vicious] would be apt to
imagine that in Hogarth there was nothing else to be found
but subjects of the coarsest and most repulsive nature; that
his imagination was naturally unsweet, and that he delighted
in raking into every species of moral filth; that he preyed
upon sore places only, and took a pleasure in exposing the
unsound and rotten parts of human nature; whereas, ... there
is scarce one of his pieces where vice is most strongly
satirised, in which some figure is not introduced upon which
the moral eye may rest satisfied; a face that indicates

89
George, p.21.

90
He might, for instance, have seen Trusler's Hogarth

Moralized (1831) or Ireland's Hogarth Illustrated (1798).
Readers of German might have consulted G.Ch. Lichtenberg,
W. Hogarth's zeichnungen (Stuttgart: Literatur-comptoir, 1840).

^Hazlitt, "Comic Writers," p.133.
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goodness, or perhaps mere good-humouredness and carelessness
of mind (negation of evil) only, yet enough to give a
relaxation to the frowning j^row of satire, and keep the
general air from tainting.

It is this common moral insistence that Richard Home had most in

. 93 .

mind when he devoted much of his important essay on Dickens

to a comparison with Hogarth. Both artists made their readers

aware of social problems, especially those caused by the dehuman-

ization of the urban and industrial age, stressed the inter-connect¬

edness of society's many levels, and urged the elimination of

conditions causing the problems.

Dickens is also similar to Hogarth (and, again, to Shakespeare)

in directing his work to a popular audience. Hogarth's paintings

could only be seen in private collections. But, wishing to make

his moral subjects available to those whom they might most

benefit, he introduced the printing of engraved reproductions.

Dickens and his publishers, adopting a practice previously used

almost exclusively for selling reprinted novels, also initiated a

revolutionary means of distribution. His novels were not divided

into three volumes to be sold at a guinea apiece; instead, they

were sold in twenty monthly "numbers" at a shilling each. The

great reduction in cost put his novels within the purchasing power

of a larger audience.

92
Lamb, pp.307-8.

93
"How very like they Hogarth's scenes are to many scenes in

the works of Dickens, not substantially nor in particular details,
but in moral purpose and finished execution of parts and of the
whole, must surely have been often observed." Home, p.7.
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It is clear that contemporary comparisons of Dickens with

Hogarth were justified. The works of both men were characterized

by the verbal, the emblematic, the dramatic, the realistic,

and the morally insistent. But modern critics must recognize

that when men like Richard Home called Dickens "Hogarthian,"

they referred primarily to his realism and social and moral

purpose. The emblematic, with which "Hogarthian" in some circles

has come to be synonymous, was only secondary. It must be

remembered, as well, that the comparison is almost always with

Dickens, not with the illustrators who received their subject

matter and inspiration from the author's text.



II.

Sketches by

Dickens Asserts

Boz:

Himself

From the beginning of his career, Dickens was not a man to

be dominated or awed by even the most impressive of his age's

graphic artists. When he first met Cruikshank in November 1835,

he was only twenty-three years old and a struggling gallery reporter

2
for the Morning Chronicle. In various publications over the

3
previous two years, he had published forty-one separate papers of

4
about 770 pages; and on these papers alone rested the reputation

of the as-yet-unidentified "Boz". The man who was to illustrate

his first volumes was the experienced forty-four year old Cruik¬

shank. At the pinnacle of his long and industrious career,^ he was

recognized as the nineteenth century's major successor in the

tradition of popular graphic satire in England.^ By 1835, after

enjoying a long career as a political satirist, he had also

''"Pilgrim I, 93 (14 Nov 1835).
2
Forster I, 49.

3
Vergil Grillo, Sketches by Boz: End and Beginning

(Boulder, Colorado: Colorado Associated U.P., 1974), pp.87-90.

^Grillo, pp.87-92.
"'cruikshank did illustrations for 863 books and produced

over 700 caricatures. Albert M. Cohn, George Cruikshank:
a catalogue raisonne (London: Bookman's Journal, 1924).

^jS. Hogarth], Morning Chronicle (11 Feb 1836), 3.
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established a fine reputation as a book illustrator.^ Among

his more impressive illustrations were those for Thomas Roscoe's
g

17-volume Novelist's Library. From his illustration of J. Wight's

Mornings in Bow Street, "A selection of the Most Humourous and

. . 9
Entertaining Reports of the Bow Street Police" Cruikshank was

familiar with the periodical sketch.^ So he was hardly an

unknown figure, but one "whose preeminence in the field of book

illustration in the 1830s was so unchallenged that the presence of

his name on a title-page alone guaranteed a large sale."^"''' So it

is not surprising that in the preface to the first series of

Sketches, Dickens should eagerly praise his collaborator:

Entertaining no inconsiderable feeling of trepidation at
the idea of making so perilous a voyage in so frail a
machine, alone ... the author was naturally desirous to
secure the assistance ... of some well-known individual,
who had frequently contributed to the success, though his
well-earned reputation rendered it impossible for him ever
to have shared the hazard of similar undertakings. To
whom, as possessing this requisite in an eminent degree,
could he apply but to GEORGE CRUIKSHANK?

^E.D.H. Johnson, "The George Cruikshank Collection at Prince¬
ton," PULC, 35 (Autumn 1973 - Winter 1974), 1-35, p.5.

g
Cruikshank's seventy-four etchings were to Smollett (Humphry

Clinker, Roderick Random, Peregrine Pickle, Sir Lancelot Greaves),
Fielding (Tom Jones, Joseph Andrews, Amelia), Goldsmith (Vicar of
Wakefield), Sterne (Tristram Shandy), Cervantes (Don Quixote), and
LeSage (Gil Bias).

9
(London: Charles Baldwyn, 1827).

"^See: J.N. McEwan, The Significance of the Periodical Sketches
(B.Litt.: Oxford, 1970).

"'""'"Jane R. Cohen, "' All-of-a-Twist' : the Relationship of
George Cruikshank and Charles Dickens," Harvard Library Bulletin,
17 (April and July 1969), 169-94 and 320-42, p.170; Kitton, p.4;
and Grillo, p.110.

12
Charles Dickens, Sketches by Boz, 2 vols. (London: Macrone,

1836). "
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The disparity of experience, age, and reputation might

have drivaa a less ambitious author to submission, but not Dickens.

In the few months before the publication of the first series of

13
Sketches, he rapidly gained self-assurance. His letter (?27 Oct

1335) to John Macrone shows a willingness for the Sketches to carry

a double by-line:

What do you think of
SKETCHES BY BOZ

AND
CUTS BY CRUIKSHANK

or

ETCHINGS BY BOZ

AND
WOODCUTS BY CRUIKSHANK.

I think perhaps some such title would look more modest--
whether modesty ought to have anything to do with such an
affair,must leave to your experience as a Publisher to
decide.

See first paragraph of Appendix I for an explanation
of the various forms which Sketches by Boz took in its early
editions. Woodcuts done for the Library of Fiction by R.W. Buss,
("May-day in the Evening," June 1836) and Robert Seymour (2 cuts
for "The Tuggs's at Ramsgate," April 1836) are exceptions to the
general rule that the sketches were not illustrated before publica¬
tion in one of the collections of sketches. (Arthur Waugh, "Retro-
spectus and Prospectus," The Nonesuch Dickensiana IJLondon: None¬
such Press, 1937J , p.56.) Kathleen Tillotson draws our attention
to a very early illustration also done by Seymour. Late in 1834,
an extract from "The Bloomsbury Christening" (the account of
Dumps1s journey in the omnibus from the words "Monday was a fine
day" to "No. 14 Great Russell Street") was printed in Seymour's
Comic Album. "The single illustration, with the signature R.S.,
shows Dumps pursued by the 'cad' of the Admiral bus after alighting
without paying his fare." ("Seymour Illustrating Dickens in 1834,"
The Dickensian, 54 [1958] , 11-12.

^Pilgrim I, 82. t
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Though the preface implies that Dickens himself asked Cruikshank

to illustrate his new work, a letter to Macrone (7 Nov 1835) shows

that Macrone was the first to approach the artist:

will you have the kindness to tell Mr. Cruikshank how
very much I regret the impossibility of seeing him this
evening and thereby gratifying my long cherished wish to
obtain an introduction to a gentleman whose much appreciated
talents (I don't say^t egotistically) no one appreciates
so highly as myself.

Within a fortnight they met and discussed the book. To Macrone,

Dickens wrote:

Will you have the goodness to leave out for me ... the
bound volume of Monthly Magazines? -- Cruikshank wishes to
see it: I had a long interview with him yesterday
morning, the result of which I will communicate to you. ...

He only waits now to see you: and pledges himself, that
as far as he j.g concerned, the book shall be out by Christmas
without fail.

Cruikshank should have known better than to have allowed Dickens

to think the plates could be completed in so short a time.

It was with thoughts of the lucrative Christmas market

that Dickens tried to rush the volumes into publication. He

wrote to Macrone (?27 Nov 1835): "I will give you a call on

Monday Morning. I hope by that time we shall have the book from

Cruikshank, and be enabled to put it in hand."^ A few days later

he wrote to Cruikshank:

I called on you this morning by Macrone's request to ask
you when you thought you would be enabled to return me my
books with a list of your intended Illustrations and frontis-

^Pilgrim I, 89. Some preliminary sketches made by Cruikshank
before they met threw Dickens into "a fever of anxiety."

"^Pilgrim I, 94 (18 Nov 1835).

■^Pilgrim I, 98.
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pieces. He has been taking advice on the subject, and
is exceedingly anxious to get it out with all possible

dispatch, in pursuance of which intention he wishes me to
arrange the contents of each volume, |$d send some copy
to the Printer's as quickly as I can. °

Dickens became even more impatient as Christmas approached, and

broadly hinted (21 Dec 1835) that Cruikshank remain hard at work

on the illustrations:

I should have called on you this morning to see how you
had been getting on, but I was fearful of disturbing you,
and thought the better way would be to write and make the
enquiry.. ^1 hope to hear you have made considerable
progress.

But his letters to Macrone were more pointed:

When you come back will you be kind enough to write to
Cruikshank impressing the necessity^gf dispatch upon
him?--I think he requires the spur,

and,

I had occasion to communicate with the Printer this morning
and saw Mr. Whiting, who said that they could finish by this
day week (they have just begun the second volume) but if
they were to wait for Cruikshank after all, they might as
well have the advantage of an extra week to complete it
in. I said I would beg of you on your return to ask Cruik¬
shank by what day he would undertake to finish, and inform
them without delay.

Will you have the kindness to write to Mr. Cruikshank
on this subj^jt and apply the spur? -- I rather think
he wants it.

He wrote to Macrone during the week between Christmas and

New Year's: "Of course I shall see the proofs when the

Printer has pulled them: I am not a little anxious to see him

18Pilgrim I, 100 (30 Nov 1835).

^Pilgrim 1, 701.
?0

Pilgrim I, 110 (21 Dec 1835).

21Pilgrim I, 111 (22 Dec 1835).
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22
fairly at work," and "I give Cruikshank 'till Sunday: --

23
I hope we shall have something to look at by that time."

By January 7th, Dickens had rejected the titles formerly

recommended to Macrone and settled for Sketches by Boz:

If any new title-page should occur to you, I shall be
very happy to hear of it, and take it into consideration;
the only reason that induces me to favor the present title
at all, is that it is both unaffected and unassuming--
two requisites which it is very desirable for a young author

[no§ to lose sight of.
When George Cruikshank called here on Monday, he said

he would drop me a note towards the end of the week, begging
me to go up to his house to spend the evening and to see
the plates. I shall hear from him I dare say either tonight
or tomorrow, and if so I will call on you immediately.

Dickens's new self-confidence is also reflected in his changed

attitude to Macrone's opinion. Only months before, he had left

the decision to his publisher; but now he was willing only to

consider his opinion. Denied the honour of which he was probably

never aware, Cruikshank was sent a copy of the preface, accom¬

panied by this note:

As I have mentioned your name in the accompanying little
preface to my book, I think it better to inclose it for
your perusal, although I hope you will find nothing in it
to object to. It will be sent to the printer's in the course
of tomorrow, and you will perhaps have the kindness to
return it to my m^senger tomorrow morning--he will call
for that purpose.

The preface was sent for more than informational purposes:

it may have helped to salve Dickens's pangs of conscience for

22
Pilgrim I, 112 (?26 Dec 1835); meaning the proofs of

Cruikshank's illustrations.

23Pilgrim I, 114 (30 Dec 1835).
24

Pilgrim I, 115 (7 Jan 1836).
25Pilgrim I, 116 (?7 Jan 1836).
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26
eliminating Cruikshank from the title; and it may have served

as an impetus to Cruikshank's lagging work schedule. That it

was the preface, which was probably one of the last items to

be sent to the printer, should have shown Cruikshank that he was

holding up the whole production.

Dickens's last pre-publication letter is important not

only for its expression of thanks:

I return your Portfolio with thanks. ... I need not
say that I am most delighted with the Plates you have
done, and rejoiced to find that we have so nearly approached
the termination of our labours in Boz's cause.

When you have a spare half hour or so, one of these
days, I should like to spend it with you.in talking over
the idea you suggested sometime since relative to a
little Satire on the class of pieces usually presented, at
the Theatres in these times. I thi^ I could turn it to
the account you desire--a good one.

So, though Dickens had considered the possibility of "writing up"
28

to one of Cruikshank's ideas, it was to be in his own way.

The contemporary reaction to the first series shows

that the letterpress and author were far more important than
2<

the pictures. Some notices failed to mention Cruikshank at all.

In which case, Cruikshank's carrying out of the metaphor
of the "pilot balloon" from the Preface of the first series to
the title-page of the second, ironically brings the situation
full circle.

27Pilgrim I, 122 (?1 Feb 1836).
28

It might be considered a two-edged comment as Dickens
might have meant he could transform it from the kind of
satire Cruikshank would have provided, to good account. This
interpretation implies that Cruikshank's account would not
be good.

29Athenaeum (20 Feb 1836), 145; and Chambers's Edinburgh
Journal (9 April 1836), 83-84.
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Others referred to him at the end of the review: "improved in
30

effect by the concordant pencil of George Cruikshank," "with

appropriate graphic illustrations by George Cruikshank, whose

31
genius, like the purse of Fortunatus, is inexhaustible," and "the

illustrator is George Cruikshank, the mention of whose name is
32

sufficient to guarantee the perfection of the cuts." Still

others were high in their praise:

The book is richly illustrated by the modern Hogarth,
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK, who has evidently laboured con amore,
and has equalled — indeed we may say surpassed — any of his
previous efforts. The illustrations (of which there are
a considerable number in each volume) are beautiful
and highly-finished etchings, admirable as pieces of art,
and full of the truth, nature, grotesque humour, and
irresistible drollery, which distinguish this unrivalled
artist. Nothing can exceed the ability with which he
has embodied the conceptions of his coadjutor, and
placed before the very eyes of the reader the scenes and^
characters which "Boz" has presented to his imagination.

And,

the Sketches are replete with talent: and when we say that
we are left in doubt whether we most admire the racy
humour and irresistible wit of the "sketches", or of the
"illustrations" in George Cruikshank's very best style,
our readers wi^.1 agree that we could not well give higher
commendation.

Cruikshank must have been pleased with the longer of these reviews,

satisfied with the assumption of excellence in those which mentioned

him only in passing, and terribly displeased with those which

ignored him altogether.

30
The Literary Gazette (13 Feb 1836), 102.

31
The Sunday Times (21 Feb 1836).

~^The Morning Post (12 March 1836), 6.

^G. Hogarth, p. 3.
Q /

The News and Sunday Herald (21 Feb 1836).
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Cruikshank may have been reminded of his disappointment

after his meeting with Dickens in early October. Of their

consultation about the second series of Sketches, Dickens had

written to Macrone:

I called here to say that I was with Cruikshank last
night, when we finally determined on eight illustrations
for the First Volume. He has not, however, quite done with
the MS, being^jinxious to be quite exact in following my
descriptions.

If Dickens was not simply being disengenuous, he really believed

that Cruikshank was committed to following his descriptions.

Yet, though everything seemed clear, Cruikshank wrote to Macrone

within the week:

As it would not answer my purpose to stand idle I have
commenced another work which must be finished before I can

take up the seed. vol. of 'Boz'. I shall be extremely
sorry should this affect any of yr. publishing arrange¬
ments, but it is clearly no fault of mine. I did expect
to see that ms. from time to time in order that I might
have the privilege of suggesting any little alteration
to suit the Pencil but if you are printing the book all that
sort of thing is out of the question. Only this much I
must say that unless I ggn get good subjects to work upon,
I will not work at all.

This was not merely tension, but outright belligerence. Dickens's

irate response was to propose that Cruikshank could be done without:

I have long believed Cruikshank to be mad; and his letter
therefore, surprises me, not a jot. If you have any
further communications with him, you will greatly
oblige me by saying from me that I am very much amused
at the notion of his altering my Manuscript, and that had
it fallen into his hands, I should have presented his
emendations as "curiosities of Literature". Most decidedly

35
Pilgrim I, 181 (?6 Oct 1836). In fact, there was to be

one volume, with ten illustrations.
36

As quoted from Michael Slater, ed., The Catalogue of the
Suzannet Charles Dickens Collection (London"! Sotheby Parke
Bernet, 1975), p.173.
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am I of opinion that he may just go to the Devil; and
so far as I have any interest in the book, I positively
object to his touching it.

I think it a great question whether it requires any
illustrations at all, but if so I think my Pickwick man
had better do them, as he is already favorably known to
the public, by his connection with that immortal gentleman.
This will be ma^er for reflection, and you are the best
judge about it.

Yet the second series of Sketches came out in one volume in time

for Christmas (as its precursor had not done). Cruikshank had

miscalculated: Dickens was now no longer just a young journalist,

but the author of Pickwick, a successful dramatist, and the

newly appointed editor of Bentley's Miscellany.

Cruikshank received even less critical notice from the

second series. Several reviews referred to the second series of

Sketches, Pickwick Papers, and Bentley's Miscellany, making
38 . . . .39

some comment on Phiz, comparing Dickens with Teniers or

40
Hogarth, but neglecting to mention Cruikshank at all. He

received two short notices: "George Cruikshank has enriched

41
it with some engraving in his most happy style," and the

almost backhanded, "Boz is the CRUIKSHANK of writers.1,43 In

a little over a year, Dickens's fame had made Cruikshank's

reputation fade into a shadow.

37Pilgrim I, 183 (?19 Oct 1836).
38

Monthly Review, 2 (Feb 1837), 153-163; and Quarterly
Review, 59 (Oct 1836), 484-518.

39
London and Westminster Review, (July 1837), 194-215.

4Ctr.H. Lister^, "Dickens's Tales," Edinburgh Review, 68
(Oct 1838), 75-97, and G. Hogarth.

43Spectator (26 Dec 1836), 1234.
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This somewhat detailed account of Cruikshank's collaboration

with Dickens is needed because it has been made a matter of

dispute. Cruikshank was to claim that he had helped to inspire

the second series of Sketches by Boz; but there is no shred

of evidence except his own word. In fact, almost the only

evidence that there could be lies in this correspondence. It

is true that Cruikshank later wrote to W.J. McClellan (11 Nov

1870) specifically claiming that "the greater part of this second

43
vol. were written from my suggestions." It is unfortunately

true that the question has been taken up more recently by Richard

Vogler who has discussed the degree to which Cruikshank might

have influenced the second series. He takes the view that there

is something to be said for his claim; but unhappily, he treats

it in an openly partisan manner which merely confuses the issue.

Rather curiously, he writes that:

A painstaking check of the original publication dates
of these sketches in newspapers and periodicals establishes
at least the possibility of such an exchange of ideas.
The majority of the illustrated sketches (which include
some of Boz's best sketches) did first appear in print
after the two men met for the first time late in November
1835 and began working together on the first series of
Sketches by Boz. ... The ten illustrated sketches that
could have resulted from suggestions made by Cruikshank
to Dickens include: "The Winglebury Duel" first published
in Sketches by Boz First Series; "The Free and Easy"
(from "The Streets—Night"), "A Pickpocket in Custody"
(From "The Hospital Patient"), "Monmouth Street," "Scotland

43 ...

Owned by the Free Library of Philadelphia, this letter
is quoted in full by Richard Vogler, "Cruikshank and Dickens:
A Reassessment of the Role of the Artist and Author," PULC, 35
(Autumn 1973 - Winter 1974), 61-92, pp.77-8.
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Yard," "Vauxhall Gardens by Day," and "Our Next-door
Neighbours," all published in the second edition of Sketches
by Boz Second Series; and "The Tuggs at Rams gate," first
illustrated in Sketches by Boz when it appeared in parts.
Sketches by Boz Second Series appeared in the first edition
with ten of its twenty sketches illustrated and in the
second edition with twelve of its sketches illustrated.
Since Dickens did first publish these sketches in newspapers
and periodicals after he became personally acquainted with
Cruikshank, and since we do not have information about the
dates of composition of these sketches, it is possible
that the majority of the illustrated sketches in Sketches
by Boz Second Series could have been influenced by g^uikshank
but of course no absolute conclusions can be drawn.

Yet Vogler cannot make anything more than this very tenuous

claim for Cruikshank. He argues for the possibility of

influence merely on the grounds that they had already met,

arguing that "If A precedes Z; A could have influenced Z."

Such as it is, the claim is weakenri further by errors of fact.

"Our Next-Door Neighbours" was first illustrated in the "monthly"

edition, not the second edition of the second series. Vogler

implies that "The Free and Easy" and certain other illustrations

first appeared in the second series when, in fact, all (except

"Our Next-Door Neighbours") first appeared in the first edition

of the second series. Finally, he argues that "The Tuggs at Rams-

gate" was "first illustrated in Sketches by Boz when it appeared

in parts." It was, in fact, first illustrated by Seymour in the

Library of Fiction (April 1836).

The question as discussed here matters because of our view of

the way in which Dickens collaborated with his illustrators; for

I wish to contend that Dickens always believed in the primacy of

^Vogler, pp.78-79.
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the author. Naturally this is important. But what is remarkable

is that from the start he did not submit to Cruikshank, and it

hardly appears to have entered his head to share the honours

with him. Yet there have been some recent attempts to dignify

the study of the illustrators by over-emphasizing the relative

standing of the artist; whereas to do this is to misunderstand

their relationship with the author from the start.

Before going on to discuss the illustrations themselves,

there is a peculiar problem in treating them that needs to be

mentioned. For when contemporary reviewers described "the

illustrations" in the first series as "beautiful and highly-

finished," "full of truth, nature, grotesque humour, and irresis¬

tible drollery;and as having "racy humour and irresistible
46

wit;" they referred to illustrations which, though possibly

varying in quality of reproduction, were basically the same as

those seen by their readers. But the modern critic cannot be

certain that his readers are looking at the same illustrations

as he.

Similarly-named illustrations show differences in size,

detail, and quality of reproduction. The last of these is

influenced by plate wear, inking, paper used, and other printing

factors. The others have a logical bibliographic explanation.

45
G. Hogarth.

^The News and Sunday Herald (21 Feb 1836).
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According to the agreement (17 June 1837) made between Chapman &

Hall and John Macrone for the purchase of the copyright for the

Sketches, the transfer would "include the twenty-eight Copper

plates by George Cruikshank, illustrative of the said Work, with

all worked plates &c. that may be in the possession of the
47

said John Macrone." To ensure that the copyright of Sketches

would pay for itself (the copyright and remaining stock had cost

48
£2250), Chapman & Hall decided to publish the work in 20

monthly parts (Nov 1837-June 1839). It was in this form that

the Sketches were arranged in their groupings of: "Our Parish,"

"Scenes," "Characters" and "Tales". Because the original plates

had been etched on copper, they had worn out and required re-etching.

The monthly parts were octavo rather than duodecimo; so the
49

re-etched and new illustrations were cut on a larger scale.

Consequently, many differences in modern editions can be seen.

Some reprint the first (i.e. 1839) edition, ^ and include only

the later plates done by Cruikshank; others may include some

of the earlier plates mixed with later ones.^ Though a full-scale

study of differences would have to be as detailed as Albert

Johannsen's study of the plates by Browne, a cursory view (Appendix I)

gives some idea of the problems involved.

^Pilgrim I, 653.
48Ibid.
49 .

Kitton, p.5.
"^Charles Dickens, Sketches by Boz (London: Macmillan, 1892)

is in this category.

"^Sketches in the New Oxford Illustrated Edition is in this
category. I have not yet found a modern(i.e. "post 1839")
edition including all of the earlier prints.
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In general, the 1839 plates were more carefully cut: they

exhibit more detail, look more complete, and contain human

figures that look more like people than etching needle scraches.

With more time and without the nagging presence of the young and
... 52

ambitious Dickens, Cruikshank was able to give these illustrations

the attention he might have devoted to the earlier plates under

more favourable conditions.

One can make an "approximate" study of the illustrations by

using any of the modern editions. But it is essential to know

which illustrations are under consideration. The "best" are

those which were done for the 1839 edition; but'since these more

carefully-cut illustrations are not readily available, the illustra¬

tions in the New Oxford Illustrated Edition (including a combination

of 1836, 1836/37, 1837 and 1839 cuts"^) will be those discussed

below.

There are no letters from Dickens to Cruikshank concerning
the monthly or "First" edition forms of the Sketches. The
matter was probably handled by Chapman & Hall rather than Dickens.
A preliminary sketch (1839) for "Early Coaches" in the Victoria
and Albert Museum's Print Room Collection (cc. 16b. 9920) includes
a partially-erased note, evidently in Cruikshank's hand, which
reads: "I am ready for ^hose?] but [require?] time. I beg..."
Cruikshank not only still seems to have felt the press of deadlines,
but also, in the words "I beg," expresses a certain subservience.
Whether this "subservience" is to Dickens or to Chapman & Hall, is
unclear; but it is a significant, if small, pointer to their
relationship.

53
J. Hillis Miller mistakenly notes that these plates,

which are the same as those in the Oxford Illustrated edition,
are "the final plates as published are those in the edition of
1839." "Sketches by Boz, Oliver Twist and Cruikshank's
Illustrations," Charles Dickens and George Cruikshank (Los Angeles:
University of California - William Andrews Clark Memorial Library,
1971), 1-69, p.47.
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Some further problems which arise in considering illustra¬

tions can be seen in the attempts of successive critics with

regard to the Sketches. For very few, if any, are prepared to

view them aesthetically, and fewer still to explain the grounds

of their preference. The criticism of illustrations always

appears to be by comparison with something else, and only

occasionally is this the actual text. Frederic Kitton, in fact,

comes closest to this. His Dickens and His Illustrators reads

like a labour of love and uses a multi-faceted approach. Following

a short account of the Sketches's history, he comments on variations

between four plates in the "series" and "First" editions, discusses

representation in some of the illustrations, points out some

inaccuracies in Cruikshank's rendering of details, and provides
54

a description of "The Streets--Morning."

W.A. Fraser,^^ as a contributor to an early Dickensian,

seems even more like a survivor from another age. His approach

is totally subjective, dogmatic, and aesthetic only in the sense

that Cruikshank is usually condemned for simply being ugly. He

dismisses him altogether:

Cruikshank was not a genius, he was not a distinguished
artist, and he was not even a great caricaturist. After
carefully examining some hundreds of his drawings, the
only possible conclusion is that a large proportion of his
work is astonishingly bad, and reveals a perfectl^astounding
lack of technical skill in a professional artist.

54
Kitton, pp.3-9.

"^W.A. Fraser, "The Illustrators of Dickens--'George Cruik-
shank'," The Dickensian, 2 (May 1906), 117-22.

"^Fraser, p.118.
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He sees Cruikshank's illustrations for the Sketches as:

feeble and disappointing to the last degree. ... Many
of his designs ... are dismal and depressing failures.
They irritate the reader by their inadequate aja^ incongruous
presence in the books of a man of real genius.

5 8
He finds only a few illustrations "worthy of the book" and

concludes: "It is lamentable that the perfect pages of Charles

Dickens should have been defaced by the coarse and vulgar sketches
59

of George Cruikshank."

Kitton and Fraser stand in sharp contrast to Hillis Miller,

who raises some questions of fundamental importance which will

continue to concern us as we look at Dickens's -continuing relation¬

ship with his illustrators. No one has brought out more sharply

the lack of any agreed aesthetic in the usual consideration of the

illustrations. He challenges our loose conceptions. Yet no one

is less willing to appreciate the way in which the author relates

to contemporary life, or reality.

We may recall that in the original preface to Pickwick, Dickens

said that his aim was to show "a constant succession of characters

and incidents; to paint them in ... vivid colours; and to render

them ... life-like and amusing." Hillis Miller is unwilling to

think of "life-like" as a fit aim for either novelist or illustrator.

"^Fraser, p.120.
58

Fraser, p.121. These "worthy" illustrations are: "Election
for Beadle," "The Parish Engine," "Public Dinners," "A Pickpocket
in Custody," "Mr. Minns and his Cousin," and "The Winglebury Duel,"
("Under Restraint" in Oxford Illustrated Edition).

59
Fraser, pp.121-22.
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He has chosen to avoid the "mutually annihilating reference"

to "the 'real' London, Dickens's text, Cruikshank's 'sensibility,'
60

and the tradition of caricature," and to investigate the motifs

and structuring forms of the illustrations for Sketches by Boz.

But viewing illustrations "back and forth from one plate to

61
another," without the intervening text is unnatural. Perhaps

no reader before has ever looked at them in that way. The

illustrations are directly connected with a particular text, and

are rarely seen consecutively or as a group.^ And it is in

connection with the text, not as independent works of art, that

they must be considered.

Cruikshank's illustrations to the Sketches should be

evaluated in terms of their apparent "realism". By sub-titling

the Sketches "ILLUSTRATIVE OF EVERY-DAY LIFE AND EVERY-DAY PEOPLE,"

Dickens emphasized the reality of what he verbally sketched. The

modern reader is at a disadvantage in determining Cruikshank's sense

of reality: we do not have regular contact with nineteenth century

cab-drivers, omnibuses, tea-gardens, parish fire-engines, gin shops,

pawnbroker's shops, etc. But Dickens's and Cruikshank's contem¬

poraries did know them, and their comments assure us that author

^Miller, pp.121-22.

^Miller, p.53.
6? ....

Monthly publication eventually provided the possibility
of observing two facing plates at one time. Yet when these were
bound into the "First" edition, the facing plates were again
separated from one another and put near those parts of the text
they refer to. The illustrations can never be found "grouped"
except in studies of the illustration. See: Johannsen, Phiz;
and Joseph Grego, Pictorial Pickwickiana, 2 vols. (London:
Chapman & Hall, 1899).
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and artist are both true to life. Dickens's scenes were described

6 3
as "sketched with admirable truth," displaying "a genuine

64
acquaintance with his subjects," and "touched off with admirable

truth.T.H. Lister described Dickens as "the truest and most

spirited delineator of English life, amongst the middle and lower

classes, since the days of Smollett and Fielding.Critics also

mentioned Cruikshank's "truth" and how he embodied Dickens's

conceptions in his visual representations.^ They felt it to be

an important element in their response.

A discussion of the ways in which the plates for Sketches

by Boz are "successful" or "unsuccessful" gives us a foretaste

of some of the problems to be faced in the illustrations to the

novels. "Success" is not always a measurable quality, but is more

often the result of subjective evaluation. In the context of

illustration, and in accordance with the opinions of Dickens's

contemporaries, it refers to the extent to which an artist has

been both attentive to the details and sensitive to the spirit of

^Athenaeum (20 Feb 1836), 145.

^The Literary Gazette (13 Feb 1836), 102.

k^The Morning Post (12 March 1836), 6.

^T.H. Lister, p.76.
^G. Hogarth, p. 3. "The illustrations ... are ... full of

the truth. ... Nothing can exceed the ability with which he has
embodied the conceptions of his coadjutor, and placed before the
very eyes of the reader the scenes and characters which 'Boz'
has presented to his mind"; and The Literary Gazette (13 Feb 1836),
102: "(The sketches are) improved in effect by the concordant pencil
of George Cruikshank."
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the author's text. Much of the pleasure afforded by the "success¬

ful" illustration lies in the ways the artist has chosen to

dramatize the scene's action, conflict, crisis or atmosphere.

In "The Broker's Man," for example, Cruikshank varies

modes of dress and uses physical surroundings to reinforce

Dickens's text. On first glance, the three men appear to be on

a fairly equal social footing; but a closer look at their clothing

shows their differences. Both Bung and Fixem wear knee-breeches,

waistcoats, coats with tails, top-hats and scarves. But Bung

wears buttoned spats instead of genteel stockings, his scarf

is not as full, and his waistcoat is of cheaper material. The

gentleman wears full-length trousers and a frilled shirt with a

stiff collar. He is clearly "at home" in his full-length

housecoat and slippers. The colour of their clothing--white

was more expensive to manufacture--also separate the gentleman

from Fixem, and Fixem from Bung. The gentleman's surroundings

attest to the kind of shame he would suffer if it were discovered

that the house was "in possession". The giant fireplace, crystalline

decoration on the mantlepiece, corner of ornately-framed mirror

over the fireplace, highly-decorated wood or plaster work, portion

of a frame for a painting on the ceiling, large urn on the table,

thick pile rugs, overbearing cabinet, bust in the classic style

and portraits of long-gone forbears, establish that his wealth is

not newly-found, but connected with "family".

The ease with which the gentleman extricates himself is in

contrast to the misery and impossibility of relief for those

families whose non-illustrated financial distress is more than an



Figure 7. "The Streets —Morning"
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embarrassment. Though Dickens provides more text for this "other"
68

side of the story, the more comical, less sentimentalized portion

is illustrated. It is unclear who selected the subject, but

Dickens's letter to Cruikshank (30 Nov 1835) indicates ("return

me my books with a list of your intended Illustrations and frontis¬

pieces") that the artist made the choice and Dickens approved it.

And because Cruikshank preferred humorous scenes, the sordid

section of "Mr. Bung's Narrative" is often forgotten.

Another illustration which captures the atmosphere of Dickens's

text is "The Streets—Morning" (Figure 7). One almost feels the

cold after looking at the posture of the man drinking from a bowl

and seeing how securely the woman has tied her scarf round her

head. Visual clues establish the time of day. With the exceptions

of "the ordinary preparations for a street breakfast," (SJ3, 48) and

the "occasional policeman |who] may alone be seen at the street

corners," (^B, 47), the streets are deserted. Light and shadow

effects are brilliantly portrayed: the church spire, taller and

more likely to catch the first rays of the rising sun, is etched

in two distinctly outlined shadesthe shadows of the people

at the cart, lower and more protected, are much less distinct.

We know the street lamps are still lit because buildings behind

68
The "other" side has about \h times as much text as does

the "illustrated" part of the story.

^Dickens's text read: "the spires of the churches and
roofs of the principal buildings are faintly tinged with the
light of the rising sun." (SB, 48).
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do not show through. And finally, the public house's sign, "The

Rising Sun," ^ leaves no room for doubt.

Dickens's portrayal appears to have been influenced by Hogarth's

"Morning" from Four Times of the Day; but Cruikshank does not copy

Hogarth's scene. Dickens's text might describe sections of

Hogarth's work: "women ... carrying upon their heads heavy baskets

of fruit," "a little knot of three or four schoolboys on a stolen

bathing expedition," and a pavement "strewed with decayed cabbage-

leaves, broken hay-bands, and all the indescribable litter of a

vegetable market" (£B, 48-9). Instead, Cruikshank has caught the

early morning quiet which opens the scene.

"Monmouth Street" is made successful in several ways. Instead

of drooping at unsupported points, the clothes are given full body

and appear to cover human forms. The illustration's signs help

to establish its authenticity of this portrayal of "MONMOUTH

STREET." The name "Moses Levy" reminds one that selling clothes

was one of the few trades permitted the Jews. And the names

"Clipp" and "Patch" may reveal something about the society's

hierarchy. "Clipp" (the tailor) lives on the more prestigious

first floor, while "Patch" (the renovator of old clothes) must

remain on the ground level. Cruikshank shows the sense of

community spirit: all are in the open air rather than hidden in

their individual domains; the men peacefully smoke their pipes;

each woman tends a small child; the women with babies have a

^
In the 1839 edition, "The Rising Sun" is operated by

"T. Early."



Figure 8. "The Pawnbroker's Shop"



neighbourly interchange; the men in the centre contemplate some

matter; and the children play happily in the gutter. In some

ways the animated clothes take part in the teeming life around them.

The unsuccessful representation of three of the children is

a fault in the illustration. The child at the far left has an

inordinately long nose. Her father has a stereotyped Jewish

nose; but the little girl's nose, nearly as long as her father's

and on a considerably smaller body, looks more like a snout.

Another badly-drawn child is the little girl with the fishing

rod. Her legs are bowed like those of the dachshund and make it

difficult to view her as normal. This could be a faithful

representation of a child with rickets; yet if this were so,

her proximity to the dachshund with the similarly bowed

legs would be a form of "mocking the afflicted" uncharacteristic

of Cruikshank. The misshapen face of the boy sitting on the

kerb makes him too look like some sort of deformed creature.

It has been suggested^ that "The Pawnbroker's Shop" (Figure 8)

is related to Hogarth's "The Harlot's Progress." The three women

show a progressive loss of material wealth and personal dignity:

the woman in the middle still retains enough pride to carry on

her transaction inside a bolted cubicle and to shrink involuntarily

from the more-degraded woman in the next box; the gaudily-dressed

young woman is not new to a poverty which forces one to pawn one's

belongings and sell one's "health"; and the woman leaning on the

See, for example: C.J. Emberton, Dickens and Hogarth
(M.Phil.: York, 1970), p.43.
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counter who, more than slightly familiar with the pawnshop, has

become "the lowest of the low; dirty; unbonneted, flaunting, and

slovenly," (S_B, 194). The various stages of poverty and

degradation are textual:

Who shall say how soon these women may change places?
The last has but two more stages--the hospital and the
grave. How many females situated as her two companions
are, and as she may have been once, have terminated the
same wretched course, in the same wretched manner! One
is already tracing her footsteps with frightful rapidity.
How soon may the other follow her example! How many have
done the same! (HB, 195)

We might expect Cruikshank to have emphasized Dickens's textual
72 73

"progress"; instead, he changed the women's positions.

Yet the success of "The Pawnbroker's Shop" does not lie in

its relationship to Hogarth's work, but in the way it reproduces

with loving exactness a familiar scene with a familiar moral: the

tagged articles show the variety of items likely to be seen in

a pawnbroker's shop; and the range of dress and facial expressions

points out the spectrum of pawnshop customers. And Cruikshank still

made the textually-expressed social distinctions clear: the

In the Temperance mania of his later years, Cruikshank
etched two "progresses" ("The Bottle" and "The Drunkard's
Children") of his own.

73
The girl accompanied by the older female should be in the

last box, "situated in the darkest and most obscure corner
of the shop," (£B, 193). As Dickens described the shop, (SB, 190),
these two would not be visible in this illustration. But they
are placed near the illustration's centre, supplanting the old
woman who made herself known to the "slip-shod woman, with two
flat irons in a little basket," (SB, 192). And the single female
with the handbag should be three boxes further to the right.



clerks respond differently to the customers in the bolted

cubicles. The transaction of the woman on the left is carried

out in a public manner: her petticoat is displayed to the

crowd, and all are told how much she has been lent for it. But

the second clerk is more concerned with his customer's sensibilities.

His back is turned away from the rude crowd and the manner is

handled on a one-to-one basis. His bodily position does as

much for dividing the room as does the partition which runs to

the ceiling level.

In "Mr. John Dounce" it is the exchange of an oyster which

provides the visual embodiment of the text. Our eyes are first

focussed on the oyster being passed to Mr. John Dounce, "a

short, round, large-faced, tubbish sort of man" (Sj3, 245). He is

obviously entranced; yet his eyes are not concentrated on the

oyster, but on the young lady in blue. And they are directed

not to her "charming face" but to her "lovely figure" (£B, 247).

They are, in fact, bearing straight for her rather ample bosom.

While "the aphrodisiac effect of the oysters upon Mr. John Dounce

r D . 74
Jwas) tonai down by two cautious alterations" in the monthly

publication of Sketches, Cruikshank reversed the sort of changes

made by Dickens. The woman in the monthly publication illustration

(1838) is more, not less, bosomy and has a more enticing look on

her face than in the illustration for the second series (1836/37).

74 .

John Butt and Kathleen Tillotson, Dickens at Work (London:
Methuen, 1957), p.57.
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This change in the later illustration may have originated with

Dickens. While recognizing the literary demands of the public, he

may have wished to maintain the earlier emphasis on the racy side

of the story, which could be accomplished by subtle changes in

the illustration. Critics could not so easily point to an ample

bosom as evidence of unacceptability (especially when the changes

are so subtle) as they could to specific forbidden words or phrases.

Or Cruikshank may simply have made the change because a larger

plate was available and everything was made bigger.

"Mr. Minns and his Cousin" (Figure 9) is nicely designed and

filled with details which greatly enhance the dramatic moment

it illustrates. Mr. Minns, who "was always exceedingly clean,

precise, and tidy; perhaps priggish, and the most retiring man

in the world," is dressed in "a brown frock-coat without a wrinkle,

light inexplicables without a spot, a neat neckerchief with a

remarkable neat tie, and boots without a fault" (SB, 312), and

is seen in the surroundings which reflect his "clean, precise,

and tidy" person. His response to "the dog, who, with his hind

legs on the floor, and his fore paws resting on the table ...

dragging a bit of bread and butter out of a plate" is more than

just a "diabolical look" (SI3, 314). He rises from his seat with

a look of unmitigated horror. The chair, around whose armrests

his fingers are tightly clenched, seems to prevent his rising to

the full height of his indignation. The morning paper, whose

columns Minns "always read from the title to the printer's name"

(SB, 313) lies crumpled at the side of his chair, emphasizing

the indignity he suffers. The illustration is divided in half
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by the "proper" coffee urn and the "improper" and offending

dog. In the second half we are shown Mr. Budden, whose slumping

and straight-legged posture emphasizes the ease with which he

and his dog make themselves at home. His jocular way of "scolding"

the dog is in contrast to Minns's horror. So Cruikshank makes

the differences between the men even more strikingly apparent.

Yet illustrations are "unsuccessful" when they fail to

capture the text's meaning. They become even more unsuccessful

when details disagree with the text or when the picture is

badly-drawn. "Scotland Yard" (Figure 10), for example, is an

illustration for which the "captured moment" is unfortunate.

According to the text, they are roaring or shouting some popular

song, but the men's expressions do not show this. The man to

the left of the fireplace looks as though he is having a heart

attack. Others appear to be either laughing (which might be

the case if they are singing an obscene song) or attempting to

produce a united sneeze. Though they are supposed to be "puffing

forth volumes of smoke which wreathed heavily above their heads"

(SB, 65), most of the smoke is issuing from the fire.

"Samuel Wilkins and the Evanses" is another example of an

unsuccessful illustration. It presents the characters who should

be in the room, but accomplishes little more. A problem of

perspective is particularly disturbing. The angle between the wall

on the right-hand side and the ceiling changes. At the back, the

side wall and ceiling meet at a right angle. The wall seems to

take on an outward bulge until, at the upper right-hand corner of
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the illustration, it meets the ceiling in a continuing curve.

The problem is caused by the fact that the line representing the

meeting-point of wall and ceiling is not straight and is drawn

at the wrong angle.

"Horatio Sparkins" is rather pedestrian and shows Horatio

(alias Mr. Samuel Smith) confronting Mrs. Malderton and her

daughters from behind the counter of the cheap linen-draper's

shop. His surprise is well-portrayed, but that of the three

females fails: their hands are all raised in the same positions

and at almost exactly the same angle, making them appear to be

singing a children's song with accompanying hand movements.

Mrs. Malderton's ugly face--the dominant chin and jaws are pre-

hominal--shows a neutral expression which is out of keeping with

her upraised hands., Horatio Sparkins looks directly at her; but

because she does not return the stare, our expectations for the

confrontation are disappointed.

"The Courtship of Mr. Parsons" is also "unsuccessful".

Though he is described as "short", Mr. Parsons is dispropor¬

tionately so in the illustration.^ If he were standing beside

the kitchen-dresser, its work area would be mid-chest high. The

distance from the couple's feet to the ground is so great as

to make the odd situation, too odd to be credible. The two

miniature figures look not so much like midgets as scaled-down

and stuffed models of the characters they are meant to represent.

By twentieth century standards, his height might be
calculated at 4 feet 6 inches.
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Cruikshank's "failure" may be partly due to the "sentimental"

nature of his subject. He would more successfully have drawn

Mr. Parson's "unshelling" by the housemaid's sweetheart.

In general, it can be observed that pictures illustrating

chapters from "Our Parish" and "Scenes" are more often successful

than those for "Characters" and "Tales". Those for the "Tales"

section are mediocre, neither an asset nor a liability, but

innocuous. They are often faithful to every detail in the text,

but somehow fail to reproduce its "spirit". One reason may lie

in the text itself: chapters included in the sections titled "Our

Parish" and "Scenes" are more consciously visual, and more often

show a "captured moment". Compare, for instance, the highly-visual

text accompanying "The Streets—Morning" or "The Last Cab-Driver"

with that for "The Boarding House (I)" or "Horatio Sparkins". As

a glance at the chronological list of publication reveals, well

over half of the "Tales" had been published by October 1834.^
They can be said to typify the earlier sections of the Sketches

when Dickens had not begun to develop the visual imagination

for which he was to become well-known. And they point to the

fact that the "success" of an illustration is dependent upon

the kind of material provided by the text — that its relationships to

the text and to the real world are more important than its similari¬

ties to paintings or engravings by well-known artists or its role

as part of a pattern formed by various plates in the book.

^Grillo, pp.87-92. Only a small portion (about 6%) of what
would be included in the other three sections had been written by
this date.
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Pickwick Papers:

The Developing Author and Artist Relationship

The important position that the Pickwick Papers holds in

Dickens's rapid rise to fame and the reputation it maintains as an

entertaining volume have made its "origin", and the roles of its

various illustrators, popular topics of discussion. The historical-

biographical approach to the "origin" of Pickwick has been the one

most exploited. The wealth of material which takes this approach"*"
. . 2

and the existence of such a book as The Origin of Pickwick make

it necessary to give only a short review of the apparent facts.

See, for example: R.W. Buss, English Graphic Satire
(London: Virtue & Co., 1874), p.139; John Butt and Kathleen
Tillotson, Dickens at Work (London: Methuen, 1957), p.64;
Jane R. Cohen, "'A Melancholy Clown'--The Relationship of Robert
Seymour and Charles Dickens," Harvard Library Bulletin, 19 (1971),
250-79; Charles Dickens, "History to Pickwick," Athenaeum (March
31, 1866), p.430 and (April 7, 1866), p.464; Charles Dickens,
"Preface," Pickwick Papers (London: Chapman & Hall, 1847);
K.J. Fielding, Charles Dickens: A Critical Introduction (London:
Longman's, 1965), 13-15; Forster, The Life, I, 58-62; Joseph
Grego, Pictorial Pickwickiana, 2 vols. (London: Chapman & Hall,
1899); Johannsen, 1-2; Kitton, 32-36, 49-53, 62-73; J.W.T. Ley,
"Fair Play for Buss," Dickensian, 28 (Sept 1932), 258-64;
J.W.T. Ley, "Robert Seymour and Mr. Pickwick," Dickensian, 21
(July 1925), 122-27; Frank G. Roe, "Seymour, the 'Inventor' of
Pickwick," Connoisseur, 77 (Feb 1927), 67-71; Mrs. Robert Seymour,
An Account of the Origin of the Pickwick Papers (London: the author,
1901); and David Croal Thomson, Life and Labours of H.K. Browne
(London: Chapman & Hall, 1884).

2
Walter Dexter and J.W.T. Ley, The Origin pf Pickwick,

(London: Chapman & Hall, 1936).
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Late in 1835, Seymour mentioned to Edward Chapman his scheme

for doing a "series of cockney-sporting plates of a superior
4

sort to those he had already published." In a letter to Dickens

(7 July 1849) Chapman recalled his response to Seymour's scheme:

I said I thought they might do, if accompanied by letter¬
press and published in monthly parts; and this being agreed
to, we wrote to the author of Three Courses and a Dessert,
and proposed it, but receiving no answer the scheme dropped
for some months, till Seymour said he wished us to decide,
as another job had offered which would fully occupy his
time; and it was on this we decided to ask you to do it.
Having opened already a connection with you for our Library
of Fiction, we naturally applied to you to do the Pickwick;
but I do not think we even mentioned our intention to Mr.

Seymour, and I am quite sure that from the beginning to
the end ^obody but yourself had anything whatever to do
with it.

g
William Hall made the offer to Dickens on 10 February 1836.

The proposed terms for Pickwick were sent in a letter from

Chapman & Hall on 12 February 1836, and were accepted, with one

g
exception, by Dickens in a letter of 16 February 1836.

Dickens's account of his response to the original idea is

reported in the preface to the first Cheap Edition (1847) of

Pickwick:

3
The exact date is uncertain. Mrs. Seymour claims that her

husband "originated" Pickwick Papers in the summer of 1835.
According to Chapman, it was while he was seeing after Seymour's
illustrations for the Squib Annual (published in Nov 1835)
that the scheme was mentioned. (As quoted in Forster I, 88.)

4
As quoted in Forster I, 58.

5Ibid.
^Pilgrim I, 128-9.

^Pilgrim I, 648.

^Pilgrim I, 131.
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there was a notion ... that a "NIMROD Club," the members
of which were to go out shooting, fishing, and so forth,
and getting themselves into difficulties ... would be the
best means of introducing these. I objected on consideration,
that ... I was no great sportsman, except in regard of all
kinds of locomotion; that the idea was not novel, and had
been already much used; that it could be infinitely better
for the plates to arise naturally out of the text; and that
I would like to take my own way, with a freer range of
English scenes and people, and was afraid I should ultimately
do so in any case, whatever course I might prescribe to
myself at starting. My views being deferred^to, I thought
of Mr. Pickwick, and wrote the first number.

Then Seymour was informed of Dickens's proposed change in

emphasis.^ The advertisement in The Athenaeum of 26 March 1836

should have made that alteration clear to him, even if the publisher

had not done so. The Papers were to feature "Samuel Pickwick--the

great traveller" who, with other members of the club, would

examine and report on "the whole surface of Middlesex, a part of

Surrey, a portion of Essex, and several square miles of Kent."

They would visit

high-roads and by-roads, towns and villages, public
conveyances and their passengers, first-rate inns and
road-side public houses, races, fairs, regattas, elections,
meetings, market days--all the scenes that can possibly
occur to enliven a country place, and at which diffe^nt
traits of character may be observed, and recognized.

The announcement was clearly not for a "series of cockney-

sporting plates," but for something quite different.

9
Charles Dickens, Pickwick Papers, (1847), viii-ix.

^Dexter and Ley, p. 34.
^The Athenaeum (26 March 1836), 232. Beyond the infor¬

mation included in the extended title for the Pickwick Papers,
the advertisement in The Times (26 March 1836) gave no idea of
the contents of the work.
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12
On Thursday 14 April 1836, Dickens sent Seymour a letter

which expressed dissatisfaction with "The dying Clown". The two

men met on Sunday the 17th, for the first and only time. Seymour

spent several days re-working the unsatisfactory illustration

before shooting himself in the early morning hours of Wednesday,

the 20th. An Address issued with the second number apologized

for the appearance of only three plates instead of four, as

promised. Dickens wrote:

When we state, that they comprise Mr. Seymour's last efforts,
and that on one of them, in particular ... he was engaged
up to a late hour of the night preceding his death, we feejg
confident that the excuse will be deemed a sufficient one.

Dickens cannot have been unaware that his dissatisfaction with

"The dying Clown" was a contributory, if not major, factor in

Seymour's suicide; and it says much for his nerve that he should

so coolly deal with such a distressing event.

Robert W. Buss, a book illustrator of established reputation,

was chosen to replace Seymour in the third number. But he had no

experience with the etching needle or "biting-in" process and,

given too short a time to master the art, produced two illustrations

which have unfairly labelled him as a "failure". But more important

was the change to an "improved plan," since the format of the June

number differed from the one originally advertised. The Address

^Pilgrim I, 145-6.
13

As quoted in Charles Dickens, Pickwick Papers, ed. Robert
Patten, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974), 900.
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from the Publishers explained that they had decided, "to increase

the quantity of Letter Press in every monthly part, and to diminish

the number of Plates. ... The present number contains eight

additional pages of closely -printed matter, and two engravings on

14
steel." This shift placed Dickens in the commanding position.

Readers would now receive one illustration for every sixteen pages

of letterpress instead of one for every six. Forster quotes

Dickens as saying that, "Mr. Seymour's sudden and lamented death

before the second number was published, brought about a quick
... 15

decision upon a point already in agitation;"' and the question

of primacy--of text or illustration--was undoubtedly central to

the disagreement. When Buss's work for the third number was

found to be unsatisfactory, Dickens,^ not Chapman & Hall, took

responsibility for choosing the illustrator,^ and with the choice

of the young and inexperienced Browne, he established his dominance

in the artist-author relationship.

Hablot Knight Browne ("Phiz") showed artistic talent at an

early age. On leaving school, he was apprenticed to Finden, a

well-known engraver. Only eighteen, and still under Finden's

tutelage, he won a medal from the Society of Arts for the best

14
As quoted in Pickwick Papers, ed. Patten, p.901.

^Forster I, 61-2.

^"°Butt and Tillotson, p.64.
^John Leech (Pilgrim I, 168 (?24 Aug 18363) and W.M.

Thackeray (Speeches, 265) applied directly to Dickens for the
position. Other applicants were "Crowquill" (Alfred Forrester),
Lee and "others". (Kitton, 58-59)
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18
etching of an historical subject. In 1836 he was employed by

Chapman and Hall as the regular illustrator of the Library of
19

Fiction, and it is probably through this connection that he was

made known to Dickens. Beginning his association with Dickens

when he was but twenty-one, Phiz--unlike Seymour and Cruikshank--
20

was "accustomed to work to orders." Of their working relation¬

ship, Nicolas Bentley writes: "It was no doubt his willingness

to accept Dickens's suggestions without question and his instinctive
21

inclination to play second fiddle that appealed to Dickens."

Dickens's normal practice was to specify the subject,

accompanied by either the text or a description'of the forthcoming

monthly part. In response to Chapman & Hall's request for Browne's

second subject for the ninth number of Pickwick, he wrote:

as I know what the subject will be, I can put it down on
a piece of paper--as indeed I could to-night, if any
particular object were gained by a few hours in advance.
I suppose, however, if Mr. Brown is etching the f irs t^ub ject,
that he will not want this one, before tomorrow noon.

Thomson, p.21.
19

Pilgrim I, 163-64n. While Brownie illustrated Dickens's
pamphlet, Sunday Under Three Heads (published by Chapman & Hall
in June 1836), there is no evidence that they had met or knew of
each other (other than by the names "Timothy Sparks" and "HKB"
with which they had signed themselves) before their association
with Pickwick.

20
Butt and Tillotson, p.17.

21
Nicolas Bentley, "Dickens and His Illustrators,"

in: E.W.F. Tomlin, ed. Charles Dickens: 1812-1870 (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969), 206-227, p.216. While he may
have been willing "to accept Dickens's suggestions without
question," he did not, as I will later show, always follow
these suggestions.

22Pilgrim I, 195 (?15 Nov 1836).
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Browne's biographer tells us that when Dickens and Browne lived

near each other,

Dickens would sometimes drop in and read a portion of the
novel he was writing, telling the artist that he desired
the illustration taken from certain passages, and the whole
would then be considered and thought out; but at other times,
when under extreme pressure, Dickens would stay only a very
few minutes, read what was to be illustrated, and run back
to his writing-table without^^hatting over the points to
be brought out particularly.

Browne generally submitted drawings to Dickens for his approval

before they were etched on the plate. Dickens would then make any

suggestions which he thought would improve the effectiveness of

the illustrations. In all those drawings known-to be extant for
24

the Pickwick Papers , suggestions were written on the same sheet

of paper. The available correspondence of this sort is limited

because most of Dickens's letters to Browne were burned, allegedly
25

to "lessen the lumber" before the artist's move from Croydon.

From Dickens's correspondence with Cruikshank and Macrone,

we know that he was concerned with the progress of the illustrations

to Sketches by Boz, especially for those in the First Series. And

it would appear that he was more concerned with their completion

than with subject matter or artistic quality. Yet the Second Series

received very little attention. For Dickens had, in the meantime,

Thomson, p.63.
24 . . ....

Grego provides facsimiles of the surviving original drawings
and the suggestions which Dickens made on four of them: I, 187,
207, 215, and 225.

25
W.J. Fitzpatrick, Life of Charles Lever, 2 vols. (London:

Chapman & Hall, 1879), II, 51n.
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skyrocketed to the pinnacle of the literary world with Pickwick;

and he would be interested in assuring the continued success of

that work.

The origin and early history of Pickwick meant that Dickens,

if only for financial reasons, could not ignore the role played

by his illustrators. From the beginning he was not hesitant in

requesting artistic changes. For "Dr. Slammer's Defiance of

Jingle," he suggested an alteration in the position of the doctor's
26

arm, and he required major changes in "The Dying Clown":

The alteration I want, I will endeavour to explain. I
think the woman should be younger--the "dismal man"
decidedly should, and he should be less miserable in
appearance. To communicate an interest to the plate,
his whole appearance should express more sympathy and
solicitude: and while I represented the sick man as
emaciated and dying, I would not make him too repulsively
The furniture of the room, you have depicted, admirably.

This letter and the conference which followed it appear to have
28

been "the last straw" for the over-sensitive Seymour.

From those letters to Browne which escaped the burning,

it is evident that Dickens fussed over the preliminary sketches

for the Pickwick illustrations. Yet it is strange that the way

in which Browne responded suggests that he was not as subservient

as we may have been led to believe. The first of Dickens's comments

was written in mid-August 1836 with reference to "Mrs. Leo Hunter's

Fancy-dress dejeune":

26Pilgrim I, 136 (?Feb 1836).

""^Pilgrim I, 146 (14 April 1836).
O O

Pilgrim I, 146n.



Figure 11. MMr. Winkle's Situationwhen the Door 'blew-to'"
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I think it would be better if Pickwick had hold of the

Bandit's arm. If Minerva tried to look a little younger
(more like Mrs. Pott, who j,| perfect) I think it would be
an additional improvement.

Browne does not seem to have agreed with Dickens's recommendations.

Pickwick's bodily contact with the bandit is not changed in

either the original plate or the plate etched for the 1837 bound

volume. "Minerva" is made slimmer, loses her double chin, no

longer wears spectacles, and is given a witch-like hook nose. But

these changes were not enough to prevent her looking decidedly

older than Mrs. Pott, and not at all "younger" than in the original

drawing.

For "The First Interview with Mr. Sergeant Snubbin," Dickens

wrote:

I think the Sergeant should look younger, and a great deal
more sly, and knowing--he should be looking at Pickwick
too, smiling compassionately at his innocence. The other
fellows are noble --CD

Yet while Browne re-drew Snubbin looking at Pickwick more slyly

and knowingly, he made him much younger than in the original

drawing. Perhaps it was asking too much of Browne to make the

Sergeant sly, knowing and compassionate.

Dickens's suggestions for Mr. Winkle's situation when the

door 'blew-to'" (Figure 11) raises other problems. For, above

and below the original drawing, Dickens wrote:

29
Pilgrim I, 163.

30
Pilgrim I, 222 (Jan 1837).
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Winkle should be holding the Candlestick above his head
I think. It looks more comical, the light having gone
out.

A fat chairman so short as our friend here, never
drew breath in Bath. I would leave him where he is, decidedl
Is the lady full dressed? She ought to be. CD

In light of Dickens's text, these are somewhat curious remarks.

It does, for example, look more comical for Winkle to hold the

extinguished candle above his head. Yet the text reads:

Mr. Winkle gave a last hapless knock; ... He (threw]away
the extinguished candle ... Mrs. Craddock threw up
the window-sash as Mr. Winkle was rushing into the chair...
Mr. Dowler ... arrived at one window just as Mr. Pickwick
threw up the other: when the first object that met the
gaze of both, was Mr. Winkle bolting into the sedan-chair.

(PP, 515)

The presence of Mrs. Craddock, Mr. Dowler and Pickwick at the

first-floor windows assures us that Winkle should already have

discarded the candlestick. The discrepancy would be a relatively

minor point if Dickens had not requested the alteration and if

the change did not actually affect the "spirit" of the text. In

the original drawing, Winkle really looks as though he is "bolting

in Browne's revision, he appears to be hesitantly awaiting an

invitation to enter the sedan-chair. And a great deal of this

loss in effect is produced by the more upright position required

for holding a candlestick above one's head. Then, Mrs. Dowler

certainly appears to be "full dressed" in the original drawing, so

there does not seem to be any basis for Dickens to inquire if she

is "full dressed". And the tone of his comment about the "fat

chairman" would seem to show that he is unrealistically short.

"^Pilgrim I, 242 (Mid-March 1837).
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Yet, in the revised illustration he is no taller than in the

original. The enigmatic sentence, "I would leave him where

he is, decidedly," seems at first to refer to the fat chairman.

Yet according to Kitton, it was Dickens's response to the query

Phiz had written in the margin: "Shall I leave Pickwick where he

is or put him under the bed-clothes? , I can't carry him so high

as the second floor.--H.K.B." ^

"Mr. Winkle returns under extraordinary circumstances" is

the last of the Pickwick illustrations for which we have Dickens's

suggestions:

Are Sam and the housemaid clearly made out; and £ better*
if he were looking on with his arm round£. "3* I rayther
question the accuracy of the housemaids [" 3-*

*Words missing at the beginning and end^f lines,
perhaps through trimming of the paper.

The housemaids, originally standing in front of the shelves,

have been removed. One might guess that the bracketed parts of

the letter about Sam and Mary would have read: "and [would it

not be better if he were looking on with his arm round [Mary's
wais t?J" In the original drawing, Sam had his arm round Mary,

but it was resting on her shoulder instead of round her waist.

In the revised version, Mary's free hand has been moved from

resting on her waist to straightening her hat. Sam's hand has

almost exactly replaced the position formerly held by hers. So

in this illustration, at least, Browne followed Dickens's suggestions

exactly.

"^Kitton, p.71.

"^Pilgrim I, 294 & n (?Mid-Aug 1837).
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The alterations Browne made to his original drawings show

that he did not painstakingly follow Dickens's recommendations.

Though the examples may not be representative, they do none¬

theless allow us to see that Browne was not completely dominated

by Dickens. And, as Dickens's query--"Is it to go on the Steel,
34

without our seeing it?" --of Chapman & Hall would suggest, the

approval of drawings might even be occasionally omitted.

It might be wrong to assume, because they have no written
35

suggestions, that the other ten extant drawings satisfied

Dickens. These may be divided into three sections. The first

of them includes those drawings which have distinct differences

from their published form. The degree of these differences varies:

a completely new design was made for "The Warden's Room"; in the

drawing for "The Trial" there was no audience in the back,

Perker had one hand on his knee and the other pointing, and Mrs.

Bardell was more ostentatiously upset; in the original for "The

Election at Eatanswill," the beadle is standing on stairs which

descend into the crowd, the candidate on the left is appealing to

the crowd rather than looking at the beadle; the skeleton has
36

been removed from "Conviviality at Bob Sawyer's"; and in "The

34Pilgrim I, 184 (?19 Oct 1836).
35

This figure does not include those drawings Browne made
prior to re-etching Seymour's designs. Facsimiles are in Grego's
Pictorial Pickwiclciana.

36
Tho.viior; says (p. ioo) that Dickens requested its removal for

purposes of propriety. As he provides no additional information
to support this statement, it must remain conjectural.
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Valentine," Tony Weller has been given a hat, his large overcoat

is hung over the chair, and a newspaper has been strewn on the

floor. The reasons for these changes lie in several directions.

Browne, seeing discrepancies which needed correction, may have

made them on his own initiative. Dickens may have given Browne

verbal directions for minor changes. It is likely that Dickens

suggested the more extensive changes during a personal visit or

37
in letters which were eventually lost or destroyed. The explana¬

tions for these changes would have required more space than the

margins of the drawings afforded.
38

The second group of drawings is somewhat nebulously divided

from the first in differing from their etched forms in only minor

ways. Differences which occur are caused by two main factors:

the drawing is not the final form and is therefore not as likely

to have as much detailed attention paid to it; and the artistic

techniques involved in drawing (paper and pencil) and etching

(steel plate, etching needle and acid) produce different types of

effects. Other differences could be the result of verbal or

epistolary suggestions. It is possible that they were not submitted

to Dickens for his approval; but it is more likely that the absence

of comment meant tacit approval.

37 . .

The only surviving correspondence from Dickens to Browne
during the months of Pickwick's serial publications is that already
quoted. No letter not connected with one of Browne's drawings is
known.

38
The drawings in this group include: "The fat boy awake on

this occasion only," "The Breakdown," "Pickwick in the Pound,"
and "Job Trotter encounters Sam in Mr. Muzzle's kitchen."
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The only illustration in the third group is "The ghostly

passengers in the ghost of a mail." It is distinguished only

by the inclusion of an inscription which reads:

his
39

Charles + Dickens
Mark

Grego and Kitton assume that the inscription shows Dickens's
40 . . .

approval. The assumption is probably right, even if it does

echo of BIL STUMPS.

A comparison of Dickens's suggestions and Browne's responses

provides one way of seeing their working relationship. Dickens's
41 . .

cautious manner might suggest that his recommendations were

not domineeringly presented. Yet Browne--who for the July 1836

number of Pickwick signed his name "Nemo" since he "had no desire
/ 2

to appear before the public as a 'mere book-illustrator,'" --went

along with most of his recommendations. So Dickens's use of

"I think" must have been stronger than one might believe; or

perhaps Browne simply agreed with Dickens. But other approaches

must be used before we can develop a clearer picture of the

author-artist relationship in Pickwick Papers.

39
Grego I, 229.

40
The drawing appears, "with the 'sign manual' of approval,

and 'his mark,' inscribed by Charles Dickens on the manual."
(Grego I, 229). Kitton agrees: "the unusual signature ... by
which the artist evidently meant to express his satisfaction with
the artist's treatment of the subject." (p.72)

41
"I think" appears in three of the four extant notes to Browne.

42
Thomson, p.22.



Figure 12. "The Election at Eatanswill"
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With Pickwick, Dickens became more aware of his role as

(K>

a writer of text that was to be illustrated. He was more

attentive to visual detail in Pickwick than he had been with

Sketches, as can be seen by looking at comparable scenes in the

two works. For example, both books provide us with representations

of an election. The visual detail for "Election for Beadle" is

limited:

"Bung for Beadle. Five Small Children!" ... Such were the
placards in large black letters on a white ground ...

"Spruggins for Beadle. Ten small children (two of them
twins), and a wife!" (SB, 20)

and,

It was in vain that the twins were exhibited in dresses
of the same pattern, and night-cap to match, at the
church door: the boy in Mrs. Spruggins1s right arm, and
the girl in her left. (SB^, 24)

Cruikshank's illustration is full of interesting and important

details, but only these were specified in the text. He might

have made use of Dickens's "two hackney coaches and a cab" (SB, 23),

but the omission is not disturbing. Yet for Pickwick's "The

Election at Eatanswill" (Figure 12), Dickens provided a wealth of

visual detail. The activity in the stable-yard is carefully

described:

The stable-yard exhibited unequivocal symptoms of the glory
and strength of the Eatanswill Blues. There was a regular
army of blue flags, some with one handle, and some with
two, exhibiting appropriate devices, in golden characters
four feet high, and stout in proportion. There was a grand
band of trumpets, bassoons and drums, marshalled four abreast,
and earning their money, if ever men did, especially the drum-
beaters, who were very muscular. There were bodies of constables
with blue staves, twenty committee-men with blue scarfs, and
a mob of voters with blue cockades. There were electors on
horseback and electors a-foot. ...the flags were rustling,
and the band was playing, and the constables were swearing,
and the twenty committee-men were squabbling, and the mob were
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shouting, and the horses were backing, and the post-boys
perspiring; and everybody, and everything, then and there
assembled, was for the special use, behoof, honour, and
renown, of the Honourable Samuel Slumkey. (PP, 168-69)

By repeating "and", Dickens emphasizes the way in which the

crowd's various sorts of activity combine to form a confused

whole. His enthusiasm for visual detail continues in his descrip¬

tion of the hustings:

The right was reserved for the Buff party, and the centre
for the Mayor and his officers; one of whom--the fat crier
of Eatanswill--was ringing an enormous bell, by way of
commanding silence, while Mr. Horatio Fizkin, and the Honour¬
able Samuel Slumkey, with their hands upon their hearts,
were bowing with the utmost affability to the troubled
sea of heads that inundated the open space in front; and
from whence arose a storm of groans, and "shouts, and yells,
and hootings, that would have done honour to an earthquake.

(PP, 171)

The difference between the texts for Sketches and Pickwick

is not one of degree. While the election for beadle is bound to

be smaller and incite less enthusiasm than a parliamentary election,

it must also be remembered that it was described as a great event:

we never have had such a bustle in our parish since we got
up our famous anti-slavery petition, which was such an
important one that the House of Commons ordered it to be
printed, on the motion of the member for the district.

(SB, 23)

And the way Dickens approaches the subject is more important than

what he portrays. For "Election for Beadle" he pointed out only

the more striking details of the scene; but for "The Election at

Eatanswill" he consciously strove to "paint" every square inch

of his "canvas".

Another pair of analagous illustrations is "A Pickpocket in

Custody" (Sketches) and "Mr. Pickwick in the Pound" (Pickwick).

For the first of these, Dickens wrote: "we were attracted by the
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very prepossessing appearance of a pickpocket, who ... was being

conveyed [to the Police Office] in a wheelbarrow, to the

huge delight of a crowd," (S_B, 241). The crowd is composed of

"dirty-faced spectators," and there are "a couple of policemen,"

(SB, 241); but beyond these scanty bits, Cruikshank was provided

with no visual information. Mr. Pickwick is in a similar situation

in "Mr. Pickwick in the Pound":

[He] had been wheeled to the Pound, and safely deposited
therein, fast asleep in the wheelbarrow, to the immeasurable
delight and satisfaction, not only to all the boys in the
village, but three-fourths of the whole population, who had
gathered round in expectation of his waking. ... he sat up
in the barrow and gazed with indescribable astonishment on
the faces before him. (PP, 259-60)

He is, additionally, the unwilling recipient of "a turnip, then
I

a potato, and then an egg--with a few other little tokens of the

playful disposition of the many-headed." (PP, 260)

At first glance, "The Last Cab-Driver" (Sketches) and "The

Pugnacious Cabman" (Pickwick) appear to be a perfect pair of

illustrations for comparison. But they provide an exception to

the general rule that illustrated text for Pickwick is more

detailed. Yet it must be remembered that the text for "The Last

Cabman" was first published in December 1836, eight months after

the number of Pickwick in which "The Pugnacious Cabman" appeared.

The section concerning the last cab-driver was re-written from

a sketch, "Hackney Cabs, and Their Drivers," originally printed
43

in The Carlton Chronicle on 20 August 1836. While Richard

/ Q

Sketches by Boz: End and Beginning (Boulder: Colorado
Associated U.P., 1974). While taking account of the publication of
"The Hospital Patient" in the Carlton Chronicle on 6 Aug 1836, he
fails to mention the appearance of this sketch only days later.
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Vogler's argument that the illustrated sketches first appearing

after November 1835 "could have resulted from suggestions made

44
by Cruikshank to Dickens," is highly hypothetical; it is not

unreasonable to suppose that, aware of the possibility of illustra¬

tion, Dickens provided more visual detail in his later sketches.

He would also have become even more conscious of problems of

illustration after the first few numbers of Pickwick. Yet,

chronological order of publication cannot account for the greater

attention to detail exhibited through most of Pickwick. After

all, approximately one-fifth of the material for Sketches by Boz

was first published after Pickwick had begun to appear.

So why might the text for "The Last Cab-Man" have greater

claim to an increased visual awareness than the other illustrated

sketches originally published after Pickwick began? Extensive

additions and changes to the original periodical sketch must be

a consideration. Vergil Grillo suggests that in treating the

omnibus cad and cab-driver, both "guilty of the same offenses against

the community," with such highly different tones, "Dickens is still

trying to reconcile very ambivalent feelings about his subject,
45

to affirm and negate at the same time." Though this is a

reasonable explanation of the end-product, it says little about

the extensive rewriting of the original sketch. A combination of

44
Richard Vogler, "Cruikshank and Dickens: A Reassessment of

the Role of the Artist and Author," PULC, 35 (Autumn 1973-Winter
1974), 61-91, pp.78-79.

45 .

Grillo, p.105.
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forces was at work. The pugnacious cabman had served as an

intriguing topic for Pickwick's first number. It would appear

that Dickens was considering the possibility of pictorial repre¬

sentation when rewriting the Carlton Chronicle's unillustrated

sketch. The description of the cab-man--"a brown-whiskered,

white-hatted, no-coated cabman, with an old pair of Wellington
46

boots, pulled up to meet his corderoy knee-smalls" --was greatly

expanded for its publication in the Sketches:

He was a man of most simple and prepossessing appearance.
He was a brown-whiskered, white-hatted, no-coated cabman;
his nose was generally red, and his bright blue eyes not
unfrequently stood out in bold relief against a black
border of artificial workmanship; his boots were of the
Wellington form, pulled up to meet his corduroy knee-smalls,
or at least to approach as near them as their dimensions
would admit of; and his neck was usually garnished with
a bright yellow handkerchief. In summer he carried in his
mouth a flower; in winter, a straw--slight, but, to a con¬
templative mind, certain indications of a love of nature,
and a taste for botany. (SB, 142)

Since the Sketches cabman was not illustrated until the second

edition of the second series, one might argue that the text was

not written with illustration in mind. But Dickens had been

having problems with Cruikshank; and, wishing to take advantage

of the Christmas book trade, he may well have sent the book

to press with only those of the originally-planned illustrations

which had been completed on time, knowing that "The Last Cab Man"
i

was to follow.

^Charles Dickens, "Hackney Cabs and Their Drivers," The
Carlton Chronicle (20 Aug 1836), p. 170.
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The description of the cab-man in Sketches is full of detail

and presented all together. Yet that unity is not common to the

relationship of text and illustration in the Sketches. With

several exceptions--notably "The Last Cab-Man" and "London Recrea-

tions--The 'Tea Gardens'"--an illustration's visual detail was

spread through several pages. Yet Dickens generally wrote blocks

of descriptive prose of the illustrated' scenes in Pickwick. In

some cases, that information deals mainly with an activity or the

positioning in a room. For example, this short section from the

third number of Pickwick provides most of the relevant information

for "Mr. Wardle and his friends under the influence of 'the Salmon'"

(Figure 13):

Mr. Pickwick, with his hands in his pockets and his hat
cocked completely over his left eye, was leaning against
the dresser, shaking his head from side to side, and
producing a constant succession of the blandest and most
benevolent smiles without being moved thereunto by any
discernible cause, or pretence whatsoever; old Mr. Wardle,
with a highly-inflamed countenance, was grasping the hand
of a strange gentleman muttering protestations of eternal
friendship; Mr. Winkle, supporting himself by the eight-day
clock, was feebly invoking destruction upon the head of any
member of the family who should suggest the propriety of
his retiring for the night; and Mr. Snodgrass had sunk into
a chair, with an expression of the most abject and hopeless
misery that the human mind can imagine, portrayed in every
lineament of his expressive face. (PP, 99)

At other times, Dickens's text pays close attention to the clothing

and attitudes of the characters in the illustration. For example,

the young gentleman who clasps the wrist of the young lady in "The

ghostly passengers in the ghost of a mail" is,

in a powdered wig, and a sky-blue coat trimmed with silver,
made very full and broad in the skirts, which were lined
with buckram. ... He wore knee breeches, and a kind of
leggings rolled up over his silk stockings, and shoes with
buckles; he had ruffles at his wrists, a three-cornered
hat on his head, and a long taper sword by his side. The
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flaps of his waistcoat came half way down his thighs, and
the ends of his cravat reached to his waist. He stalked

gravely to the coach-door, pulled off his hat, and held
it above his head at arm's length: cocking his little finger
in the air at the same time, as some affected do, when they
take a cup of tea. Then he drew his feet together, and made
a low grave bow, and then put out his left hand. (PP, 688)

This detailed account is part of a two-paragraph unit which also

includes descriptions of the young lady and the ill-looking fellow.

It is as if Dickens were concerned from the first to see

that, in the novel, the text and the illustrations were to mesh;

in fact he was especially anxious to see that the artist was to

support him, his part was written out for him, and Dickens stood

at his elbow to direct the performance. In some ways this makes

his task more difficult as he must make certain that all the

textual details are included in his artistic rendering. Then,

though provided with a plethora of information about clothes and

postures, he is given very little to guide him in drawing facial

features. The young lady in "The ghostly passengers..." is
47

described as "beautiful" and the second man in their group as

"ill-looking." Pickwick himself is provided with no other "non-

clothing" characteristics than a bald head and a benevolent smile.

Yet this absence of facial description is not entirely unexpected:

the space available to the artist is too small to allow for much

facial detail; and a description of the subtle differences

involved would soon become boring reading.

47
"One might wish that the hero and the heroine were handsomer,

but presumably to the teller of the tale, who is shown at the right
and who is decidedly unhandsome, they are sufficiently different."
(Johannsen, 64) The "teller of the tale" is the bagman, not the
bagman's uncle.



In some of the texts, Dickens self "-conscious ly referred his

readers to the illustration. He half ironically recognized the

inadequacies of the written word as compared to pictures. In

"Pickwick in the pound," Mr. Pickwick "gazed with indescribable

astonishment" (PP, 260; emphasis mine); and, in the text for

"Mr. Pickwick addresses the club," Dickens wrote: "What a study

for an artist did that exciting scene present!" (PP, 3). He

directed the reader to "The dying Clown" with: "The spectral

figures in the Dance of Death, the most frightful shapes that the

ablest painter ever portrayed on canvas, never presented an

appearance half so ghastly," (PP, 36). In the text for "Discovery

of Jingle in the Fleet," Dickens alluded to Hogarth's "Tailpiece"

for the Catalogue of Pictures exhibited in Spring Gardens (May 1761)

There was a lean and haggard woman, too--a prisoner's wife--
who was watering, with great solicitude, the wretched stump
of a dried-up, withered plant, which, it was plain to see,
could never send forth a green leaf again; --too true an
emblem, perhaps, of the office she had come there to discharge.

(PP, 596; emphasis mine)

While "it was plain to see" uses "see" in terms of "understanding",

it also encourages the reader to "look at" the stump of a plant

in the picture.

By using certain words or phrases related to the visual realm,

Dickens tells the reader that a given text is applicable to an

illustration. Typical of these are such tags as, "casual observer,"

"he beheld a sight," "the full disaster of the case met his view,"

and "agreeable scene". These phrases, immediately preceding or

succeeding the relevant text, do more than direct the reader's

attention to the illustration; they momentarily freeze time, just as

does the picture itself. The text for "Discovery of Jingle in the



Figure 14, "Discovery of Jingle in the Fleet"
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Fleet" (Figure 14) serves as a sterling example. Having entered

the room where Jingle is brooding over a fire, Pickwick "stood

perfectly fixed and immovable with astonishment," (FF, 596).

He remains in that fixed condition for four paragraphs as Dickens

leisurely fills the room with details. When the "painting" is

finished, time is consciously allowed to begin running again:

Such were the objects which presented themselves to
Mr. Pickwick's view as he looked round him in amaze¬

ment. The noise of some one stumbling hastily into the
room roused him. (PP, 59607)

The "frozen" descriptive segment serves as a sort of "picture"

substitute. In a case like this, Browne provides little more

than a repetition of the "word painting". The only advantage of

his illustration is that it is in a different medium, and presents

the information in a more direct way. Yet sometimes even that

advantage disappeared. We have seen that pictorial art was

thought inadequate for "The dying Clown"; and the bagman says

of the young lady in "The ghostly passengers": "'such a beautiful

face as she disclosed my uncle had never seen—not even in a

picture,'" (PP, 688; emphasis mine).

The subject matter of.illustrations in Pickwick reflects

the author-artist relationship and the ways in which the book

developed. A list of "types" of illustrations would include such

overlapping categories as: travel, sporting, physical conflicts,

non-physical confrontations, scenes of impropriety and humiliation,

romance, society life, drinking scenes, the law (including the

Fleet prison), and illustrations of the interpolated tales. Other

aspects of Dickens's writing than these might have presented
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problems in illustration. Clearly, the verbal genius of Jingle and

Sam Weller cannot be shown. And the way in which Pickwick loses

his "innocence" could hardly be illustrated without the

aid of metaphoric images, a technique Browne had not yet developed.

For even in the first numbers, when he might have attempted

to placate Seymour, Dickens still had his own way. Of seven

illustrations in the first two numbers, only two ("The Sagacious

Dog" and "Winkle soothes the refractory mare") are "sporting"
48

sketches. If street-fighting is seen as sport, "The pugnacious

cabman" could be added to the above list. Yet of these three,

only one ("The Sagacious Dog") would not also be included in a

49
list of "travel" illustrations. Dickens maintained his idea of

Pickwick as the great traveller. Two illustrations ("Dr. Slammer's

defiance of Jingle" and "Mr. Pickwick in chase of his hat") arise

from the circumstance of travelling, not from a lack of sporting

aptitude. And two others ("The Sagacious Dog" and "The dying Clown")

result from stories told to the travellers. While the subjects

for illustration may not have been written with the "sporting"

sketch in mind, most (except "The dying Clown") were sufficiently

non-committal to satisfy the needs of both author and artist.

48
While "Mr. Pickwick in chase of his hat" may provide

an entertaining form of spectator sport, hat-chasing is not the
type of activity for which willing participants might readily
be found.

49 . ...

Included in this group are those illustrations which show
some mode of transportation: cabs, horses, carriages, sedan
chairs, coaches, etc.
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As Dickens would have been thinking about and planning the

material for the third number before Seymour's unexpected

suicide,^ it is perhaps best to consider the text (and the

subjects it provides) in two distinct sections: those numbers

written for Seymour or Buss; and those written for Browne.

The nine illustrations included in the first three numbers

account for approximately one-fifth of the total number of

official Pickwick illustrations; and well over one-half of the

"sporting" (including scenes of physical conflict) illustrations

are included in these first numbers. Following Seymour's death,

there was no longer any need to satisfy both his artist's and

his own needs. Dickens could provide the illustrator with subjects

which suited his text's needs.

The nature of that change of subject matter confirms the way

in which we know Dickens rerouted the direction of Pickwick. Of

those illustrations which might be classified as portraying scenes

- .

„ 51 52 . . „ 53 . 54of society, romance, impropriety or humiliation, barely

one-tenth occur in the first three numbers. The work had changed

Within seven days of Seymour's death, he had submitted
approximately half of the longer June number to Chapman & Hall.
(Pilgrim I, 148n)

^"Mrs. Leo Hunter's..." and "The Card-room at Bath".
52

"The fat boy awake," "Job Trotter encounters Sam,"
"Christmas Eve at Mr. Wardle's," "The Valentine," "Mr. Winkle
returns," and "Mary and the fat boy".

53
"Mrs. Bardell faints," "The unexpected 'breaking-up',"

"The middle-aged lady," "Mr. Winkle's situation" and "The fat boy
awake".

"^"Mr. Pickwick in chase," "Mr. Pickwick in the pound," "Mr.
Pickwick and Sam in the attorney's office," "Mr. Pickwick sies
for his portrait," and "Mr. Bob Sawyer's mode of travelling".
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from one in which the main characters were inept sportsmen,to one in

which they were travellers inept in the ways of the world. Unable

to avoid the humiliating situations in which they find themselves,

they are made aware of their inexperience. Sam Weller's introduction

(No. IV) as guide to that complex world helps to clarify the shift in

emphasis.

Sam's frequent appearance in the illustrations points out his

importance in the novel. He appears in over one-third of the total

number of illustrations, and in nearly half of the illustrations after

his initial appearance. His importance is emphasized by his inclu¬

sion in both the frontispiece and the etched title-page. And his

position as a secondary centre of attention is clear when one

peruses the illustrations in which Pickwick does not appear. Of

these ten, three are scenes from interpolated tales. Of the other

seven,Weller appears in five. Between them, Pickwick and Sam

Weller appear in over 90% of the "post-Weller" illustrations.

This pre-eminence of appearances in the illustrations helps to

emphasize the novel's main plot. Despite the text's many digressions,

the illustrations continually emphasize one of the two main characters

and, in turn, their roles as guide and guided.

The nearest contender to Sam in terms of number of appearances
is Winkle who, in Parts 4-20, is shown eight times.

"^Weller appears in: "Job Trotter encounters Sam," "The
Valentine," "The red-nosed man discourseth," "Mr. Weller and his
friends" and the etched title-page. He is absent from "Conviviality
at Bob Sawyer's" and "Mary and the fat boy".

"^Between them (for comparative purposes), Winkle, Tupman,
Snodgrass, Jingle, and the fat boy, appear in just over a third of
the illustrations in those numbers.
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Yet the text always retained primary importance. An interesting

example of this can be found in the accepted image of Pickwick

himself. Most of us think of him as a figure of smiling benevolence,

an idea the text supports: the "beaming eyes of Pickwick were

twinkling," (PP, 25); "Mr. Pickwick's countenance glowed with an

expression of universal philanthropy," (PP, 39); "with a smile in

which benevolence struggled with surprise," (PP, 117); and, when

drunk, he has one of the "blandest and most benevolent smiles,"

(PP, 127). Yet, this is not the impression the illustrations give.

Of the twenty-nine illustrations in which Pickwick appears, he is

actually smiling in only seven (less than a quarter of the total).

In a further eight, he is surprised or uncertain; and in fourteen,

he is positively distressed. The illustrations show moments of

crisis in which Pickwick's smiling and self-confident benevolence

is lost in a failure to cope. Yet, despite the fact that an

overwhelming majority of illustrations show Pickwick with an unsmiling

countenance, we recognize these expressions of surprise, uncertainty

or distress as deviations from the textually-defined norm.

With Pickwick, then, Dickens asserted and maintained the

primacy of text over illustration; forged ahead, despite early

problems with artists; experimented with ways of writing for

illustration; and laid the foundations for a successful working

relationship with Hablot Browne.



IV,

Pickwick Papers:

The Rage for Extra Illustration

The phenomenal popularity of Pickwick Papers, the "book

of the century,"^" was made manifest not only in the numerous

... . . . 2
plagiarisms and imitations which followed in its wake, but

3
also in the proliferation of "extra illustrations." Over two

hundred and fifty of these illustrations were published in the

fifty years following Pickwick's appearance in 1836/37; and over

one hundred and fifty of those within its first decade. While

Joseph Grego, Pictorial Pickwickiana, 2 vols. (London:
Chapman & Hall, 1899), II, p.451. Edgar Johnson refers to its
popularity as "a mania", (Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and
Triumph [New York: Simon & Schuster, 1952}, II, 156). Forster
(I, 72-3) says: "For its kind, its extent, and the absence
of everything unreal or factitious in the causes that contributed
to it, it is unexampled in literature. ...and its sale, out¬
stripping at a bound that of all the most famous books of the
century, had reached to an almost fabulous number."

2
"There were Pickwick hats, coats, canes, cigars and chintzes,

Pickwick joke-books and song-books, representations on the
stage of episodes from Pickwick, parodies and plagiarisms, even
sequels--" Steven Marcus, Dickens: From Pickwick to Dombey
(London: Chatto & Windus, 1964), p.16. A contemporary reviewer,

(A. Haywood?], notes that "Pickwick chintzes figured in linendrapers'
windows, and Weller corduroys in breeches-makers' advertisements;
Boz cabs might be seen rattling through the streets; and the
portrait of "Pelham" or "Crichton" was scraped down or pasted over
to make room for that of the new popular favourite in the omnibusses."
Quarterly Review (Oct 1837), 484-518, p.484.

3
Seymour/Buss/Phiz for part publication (1836/37); Onwhyn (1837);

Heath (1837); Crowquill (1837); Sibson (1838); Phiz (1847); Gilbert
(1847); "original illustrations" by an anonymous artist (1847);
Onwhyn (1847/94); Phiz, for the Library Edition (1858); Dulcken (1861);
Phiz/Pailthorpe (1874); and Pailthorpe (1882). Sets indicated "for"
a particular edition are official illustrations which appeared with
the text. See Appendix II.
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"extra illustrations" were published for some of Dickens's other
4 5

works, and sets of character sketches were also popular, the

kind of pictorial enthusiasm exhibited for Pickwick was unprecedented

and unrepeated.

Economic considerations offer the most obvious explanation of

this unique pictorial position enjoyed by Pickwick. Grego remarks

that the unofficial illustrators of the 1837 edition,

sought favourable recognition, fame, and profit, by producing—
unsolicited as regards the author and his publishers — on their
own behalf, series of etchings intended to be bound up as "Extra
Plates" gith the original issue in the successive monthly
numbers.

Nickleby had at least three sets of contemporary extra plates
not designed by the "original illustrator":

a. Joseph K. Meadows (pseud. Miss LaCreevy), "Heads from Nicholas
Nickleby," (London: Robert Tyas, 1839).

b. Thomas Onwhyn (pseud. Peter Palette), "Illustrations to
Nicholas Nickleby," (London: E. Grattan, 1838-9).

c. John Gilbert, "Plates to illustrate the Cheap edition of the
works of Mr. Charles Dickens," (London: E. Appleyard, 1847).

Two of the Nickleby imitations were illustrated:
a. Bos (T.P. Prest?), Nikelas Nickleberry (1838?), embellished

with 42 engravings.
b. Guess, Scenes from the life of Nickleby married (1840),

with 22 plates by Quiz.
Master Humphrey's Clock had at least three sets of extra plates:

a. Brush, "Sketches and Characters from Master Humphrey's,"
(London: 1840).

b. Jacob Parallel, "Hands to Humphrey's Clock," (London:
G. Berger, 1840-41).

c. Thomas Sibson, "Illustrations of Master Humphrey's Clock,"
(London: Robert Tyas, 1840-41).

Among these sets of character sketches are: Frederick Barnard,
"Sketches of Charles Dickens' Most Important Characters," (London:
Dickens Sketch Society, 1884); KYD (Joseph Clayton Clarke), £24
character sketches]], (London: Raphael Tuck, 1890); Frank Reynolds,
"The Buchanan Portfolio of Characters from Dickens," (Glasgow: James
Buchanan, 1913); H.M. Paget, "Pickwick Pictures: A Series of Charac¬
ter Sketches from Pickwick Papers," (London: Ernest Nister, nid.);
MAY(?), [single sheet with 21 small sketches in pencil] in Huntington
Library; and WCW, [12 woodcuts to Pickwick], (1837) in British Library.

^Grego, I, ix-x.
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They appear to have been only fairly successful financially.

Onwhyn may have done quite well with his 1837 illustrations since

he was so eager to design a second set of different plates in 1847;

and Crowquill's and Onwhyn's sets ran their full six-monthly course

of serial publication. Yet this kind of success was not automatic.

William Heath's twenty (1837) plates illustrate only the first half

of the novel. He evidently meant to do another twenty for the

second half; but the poor quality of the etchings and the inaccuracy

of the hand-written captions help to explain why there seems to have

been insufficient sale to support the second half. A set of illustra¬

tions published in 1837 by W. Strange survives in the same half-

completed state. Selling at twopence per monthly part, the set

was to have been finished in eight parts of four engravings each;

and on the outside of the back cover of the issue for July (Part IV),

an advertisement reads: "Shortly will be Published Sixteen additional

Engravings, forming a series of 32 Illustrations, the Best and

Cheapest to bind with the new Edition of Pickwick."^ These final
g

sixteen illustrations, if ever published, have not survived.

The engravings were not'ill-drawn. Yet the change in plan strongly

suggests that it did not pay.

While Grego does not mention how much profit there was in it,

his list of what the extra illustrators sought--"recognition, fame,

and profit"--implies that money may not have been the most important.

''"Original Illustrations to the Pickwick Papers," 16 plates,
(London: W. Strange, 1847?).

g
The entry in the British Library Catalogue, Dex.310.(14),

reads "No more published':' ".
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Certainly, the popularity of Pickwick offered a platform on which

an artist, hoping to establish his reputation, could display his

work. In those days of "unvarnished laissez-faire in publishing
9

and entertainment," Dickens was not even consulted. Yet their

added weight hardly produced a "drag" on the book's immense momen¬

tum; and, to some extent, these illustrators might have claimed,

like some American newspapers, ^ that they helped to make Dickens

popular. But since even the earliest of the extra illustrations

did not appear until Pickwick had been in "part" publication for

over a year and achieved universal recognition, the extra illustra¬

tors could make no genuine claim of the kind.''"''"

It is just possible, too, that some of Browne's rivals may

have hoped to supplant him. Certainly he was otherwise unknown at

this time, and they may have thought that Dickens might prefer

them, if they could attract his attention. No doubt it seemed an

12
attractive possibility and already, after Seymour's death, Leech

13
and Thackeray had sought to fill his place.

Yet without believing in a public demand for them, the

extra illustrators would not have come forward; and it is clear

9
Marcus, p.16.

10Pilgrim III, 85 (24 Feb 1842).
'"'"The only exception might be that the Crowquill and Onwhyn

illustrations, for example, were published in parts and continued
publication through June 1837, despite the failure of Pickwick to
appear in that month. They may have provided some comfort to those
who were disappointed.

^Pilgrim I, 168 (?24 Aug 1836).
13

Speeches, p.265.
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chat this extraordinary proliferation of additional illustrations

was something quite unprecedented. It is difficult for us today

to realize how exciting they were. Illustrations are almost the

last refinement new novels offer now. But readers of the early

nineteenth century had not been surfeited with pictures; they even

thought of them as an expensive luxury. And to their undulled
14

perceptions they were extraordinarily stimulating.

Illustrated serial fiction was not unknown in the early 1830s.

Scott set a pattern with the "Magnus Opum" edition (1829-33) of the

Waverley Novels, each volume of which had a frontispiece and engraved

title-page. Thomas Roscoe was soon publishing his "Novelist's Library"

(1831-33) of mainly eighteenth century works, advertised as "UNIFORM

WITH THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.The monthly volumes were sold "at the

cheap price of five shillings" to remove the inconvenience of their

being "beyond the reach of any but the wealthier classes of

Richard Altick notes the case of John Kitto who, having been
"dazzled by the colored plate in the first shilling number of a history
of the French Revolution ... rashly agreed to subscribe." The English
Common Reader (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1957), p.265. Maggie
Tulliver, in defence of her reading Defoe's The History of the Devil,
refers to their illustrations: "'I know the reading in this book
isn't pretty--but I like the pictures, and I make stories of the
pictures out of my own head, you know.'" George Eliot, The Mill on
the Floss (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1901), p. 16.

The size, colour and texture of oil paintings would have been even
more interesting; but they were readily accessible to only a small
audience. The National Gallery opened to the public in 1824, and
the Royal Academy held its first summer exhibition in 1769; but most
collections were private and, as Dickens pointed out in Sunday Under
Three Heads (1836), public galleries were closed on Sundays, the only
day when most people were free to take advantage of them.

^Tobias Smollett, Humphry Clinker (London: Cochrane & Pickers -

gill, 1831), i. The series was not absolutely "uniform," as it had
four illustrations (most by George Cruikshank) per volume.
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readers.Bentley's "Standard Novels and Romances," also begun

in 1831, featured alreadyr-published works, "chiefly by Living

Authors."^ The monthly volumes, "printed uniformly with the
18

Waverley Novels" and embellished with a frontispiece and title-
19

page, sold for six shillings. Colburn's collection of "Modern

Novelists" (1835-41) was published "in Monthly Volumes, on the plan
20of the Waverley Series, price only Five Shillings each," and

21
included works for which Colburn held the copyright. The

illustrations, usually a vignette and a portrait of the author,

were by Finden's firm. Several months after beginning the series

in monthly volumes, Colburn initiated the use of weekly numbers.

Each work would be complete in six numbers, selling at one shilling

each.

But the few illustrations afforded each volume can hardly

be considered lavish, nor their wooden characters particularly
22

dramatic or stimulating; and though the cost of five or six

Ibid, ii. As some works were complete in one volume, other
in two, and one (Don Quixote) in three, the price per novel ranged
from 5s. to 15s.

^^Athenaeum, 7 (5 April 1834), p.264. Amongst authors included
by 1834 were: Jane Austen (all six of her completed novels), James
Fenimore Cooper (five novels), Eugene Bulwer-Lytton, John Gait and
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley. See: Athenaeum, 7 (4 Jan 1834), p.24.

18 ~
Athenaeum. 7 (4 Jan 1834), p.24. Each novel was complete in

one volume.
19 . .

A variety of artists was used, but the names of Pickering
(designer) and Greatbach (engraver) appear most often.

20
Athenaeum, 8 (7 March 1835), p.191. Each volume contained

at least one work.

21
Amongst the authors were: Mr. Ward, Lord Mulgrave, Mr.

D'Israeli, Mr. Horace Smith and Mr. Grattan.
22

Cruikshank's lively illustrations for Roscoe's "Novelist's
Library" are an exception.
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shillings was considerably less than the 31s. 6d. generally charged

for new fiction in its unillustrated three volume form, it was

still not within reach of a wide audience.

Even further beyond the public's reach were books illustrated

at their first appearance. Most works falling under this category

were travel books, accounts of architectural wonders, factual

descriptions of various animals, and comic annuals. Some, like

the Thomas Rowlandson and William Combe productions — the adventures

of Dr. Syntax (1809-21), The Microcosm of London (1808-11) and

The English Dance of Death (1814-16)--are more graphic than
23 . . .24

literary. Some, like Grimms' German Popular. Stories and Frances
25

Trollope's Life and Adventures of Jonathan Jefferson Whitiaw

can aptly be described as illustrated works of fiction. And others--
26

Pierce Egan's Life in London (1821), J. Wight's Mornings at Bow

In the advertisement to The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search
of the Picturesque, Combe wrote of his relationship with Rowlandson:
"An Etching or a Drawing was ... sent to me every month, and I
composed a certain proportion of pages in verse, in which, of course,
the subject of the design was included: ...and I continued writing,
every month for two years, 'till a Work, containing near ten thousand
Lines was produced." (London: Ackermann, 1815), i-ii.

24
These first appeared unillustrated in Germany (1819-22).

But when they first appeared in English (trans. Edgar Taylor),
they were illustrated by George Cruikshank. (London: C. Baldwyn,
1823).

25
(London: Bentley, 1836). August Hervieu designed a frontis¬

piece and four additional plates for each of the three volumes.
Though the dedication is dated 27th April 1836, it was clearly
planned with illustrations before the first number of Pickwick
appeared. Ainsworth's Rookwood also appeared with illustrations
(by Cruikshank) in 1836. But this was its 4th edition, and it was
not advertised until late May. Athenaeum, 8 (21 May 1836), p.366.

2 6
(London: Sherwood, Neely & Jones, 1821). See below for an

account of the excitement this work produced.
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27 28
Street (1824) and More Mornings at Bow Street (1827) and the

29First Series of Dickens's Sketches by Boz (1836) --were, to one

extent: or another, fictional accounts which posed as realistic

reporting. But as the scarcity of examples would indicate, even

those who could afford it were hardly glutted with lavishly

illustrated works of fiction.

Yet the development of the illustrated press is relevant to

a consideration of the supply and demand for illustrations. Its

tremendous growth in the early 1830s demonstrates that there was a

great hunger for pictures.

The idea of illustrating the letterpress in newspapers dates

from 1806, when the first reliable "news" picture (of Nelson's

funeral car) was published by The Times. Other newspapers, especially
30

The Observer, which became a pioneer in pictorial journalism,

began illustrating pieces of important news. The Mirror of Literature,
31 . .

Amusement, and Instruction, a sixteen-page weekly, began publication

27
(London: Baldwyn, 1824).

28
(London: James Robins, 1827).

29
Though most of the sketches had previously appeared in various

periodicals, they were illustrated only at their first appearance in
volume form.

30
Stanley Morison, The English Newspaper: Some Account of the

Physical Development of Journals Printed in London Between 1622 and
the Present Day (Cambridge: Cambridge U.P., 1932), p.247.

31
The full title read: The Mirror of Literature, Amusement,

and Instruction: containing 'original essays"; Historical Narratives,
"Biographical Memoirs; Sketches of Society; Topographical Descriptions;
Novels and Tales; Anecdotes; Select Extracts from New and Expensive
Works; Poetry, Original and Selected; The Spirit of the Public
Journals; Discoveries in the Arts and Sciences; Useful Domestic Hints;

&c7 This paper continued publication until1849.
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in 1823. It sold for twopence and usually had one illustration

(3" x 4") in each number. The stories were not illustrated;

but cathedrals, public edifices, an impressive event, a strange

occurrence, "monstrous" person, or other object of interest were

pictured. By 1836, the publication had two illustrations: a

full-page one (approx. 3k" x 6%"); and a much smaller one, usually

illustrative of some point in an article of that number. Series

of sketches, like the "Gallery of Comicalities" which began in

Bell's Life in 1827, or "The Pictorial Gallery" which was begun in

the Weekly Chronicle in 1837, became popular features of these
32 . 33 •

newspapers. While the sporting magazines --with their scenes

of the chase and the covert side--dealt only with news of hunts,

cricket matches, and other sporting activities, they were none¬

theless significant in the development of a pictorial press.

The illustrated penny magazines and newspapers had their

influence as well. The Penny Magazine (begun 31 March 1832)--

which Mason Jackson describes as having "led the way in combining

Mason Jackson, The Pictorial Press: Its Origin and Progress
(London: Hurst & Blackett, 1885), pp.2-4-45. Jackson also notes
that, "Sometimes a series of sketches extended through consecutive
weeks, such as 'The Pugilist's Progress' and 'The Drunkard's
Progress,' both by Seymour. 'The Drunkard's Progress,' which appeared
in 1829, consisted of twelve scenes, and embodied the same idea that
was many years afterwards more fully developed by George Cruikshank
in his series of large plates entitled 'The Bottle'."

33 >

These included: The sporting magazine or monthly calendar
of the transactions of the turf, the chace etc., 1792-1870; Annals
of sporting and farming gazette, 1822-8, monthly; Bell's Life in
London and sporting chronicle, 1822-26, weekly; Pierce Egan's life
in London and sporting guide, 1824-7, merged in 1827 with Bell's life
in London (above), weekly; New sporting magazine, 1831-70,monthly
from July 1846.
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34
literature with art in a popular form" --had reached a circula-

35
tion of 200,000 in weekly and monthly parts by 1832. The

penny newspapers, like the Penny Satirist (1837) and the Penny

Weekly Dispatch (1842) were four-page folios carrying a wood
36

engraving (8" x 6%") on the upper half of the front page.

The Illustrated London News, first published on 14 May 1842,

was conceived as "a paper whose chief attraction would be its
37

pictures." It is evidence of the attraction of illustrations:

there was a growing public appetite for them. Containing sixteen

printed pages and thirty-two woodcuts, the paper sold for sixpence.

No sooner had the Illustrated London News become an assured success

than it was imitated; but few of these imitations were successful.

38
Three failed before they were more than a few months old. Twenty-

eight illustrated newspapers were begun soon after 1850. Some were

39
quite successful; but none surpassed the influence, popularity or

longevity of the Illustrated London News.

Jackson, p.276.
35

The Penny Magazine was extremely successful for nine years.
It was discontinued in 1846 when, sales declining due to the
commencement of illustrated newspapers, it became an unprofitable
enterprise.

36
Morison, p.257.

37
Jackson, p.284.

38
Lloyd's Illustrated London Newspaper (27 Nov 1842 to 8 Jan

1843); The Illustrated Weekly Times (11 March to 15 April 1843);
and Illustrated London life (12 March to 13 Aug 1843).

39
The Illustrated Times lasted nearly seventeen years;

Cassell's Illustrated Family, 21 years; The Penny Illustrated
(1861-1960) for nearly 100 years; and The Field (begun in 1853
and still being printed) for over 120 years.
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The cost of producing printed material in the nineteenth

century fell rapidly with ever-increasing mechanization, and this

fall helps to explain the growth of a popular press. An early

innovation was the use of steam to power a stop-cylinder press

40
put into service by The Times on 28 November 1814. By October

1822, several "leading daily newspapers" and "publications of
41

extensive circulation" were being printed with steam-powered

presses. The social value of the invention did not go unnoticed:

Like almost every ingenious invention this has had no small
portion of prejudice to encounter, and perhaps has been
longer in forcing its way than many other schemes of real
utility. The various advantages, however, which it holds
forth have attracted the attention of several proprieters of
the more extensive printing concerns, who have introduced
it with benefit to the public--to whom by means of this great
reduction of labour, the productions o^the press may be
furnished at a reduced rate of charge.

The introduction of power platen presses — the first of which was

43
built m 1830 by Hopkmson & Cope for Spottrswoode --was of even

greater importance to the book trade. These produced much finer
44

work than the cylinder presses, and were soon m common use.

These developments made the printing of text and wood-blocks

faster and cheaper; but they were useless to the printing of plates

40 . .

C.H. Timperley, Encyclopaedia of Literary and Typographical
Anecdote (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1842), p.856.

^"Printing by Steam," Literary Gazette, 6 (26 Oct 1822),
671-2, p.672.

42.,.,
Ibid.

43 ....

Frederick J.F. Wilson, Typographic Printing Machines
(London: Wyman & Sons, 1884), p.45. Spottiswoode printed Bentley's
"Standard Novels".

44 .

Ibid.
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by intaglio. More important was the shift from copper to steel

plates. Until the 1820s, intaglio plates had been almost exclusively

copper. The softness of the metal meant that it was etched with ease,

but also that it wore out after about 4000 good impressions had been
45

obtained. In 1824, Edmund Turrell invented a corrosive medium

46
that established etching on steel as a "practicable working method."

Copper engraving was gradually replaced by etchings on the virtually

indestructible steel plates. So the size of illustrated editions

no longer was restricted by the number of impressions to be got

from copper plates.

By 1836, public appetite had been whetted by the few pictures

in "cheap" collections of serialized fiction and in the precursors

to the Illustrated London News; yet it had not been glutted by the

flood of pictures which followed Pickwick and the introduction of

the Illustrated London News. Technological development had reached

the stage where both text and pictures could be printed rapidly and

cheaply. So Pickwick Papers was published at the critical point in

time when a wide public could demand, and receive, cheap pictorial

enhancement of popular works.

A certain amount of consideration has been given to the for¬

bears of Pickwick, particularly as a serial story. But surprisingly

little has been written about its similarities to the sporting

^Geoffrey Wakeman, Victorian Book Illustration (Newton Abbot:
David & Charles, 1973), p.33.

^Wakeman, p. 23.
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books of the early nineteenth century, Seymour spoke of doing "a

series of cockney-sporting plates of a superior sort to those
47

already published," and Dickens remarked that "the idea was

48
not novel and had already been much used." These two comments

might lead us to assume that the format for Pickwick was entirely

conventional. Yet surely it was new and differs greatly from

Surtees's Jorrock's Jaunts and Jollities to which it is often

compared. For Jaunts and Jollities was first published in the New

49
Sporting Magazine (July 1831-Sept 1834), without illustrations;

and it first appeared with illustrations only in 1838, after

Pickwick was completed.

Pickwick's format, in fact, was not "much used". The

sporting book, on which it was modelled, was certainly a popular

genre in the early nineteenth century. Ralph Nevill, in Old English

47
As quoted in Forster I, 58.

^Charles Dickens, Pickwick Papers, (London: Chapman & Hall,
1847), viii-ix.

49
The following excerpt from the New Sporting Magazine (Vol. Ill,

Sept 1834, p.325) would suggest that a set of illustrations (published
separately from the text) may have existed. I have not, however, been
able to find them. -- [jorrock's, upon being introduced to Nimrod by
Mr. Ackerman, "the editor'^]:

"Sir, I've often heard of you."
"So have I of you," said Nimrod, "Indeed, I've got a portrait of

you in my house in France. At your hunt breakfast, you know, when
Mrs. Jorrocks finds Juliana Granville's card in your pocket."

"Have you, indeed? How werry flattering; not that the likeness
is so good as the Swell and the Surrey hunt one, but still I feel
werry flattered."

^^ftobert Smith SurteesJ, Jorrock's Jaunts and Jollities (London:
Walter Spiers, 1838). The volume was, significantly, illustrated by
Phiz. See also: Frederick Watson, Robert Smith Surtees (London:
George G. Harrup, 1933), p.275.
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Sporting Books lists sixtyfive books published in the first

half of the century. Of these, fifty-five were printed and illustra¬

ted before 1837, the year of Pickwick's completion. Ten--a

significant, but not overwhelming number—were first published
52

serially; but only five were simultaneously published serially

and with illustrations; and only one, Pierce Egan's Life in London,

was a fictional work. While Pickwick's format was not a completely

original one, it was hardly "much used."
53

The popularity of Life in London was not unlike Pickwick's.

The first number (15 July 1821) was immediately successful, and

"during the publication of the monthly parts the demand was so great

that the colourists of the plates found it difficult to keep pace

54 55
with the printers." There was a sort of "Tom and Jerry" fever

"^(London: Studio Ltd., 1924).
52 . .

Pierce Egan, Life in London, published in monthly parts
beginning July 1821, illustrated with 36 coloured plates by J.R.
and G. Cruikshank; P. Egan, Boxiana: or Sketches of Antient and
Modern Pugilism, published in parts (1812-1824) with plates;
P. Egan, Pierce Egan's Book of Sports and Mirror of Life (1832),
first published in illustrated weekly parts; R. Charles Molloy
Westmacott (pseud. Bernard Blackmantle), The English Spy, first
published in 24 parts with "portraits of the illustrious, eccentric,
etc." drawn by Blackmantle and cut by R. Cruikshank; and Thomas
Williamson, Oriental Field Sports (1807); published in 20 monthly
parts containing 40 coloured plates.

53
George is not the only Cruikshank who claimed to have

originated the idea for a book which had achieved great popularity:
"According to his son, it was Robert Cruikshank (who is said to
have designed two-thirds of the illustrations) who conceived the
notion of the book while showing a brother-in-law, just returned
from China, London life, 'Tom,' 'Jerry' and 'Logic' being drawn
from the artist, the said brother-in-law and Pierce Egan."
(Nevill, p.11)

"^Nevill, p.11

"'"'Nevill, p.13.
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which showed itself in plays, translations, pirated copies and

imitations. James Catnach produced a song, "The Sprees of Tom,

5 6
Jerry and Logick," which was embellished with clumsy woodcuts.

William Heath brought out a set of 23 extra illustrations (coloured

and with descriptive verses) titled "Fashion and Folly or the Bucks'
57 58

Pilgrimage." Including two sequels by Egan himself, there were

at least ten works published "extra" to Life in London. Dickens

repeated Pierce Egan's successful combination of new, illustrated

serialized fiction, and added to it the distinction of a separate

cover.

These observations suggest how Seymour, Chapman and Hall

thought of the idea of serialized sketches, but they tell us remark¬

ably little about Pickwick. For it was Dickens who broke with the

idea of the sketches. It was he who insisted on a continuous story;

and chance and he who turned the format from a number with twenty-

four pages and four illustrations, to one of thirty-two pages with
60

only two illustrations. He not only "thought of Pickwick," but

also found its outward form.

"^Nevill, p.14.

"^Nevill, p.15.
58

These sequels were: Real Life in London (attributed to P. Egan),
1821-22, published with coloured plates by Heath, Aiken & Rowlandson
in 2 vols, after the unillustrated "parts"; and Pierce Egan's Finish
to the Adventures of Tom, Jerry and Logic (1828), with 36 coloured
plates and many woodcuts by R. Cruikshank.

59
The illustrations accompanying the Egan letterpress were

coloured and those for Pickwick were not. This may have contributed
to the demand,from those who could afford them, for coloured extra
illustrations to Pickwick.

^Dickens, Pickwick Papers (1847), ix.
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It is no less remarkable that it was Dickens who saw how to

relate its nature as an illustrated work to the way he wrote. The

text of Pickwick provides an extraordinary amount of concrete

detail. As Steven Marcus observes:

There is almost an overabundance of concrete detail, of
named and visualized places and things; the energy Dickens
pours into the sheer material furnishigsp of this one novel
might serve another for a dozen books.

Detailed description was not entirely new in fiction, and Dickens

was already well practised from the Sketches. He at once knew

how to relate illustration and text, which by sheer necessity

had to go hand-in-hand in their creation, since neither artist

nor writer was ever more than a week or two ahead of the other.

Then Dickens's art as novelist was already half-assimilated in

spirit to journalism, and his audience prepared for it. Journalism

and the sketch went together; each was permitted low-life detail,

whereas the word-painting novelist had kept his narrative as

generalized as Art. But Pickwick himself has notebook and pencil;

he is a pseudo-scientist and an observer of everyday life.

And the novelist is like an expert witness detailing his teeming

characters with the precision of a police-report. Dickens's

experience had prepared him precisely for the task of writing

narrative suitable for illustration.

He was especially suited to meet the demand for actuality.

It was what the sketch provided; and its caricature was only a

teasing variation on reality. Mr. Pickwick starts his adventures

Marcus, p.63.
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from Goswell Street; he finds a cab at St. Martin's-le-Grand,

arrives at the Golden Cross, takes the Commodore coach for Rochester,

and is put down at the Bull Inn in the High Street. Both fact

and fancy was what his readers were prepared for, and their delight

in it has allowed enthusiastic Dickensians to trace the routes of

Pickwick and Company, to lament the destruction of a given inn

or public house, and even to conjecture the whereabouts of the

"originals" of well-loved places such as Dingley Dell. Far from
62 63

deploring this, with Humphry House or Hillis Miller, as misplaced

emphasis, it is in accord with Dickens's spirit and is one of the

most striking features of his fiction, fitted exactly to the needs

of its form. The traditional Dickensian is close to Dickens, as

Dickens's eldest son knew well, when he wrote in his preface to

the Jubilee Edition of Pickwick:

Many of the places described ... have been altered past all
recognition. Many of the allusions, familiar enough once,
have become ... obscure and doubtful. It was with the idea
that a series of illustrations of the former, and a few
brief notes explanatory of the latter, might prove of more
than passing interest, that^^he preparation of the Jubilee
Edition ... was undertaken.

6 ?
The Dickens World (London: O.U.P., 1971), pp.18-19 & 23.

6 3
Charles Dickens: The World of His Novels (Bloomington:

Indiana U.P., 1969), p.3; and "The Fiction of Realism: Sketches
by Boz, Oliver Twist and Cruikshank's Illustrations," Charles Dickens
and George Cruikshank; papers read at a Clark Library seminar on
9 May 1970 (Los Angeles: U.C.- Clark Library, 1971).

64
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1886), 2 vols. This particular

version of the edition (Huntington Library - 110479) has 180
extra prints inserted. These are in addition to the 127 illustra¬
tions with which it was originally provided. The 300+ illustrations
(not all of which are full-size pages) are not consistently relevant
to the letterpress.
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It was only as Dickens's writing became more sophisticated,

more involved with the "dramatization or symbolization of abstract

ideas,that it also became more Aristotelian, and less concerned

with a particular place or person. Sam Weller, for instance, is

more sharply visualized than even Dombey (much less Arthur Clennam

or Veneering) because he is not meant to carry a burden of symbolism.

The general trend away from such detail, made illustration more

difficult. Pickwick was at the dawn of Dickens's career, when the

light was clear and sharp, and it was new in that it so definitely

asked to be shown graphically.

This can be shown by a sampling of later sets of character

sketches which shows a strong bias towards the Pickwick Papers.

Of seventy-three illustrations in this sampling,^ twenty-two

(nearly a third) are for Pickwick. The other most popular novels

are: Martin Chuzzlewit (11), Oliver Twist (9). David Coonerfield (9),

and Old Curiosity Shop (8). Thus Dickens's first eight novels

provide 96% of the subjects for these sets of character sketches,
67 68

while the last seven novels give only three. And though this ■

^Marcus, p. 63.

Barnard, "Sketches"; KYD, {24 character sketches]); Reynolds,
"The Buchanan portfolio"; and MAY(?),{]21 small sketches) . See
Appendix II for further details.

^Only five of these seven were originally published with
illustrations, which may partially explain the diminished numbers.
A market could not easily be found for sketches of characters
which—because they had no visual model — could not be easily
identified.

6 8
This same sort of balance can be found in characters and

scenes selected for political cartoons. Of approximately 165
cartoons mentioned in a series of articles on Punch and Dickens,
most are concerned with the early novels: Pickwick (26); MC (42);
OT (45); D£ (13); and D£ (12). Walter Dexter, "Dickensian Peeps
into Punch," Dickensian, 31-35 (1935-39).
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striking emphasis on the early novels might have come just from

personal likes and dislikes, it seems to be based in something

more substantial.

It is true that readers could be thought to like the earlier

novels because they were more familiar with them. Then it could

be argued that the novels after Bleak House show the darker side of

life, which was bound to be less popular. Then, no doubt, the

characters are less sharply visualized. But it remains significant

that the later novels did not attract extra-illustration. For

they were still illustrated by Browne (or others) in the same way;

their characters were still sometimes included in the "sets" issued

by other artists. But it was only Pickwick which was extra-illustrated

in this remarkable way. One can elaborate the argument that at no

other time could the extra-illustrators have hoped to supplant Phiz,

and it is noticeable that none of them dared put themselves in com¬

petition with Cruikshank as an illustrator of Oliver Twist. And after

Master Humphrey's Clock, Browne was firmly established. But it

seems clear that Pickwick was exceptional, and that this is so because

Dickens responded to a very particular situation in the history of

public taste at the moment the novel appeared.

We can see a renewal of the wish to see Pickwick illustrated

with the publication of the Cheap Edition (1847). No doubt the very

format of this edition encouraged it at first: the novels were to

69
be issued in parts with nothing but a frontispiece -- in itself

^That for Pickwick was executed by C.R. Leslie..
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an indication that Dickens and his publishers had decided that

cheap reprints would now sell without pictorial embellishment. But

the reader who wanted an illustrated copy could easily be provided

with extra-illustrations to be bound up with the finished volume.

Yet the extra-illustrators were disappointed. Dickens had

judged the public's wishes accurately. There was simply no market

for extra-illustrations, and no rush to provide them for the other

novels. This may either suggest that this was established with the

cheap Pickwick (which was the first to appear) or that the novel was

still felt to be in a special category. The public associated

Pickwick with pictorial representation and wanted it renewed; but

there it stopped.

So much discussion about illustrations today proceeds on the

odd assumption that we must discuss them as Art and play down the

degree to which they are mimetic. Hillis Miller is uncomfortable

with a mimetic reading of illustrated fictionand other commenta¬

tors are interested in tracing likenesses to other pictures, but

never to life itself.^ But at the very moment before readers were

surfeited with cheap reproductions, there was still an unfeigned

^"The Fiction of Realism" 1-69.

^See, for example: John Dixon Hunt, "Dickens and the traditions
of graphic satire," Encounters: Essays on Literature and the Visual
Arts (London: Studio Vista, 1971), 124-55, p.129; Michael Steig,
"Martin Chuzzlewit's Progress by Dickens and Phiz," PSA, 2 (1971),
119-149, pp. 127-29; M. Steig, "The Critic and the Illustrated Novel:
Mr. Turveydrop from Gillray to Bleak House," HLQ, 36 (1972), 55-67;
and R. Vogler, "Oliver Twist: truikshank's Pictorial Prototypes,"
DSA, 2 (1971), 98-118.
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delight in mimesis■ It is hardly so strange, as it can still be

found in children and the unsophisticated. Mimesis, or imitation,

has been important from the time of the first cave drawings, ana

has held a paramount position in aesthetics from Plato and Aristotle 7
According to Plato, all artistic creation is a form of imitation

based on what man sees. The concrete things he sees are, in turn,

shadowy representations of what really exists in the "world of
73

ideas." Aristotle suggested that the artist might imitate the

universal essence that particular objects share, and distinguished

three major elements in artistic creation: "the subject matter, the

proper elements manifesting that subject matter, and the work of

art."^ There is a childlike pleasure gained from recognizing the

"likeness" of a work of art to the "person," "place" or "thing" it

represents. Part of that pleasure is gained from the "play"^ which

the freedom and simplicity of the picture, having no other existence
7 6

than that of being similar to something else, symbolizes.

Dickens's mimetic attention to concrete detail gives his audience

72 ....

In Mimesis and Art: Studies m the Origin and Early Develop¬
ment of an Aesthetic Vocabulary (Bonniers: Svenska Bokforlage, 1966),
Goran Sorbom traces the idea of mimesis and works of art in writers
before Xenophon and Plato. It is, however, upon the aesthetics of
Plato and Aristotle that Western man's concepts of mimesis are
usually based.

73
See, in Robert Maynard Hutchins, ed. Great Books of the Western

World, 54 vols. (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1952), VII:
The Cratylus, (431Eff); The Tenth Book of the Republic (596-E and
598A); and The Sophist (239D, 240A-B).

^Sorbom, p.193. See, in Great Books, IX: Poetics (1455a22ff,
1455a34ff, 1460b30ff, 1451b29ff).

^Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens, trans. R.F.C. Hull, (London:
International Library of Sociology and Social Reconstruction, 1949).

^Plato's The Sophist, (240B),
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the opportunity of "picturing" a scene with their own imagination.

We may say that the illustration permits the reader to approve, or

disapprove, the artist's conception either of the author's text,

in Platonic aesthetics; or of the "universal essence," in Aristotle's.

It encourages him to participate in a way which would be impossible

were the text less interested in detail or the work unillustrated.

Critics and readers enjoyed the way in which a novel was

mimetic, though this was not all they demanded; and there is no

doubt that the contemporary reader enjoyed the simple pleasure of

recognizing a likeness in the illustrations. He might even renew

it by going to the theatre where the realization of the pictures

was renewed, or by viewing the tableaux vivants shown on such an

occasion as New York's Boz Ball (14 Feb 1842).^ Members of the

Dickens Fellowship still enjoy dressing up as various characters

from the novels.

The official illustrations are invariably to a precise passage

in the text. This is fundamental to the way that Dickens and his

contemporaries conceived them. Though they appeared partly

separated from their context, it was always clear exactly what they

were about, and where they should be bound up when the serial was

finished. There was a slight problem with some of the extra illustra¬

tions in that, if they did not take the same subject as the original

ones, they were less easily matched with the text. Necessarily,

^Pilgrim III, 71n.
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78
page and chapter references (if given) were unreliable. Even

so, difficult as they are to place, there is almost always a place
79

for them in the text.

Real aficionados, thirty-five years after Pickwick first

appeared, could test their mettle with the Phiz/Pailthorpe illustra¬

tions for the Household edition of 1874, or the Pailthorpe illustra¬

tions of 1882. The first of these sets did not provide page number,

chapter or caption. Recognition is made easier by the fact that

thirty-one of the fifty-seven illustrations are based on ones

done for "part" publication. Yet problems are caused by the similarity

of scenes depicted. One illustration, for example, portrays Mr.

Weller and his coachmen friends drinking to Mr. Pell. Another shows

almost exactly the same scene, with the addition of Sam. The first

of these is for Chapter 43, on the occasion of the plan to have Sam

jailed for debt. The second belongs in Chapter 55, following the

successful handling of Mr. Weller's business affairs. Yet these

illustrations are never generalized.

The Pailthorpe illustrations of 1882 present similar problems.

No page or chapter references are given. In seeking incidents which
80

were previously unillustrated, Pailthorpe was forced to choose

some which were obscure, and the scenes they portray are not immediately

78
The chapter numbering begins to differ at chapter 28. The

first edition had 2 chapters numbered 28. This error entailed
fresh enumeration in later editions.

79
The Crowquill illustrations (1837) are an exception which

will be discussed below.
80

The advertisement claimed he showed "incidents which, until
his own graphic powers had given them pictorial embodiment, had
never before been illustrated." Grego II, 449. Four of the twenty-
four illustrations were, in fact, "repeats" of previous illustrations.
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obvious. "Let me get at him, Pickwick!" shows Wardle chasing the

fat boy, and Tupman pacing the floor. The scene shown is in Chapter 9,

after the announcement has been made that Jingle has eloped with

Rachael Wardle. Even more obscure than this is "The old gen'l'm'n

as wore the pigtail," which is from a story that Sam tells to the

fat boy at the Christmas party (near the end of Chapter 28). Yet

they are still precisely related to the novel, and no reader would

have been happy with them if they were not.

It is even curious that not only is Pickwick in a special

position as the first of Dickens's novels, which introduced something

peculiarly fresh to his readers; but the first half of Pickwick

made an even greater impact on his contemporaries than the second.

Perhaps that argument should not be pressed too far, but it is

clear that a study of the nineteenth century illustrations of the

novel shows which subjects most appealed to the artists and, presu¬

mably, to the public. The extra illustrations reveal a decided
81

preference for the earlier part. True, two sets (as we have seen)

simply were not continued after the first half; but even the other

sets show a preference for it. About 58% of their illustrations
82

are to the first ten numbers; and except for two notable exceptions,

the number of illustrations in each of the "later" parts (9-20) is

Ol

Heath (1837) and "original illustrations" (1847).
82

The exceptions are No. I which (in part because of its intro¬
ductory and, more important, verbal nature) has a relative shortage
of illustrations; and No. X which, as a Christmas number, presented
more "illustrable" incidents.
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consistently lower than in the "early" parts (1-8). The "early"
83

parts average half again as many illustrations as the later ones.

There are several possible explanations for this imbalance.

The artists responded with particular enthusiasm to the interpolated

tales which gave them a much freer hand. Then the shift away from

the sporting tradition may have given them less scope. And Pickwick

itself begins to turn inward as it goes on: Pickwick retreats into

himself as he is introduced to the dark scenes of the Law and Fleet,

and the novel's original impetus fades in the concluding numbers.

It is not the purpose of the thesis to examine the extra-illustra¬

tions in detail, only to look at them as evidence of the kind of

response that the public made to Pickwick. Yet an interesting variant

was shown in the Crowquill illustrations, which differed both in

layout and character. His pages were divided into several smaller

sections (usually five or six). Many of these subdivisions were

character sketches in which almost one hundred different characters-

including such relatively unimportant figures as Jack Bamber, The

Honourable Mr. Crushton, Mr. Jinks, Mrs. Mary Ann Raddle, and Miss

Tompkins--were individually portrayed. Other subdivisions showed,

with little or no background, incidents such as the Pickwickians

in the review's line of fire, or Wardle and Pickwick in chase of

Jingle. Only seven of his forty pages are limited to a single subject:

three are set scenes from the book, three are character sketches, and

one ("Sam Weller's Children") is a scene only passingly mentioned

in the conclusion.

83
The "early" parts average 11.75 illustrations per part; the

"later" parts only 7.75.
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They may remind us how Pickwick has another quality which can

be summed up in the general Chestertonian sense that it is almost
84

mythical: "Mr. Pickwick was a fairy." Put more simply, as well

as providing incident, Dickens has an almost unique power of

showing the essence of a character. It was not the most obvious

feature for his illustrators to seize on, but it surely lies behind

their persistence.

Though the tremendous enthusiasm for "extra illustrations"

declined and soon disappeared after Pickwick, their existence says

much about the cultural temper of their time. The mania for Pick¬

wick and the extraordinary connection of illustrations with the

work, firmly stamped on the public's mind the association not

only of Dickens and pictures but also of the need for pictures

to accompany Victorian novels. Once found, the form itself shaped

them. They assisted the writer of fiction to do what Conrad

wanted: "to make you hear, to make you feel ... before all, to make
85

you see." The hold which the novel had on its public, and

even the merits of fiction as a whole, was probably strengthened

by this alliance of literature and art; and it was to be many years

before the popular Victorian novelists, Dickens included, wished

to break free from this mould.

85
G.K. Chesterton, Charles Dickens (London: Methuen, 1906), p.90.

86
"Preface," Nigger of the "Narcissus" and Typhoon (London:

J.M. Dent, 1923).
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Oliver Twist:

Artistic Unity Through Hogarthian Similarities

With Oliver, Dickens began his third long work in a year.

Preceded by the collected Sketches and Pickwick, Oliver Twist was

published in twenty-four instalments as part of a new monthly

magazine, Bentley's Miscellany. As editor, Dickens had undertaken

to supply sixteen pages of copy a month, and Oliver was the result.

There were two illustrations in each number, and each instalment

had one illustration,''' facing the first page of text. But illustra¬

tion had not been included from its inception. No mention of it

was made in either the formal agreement made with Richard Bentley

on 4 November 1836, or the "Prospectus" Dickens sent Bentley on

2
5 November. Cruikshank's agreement to illustrate the Miscellany

3
was signed on 29 November 1836; and it would appear from Dickens's

letter to Cruikshank--"I will arrange so that next month you may

til A*
have the MS. by the 5l_j. and so on for the future" --on ?26 November

that an agreement had been made before then.

Though the famous graphic satirist was once more to be

illustrator, he was to have a far different relationship with

Dickens from the one he had had only a year before with the first

'"Exceptions are the October 1838 instalment which had no
illustration, and the December 1838 instalment which had two.

^Pilgrim I, 191 and 682-3.
3
Quoted in OT, p.392. (Agreement: BM Add. 46612, ff.328-9).

^Pilgrim I, 198.
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volume of Sketches. Dickens was no longer the wide-eyed neophyte

who had written to Macrone of his "long cherished wish to obtain

an introduction to a gentleman whose much appreciated talents ...

no one appreciates so highly as myself.""' At that time he had

published only some sketches and stories in various newspapers

and magazines. Yet,during the year, he had skyrocketed to the top

of the literary world. That leap to fame had been accomplished

not by the Cruikshank-illustrated Sketches (First Series). But

it was with Pickwick: the work whose artist-conceived course

Dickens had changed before it started, whose original artist

committed suicide partly because of Dickens's treatment of one of

his drawings, and with whose subsequent illustrator Dickens had

established a satisfactory working relationship. His work no

longer required the kind of aid which might be lent by the name of

Cruikshank or Seymour. Only six weeks before his meeting with

Cruikshank about the first illustration for Bentley's, Dickens

had written an angry letter7 to Macrone over Cruikshank's attempts

at meddling. He was clearly to be in charge.

Dickens's editorial duties included doing "his utmost to

g
provide for the adequate and timely supply of the monthly Number."

The "timely supply" of appropriate illustrations would automatically

"'pilgrim I, 89 (7 Nov 1835).
6Pilgrim I, 202 (30 Nov 1836).

7Pilgrim I, 183 (?19 Oct 1836).
g

"Agreement with Richard Bentley for the Miscellany,
4 Nov 1836" in Pilgrim I, 649.
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9 .

be part of this duty. Other illustrators did work for the

Miscellany, but it is with Cruikshank's only that we are concerned

here. From January through April 1837, Cruikshank supplied one

plate per number; and from May 1837 until the completion of Oliver

Twist, he provided two plates: generally, one for the novel or

another contribution made by Dickens, and the second for a paper

by one of the other authors. But with this second group of plates

Dickens was comparatively not as interested.

For it appears that Cruikshank was given a great deal of

freedom in his illustration of Miscellany papers not written by

Dickens. The editor's practice seems to have been to provide the

artist with proofs of papers which might afford a subject. For

Cruikshank's illustrations to the October 1837 number, Dickens

wrote:

as my paper although the best I can make of it's kind, will
not afford a subject for illustration, I have directed the
Printer to send you proof of four tales, called "An excellent
offer"--"The autobiography of a good joke"--"The Secret" and
"The man with the Club foot".--If you cannot select two good
subjects from these, I will add a paper I expect from the old
Sailor, and any comical one that may turn up in the course of
the next week. It will not be long before I am in town
again, and if I find you have not made a selection of both
subjects, I will assist you with more matter.

The same procedure was followed for the next number. Dickens

wrote: "I have selected three papers for you to choose a subject

Among these were Buss and Phiz. Buss designed and etched
"The Spectre of Tappington" for the Feb 1837 number. Phiz provided
"The Little Bit of Tape" for March 1837. It is interesting to note
that while Cruikshank was being paid £15 per plate, Browne was to
be offered only £5 for his contribution.

10Pilgrim I, 301-2 (30 Aug 1837).
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from."'''''" For the December number, Dickens sent Cruikshank, "a

paper by Barker, which perhaps you will like for the subject of

a second illustration. If not, let me know, and I can give you '"

12
another most excellent one."

That Dickens sent along one instead of several papers for a

choice of subject was not a limitation of Cruikshank's freedom

of choice. Cruikshank, who was "an intimate friend" of Barker's
13

and "illustrated most of his work" would probably have chosen

14
this paper had he been sent a selection. He was, moreover, given

the option of asking for another paper, of which he evidently took

advantage as the second illustration for the month, "The confessions

of an elderly Gentleman," was to a paper written by somebody else.

For the number for May 1837, even this small degree of control

over selection was not exercised. Dickens wrote to Cruikshank:

"Mr. Bentley is here, and it is matter of life or death to us to

know whether you have got Ainsworth's MS yet;"^ and so Cruikshank

was to have received the manuscript directly from Ainsworth, not

through Bentley or Dickens, and to have chosen his subject from it.

13"Pilgrim I, 318 (?9 Oct 1837).

12Pilgrim I, 333 (?Mid-Nov 1837).
13

Pilgrim I, 250n. A quarto, coloured plate, "The Sailor's
Progress" (Huntington Library--121385), published on 10 Jan 1818
by Isaac and George Cruikshank exhibits the artist's early interest
in the sailor's life as a topic.

14
Barker's "Nights at Sea" appeared in eleven instalments from

March 1837 through December 1838. (The last of these ends in a
manner which leads one to believe that he expected the serial tale
to be continued. Perhaps Ainsworth, who took over the editorship
On 2 Feb 1839, was not as amenable to accepting Barker's contribu¬
tions.) Of the ten instalments which appeared after Cruikshank
began providing two plates, seven were illustrated.

15Pilgrim I, 249 (?20 April 1837).
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Since Ainsworth's manuscript was late, Dickens, in carefully-

couched terms, proposed an alternative paper: "Would you object

to illustrating Barker's paper for the Next No.? We can wait no

longer for Ainsworth.Dickens's main concern about Cruikshank's

illustration of other authors was that they should be done in time.

The illustrations for Dickens's writing received much greater

attention. There appear to be several ways by which, either singly

or in combination, the subjects for illustration were chosen and

their details decided. Cruikshank might be provided with manuscript

and some indication of the subject; and, for the number for March

1837, he was sent manuscript and a short note: "The accompanying

MS is the next Chapter of Oliver Twist; there will be another--

a short one--in the same number. The place which I think will make

a good Illustration is at p 17.In a note with manuscript for

the November 1837 number, it is clear that the repetition of the

tactful "I think" represents a choice Dickens had already made:

"I enclose you the first eleven slips of Oliver which I will send

for on Monday Morning early. I think you will find a very good

subject at page 10, which we will call 'Oliver's reception by
18

Fagin and the boys.'" Dickens's rhetoric--the illustration

"will" be given a certain caption--makes it clear that "I think"

16Pilgrim I, 250 (?21 April 1837).

17Pilgrim I, 234 (?8 Feb 1837).
1 8

Pilgrim I, 319 (?13 Oct 1837).
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. . 19
refers to his decision. Cruikshank also received manuscript for

20
the number for January 1838 and for the last part of the tale

21
to be first published in volume form. At other times, he may

22 .

have been sent proofs instead of manuscript.

It seems that Dickens sometimes suggested an illustration's

subject before the text was written. In pointing out how badly

his work was going, Dickens wrote to Forster: "I am as badly off

as you are. I have not done the young gentleman, nor written

the preface to Grimaldi, nor thought of Oliver Twist, or even

23
suggested a subject for the plate." And we might infer from

"even" that suggesting the subject was the easiest and usually the

first task to be done. No doubt such a suggestion could be made

by letter, yet it was rather more likely to have taken place

during one of Dickens's many calls on Cruikshank. The Pilgrim

editors remark that, in the following letter to Cruikshank, Dickens

"was sending instructions for the illustration (OT, ch.23), as the
24

MS itself was not ready to send" :

19
An earlier letter about this illustration (Pilgrim I, 318--

?9 Oct 1837), also makes use of "will" in the sense of a decision
having been firmly made: "The other subject will (as I suppose
you have already heard from Bentley) be our young charge Oliver."

20
Pilgrim I, 337 (?5 Dec 1837).

21Pilgrim I, 441 (?20 Oct 1838).

22Pilgrim I, 252 (?24 April 1837).
23Pilgrim I, 355 (16 Jan 1838).

2^Pilgrim I, 353n.
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I have described a small kettle for one on the fire--
a small black teapot on the table with a little tray &
so forth--and a two ounce tin tea cannister. Also a

^
shawl hanging up--and the cat & kittens before the fire.

But Cruikshank could not possibly have drawn the scene so

accurately had he not already discussed its details with Dickens.

Their collaboration often depended on such visits.

Dickens often seems to have called on Cruikshank to "settle"

26
an illustration. It is upon this word that the claim for real

collaboration between the men might most easily be based.

Certainly they did meet and talk; and these meetings cannot have

been ones in which Dickens discoursed while Cruikshank obediently

listened, speaking only when an humble "Yes" was required. At the

same time, Dickens deliberately prepared subjects for illustration.

As we have seen, he pointed out certain passages in manuscript;

and we know that for the volume publication he provided Cruikshank
27

with a list of possible subjects for illustration. So he may

have provided similar information for each of these meetings.

The two would then "settle" an illustration by agreeing on the

particular scene to be drawn, and discussing details. Cruikshank

possibly made suggestions and may have gone to his drawings and

sketches for visual examples; but it is impossible to know how

25
Pilgrim I, 353 (?Mid-Jan 1838). The underlining suggests that

the note might even have been sent as a request for corrections
after Dickens saw a preliminary sketch.

26
This term is used in four letters to Cruikshank: Pilgrim I,

221 (9 Jan 1837); 329 (?Nov 1837); 396 (16 April 1838); and 440
(?6 Oct 1838); and one to Bentley: Pilgrim I, 202 (30 Nov 1836).

27OT, 392-3n.
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Dickens received these suggestions and how many, if any, he

adopted. Yet there is some suggestion that Cruikshank's opinions

were unwelcome. To Forster, in mid-June 1837, Dickens wrote:

"I have been obliged to request the illustrious George to keep
28

himself _to himself;" and the tone of the letter suggests that

George had been overbearing and that friendly relations had

cooled.

The "settling" process sometimes involved considering more

than one number. Having sent Cruikshank manuscript for the number

for March 1837, Dickens wrote:

The place which I think will make a good Illustration
is at p 17, but to understand it thoroughly, I fear you will
have to read the whole. We had better not give Oliver's
real master and mistress this number, because we shall want
them in the next plate; and for this reason I have substituted
a preliminary negociation with Mr. Gamfield the Sweep.

So Cruikshank was given some idea of the direction the plot

would take. This was probably a precautionary move; and a similar

caution is shown in the phrase, "to understand it thoroughly I

fear you will have to read the whole." Dickens was concerned

with more than illustrating isolated incidents; his insistence

on thinking of the whole emphasized the need for unity of text

and illustration in transmitting the "spirit" of his story.

This question of "settling" an illustration is only one

element in a recently-renewed controversy over who originated

28
Pilgrim I, 274 (19 June 1837). This is the only known

mention of Cruikshank in Dickens's letters between 28 April and
15 August.

29
Pilgrim I, 234 (?8 Feb 1837).
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Oliver Twist. The history of that controversy has been succinctly

summarized by Kathleen Tillotson:

(Cruikshank' s claim] was first brought forward in an article
in an American periodical, by Dr. Robert Shelton Mackenzie,
quoted in J.C. Hotten's Charles Dickens: the story of his
life f1870] , and repeated with additions in Mackenzie's
Life of Charles Dickens (1870); it was emphatically denied
by Forster in the first volume of his Life (1871); defended
by Mackenzie -in the Philadelphia Press (19 December 1871) and
independently by Cruikshank in a letter to The Times (30
December 1871); denied again by Forster in his second volume
(1872); and defended by Cruik|hank in his pamphlet The
Artist and the Author (1872). °

In The Artist and the Author, Cruikshank responded, in greatly

italicized rhetoric, to the question why he had delayed in putting

forward him claim. Replying that it had been activated by a wish

to defend Dr. Mackenzie "who was charged by Mr. Forster ... with

publishing a falsehood," Cruikshank changed his defence to

attack:

in a letter from the Doctor to the Philadelphia Press,
December 19, 1871, Mackenzie says, 'My wonderful story
was printed in an American periodical years before Mr.
Dickens died.' And then asks, 'Why did not Mr. Forster
inquire into this matter at that time? for surely he
must have known it.' And I presume Mr. Dickens must also
have heard of this 'wonderful story,' the truth of whict^
he did not deny--for this reason--because he could not.

Passionately fighting for the honour of a friend's name and his

own reputation, Cruikshank did not differentiate between the

capability and desirability of denying the truth of the story.

Dickens, whose literary reputation was established, would have

had nothing to gain by publicly denying Mackenzie's claim for

30
OT, Tillotson, ed., p.394.

31
George Cruikshank, The Artist and the Author (London:

Bell & Daldy, 1872), pp.4-5.
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Cruikshank. It had not been published in a British periodical

or newspaper; and there is some doubt whether Dickens even saw

the article. And American readers were rather used to tall

stories in their newspapers. So it is clear that a public

denial was unnecessary. It would have drawn attention to the

claim and lent credence to it. If Forster and Dickens saw

Mackenzie's original statement, it was only sensible to ignore it.

Yet grist for the mill of those supporting Cruikshank's

claim (11 Nov 1870) that '"Oliver Twist' ... was entirely my

33
own idea and suggestion and all the characters are mine,"

is a conciliatory letter Dickens wrote Cruikshank in late November

1836:

I will call on you on Monday Evening. I have not written
the paper yet, so if anything should occur to you as a
good illustration, I shall be happy to adopt it. I will
arrange so that next montt^you may have the MS. by the 5th.
and so on for the future.

The letter is out of character with the others he wrote to Cruik¬

shank during the months Oliver Twist was in preparation; and it

is more readily understood when one recognizes that Cruikshank

Upon Dickens's death, there would have been a great demand
for biographical studies. The NCBEL lists five of these published
in 1870; and two, one of them very short, in 1871. The readership
of the Hotten and Mackenzie works would have been large enough to
have required a refutation of the claim when the first volume of
Forster's Life appeared in 1871. To write something about that
period of Dickens's life and to avoid the artist-author question
would have been to admit the validity of the claims made for
Cruikshank.

33
In letter to W.J. McClellan, now owned by the Free Library

of Philadelphia. As quoted in Richard Vogler, "Cruikshank and
Dickens: A Reassessment of the Role of the Artist and Author,"
PULC, 35 (Autumn 1973-Winter 1974), 61-91, p.77.

34Pilgrim I, 198 (?26 Nov 1836).
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did not sign Bentley's formal agreement until 29 November 1836.

Bentley had probably expressed his eagerness to have Cruikshank

illustrate the Miscellany. Dickens, evidently thinking that

his paper would not be ready by "the 5th," would not have wanted

to be responsible for disappointing his new publisher's aim. So,

35
remembering Cruikshank's note to Macrone in October, he placated

the artist by offering him the opportunity of suggesting a subject.

When the paper was finished on time, Dickens sent Cruikshank a

copy accompanied by this note: "I enclose the paper for the

Miscellany complete. I shall be glad to have your opinion of it
36

tomorrow, if you have time to read it meanwhile." The paper

was not sent for literary approval, but only to prove that it was

completed by the deadline.

In recent years, Cruikshank's claims have been advanced by
37

Richard Vogler, a self-proclaimed "devil's advocate," who

seems to mean by this that he sees it as his duty to give all

the arguments in support of Cruikshank without considering whether

they are valid. One is tempted to confute whatever his misrepre¬

sentation of the evidence; but instead of becoming entangled in the

documents and arguments involved in the controversy, it is perhaps

wiser to deal with only a part of the question.

35Pilgrim I, 183 (?19 Oct 1836).
"^Pilgrim I, 206 (5 Dec 1836). The "paper" was "Public Life

of Mr. Tulrumble."
37 .....

Vogler, p.61. His choice of titles is curious, as the OED
defines a "devil's advocate" as, "one who urges the devil's plea
against the canonization of a saint, or in opposition to the
honouring of any one." Yet his plea is ostensibly for honouring
Cruikshank, and only indirectly against Dickens.
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In attempting to establish or refute Cruikshank's claim to

have originated the characters for Oliver Twist, one must first

confront the problem of "character". Vogler places a heavy emphasis

on the visual aspect:

Once it is established that most of the major characters
as portrayed in the illustrations did exist in Cruikshank's
pictorial repertoire prior to the writing of Oliver Twist,
the question of the degree of artist-author collaboration
and possible^gutual influence becomes something more than
speculation.

He then provides detailed descriptions of prototypes for some of

the Oliver Twist characters, some of whom are said to be "in
39

situations similar to those that actually occur in the novel."

Yet the whole method of his argument is flawed. Whether or

not Cruikshank had introduced into his sketches similar figures

before, has nothing to do with who first conceived their part in

the story. Cruikshank's methods essentially depended on his use

of visual memory; he had a repertoire, and the speed at which he

worked meant that he used his long experience and drew from a

stock of scenes and characters he had in mind, no doubt supplementing

them with renewed observation as he had the opportunity. Any story

he illustrated, especially one like Oliver Twist with its progress

of scenes in London, was bound to be peopled with characters like

those he had used before.

Mr. Vogler even speaks of its being "a crucial kind of

evidence"^ in arguing that there is a "general resemblance"

38
"Oliver Twist: Cruikshank's Pictorial Prototypes," Dickens

Studies Annual, 2 (1971), 98-118, pp.99-100.

39Vogler, DSA, p.99.
40

Vogler, PSA, p.107.
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between "The Pickpocket in Custody" of Sketches by Boz and Sikes,

as if it was Cruikshank who set his stamp on the creation of such

characters. Yet, while there is certainly a resemblance, it is no

clearer than between Sikes and "The Last Cab-Driver" (SB)^":

they are all "low" criminal characters. The likeness is the result

of his method, and no more relevant to the argument than the

evident similarity between two "good" characters, Mr. Losberne

(PI. 14) and the "second Magistrate" (PI. 2).

It is true that the pickpocket as drawn by Cruikshank could

have been a pictorial prototype for Sikes; but Mr. Vogler curiously

ignores how he is also based on Dickens's text and that, as Dickens

described him, he also anticipates Sikes. "The Pickpocket in

Custody" had first been published, unillustrated, as "The Hospital

Patient" in the Carlton Chronicle (6 Aug 1836); and, in that sketch,

Dickens had described him as someone who had brutally beaten to

death the woman who loved him. The similarity of the situation

to Sikes' and Nancy's is obvious. So too is that of its precursor--

the relationship between Mr. and Mrs. Edmunds--in "The Convict's

Return" of Pickwick. Mr. Edmunds was "a morose, savage-hearted,

bad man: idle and dissolute in his habits; cruel and ferocious

in his disposition," (PP, 74). Despite her husband's brutal

treatment of her, Mrs. Edmunds "had loved him once; and the

recollection of what he had been to her, awakened feelings of

forbearance and meekness under suffering in her bosom," (PP,74).

The cab-driver was textually described (Dec 1836) before
the illustration was published (March 1837).
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Their son, who returns to the village after fourteen years of

transportation, confronts his father in a meadow. The old man,

"furious with terror ... raised his stick, and struck Edmunds a

heavy blow across the face," (PP, 81). The similarity of this

scene to Sikes1 murder of Nancy is almost uncanny:

The housebreaker freed one arm, and grasped his pistol.
The certainty of immediate detection if he fired, flashed
across his mind even in the midst of his fury; and he
beat it twice with all the force he could summon, upon the
upturned face that almost touched his own. (OT, 322)

Such an incident in Pickwick, written with a different artist in

mind and published over a year before the appearance of Bill

Sikes is quite as "important as pictorial likenesses which are

more "general" than specific, and which are a result of the

artist's method.

An unwarranted shift in emphasis comes from relying too

heavily on pictorial prototypes. Vogler writes:

In a different but equally convincing instance from that
of Cruikshank's prototypes of Sikes, a character like
Charley Bates who is unmistakably based on a Cruikshankian
prototype is not physically described by Dickens in the text
until long after he is fami^ar to the reader through
Cruikshank's illustrations.

In a perverse sense, this statement is almost true. Before his

visual portrayal, Charley is described only as one of four or

five boys sitting around a table smoking clay pipes and drinking

spirits. It is indeed a long time until he is physically described

by Dickens; in fact, he is never described. Lo£ in the quagmire

of attempting to prove collaboration or influence is the more

42Vogler, DSA, p.101.
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important observation that our visual conception of this character

is entirely governed by the artist.

Also lost in the overkill Vogler uses in his attempt "to
43

put in fairer balance the contribution of both men" is the

possibility that there really was some sort of collaboration in

the illustrated scenes. Certainly there is reason to believe,

for instance, that some discussion took place before the passage

describing Sikes was written. Perhaps, indeed, Cruikshank did

show Dickens some of the sketches of criminal types that were

in his repertoire and suggest that certain of them might be used.

Beyond this point, however, conjecture about Cruikshank's influence

is not sufficiently supported by the evidence to be justified.

Vogler's uncompromising advocacy only weakens the arguments for

"collaboration" which might reasonably be made.

Dickens clearly recognized that Oliver Twist was a story which

would draw well on Cruikshank's proven artistic strengths. In a

letter of ?18 January 1837, he wrote to Bentley:

I am very happy to say that I think the next No. will be
an exceedingly good one. I have bestowed great pains and
times upon it, and shall consider the arrangement, well.
Moreover, I have hit on a capita^notion for myself and one
which will bring Cruikshank out.

The "capital notion" was the whole idea of Oliver Twist, and

Dickens had good reason to think that it would "bring Cruikshank

out." Cruikshank was known for his success in showing the lower

43
Vogler, PSA, p.116.

44
Pilgrim I, 224.
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45
classes; and within the year he had completed the highly successful

plates for the First and Second Series of Sketches by Boz. His

ability at picturing the criminal world was also evident. Early

in his career George had designed, or helped his brother Isaac to

execute, plates to accompany the popular accounts of trials,

which had catered to the public's morbid curiosity: "Affecting
V

Scene of Mr. Bonar, Jun ., on discovering his murdered Parents,"

"The Horrid Murder of Elizabeth Beesmore," "The Two Ruffians

Inhumanly Beating and Dragging Elizabeth Canning to the House

of Mother Wells," and "Cap,n. Sutherland barbarously stabbing

Rich^. Wilson in the Cabbin (sic) of his own ship."^ The titles

alone suggest Sikes's murder of Nancy; but, and it can only be a

disappointment to those backing Cruikshank as "originator" of

Oliver Twist, the actual murder of Nancy was not illustrated.

See illustrations to: "The History of Poor Bob the Chimney
Sweeper," (London: G. Humphrey, 1839); Pierce Egan, Life in London
(London: Sherwood, Neely & Jones, 1821), especially "Symptoms of
the finish of 'Some Sorts of Life' in London--Tom, Jerry and Logic,
in the Press Yard, at Newgate," and "Tom and Jerry 'Masquerading
it' among the Cadgers in the 'Black Slums' in the Holy Land";
J. Wight, Mornings at Bow Street (London: Chas. Baldwyn, 1824)
and More Mornings at Bow Street (London: James Robins, 1827); and
George Cruikshank, London Characters (London: James Robins, 1829).

4*6
These are the illustrations to "Account ... of the Horrid

Death of Mr. and Mrs. Bonar" ^1813^, "Trial of Thomas Bedworth"
(1815), "Curious and Remarkable Life and Trial of Elizabeth Canning"
(n.d.), and "Trial of Sutherland" (n.d.), respectively. Other
trial accounts wholly, or in part, illustrated by Cruikshank were:
"Full and Correct Account of the State Trials held at the Old Bailey"
(1820), -"Trial of James Leary" (1813), and "Account of the Dread-
full Murder of the Unfortunate Mary Minting" (1818). Biographical
accounts of malefactors, illustrated by Cruikshank, include:
J. Hudson, The Chronicle of Infamy: or Authentic Memoirs of the
Most Remarkable Characters who have Violated the Laws of their
Country (London: W. Emans, 1819) and "The Life of Richard Turpin,
the Notorious Highwaymen," (London: R. Harrild, n.d.). See: Albert
Cohn, George Cruikshank: a catalogue raisonne (London: Bookman's
Journal, 1924).
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Clearly Dickens did not want his work to be considered a part

47
of that degraded genre.

It was not specific aspects of Cruikshank's work that Dickens

wanted to "bring out," but the realistic atmosphere he could create.

And that realistic atmosphere was part of a larger element, the

Hogarthian tradition, which would "bring Cruikshank out" in the

illustration of Oliver Twist. In the "Preface" to the Third

Edition (1841) of the novel, Dickens justified his use of low
48

characters for moral purposes by appealing to the work of

Hogarth:

When I came to discuss the subject more maturely with
myself, I saw many strong reasons for pursuing the
course to which I was inclined. ... But I had never met

(except in HOGARTH) with the miserable reality.

In the 1830s, Cruikshank was widely regarded as the inheritor

of the Hogarthian tradition, and Dickens cannot have been unaware

It would appear that Cruikshank was aware of Dickens's
desire to avoid any hint of that form of cheap literature.
Dickens had evidently proposed the last six subjects for illustra¬
tion. Cruikshank substituted "Sikes attempting to destroy his dog"
for Dickens's suggested subject of "The Interview between Rose and
Nancy." But he did not attempt to substitute "Sikes murdering
Nancy," a subject which would have suited him. (OT, pp.392n-93n)

48
Dickens's use of low life for moral observation did not go

unnoticed by his contemporaries. The Athenaeum's critical notice
of 26 Oct 1839 read:

If Boz has depicted scenes of hardened vice, and displayed
the peculiar phasis of degradation which poverty impressed
on the human character under the combinations of a defective

civilization, he is guided in his career by a high moral
object; ... instead of sullying the mind of an intelligent
reader, he leaves him wiser and better for the perusal of
his tale.
49

OT, lxii.
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of this distinction. In a "beautiful notice""^ to the First

Series of Sketches, his future father-in-law, George Hogarth,

referred to Cruikshank as "our modern Hogarth.""^ So not only

did Dickens consciously have a Hogarthian orientation, but so

too did the illustrator fortuitously selected by Sentley.

A consideration of the Hogarthian element in the novel

involves a number of problems. At the heart of them is what this

element meant to the author, and his first critics and readers.

Did it lie in the choice of subject, as Dickens had mentioned;

was it in the social and moral purpose; did it arise from the

rather obvious parallel between Oliver's "progress" and that of

Hogarth's apprentices and other characters; were they aware of

actual graphic borrowings or allusions; and, especially, did they

see that Hogarth was primarily a natural and dramatic artist;

or were they chiefly fascinated by his use of emblems? Or, in

fact, would they have been unwilling to distinguish clearly between

such different elements?

To begin with external likenesses, no doubt a "progress" was

intended in Oliver Twist, and it is possible that Cruikshank

particularly wanted to emphasize the Hogarthian nature of the

progress. Dickens certainly used the sub-title of "The Parish

Boy's Progress". But while he can hardly have missed the allusion

to the artist, he clearly had another, Bunyanesque, "progress" in

"^To John Macrone. Pilgrim I, 129 (11 Feb 1836).

"^"Morning Chronicle (11 Feb 1836), p.3.
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52
mind. Separated from the text, the first five plates might have

formed the start of a sequence following the familiar decline of

53
most of Hogarth's progresses, which might have ended with Mr.

Limbkin's prophecy "not only that Oliver would be hung, but that

he would be drawn and quartered into the bargain," (OT, 19). But

the sequence changes with "Oliver recovering from a fever." The

comparison with Bunyan is clearer, too, if we bear in mind

Dickens's expressed intention, in the preface to the Third Edition,

that he had "wished to shew, in little Oliver, the principle of

Good surviving through every adverse circumstance, and triumphing

at last," (OT, lxii).

The moral test is at the heart of Oliver Twist, which is

almost a series of tests which Oliver, like Bunyan's Christian,

triumphantly survives. The whole tendency of the novel is away

from the rather rudimentary Hogarthian morality, in which the

characters are predestined to fall. Patterns in the illustrations

reflect this testing process. Oliver goes through three distinct

periods of temptation: the first (PI. 1-3) is allied to his time

as a parish boy, the second (PI. 4-7) and third (PI. 8, 10, 13-15)

to his contact with the criminal world. As a parish boy, Oliver

should be satisfied with what he is given, and meek in receiving it;

52
Cruikshank was familiar with this progress as well.

He designed a vignette for the engraved title-page of an edition
published by Dean and Munday (1816) and an etching of Vanity Fair
for another edition published by Fisher, Son & Co. Cohn: 98 & 99.

53
The "Industrious Apprentice" half of "The Idle and Industrious

Apprentice" is the only one of Hogarth's progresses which does not
"decline".
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but Oliver oversteps these bounds by exhibiting unsuitable

behaviour and allegedly runs the risk of the other temptations

which will lead to the gallows.

The two periods of "criminal" temptation are similar in

structure. In the first of these, Oliver is introduced to

the criminal world ("Oliver introduced to the respectable Old

Gentleman") and witnesses a petty crime ("Oliver amazed at the

Dodger's mode of 'going to work'"); and in the second, he is

re-introduced ("Oliver's reception by Fagin and the boys") and finds
54

himself the unwilling participant in "The Burglary".

Each of the "criminal" plates in these two sets is followed

by a plate showing Oliver's convalescence.^^ After the pocket-

picking scene, comes Oliver's recovery from a fever at Mr. Brown-

low's (PI. 6); following the burglary, he is shown ill at the

Maylie's door (PI. 13), and waited on at his sick-bed by the Bow

Street Runners (PI. 14). In the conventional fictional manner

Oliver's illnesses are crises; they can be seen as a "cleansing"

of the blot of his unwilling connection with each of the crimes,

and they are necessary for Oliver to fulfil the stipulation in

his father's will that "he should" not stain "his name with

any public act of dishonour, meanness, cowardice, or wrong" (OT, 351).

54
These illustrations form the first and last plates of a

sequence (Plates 4-8) which form an "ironical comic strip".
Anthony Burton, "Cruikshank as an Illustrator of Fiction,"
PULC, 35 (Autumn 1973-Winter 1974), 93-128, pp.125-26.

"^Oliver does not appear in the intervening plates (11 & 12)
of the second set.
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A comparison of the last plate in each of these periods of

temptation yields a comment on the degree to which Oliver has

proved himself. In "Oliver claimed by his affectionate friends,"

the sick boy is returned to the threatening criminal world; but in

"Monks and the Jew," he remains safe in the hands of the Maylies.

Having proved himself satisfactorily, his affairs are taken in
56

hand by others.

With Mr. Brownlow and Rose Maylie, arises another connection

with Bunyan. They providentially come to Oliver's aid in the second

and third periods of his temptation. In some ways, Mr. Brownlow

is a Dickensian equivalent to Faithful: he places his confidence

in Oliver's honesty by sending him out to the bookseller with a

stack of books and a five pound note, and by stating, "I'll

answer for that boy's truth with my life" (OT, 89). By satisfying

Oliver's physical and emotional needs, and providing him with

the expectation of a secure future, the Maylies fill the role of

Hopeful. Dickens's Celestial City is the village in which

After Instalment No. 15, Oliver only occasionally—in six
of twenty-four chapters—appears in the book. Because of our
sympathetic interest in his welfare and because the active charac¬
ters in these chapters are also concerned with his affairs, he is
never far from the story's centre.

57 ...

Carried one step further, this comparison provides an
interesting comment on the book as a whole. Starting as a work¬
house boy, Oliver had come to know Charity, but only in the
institutionalized sense. And though he received charity, it was
from Dickens's representatives of Faithful and Hopeful rather than
from its "official" source. There may, as well, be a tangential
reference to the teaching of Paul—"And now abideth faith, hope,
charity, these three; but the greatest of these is charity." -
I Corinthians 13:13-- and its practice with the new Poor Laws.
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Harry Maylie's church is located. There, Rose and Harry make

their home with Mrs. Maylie; and Mr. Brownlow and Oliver (his

newly-adopted son) move to within a mile of the parsonage-house.

By making this move, Mr. Brownlow,

gratified the only remaining wish of Oliver's warm and
earnest heart, and thus linked together a little society,
whose condition approached as nearly to one of perfect
happiness as can ever be known in this changing world.

(OT, 365)

The "good" characters who are still alive at the end of the

novel all find themselves drawn to this earthly paradise.

The structure of the "Parish Boy's Progress," therefore,

is in fact not exactly Hogarthian; yet Cruikshank's illustrations

do contain characteristics associated with the earlier artist.

Yet this can hardly be said to lie in the use of symbols: cats

indicating domestic harmony (PI. 6 & 11), or birdcages showing

imprisonment (PI. 11). Michael Steig has desperately tried to

argue that the appearance of decorative peacock's feathers in two

scenes is significant, but this must remain entirely unconvincing.

The superstition that peacock feathers in a house are
unlucky is central to his argument. In "Oliver recovering from the
fever" they are seen as "a perfectly appropriate graphic symbol
to be hovering over the picture of the Good Samaritan, since
Oliver's great expectations are soon to be rudely disrupted by his
recapture and return to Fagin's gang," (p.51). Instead of accepting
the idea that they were a common Victorian ornament, he cites their
uses by Phiz as demonstrating "the readiness of Cruikshank's young
fellow-artist to make use of the conventional meanings of peacock
feathers," (pp.50-51). It seems more likely that Browne's motiva¬
tion for drawing peacock feathers lay in their much more conventional
use as decoration. And when Mr. Steig can discern no meaning for
the peacock feathers "over the reflection of what seems to be a
picture of Madonna and Child" (p.52) in the Fireside Plate, he ignores
the more plausible explanation of the peacock as a Christian symbol



Figure 15. "Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney taking tea"
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Kitton noticed the "significant figure of Paul Pry on the mantle-,

59shelf" in "Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney taking tea" (Figure 15),

which was ingenious and acceptable. Yet it is possibly the only

covert allusion of the kind in the whole series, with the exception

of the rather elementary way in which we are shown a picture of

the Good Samaritan in "Oliver recovering from the fever." Certainly

this harmonizes with Mr. Brownlow's "benevolent intentions with

respect to the invalid orphan.Yet it also echoes Bumble's

explanation, within Dickens's text, of the large brass buttons

which embellished his beadle's coat. They too contained an

image of "the Good Samaritan healing the sick and bruised

man," (OT, 21). Yet, while the illustration is simple and

conventional, the comparison between Brownlow and Bumble provides

the sharpest Swiftian irony. A sustained comparison could only

be damaging to the significance of the illustration.

A possibly "Hogarthian" device can be seen in the ways in

which the illustrations comment on others in the collection.

The irony of Bumble's reaction to Noah and Charlotte's courtship

of immortality and a common feature of Nativity scenes. Instead,
he concocts a meaning for them as Cruikshank's "curse upon the
novel" activated by "a desire for a symbolic revenge upon Dickens,
after two years of having to submit to the will of the strongest-
minded author with whom he had ever collaborated," (p.52). The
argument is another example of the desperate and silly searching
for significance. See: "Cruikshank's Peacock Feathers in
Oliver Twist," Ariel, 4 (1973), 49-53.

597r.Kitton, p.11.
^Jane Rabb Cohen, "All-of-a-Twist," HLB, 17 (1969), 169-94

and 320-42, p.180.



Figure 16. "Mr.
when his

Claypole as he appeared
master was out"
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scene in "Mr. Claypole as he appeared when his master was out,"

(Figure 16), is emphasized by the fact that it is immediately

preceded by "Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney taking tea"--an illustra¬

tion in which Bumble played a role similar to that enjoyed by

Noah in the later illustration. So the significance of Paul Pry's

presence in the first plate is made clear with the second: Paul

Pry, in John Poole's play of that name, is "one of those idle,

meddling fellows, who, having no employment themselves, are

61
perpetually interfering in other people's affairs." He is

represented in "Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney taking tea" by a ceramic
6 2

figure on the mantlepiece; and in "Mr. Claypole..." his role is

taken on by the meddling Bumble.

There is no doubt that, in some respects, Cruikshank's

manner of showing Oliver's story is more effective if less subtle.

He was able to seize on one element in the novel and accentuate

it. For example, the theme of hanging is effectively developed

from one plate to another. It first appears in "Oliver intro¬

duced to the respectable Old Gentleman." A broadsheet, containing

the figure of three men hanging on the gallows and the words

^John Poole, Paul Pry (London: John Dicks no. 321), p.3.
This one-penny copy of the play is undated, but carries a note
that it was first performed at the Theatre Royal, Haymarket,
on 13th Sept 1825. Its cover and frontispiece show a figure
of Pry very like that on Mrs. Corney's mantlepiece. The scene shown
is one where he intrudes on a couple courting.

6 2
This was not Cruikshank's first experience drawing Paul

Pry. He had provided a folding coloured frontispiece of Pry
for a collection: Paul Pry: In Which are all the Peculiarities,
Irregularities, Singularities, Pertinacity, Loquacity, and Audacity
of Paul Pry (London: T. Hughes, 1826).
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"LAST |j/ILL AND SPEEC^," can be seen hanging above the fireplace.

Hangings were affairs of great interest to pickpockets: Hogarth,

in Plate 11 of Industry and Idleness, had shown them plying

their trade as the idle apprentice was carried off to execution;
6 3

and Dickens's series of letters to the Daily News in 1846

indicates that he was well aware of how common this practice was

at mid-century. Fagin's reverie in the next chapter presents

another aspect of that interest:

'What a fine thing capital punishment is! Dead men
never repent; dead men never bring awkward stories to
light. Ah, it's a fine thing for the trade! Five of
'em strung up in a row; and none left to play booty, or
turn white-livered!' (OT, 52)

The appearance of the gallows in this illustration is subtle

and matter-of-fact.

In "Master Bates explains a professional technicality,"

the representation is just as matter-of-fact, though not nearly

so subtle. The use of the word "technicality" captures the

clowning manner in which Master Bates "explains." Scragging is

a technical term for hanging; it is also one of the occupational

hazards of being a professional thief. Master Bates is able to

give a "lively pantomimic representation" (OT, 118) only because

it is a "representation," not the deadly reality.

In "Sikes attempting to destroy his dog," hanging becomes

a greater reality. While Sikes intends to drown his dog, it is

with a "running noose" that he attempts to capture him. Though

a dog's death by the noose is not as serious as that of a man's,

it is still a real death with which one is dealing, not a

6328 Feb and 9, 13 & 16 March 1846.



Figure 17. "Fagin in the condemned cell"
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representation. In "The Last Chance," we see for the first and

only time the running noose that will claim a man's life. When

Charley Bates had pantomimed "scragging" with his "play" noose

in "Master Bates explains," he had "dropped his head on his

shoulder, and jerked a curious sound through his teeth" (OT, 118).

Sikes' death is described in similar terms: "There was a sudden

jerk, a terrific convulsion of the limbs; and there he hung,

with the open knife clenched in his stiffening hand," (OT, 349).

The tone of Cruikshank's illustration of Charley had been playful;

that of Sikes is one of despair. Cruikshank does not need to

illustrate the actual moment of.Sikes' death. Dickens's text, the

development of the hanging theme, and the contrast between Charley's

playful scragging and Sikes' look of desperation, combine to form

a vivid mental image of that moment.

With "Fagin in the condemned cell" (Figure 17), the pinnacle

of the "hanging" theme is achieved. Having gradually been made

aware of the physical reality and horror of hanging, the reader's

attention has been skilfully turned away to the mental states

that the prospect of violent death can produce. This shift is

begun with the fearful way in which Bull's-eye, with his tail

between his legs, crouches before Sikes. While Sikes' desperation

in "The Last Chance" can be directly attributed to a fear of

capture, it is the violent death which that capture would inevitably

entail that is most frightening to him. Though the noose is not

physically present in Fagin's cell, it is more real than in the

other "hanging" illustrations. The power of Dickens's text in

producing this reality cannot be denied. Cruikshank's visual
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development of that theme successfully augments the effect--

perhaps too effectually, because this was not all that Dickens

meant.

The suitability of Cruikshank's artistry for Oliver Twist

is closely related to characteristics, less immediately tangible

than emblems or visual patterns, which it shared with Hogarth's

and Dickens's work. In his memoirs, Hogarth explained that he

had "wished to compose pictures on canvas, similar to representa-

64
tions on the stage." It is drama--the ongoing re-enactment of

human action, thought and feeling--not still-iife which Hogarth

successfully imitated:

Not only does the business of the scene never stand
still, but every feature is put into play; the exact
feeling of the moment is brought out, and carried to
its utmost height, and then instantly seized and stamped on
the canvas for ever. The expression is always taken
en passant, in a state of pg^gress or change, and, as it
were, at the salient point.

The successful illustrations for Oliver Twist are the dramatic

ones which capture a moment of crisis or intense emotion. This

dramatic aspect makes illustrations like "Oliver asking for more,"

"Oliver escapes being bound Apprentice," "The Last Chance," and

"Fagin in the condemned cell" so memorable. In the first two,

64 .

William Hogarth, Anecdctes of William Hogarth (London:
J.B. Nichols & Son, 1833) , p.8

f) s
William Hazlitt, "On the Work of Hogarth--On the Grand and

Familiar Style of Painting" in "Lectures on the English Comic
Writers," from The Collected Works of William Hazlitt, ed. A.R.
Waller and Arnold Glover, v.8 (London: Dent, 1903), 133-149, p.145.



Figure 18. "Oliver Twist at Mrs. Maylie's door"
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Oliver displays unsuitable charity-boy behaviour. In each, he

confronts a group of adult characters at the moment when the

atrocity of his action has reached its greatest intensity.

Cruikshank increases that intensity in "Oliver escapes..." by

conflating a series of events--Limbkins taking snuff, Oliver

falling to his knees, and Bumble raising his hands and eyes--so

they all appear to be happening at the same time. In "The Last

Chance" and "Fagin in the condemned cell," Sikes and Fagin are

shown in dramatic confrontation with themselves and Death.

Those illustrations with less dramatic intei£st--"01iver

recovering from the fever," "Oliver waited on by the Bow Street

Runners," and both versions of "Rose Maylie and Oliver"--

are not stamped so surely in our memories. They have less of

Cruikshank's "cramped energy.It is a quality that can be

especially even in "Oliver Twist at Mrs. Maylie's door" (Figure 18).

On the left side of the picture, Oliver is slumping against a

house pillar. The other half, in which the servants' expressions

can be seen as they observe Oliver, is far more interesting.

They have been caught in an emotional state somewhere between

apprehension and surprise, in momentary action.

Hazlitt referred to Hogarth's time-stopping characteristic

when he wrote of his faces:

Hogarth possessed the most complete and absolute mastery over
the truth and identity of expression and features in his
subjects. Every stroke of his pencil tells according to a
preconception in his mind. If the eye squints, the mouth

66G.K. Chesterton, Charles Dickens (London: Methuen, 1906), p.110.
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is distorted; every feature acts, and is acted upon by the
rest of the face; even the dress and attitude are such as
could be proper to no other figure: the whole is ug^er the
influence of one impulse, that of truth and nature.

Baudelaire points it out as one of Cruikshank's main distinguishing

factors:

Le merite special de George Cruikshank ... est une abondance
inepuisable dans le grotesque. ...ce qui constitue surtout
le grotesque de Cruikshank, c'est la violence du geste et
du mouvement, et 1'explosion dans 1'expression. Tous ses
petits personnages miment avec fureur et turbulence comme
des acteurs de pantomime. ... Tout ce monde miniscule
et culbute, s'agite et se mile avec une petulance
indicible, sans trop s'inquieter si tous ses membres
sont bien ^ leur place naturelle. Ce ne sont trop souvent
que des ^gpotheses humaines qui se demenent comme elles
peuvent.

Baudelaire's comparison of Cruikshank's characters with pantomimists

is interesting in light of Hogarth's self-comparison with the drama.

Drama seeks to convey a character's thoughts and feelings.

In graphic art these are communicated more easily, and perhaps

more truthfully, when a character has been captured "en passant"

than if he is posed for the scene. Hogarth "impressed a thinking
69

character upon the persona of his canvas," and "embodied and

made tangible the very thoughts and passing movements of the mind."7'"'
Cruikshank's communication of states of mind in Oliver Twist has

been noted by Thackeray.7''" The effectiveness of the communication

of reactions to crises goes far toward determining the "quality"

^Hazlitt, p.145.
68

Charles Baudelaire, "Quelques Caricaturistes Etrangers,"
Curiosites Esthetiques (Paris: Louis Conard, 1923), pp. 434-5.

69
Charles Lamb, "Essay on the Original Genius and Character

of Hogarth," in The Life, Letters and Writings of Charles Lamb,
6 vols. (London: Moxon, 1876), IV, 287-313, p.300.

70Hazlitt, p.133.
7^"The Humourist," Westminster Review, (June 1840), 1-60,, pp.57-8.
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of book illustrations. And the reader is not interested so much

in the physical action as in the human reaction. Like good

actors, Cruikshank's characters face their audience, allow their

faces to be seen, and communicate an emotional response to the

textually described crisis.

A mark of Dickens's faith in Cruikshank's ability to capture

the text's spirit is to be seen in a comparison of Oliver Twist

and the concurrent Pickwick Papers. The most obvious difference

lies in the nature of textual material used for the illustrations.

The passages in Pickwick seemed to be stopped -in time in a way

that called attention to their roles as text for illustration--they

were concentrated passages that began with a blank canvas, and

which did not allow the story to go on until the picture was com¬

pleted. There are sections of text for illustration in Oliver

Twist which fit the Pickwick mould. That for "Oliver introduced

to the respectable Old Gentleman" is one of these:

The walls and ceiling of the room were perfectly black,
with age and dirt. There was a deal table before the
fire: upon which were a candle, stuck in a ginger-beer
bottle: two or three pewter pots: a loaf and butter:
and a plate. In a frying-pan which was on the fire, and
which was secured to the mantleshelf by a string, some
sausages were cooking; and standing over them, with a
toasting-fork in his hand, was a very old shrivelled
Jew, whose villanous-looking and repulsive face was
obscured in a greasy flannel gown, with his throat bare;
and seemed to be dividing his attention between the
frying-pan and a clothes-horse: over which a great number
of silk handkerchiefs were hanging. Several rough beds made
of old sacks, were huddled side by side on the floor; and
seated round the table were four or five boys: none older
than the Dodger: smoking long clay pipes, and drinking
spirits, with the air of middle-aged men. These all crowded
about their associate as he whispered a few words to the Jew;
and then turned round and grinned at Oliver; as did the Jew
himself: toasting-fork in hand. (OT, 50)
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But the detail for illustrations in Oliver is generally inter¬

spersed with dialogue and narrative which is not concerned with

the visual. Details for "Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney taking tea,"

for example, are interspersed throughout most of Chapter 23. Non-

illustrated text--the description of Mr. Grimwig (OT, 86) or the

breakfast-table scene at Mrs. Maylie's (OT, 187) are examples--

is often just as full of information. But they are without the

dramatic aspects which distinguish Cruikshank's more successful

plates. Confrontation, rather than a wealth of visual detail,

is the factor most common to the illustrated sections of text.

"Oliver's reception by Fagin and the boys" demonstrates the truth

of this observation. Dickens recognized the kinds of subject

in which Cruikshank's strength lay, and entrusted their re-creation

to his judgment.

The "cramped energy" Chesterton described in Cruikshank's

etchings is brought about by more than Baudelaire's "la violence

du geste et du mouvement, et l'explosion dans 1'expression." The

illustrations are physically small, and though this was to some

extent determined by the size of page, it is also true that the

plates were not as large as they might have been. The Miscellany

illustrations done by other artists were larger, some of them
72

considerably so. Cruikshank must have preferred working on a

smaller scale, as he certainly would have had the option of working

72
Sir Joshua Reynolds's portrait of Samuel Foote (March 1837),

for instance, was nearly full-page size.
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with larger plates had he wished. But, by extending his characters

and details right to the edge before abruptly ending, he took

advantage of every square inch his smaller plate afforded.

The reader's interest is not strongly centred in Cruikshank's

plates. In "Oliver amazed at the Dodger's mode of 'going to work',"

for instance, the action is taking place at the centre of the

plate; but the various reactions to it--the bookseller's, Mr.

Brownlow's, Oliver's--all of them equally interesting, are spread

from border to border. The lack of a strongly accentuated centre

means that our eyes wander over the plate, much as they do in

"reading" one of Hogarth's works. Extending the plate's intensity

right to the edge makes it seem more a "slice of real life" than

would an illustration more consciously using conventional artistic

devices. Cruikshank does not provide a "frame" for an artistic

centre; nor does he allow the edges to blur or fade. Rather,

they give one the impression of larger illustrations whose edges

have been cut away. An interesting example of this appears

in "Oliver plucks up a spirit," where the floor and ceiling

are shown in three dimensions, with the blade of a knife on the

floor extending over the edge. There is a sense that Cruikshank

was striving to eliminate the superfluous in the plate and to

make everything essential.

A further general characteristic which Cruikshank shares with

Hogarth is the reconciliation of the ludicrous with the serious.

Lamb compares Hogarth's use of it in The Rake's Progress with



Figure 19. "Oliver escapes being bound
apprentice to the Sweep"
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73
Shakespeare's in Lear. Hazlitt, too, observes a similarity to

Shakespeare in its use:

There is in general a distinction, almost an impassable
one, between the power of embodying the serious and the
ludicrous; but these contradictory faculties were r^onciled
in Hogarth, as they were in Shakspeare, in Chaucer.

Had Hazlitt been writing later in the century, we would surely

find Dickens also among those who reconciled the serious and the

ludicrous. "Oliver escapes being bound apprentice to the Sweep"

(Figure 19) serves as a suitable example^ of the way Cruikshank

combined them. The seriousness of Oliver's situation is obvious,

as it appears that he will be forced to serve an apprenticeship

with Mr. Gamfieid. The magistrate's kind words have broken his

reserve; and Oliver earnestly prays for some release from the doom

which seemed inevitable. The dramatic intensity should be immense.

Yet Mr. Limbkins nonchalantly sniffs his snuff; and Bumble responds

by comically looking to the ceiling (apparently for divine guidance)

and lifting his arms in amazement. Like Hogarth (and Dickens),

Cruikshank's juxtaposition of the comic and the tragic heightens

our receptivity to the ideas presented. We are torn between laughter

and tears, perhaps succumbing to neither. Yet tension has forced

us to see the morality of the scene more thoroughly.

73
Lamb, p.289.

74
Hazlitt, p.144.

^Oliver's begging posture and physical surroundings in this
illustration echo thoss of the idle apprentice in Plate 10--"The
Industrious 'Prentice Alderman of London, The Idle One Brought
before him and Impeached by His Accomplice"--of Hogarth's Industry
and Idleness. This plate might have been a partial source for
Dickens's text or for Cruikshank's plate.
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There are a few discrepancies between various illustrations

and the text, always a matter of concern to the novelist. Some

are, perhaps, just due to haste. Oliver's appearance, for example,

changes radically in the first few numbers. In "Oliver asking

for more" he is a plain-looking boy with dark hair; but in "Oliver

introduced to the respectable Old Gentleman" he has become a hand¬

some boy with blond hair. The change in hair colour occurs gradually.

The facial change, which appears in "Oliver plucks up a spirit,"

is hidden by the extreme emotion shown in this and the previous

illustration, and the improvement is affected by Oliver's appearance

of having been better-fed at the Sowerberrys' than at the workhouse.

Vogler remarks that "the prettier Oliver" was "drawn to attract the
7 6

sympathy of the ladies." This change may have been made at

Dickens's instigation, or Cruikshank may have acted independently.

That the change was made at all shows that Cruikshank was not totally

intractable about how the characters were shown.

While Dickens gave Cruikshank a great deal more freedom than

Browne, there are signs that he was dissatisfied with the appearance

the artist gave one of the characters. The figure of Nancy is based

on one of Cruikshank's stock types. Despite the fact that she is

not shown as Dickens described her in the text, Vogler insists

that Dickens "could not have objected too strenuously ... since

she appears in the illustration subsequent to her debut."77 Yet

^Richard A. Vogler, Cruikshank and Dickens: A Review of the
Role of Artist and Author (Ph.D.: U.C.L.A., 1970), p.224.

77Ibid, p.229.
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78
in the eight illustrations "selected as the best" from the

original twenty-four for the Charles Dickens Edition (1867), all

but two characters--Nancy and Mr. Brownlow--who had a good chance
79

of being included, are pictured. Mr. Brownlow's omission is

not surprising because, as one of the non-criminal figures in the

novel, he was a somewhat weak character. Yet, Nancy's exclusion

is more pointed. It is not difficult to see how this dumpy

figure may have failed to satisfy Dickens's own conception. Her

presentation was a complex problem for Cruikshank: he had to

draw someone moderately attractive, yet not too much so; inviting

enough to make her attract sympathy, yet not so 'inviting that her

part in recapturing Oliver is unbelievable. Even if Dickens were

dissatisfied with Cruikshank's first drawing of Nancy, he may have

decided that, having won his point with Oliver, he would not begin

a new dispute.

For the most part, departures from a strict time sense, while

creating a certain discrepancy between text and illustration,

do not impair one's understanding of the work. Yet, with the

inclusion of Bull's-eye in "The Last Chance" Cruikshank has created

a damaging false impression. The section in which Sikes is hung reads:

78
Charles Dickens, "(Advertisement^," Fortnightly Review

Advertiser, N.S., 5(1 May 1867), 6-7, p.6. "Sikes attempting to
destroy his dog," of which Forster had so heartily disapproved,
was included among the eight chosen.

79 .....

The number of appearances in the original 24 illustrations
are: Oliver (24), Fagin (6), Sikes (6), Bumble (5), Dodger (5),
Bates (5), Bull's-eye (5), Noah (4), Nancy (4), Charlotte (3),
Mr. Brownlow (3), Mrs. Corney (3), Giles (3), ...
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the man was about to lower himself down--at that very
instant the murderer, looking behind him on the roof,
threw his arms above his head, and uttered a yell of
terror.

'The eyes again!' he cried, in an unearthly screech.
Staggering as if struck by lightning, he lost his balance

and tumbled over the parapet. The noose was at his neck. (OT, 347)

Three paragraphs later, we learn that Bull's-eye had "lain concealed."

Yet in the illustration he stares at Sikes from the apex of the roof.

Readers might easily forget the previous month's description of Sikes'

vision: "widely staring eyes, so lustreless and so glossy, that

he had better borne to see them than think upon them," (OT, 327).

Having seen the plate at the beginning of the instalment, readers

might assume that Bull's-eye's "eyes" caused Sikes to stagger. The

powerful graphic and verbal representations of the accident make

it easy to ignore the words that reveal Cruikshank's error.

The portrayal of Nancy and the mistaken chronology in "The

Last Chance" are the only discrepancies betwen text and illustra¬

tion which have any importance. And they are more than balanced

by the graphic-verbal harmony the novel as a whole achieves.

Apart from the engraved vignette title-page to the Library

Edition of Oliver Twist (1858), illustrated editions of the novel

published in Britain during Dickens's lifetime included only work
80

done by the "original" artist. In this, it did not differ radically

80
Oliver Twist was published with three sets of illustrators

in the Sixties:
a. New York: J.G. Gregory, 1861--drawings by F.O.C. Darley

and John Gilbert.
b. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1867--illustrations by S. Eytinge,

jr.
c. New York: J.W. Lovell, 1868--illustrations by J. Mahoney.
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81
from his other early works. But unlike them, it excited little

82
activity in extra-illustration. This was probably because of

respect for Cruikshank's reputation. Yet it is not unreasonable

to think that general recognition of the illustrations' suitability

to the text was discouraging to potential extra-illustrators.

And that suitability can partly be accounted for by the dramatic,

literary and moralistic similarities both Dickens and Cruikshank

share with the Hogarthian tradition.

The first British edition not illustrated by Cruikshank (the Library
Edition excepted) was the "Household Edition" published in 1871 by
Chapman & Hall, with 28 illustrations by J. Mahoney.

81
Pre-1860 illustrations to early (pre-Chuzzlewit) novels,

done by other than the "original" artist include: frontispieces
to Pickwick(1847) and Nickleby (1848) for the Cheap Edition and
vignette-titles to Sketches and Oliver Twist for the Library Edition
(1858-9). Until Chapman & Hall's "Household Edition" (1871-9),
editions with plates by artists other than the "original" artists,
were limited to American publication.

82
See Chapter 4, note 3. F.W. Pailthorpe's twenty-one extra

illustrations to Oliver were published in 1886 (London: Robson &
Kerlake). As with his extra illustrations to Pickwick, Pailthorpe
carefully avoided repeating subjects executed by the original
illustrator. It is interesting to note that he has repeated the
use of Paul Pry on the mantlepiece in an illustration titled,
"Inexplicable conduct of Mr. Bumble when Mrs. Corney left the room."
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Master Humphrey's Clock:

An Experiment

Any consideration of the illustrations for The Old Curiosity

and Barnaby Rudge must take into account the accidental nature of

Master Humphrey's Clock. It was never meant to offer a lengthy and

continuous fiction; the artists were chosen with other aims in view;

the form of the weekly number, the way the illustrations were repro¬

duced, and the manner in which they were arranged were all consequent

on the decision to produce a weekly miscellany which was abandoned

after the eleventh week. Once the Clock ended, Dickens went back

to the old Pickwickian form of two steel plate illustrations

designed by a sole artist per monthly part; and he never swerved

from this for his major fiction until he once more face the unexpected

demand for a novel when he was again running a weekly miscellany

over twenty years later. This must be stressed because so many of

the comments on the way in which Master Humphrey's Clock is

illustrated fail to take it into account."'" Dickens was always quick

Chiefly in mind are: Joan Stevens, "'Woodcuts Dropped into
the Text": The Illustrations in The Old Curiosity Shop and Barnaby
Rudge," Studies in Bibliography, 20 (Jan 1967), 113-34; John R. Harvey,
Victorian Novelists and Their Illustrators (London: Sidgwick &
Jackson, 1970), 112-129; and Jane R. Cohen, "The Portrayal of Sir
John Chester by Browne and Cattermole," The Dickensian, 72 (May 1976),
93-7. Everyone interested in Dickens's illustrators is indebted to
Joan Stevens's article which, at the time it appeared, marked a
great advance. It is still full of valuable insights. But it includes
misstatements and false arguing. In particular, she is so concerned
with showing how Dickens and his illustrators at first collaborated,
that she is unable to admit his apparent lack of concern in maintaining
the form in later editions. She condemns the publishers of the New
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to accommodate himself to the terms of his art; but if we wish to

understand how he did this, we need to see how far the illustrations

were first chosen and how far merely consequent on decisions taken

without forethought.

The Clock was not meant to be the framework for two full-length

novels. On the contrary, Dickens was consciously avoiding the

composition of a long story. According to Forster:

this was the hope that, by invention of a new mode as
well as kind of serial publication, he might be able
for a time to discontinue the writing of a long story with
all its strain on his fancy, or in any case to shorten and
vary the length of the stories written by himself, and
perhaps ultimately to retain all the profits of a continuous
publication, without necessarily, himself contributing every
line.

Other writers, under Dickens's strictest control, were to provide

part of the material:

The quantity of each number that should be written by
myself he wrote would be a matter for discussion ...

v I must have assistance of course, and there must be
some contents of a different kind. Their general nature
might be agreed upon beforehand, but I should stipulate
that this assistance is chosen solely by me, and that
the contents of every number are as much under my control,
and subject to as little^interference, as those of a number
of Pickwick or Nickleby.

The nature of the periodical was described in a set of notes Dickens

sent to Forster in mid-July 1839: "The best general idea of the

Oxford Illustrated edition for perverting the original form; but
ignores the fact that, despite the control he might have exerted,
no subsequent edition in his lifetime followed the original form
of inset illustrations. ' a>

2
Forster I, 111.

3
Pilgrim I, 564 (14 July 1839). These assistants were to be

paid out of the £50 per week that Chapman & Hall were to pay
Dickens. Pilgrim I, 570 (26 July 1839).
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plan of the work might be given perhaps by reference to The Tatler,

The Spectator, and Goldsmith's Bee."4 He intended "to vary the form

of the papers by throwing them into sketches, essays, tales, adven¬

tures, letters from imaginary correspondents and so forth, so as

to diversify the contents as much as possible.""'
Dickens's agreement with Chapman & Hall8 expressly conformed

to this plan. It was only the falling circulation which led him

to adopt the new form. Clearly dissembling in the Preface to the

First Volume,^ Dickens wrote: "The short papers which are to be

found at the beginning of this volume were indispensable to the

form of publication and the limited extent of each number, as no

story of lengthened interest could be begun until 'The Clock'
g

was wound up and fairly going." In the Preface to the First Cheap

Edition (1848) of PCS, he was rather more honest: "The first

chapter of this tale appeared in the fourth number of MASTER

HUMPHREY'S CLOCK, when I had already been made uneasy by the desultory

character of the work, and when, I believe, my readers had thoroughly

participated in the feeling."

4Pilgrim I, 563 (14 July 1839).

"'pilgrim I, 563-4 (14 July 1839).
8Dated 31 March 1840, it says only that "twelve pages shall

be original Literary Matter to be contributed and furnished
by the said Charles Dickens," (Pilgrim II, 464); but it does not
say that the "original contributions" shall be by Dickens himself.

^Besides being published in weekly and monthly parts, MHC
was published in "periodical" volumes. While this form of publica¬
tion was not mentioned in the letter of 13 Jan 1840 to Cattermole,
the possibility had been considered in the agreement (31 March 1840)
with Chapman & Hall: "in case it shall be thought advisable ... to
publish at any time any portion or portions of the said Work in a
separate and distinct form." (Pilgrim II, 469) By 13 Aug 1840
(Pilgrim II, 114), the plan of half-yearly volumes had been settled.

8MHC I, iv.
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Dickens's stated purpose for publishing in weekly parts

varied with the audience to which it was addressed. He wrote to

Cattermole (13 Jan 1840) that the object was "to baffle the imitators
9

and make it as novel as possible." Even this is curious. His

attempt at baffling the imitators was not totally successful. In

1840, "Box" published a "miscellany of striking interest" called

Mister Humfries' clock. Yet something, probably Dickens's decision

to develop Old Curiosity Shop, did serve to baffle this imitator,

for his work reached a length of only ninety-two pages. Aside from

dramatic adaptations of OCS and BR,^ the only other known imitation

of MHC was George W.M. Reynolds's Master Timothy's Bookcase, first
12

published in 1846.

Weekly publication was amongst the "objects" of MHC as listed

in the Preface to the first volume. He hoped that, "to shorten

the intervals of communication between himself and his readers,

9Pilgrim II, 7 (13 Jan 1840).
"^These imitations were often issued in formats similar to

the original, and with titles and by-lines which could easily fool
an unsuspecting public. Readers could, for instance, purchase
the serial publication of these works edited by "Bos": The post-
humourous notes of the Pickwickian Club, The life and adventures
of Oliver Twiss, the workhouse boy, and Nickelas Nickelberry:
containing the adventures of the family of Nickelberry.

^PP had at least 18 imitations and sequels; OT, 2; and NN, 2.
There were 8 dramatic adaptations of PP; 2 for OT; 2 for NN; and
5 (2 for OCS and 2 for BR) for MHC.

12
It was published in twenty-five Id numbers of sixteen pages

each and five 6d parts. Like Master Humphrey's clock, the bookcase
served as a repository for manuscripts. It is meant to serve as a
source of Universal Knowledge for Sir Edmund Mortimer who has been
granted the boon as part of a family tradition; he goes to the book¬
case for explanations which, after some effort, he has been unable
independently to divine. It is not intended to serve as an enter¬
tainment centre; neither is it a social centre as is the clock in MHC.
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would be to knit more closely the pleasant relations they had held,
13

for Forty Months." While this more closely-knit author-audience

relationship was an admirable purpose to espouse, Dickens is not

likely to have sought eagerly the extraordinary workload it involved.

With Master Humphrey's Clock, he was working at the phenomenal rate

14
of about 6000 words per week. Even Dickens, with his enormous

store of energy, felt the pressure of constantly providing so much

material.^ This amount of work would not, of course, have been

as great if the literary assistance he planned for had been received.

Yet this assistance would not have aided in knitting more closely

the relationship he sought.

A miscellany under Dickens's control was clearly quite well

suited for weekly publication. But when it was clear that he would

have no help and must produce a continuous work, he adjusted to

the demand of the new form as if it were what he had wanted all

along. Yet weekly issue of a continuous story required more care¬

ful organization and planning than monthly publication. For, while

MHC was published in both weekly and monthly parts, it was the

weekly issue which was more important. Dickens wrote in weekly units

13 ...

MHC I, in.
14

The word-counts for PP and NN break down to about 3800 per
week; OT to about 1500 per week; and when working simultaneouly
on PP and OT, or OT and NN, Dickens was writing about 5300 words
per week (in addition to his editorial duties).

^Dickens referred to MHC as "the Clock (which for ever wants

winding)." Pilgrim II, 228 (10 March 1841). To Lady Blessiiigton,
he wrote: "remembering that I have a Clock which always wants
winding up,you will not quarrel with me for being brief." Pilgrim II,
291 (2 June 1841).
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which were combined to form monthly parts; not in monthly units

divided into weekly issues. His letters abound with references

to given "numbers," but he very rarely mentions the monthly

part. Thus he became, quite accidentally, the initiator of

sustained, original, weekly-part fiction.^
The form the illustrations took was also accidental. They

are not even referred to in the long and detailed description

of the projected work that Dickens sent Forster on 14 July 1839.

By July 23rd, arrangements had been settled with Chapman & Hall

The inclusion of woodcut illustration is mentioned to Thomas

Mitton in a fetter of July 26th: "They also pay all expences of

printing, advertizing, and illustrations, (the last being wood-
18

cuts will be very expensive)." The emphasis here was clearly

of a financial, not an aesthetic, nature.

An enormous demand for

been stimulated by Pickwick.

causes, but a quick scanning

illustrated books seems to have

There may well have been other

through the "Nickleby Advertiser"

Weekly-part fiction never caught on in the way that monthly
parts had done. Most other authors recognized and avoided the
kind of pressures it brought. The form was more readily adopted
by writers of sensational fiction: "General weekly newspapers
began to serialize romances; as early as 1841 the Sunday Times
ran Ainsworth's Old St. Paul's. ...three cheap periodicals which
achieved and long retained immense circulations on the strength of
their melodramatic fiction\were|: the Family Herald (1842), the
London Journal (1845), and Reynold's Miscellany (1846)." Richard
D. Altick, The English Common Reader, (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1957), p.346.

17Pilgrim I, 563-65.
18

Pilgrim I, 570.
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yields a host of promotional phrases which attest to the

desirability of illustrated books. Many of these emphasized

the quantity of illustrations included: "the whole will be

embellished with upwards of ONE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD";

"Illustrated by Eight Hundred Vignettes, designed by Tony

Johannot"; "embellished with Six Hundred Designs by Jean Gigoux";

or, "Illustrated with upwards of four hundred wood-cuts after
19 ...

designs by Grandvilie." Some took into consideration the quality

of the illustrations: "Coloured after Nature, in the most careful

and accurate manner"; "finely-engraved steel plates"; and "a number
20

of beautiful Wood Engravings. Robert Tyas appears to have been

especially enthusiastic at publishing illustrated books. His

productions included: Illustrated Shakspere, Illustrated Napoleon,
21

Illustrated Robinson Crusoe, and Illustrated Life of Nelson.

Some advertisements more strongly emphasized the illustrations

than the texts: "WITH SIXTY ILLUSTRATIONS I By G. and R. Cruik-

shank. 1 Just published, price 7s. 6d. embossed cloth, lettered, I

Thomas's Burlesque"; or "Splendidly illustrated work. I [price^ I
22

Wanderings and Excursions in South Wales.ll" Despite this heavy

19
These blurbs were for, respectively: Sir John Froissant's

Chronicles of England, France, Spain, &c; Don Quixote; The Adven¬
tures of Gil Bias; and Gulliver's Travels. They are located in No.1
(April 1, 1838), p. 2 & 4; and No. 19-20 (Oct 1, 1839), p.47.

20
Located in: No. 1 (April 2, 1838), p.2; and No. 16 (July

1, 1839), p.6.
21

Advertised in No. 19-20 (Oct 1, 1839), p.35. Tyas also
published sets of extra illustrations to NN (Joseph K. Meadows, Heads
from Nicholas Nickleby, 1839) and MHC (T. Sibson, "Illustrations
of Master Humphrey's Clock," 1840-41).

22
Both were in No.l, p.8.
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emphasis upon the pictorial in advertisements for other publications,

the full-page announcement for Master Humphrey's Clock in the

October 1839 number of Nicholas Nickleby made no mention of

illustration:

NEW WORK BY "BOZ." I (double rule] I Mes srs. Chapman & Hall
have the pleasure I of announcing that they have completed
arrange- I ments with Mr. Charles Dickens for the publi¬
cation of I A NEW WORK, I on an entirely new plan. I
The first number of this work will appear in March next. I
186, Strand, I September 18, 1839.11

On the other hand, it was specific about few aspects of the "new

work". Readers knew only that they were to expect a "new work"

on "an entirely new plan." The fact that "Boz" was to be the

author was more important than the number of illustrations to be

included. Dickens had established himself as a popular author

of illustrated fiction. His readers will have assumed that his

"new work," like earlier ones, would be illustrated. But impor¬

tant as this might be, Dickens from the first characteristically

saw to it that his artists took second place, or no place at all.

Yet in a letter to Cattermole, Dickens wrote of Master

Humphrey's Clock: "Now among the other improvements, I have

turned my attention to the illustrations, meaning to have wood-
24

cuts dropped into the text, and no separate plates." Much

has been made of this sentence and the awareness of a highly-deve¬

loped graphic-verbal relationship which it might imply. Yet

23
"Nickleby Advertiser," Nicholas Nickleby (No. 19-20),

p.31. Stevens (p.115) is incorrect in saying that Cattermole and
Browne's names were given in the preliminary announcements.

24Pilgrim II, 8 (13 Jan 1840).
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little attention has been paid to the less aesthetic and more

pragmatic reasons for using woodcuts or for dropping them into

the text.

Commercially the change to woodcuts made sense for weekly

publication. There was no other way. The illustrations could

be printed on the same paper, at the same time and at the same

speed as the text. Each weekly issue would consist of sixteen

pages (including the covers). The royal octavo size of the pages

was large enough for the four sections of four pages each to

nestle one inside the next, like a newspaper. Sewing was not

25
required as for monthly publication. Given the size of the

Clock's pages, it would also have been impractical to print steel

plates of the size used of monthly publication. Printed one to a

page, they would have been dwarfed by the white spaces surrounding

them. Two to a page, even were they as small as the MHC woodcuts,

they would have been cramped. While some of these problems could

be alleviated by a change in page-size, (thereby creating additional

problems), the great advantage was that woodcuts could be printed

at the same time and speed as the text. This simplified the
2 6

whole process of publication, a simplicity crucial to keeping

down costs.

The format was also useful in providing a horizontal

rather than vertical orientation for the illustrations. The

The monthly numbers had enough pages and a page-size small
enough to require sewing to prevent their falling apart.

2 6
Though steel plates would have had to be printed separately,

they would not, as Professor Stevens asserts, have been required
to be "issued as a supplement to each weekly part, as was the
custom with novels appearing in Numbers," (p.115).
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plates for the earlier works had been placed vertically on the

27
page. As one held the book reading it, the greatest length of

the plates was vertical rather than horizontal. A horizontal

plate printed on a vertical page, unless printed sideways, would
2 8

have made little sense. The side margins would have been

crowded, and there would have been great expanses of white space

above and below the illustration. With MHC, the horizontal

plate became aesthetically feasible. Since they were less than

half a page tall, the "natural" orientation was the horizontal.

In fact, the horizontal, accounting for more than ninety percent
• 29

of the cuts, is by far the dominant orientation. This was

especially suitable for the architectural studies and illustrations

with large numbers of people.

With NN, as Phiz tried to squeeze in more activity, the
drawings began to get wider. Many of them became as wide as they
were tall, needing to be defined as square rather than horizontal
plates. Yet they were still printed like vertical plates, requiring
no turning of the book to make them upright.

28
The f irstdistinctly "horizontal" plate was "Coming Home

from Church," the second plate in Part 10 of Dombey. The horizontal
orientation then became more and more well-used by Phiz. Of the
Dombey plates, five of forty were horizontal; and in Bleak House,
nineteen of forty. In Tale of Two Cities, all but the frontispiece
and vignette were horizontal. They had to be looked at by turning
the book sideways, as did the horizontal plates for MHC, when
printed for the Illustrated Library Edition (OCS, 1861; BR, 1861/2).

29 . .

Only one headpiece ("Lord George Brings News of the Debate"--
MHC III, 217) and ten mid-page insets are vertical. These, with
their extra wide margins, stand out but are not aesthetically
disturbing. The text, extending to the margin, above and below
the cut, helps to balance the page. All the frontispieces, printed
as they are on separate plates, are vertical; the tailpieces tend
to be squarish.

30
Of those illustrations which are vertical, only two ("Mr.

Haredale Defies the Mob" MHC III, 188; and "Lord George Brings News
of the Debate"--MHC III, 217) portray more than two characters.



Then the Clock was to give eight to nine illustrations

per month in place of the two for Pickwick and Nickleby. Some

means had to be found of paying for this extravagance without
31

cutting too deeply into the partners' potential profits.

Increasing the circulation was one means of accomplishing this.

Weekly issue, which required much smaller individual outlays

of funds from purchasers, would certainly contribute to larger

sales. But a larger circulation produced additional problems.

Because printing steel plates took more time than printing type,

several copies of a given plate needed to be etched so that the

illustrations could keep pace with the text. -This was obviously

expensive. As many as eight plates for a single illustration

might be required for a circulation of 100,000. Yet the whole

problem would be solved by woodcuts. A single cut might yield

up to two or three hundred thousand impressions at the same

printing speed as the text. Contemporary advertisements for

illustrated publications make it clear that woodcuts were less

expensive than steel, as shown by the enormous number of woodcuts

offered by cheap reprints. Equally convincing are the advertise¬

ments for illustrated works which included both woodcuts and

steel Plates: "Each part will contain Twenty-four pages of

Letter-press and Four fine Steel Plates, besides numerous Engravings

31
For the first time, Dickens was an "equal" partner with

his publishers from the beginning of publication. For MHC
he was to receive £50 per weekly issue plus fifty percent of
the profits. Pilgrim I, 570; and II, 464-71.
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32
on Wood;" and "With Steel Frontispiece and Title-page, and nearly

,33100 engravings." For a publisher aiming at a large circulation,
o /

woodcuts printed with the text offered the only reasonable solution.

Weekly presentation, woodcuts, and even the way in which they

were used, all follow on this wish to aim at a larger circulation.

It might even be argued that once Dickens found he had to write

two long continuous fictions, he was compelled to give them a

simpler, more sensational and popular appeal than usual. Given

the form, he adapted himself to it.

To begin with, Dickens took a little while to establish a

pattern. As Joan Stevens notes, with the sixth'number (issues 22-26):

Dickens seems to have settled upon a standard procedure
by which the woodcuts mark off the physical identity of
the monthly set. This Number, which concludes Volume I
of the Clock, opens with a headpiece and initial and ends
with a tailpiece, no other headpieces appearing. After this
with two exceptions only, each Number carries a headpiece with
initial on its opening recto but nowhere else^while most
have a tailpiece or inset on the final verso.

Advertisement for A History and Description of The London and
Birmingham Railway in "Nickleby Advertiser," p.2. NN, 1 (April 2, 1838).

^~*In "Nickleby Advertiser," p. 20. NN, 16 (July 1, 1839).
34

Steel plates were certainly not feasible as far as time was
concerned. A particularly busy time for Browne will demonstrate
this: During the approximately thirteen weeks of preparation for
issues 18-30, Browne designed 26 illustrations and 2 initials. In a
schedule Browne prepared for his publishers, he estimated that it
took ten days to etch and finish four etchings. (D.C. Thomson,
Life and Labours of H.K. Browne London: Chapman & Hall, 1884 ,

p.234.) If MHC had used steel plates, if seven plates had been suf¬
ficient for printing 100,000 copies of one subject, and if Browne
jobbed out the work to etchers who worked at his own rate; it would
have required 5 men etching 6 days a week to keep MHC on schedule.

But Joan Stevens (p.115) has argued under the assumption that
woodcuts would have required "extra cost," and only rather dubiously
mentions "financial considerations" as weighing "initially" with
Dickens.

3 5
Stevens, p.116. Actually, only about half of the Monthly

Number final versos, after the headpiece pattern was developed, have
tailpieces or insets.
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The mid-month issues also established a pattern of having two

36
illustrations per issue, taking up about a third to half a page.

37
Naturally enough a balance was struck. In fact, we may say that,

except for the wish to mark off the monthly numbers, the placing

of the illustrations follows on the rest of the form. They can

either come at the start, or the finish, or in the middle. If

they are both in the middle, they are almost bound to be balanced

throughout the issue; and, as they take up less that a full page,

it follows that they must be inserted in the text. If they are

inserted in the text, it is almost inevitable that they must be

closely related to it, and even placed exactly.-

It is, perhaps, worth making this point even clearer at the

risk of appearing over precise. When Dickens's monthly serials

were published, the steel plates had been put at the beginning

of each instalment: either facing each other (as with PP or NN)

or facing the first page in Bentley's Magazine (as with OT).

But they were always drawn to correspond to a more or less exact

place in the text, and always bound in precisely the appropriate

Some of these were on the verso of the last page of the
issue and a few were on the first page, but only a very limited
number were in either the headpiece ("Frightened by a Ghost"--
MHC III, 121--is in the headpiece position of issue 63) or tailpiece
(MHC II, 252 & 267; and III, 180 & 276) positions.

37 . ... . .

Most of the issues have their first illustration m the
first six pages and a second in the last six. Yet about one-fifth
of first illustrations are after the first six pages; less than 4%
of second illustrations are before the last six pages. Usually the
first falls within the first four pages of the issue, and the
second within the last four. There are generally 3-7 pages between
the first and second illustrations, though there may be as few
as zero or as many as ten.
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place for publication in book form. Even for Dickens, therefore,

there was nothing new in having illustrations in as close proximity

as possible to the text,; nor was he ever to give it up. The

artists were governed by, and accepted, the principle that they

illustrated passages from his text. Of course, if woodcuts

are inserted within the text (rather than as head- or tail-pieces)

they have to be placed precisely, and this was a practice that

publishers already followed because theycould hardly do anything

else. What was new for Dickens, therefore, was not that there

was a close relationship between his text and the illustration, but

that he found himself in the somewhat embarrassing position

(which he never intended) of having to drop illustrations into the

course of a continuous story. What he does is sometimes to turn

this to advantage, and sometimes to smooth over the interruption

they make, or lessen the way in which the form leads to apparent

over-simplicity.

There are few exceptions to these consequential rules. As
38

Joan Stevens has noted, there was one way in particular which

affects them, as a result of the way Dickens made up his pages.

Apart from a few exceptions at the start of the enterprise, there

was an attempt to avoid allowing illustrations (other than tailpieces)

falling to the foot of the page. Similarly, illustrations other than

38
Stevens, p.128. Yet Joan Stevens writes as if this practice

in page-design were peculiar to Dickens--or Forster. In fact
it is the more usual practice with woodcuts at any time; and as
Dickens and Forster apparently had to discover this as they went
along, it only suggests how artlessly the undertook the whole enter¬
prise .
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headpieces rarely rise to the very top of the page. The visual

effect is not only one of balance: a non-tailpiece illustration,

in a tailpiece position, signals "Finis", especially if the text

above it ends with a full-stop. The position of the monthly

headpiece was also governed by structural demands. By definition,

a headpiece must appear at the top of the page; and the pattern

established in MHC required also that it appear on the first

page of each monthly number. These headpieces are not merely

a few lines away from the appropriate passage. Most of them
39

are also separated from it by several pages. As with the earlier

steel plates, one sees the illustrations before reading the text.

When the appropriate passage is reached, reference to the beginning

of the instalment can easily be made. The headpieces are thus

less accurately placed than the steel plates. It is impossible

to agree with the comment that where this happens they were meant

40
to "mark key settings or incidents to be dealt with" in any

special manner other than that if the picture precedes the passage,

it is another inescapable effect that it must prefigure it in some

way.

Yet the mis-placed headpieces account for only one-eighth

of the woodcuts in monthly numbers 6-20. Most of the insets are

more accurately placed. Much of their effectiveness lies in the

simple fact that pages do not need to be flipped back to the picture

39 . .

The headpiece in issue 27 is six pages from its text. Two
others (in no. 62 & 75) are five pages separate; and three (in no.
58, 71 & 79) are four pages separate.

^Stevens, p. 125.
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once the relevant text is found. As with Dickens's earlier novels

in book form, comparison between picture and text can easily be

made. It is difficult to tell if there is a significant perceptual

difference between having the picture facing the text and having

the two on the same page. While insets pinpoint the illustration

in the text, they may at the same time pinpoint a position which

would better be slightly more generalized. The cut of Old Trent

waiting in the church for Nell (MHC II, 216) is an example of this.

While some sense of the habitual nature of his ordeal is indicated

by the cut's position following the phrase, "She will come

to-morrow!", it is nonetheless stuck in one pos-ition.

Inset woodcuts, as I have already indicated, were not an

innovation with Master Humphrey's Clock. They were, in fact,

a very popular form of illustration in the late 1830s and early

1840s. The positioning of cuts in some of these works was

ridiculously precise. For example, one of the books making use

of insets was G.W.M. Reynolds's popular sequel to Pickwick.
41

Titled Pickwick Abroad; or, The Tour m France, this book included

thirty-three woodcuts by Bonner. Examples of placement include:

"Suddenly he recollected that the next day was the Sabbath, and

that Rose, attended by Marguerite, was habitually present at

divine service, in the Cathedral Church of Notre [cut of Notre

Dame^ Dame," (p.361); and "The columns are sixty- [cut of la Bourse^

^(London: Sherwood, Gilbert & Piper, 1839).
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six in number, and form about the building one of the finest

piazzas in the world," (p.387). A super-illustrated publication
. _ . . 42

of Robinson Crusoe had an inset woodcut on almost every page.

The placement of these cuts often seems childish: "(when our

boat mounting the waves, [cut of boat"] we were able to see the

shore)," (p.14); or "we were all swallowed up in a moment.

£ut of disaster] Nothing can describe..." (p.41). With these inset

cuts and the numerous full-page illustrations, one could "read"

the story by looking only at the pictures.

The fact is that dropping woodcuts into a text is perfectly

appropriate for a guidebook, history or travel book. The pictures

give precise needed information in a way the text cannot. It would

have been equally appropriate for the weekly miscellany MHC was

meant to be. But the novelist rarely wants such precise illustration.

No doubt Dickens was able to modify the stories in MHC to enable

him to use the form he was saddled with; but his customary practice

had been to have his illustrators follow his text, and his idea of

collaboration was that they did as he told them. They provided

something to accompany the story, not to interrupt or add to it.

The illustrations at this time were mainly of actions, and sometimes

scenes or characters; but since they do not add significantly to

the text, and were not meant to, to "drop" them into a continuous

42
Daniel Defoe, The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe

(London: William Strange, 1840). The designs, "after J.J. Grand-
ville," were engraved on wood by George Dorrington. The full-page
illustrations may have been published separately.
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narrative meant that they ran the danger of seeming to be a

picture-book accompaniment, like a child's reader or a strip

cartoon.

The crudity of placing in such works as Strange's Crusoe,

or Reynolds's Pickwick Abroad only emphasizes how the new

technique was an embarrassment as much as an opportunity. It had

sprung up to cater to the popular appetite for printed pictures,

and run wild with the discovery that it could now be done so

cheaply. But even G.W. Reynolds was soon to abandon the idea of
43

interrupting his popular narratives with pictures. Illustrations

that interrupt the text allow free scope to neither the writer

nor artist, and the literate reader dislikes interruption. What

we discover from this enforced close collaboration between Dickens

and his illustrators was that he was compelled to give thought

to the problems of illustration, and that they all ingeniously made

the best of it. Yet solving the problem meant more than dropping

a picture into exactly the "right" place.

So, in several ways, Dickens calls our attention to the

illustrations. He may appeal to our sense of sight: "Observed

them closely [cut]," (1,12); "[cut] Mr. Weller was so overpowered

by this picture," (I, 70); "[cut] This, Brass," (I, 146); "all
eyes were again turned towards her [cut]," (I, 270); ' ''See--here's

43
Reynolds's usual practice in his weekly serials such as the

long-running The Mysteries of the Court of London (1849-56) was to
have one or two, three-quarter page woodcuts at the beginning
of each number and perhaps later; but there were no more attempts
at ludicrously precise placing.
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the church!' ...{cut]," (II, 55); or " [cut] The child looked

around her," (II, 103). The writer gives a reason for the sudden

introduction of an illustration, yet it is part of his narrative.

Sometimes the appeal to sight is more subtle: "all observed a

profound silence, (cut] ," (I, 66); or "relapsed into his former

silence, [cut] (I, 82). Our temporary loss of sound (Dickens's

written word) encourages us, like the deaf man, to have a stronger

dependence, if only temporarily, on the visual. At other times,

the reader's attention is retained by altering the relentless

flow of time. The illustration may be used, for instance, to

substitute for a certain period of time: "but the moment he

relapsed again ... (cut]," (I, 231); " [cut] The storm had raged

for full three hours," (I, 260); "(cut] during this melancholy

pause," (II, 142); " (cut] Mr. Swiveller contemplated these things

for a short time," (II, 158); or "wait a bit, (cut]," (II, 175).

John Harvey has noted the sort of effect Dickens's deliberately

caused effect can have on the text. Referring to Maclise's

cut of Nell and the Sexton at the well, he writes:

the main burden of the page is given in the line that
follows the illustration, and is, in effect, the caption
to it: "'It looks like a grave, itself,' said the old
man." The impact of this speech is increased by the break
in the page, in which the reader takes in the picture, and
it is to this line that all the downward movements of the
illustration lead the eye. What follows in the text is
very brief; without the cut it wou^ lack point and fail to
make a telling end to the chapter.

Harvey, p.117. The shape of the cut might well have been
as effective as the lighting and "unobtrusive downward movements"
Harvey mentions. It is the only vertical mid-page inset in Old
Curiosity Shop. The distance, from the last line of text before
the cut to the first after it, is by far the largest in the novel
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During this melancholy pause, the turnkey read his newspaper with a waggish
look (he had evidently got among the facetious paragraphs) until, happening
to take his eyes off it for an instant, as if to get by dint of contemplation at
the very marrow of some joke of a deeper sort than the rest, it appeared to
occur to him for the first time that somebody was crying.

" Now, ladies, ladies," he said, looking round with surprise, " I'd advise you
not to waste time like this. It's allowanced here, you know. You mustn't
let that child make that noise either. It's against all rules."

" I'm his poor mother, sir " sobbed Mrs. Nubbles, curtseying humbly, " and
this is his brother, sir. Oh dear, dear me !"

" Well!" replied the turnkey, folding his paper on his knee, so as to get with
greater convenience at the top of the next column. "It can't be helped, you
know. He an't the only one in the same fix. You mustn't make a noise about it!"

bird, or the wild beast, and thought the men were mere accidents with whom
the bars could have no possible concern.

But directly little Jacob saw his brother, and, thrusting his arms between
the rails to hug him, found that he came no nearer, but still stood afar ofl
with his head resting on the arm by which he held to one of the bars, he began
to cry most piteously; whereupon Kit's mother and Barbara's mother, who
had restrained themselves as much as possible, burst out sobbing and weep¬
ing afresh. Poor Kit could not help joining them, and not one of them could
speak a word.

mM

Figure 20. "Kit in Jail"
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Well-placed cuts, especially when attention is intentionally

drawn to them, can create an effect different froim that of the

text alone, or text with illustration facing. The presentation

of text in graphic form is bound more firmly to impress it upon

the reader's mind. But when the cut is inset, the author has the

advantage (when the typographical limitations allow, and it is

appropriate) of declaring when the reader should stop to look.

Not only can this type of control sometimes exert a dramatic

strength as in the illustration of Nell and the Sexton. It

can also serve as a means of bringing the reader to a greater

level of participation in the work. Because the illustration

interrupts the text, it cannot easily be ignored. Dickens's ways

of pointing at the picture make attention even more imperative.

In "Kit in Jail" (MHC II, 142--Figure 20), for instance, he

made it quite clear that the reader is meant to dwell on the

illustration. The cut is preceded by the "silence" discussed

above: "not one of them could speak a word." If the reader did

not catch the hint, he is given a second chance in the text

following the cut: "During this melancholy pause..." So,

while placement is by no means always crucial, there are cases

where its effect cannot be ignored.

Yet Joan Stevens has drawn attention to the manuscript and

proofs of the Old Curiosity Shop and Barnaby Rudge which she says

show places where Dickens has told the printer where spaces should
45

be left for the illustrations. And this is exactly what we would

45
Stevens, pp.127-9.
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expect, if he really gave as much thought to their placing as she

believes. But, on the face of it, her arguments lack weight,

and they are not all perfectly straightforward. The headnotes and

tailpieces are hardly significant; nor, of course, is it remarkable

to find the proofs so arranged as to leave a space for the

illustrations. Surely no one ever supposed that their placing

was left to be "casually manipulated by the printer.But, if

it could be shown that Dickens was consistently concerned with

instructing the printer about placement, we might be impressed.

Stevens writes:

the MS of BR carries a number of specific -instructions to
the printer in Dickens's writing, while the proof sheets of
PCS carry similar instructions in Forster's writing. Since
we know that Forster was Dickens's helper and consultant
throughout the Clock's run it may be assumed that the placings
which he marked in for the woodcuts were those which Dickens

himse^.| had indicated in discussion or correspondence now
lost.

In other words, there are no indications to the printers in Dickens's

hand in the manuscript of PCS,. That Forster took Dickens's place,

so far as the record shows, in placing them in the proofs for the

PCS is evidence that Dickens was prepared to trust him instead of

being desperately concerned about it himself. The actual directions,

as she describes them and as we find them on consulting the proofs,

are of no particular significance: they come where they have to,

except that Forster will not let an illustration sit on the bottom of

the page. And of course we cannot simply assume that Forster's

decisions were exactly Dickens's.

46
Stevens, p. 127.

47Ibid, p.128.
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It is much the. same when we turn to the manuscript of Barnaby

Rudge. She has seen that in three numbers near the end of the

novel, Dickens had gone back over his manuscript after he had
.... 48

finished, and indicated where the cuts would be placed. There

are only five such examples. The evidence is fragmentary and does

not suggest, on its own, that Dickens wrote "with pictorial
49

possibilities in mind"; and some of it indicates that he left the

exact placing until proof-stage, and that he trusted Forster to

do it in his place. In an attempt to prove her point, Joan

Stevens has somewhat misused the evidence.

One means of judging the roles Dickens meant the illustrations

to play is by comparing the information he provided his artists

in letters with what they provided, and what he let pass.

For the headpiece to the first issue, Dickens sent Cattermole

a short description for:

an old quaint room with antique Elizabethan furniture,
and in the chimney-corner an extraordinary old clock--
the cloc^belong to Master Humphrey in fact--and no
figures.

Details in the text include: a house with "low ceilings crossed

by clumsy beams; its walls of wainscot ... many nooks, scarce

larger than its corner-cupboards; its very dust and dullness,"

(MHC I, 2); and the clock "a quaint old thing in a huge oaken

case curiously and richly carved," whose face was "reddened by

^Stevens, p. 129.
49

Ibid.

5°Pilgrim II, 8 (13 Jan 1840).
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only come to know the fact through the innocence of the child, and though
the old man was by at the time and saw my undisguised surprise, he had pre¬
served a strange mystery upon the subject and offered no word of explanation.
These reflections naturally recalled again more strongly than before his hag¬
gard face, his wandering manner, his restless anxious looks. His affection for
the child might not be inconsistent with villany of the worst kind ; even
that very affection was in itself an extraordinary contradiction, or how could
he leave her thus? Disposed as I was to think badly of him, I never doubted
that his love for her was real. I could not admit the thought, remembering
what had passed betw een us, and the tone of voice in which he had called her
by her name.

" Stay here of course" the child had said in answer to my question, "I
always do!" What could take him from home by night, and overy night !
I called up all the strange tales I had ever heard of dark and secret deeds
committed in great towns and escaping detection for a long series of years;
wild as many of these stories were, I could not find one adapted to this
mystery, which only became the more impenetrable, in proportion as I sought
to solve it.

Occupied with such thoughts as these, and a crowd of others all tending to
the same point, I continued to pace the street for two long hours ; at length
the rain began to descend heavily, and then overpowered by fatigue though no
less interested than I had been at first, I engaged the nearest coach and so got
home. A cheerful fire was blazing on the hearth, the lamp burnt brightly^
my clock received me with its old familiar welcome; everything was quiet
warm and cheering, and in happy contrast to the gloom and darkness 1 had
quitted.

Figure 21. "Nell asleep in the curiosity shop
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the glow of the shining fire," and "stands in a snug corner, midway

between the fireside and a low arched door leading to my bed-room,"

(MHC I, 4). The illustration, in its dominant headpiece position,

would have been seen before any of the details concerning it were

read. It is this rather large, by no means "quaint,11 room

with its well-aligned beams and giant window (providing good

natural lighting) that is established as Master Humphrey's room.

There is some evidence that Dickens re-wrote, or made additions

to, his text after receiving the drawing which pleased him so

well."^ It appears that Cattermole did not see the text but

designed his illustration only from information given in the letter.

Yet Dickens's description of the clock's position exactly fits
52

that in the woodcut --"midway between the fireside and a low

arched door." The "Elizabethan" aspect of the room is the only

detail Dickens provided Cattermole, but not his readers.

The cut of Nell asleep in the curiosity shop (MHC I, 46--Figure

21) presents a peculiarly interesting case. To Samuel Williams,

Dickens had written:

The object being to shew the child in the midst of a crowd
of uncongenial and ancient things. ... If the composition
would admit of a few grim, ugly articles seen through a door-

Pilgrim II, 12 & 42. The Forster Collection (Victoria and
Albert Museum) includes manuscript for most of MHC (MSS 96738).
The first issue, however, is not included, so one cannot verify
the conjecture.

52
The Pilgrim editors note (II, 8n) that the clock is "not in

a chimney-corner." Dickens's textual description of it makes it
clear that "corner" does not mean the position in the room where
the walls meet at a ninety-degree angle. "Chimney-corner" is an
appropriate term for the fireside in MHC as it is "familiarly
treated as the place of the old, the infirm, and idle." (OED)
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way beyond, for instance, and giving a notion of great
gloom outside the little room and surrounding the chamber,
it would be much better. The figure on the bed is not
sufficiently childish, and would perhaps look better
without a cap, and with the hair floating over the pillow.
The last paragraph of the paper (which perhaps Mr. Williams
has) expresses Mr. Dic^ns's idea better than he can conveyit in any other words.

That "last paragraph" read:

But all that night, waking or in my sleep, the same
thoughts recurred and the same images retained possession
of my brain. I had ever before me the old dark murky
rooms--the gaunt suits of mail with their ghostly silent
air--the faces all awry, grinning from wood and stone--
the dust and rust and worm that lives in wood — and alone
in the midst of all this lumber and decay and ugly age,
the beautiful child in her gentle slumber, smiling through
her light and sunny dreams. (MHC I, 47)

The reader is provided with the same sorts of details as was

Williams. In this case, placement is crucial. In the original

serial issue, the cut actually falls at the bottom of a page,

like a tailpiece. Following the next to last paragraph of the

chapter, it misleadingly signals an end. It is only after the

reader has perused the illustration that his eyes move to the top

of the next page to find the "last paragraph" with its descriptive

details. But he has already "read" these details in the illustra¬

tion, so they are now merely repeated, and only confirm the reader's

pictorial impressions.

Then, in 1841, separate volume publication of PCS and BR

was prepared from the stereotype plates of the original issues,

and Dickens added an extra four paragraphs before the last one,

"^Pilgrim II, 49 (31 March 1840).
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in writing which he was almost certainly influenced by a favourable
54

review by Thomas Hood. The woodcut remained in its original

position following what had previously been the next to last

paragraph. But while it had not been typographically feasible

to place the cut after the last paragraph in the original issue,

the addition of four paragraphs in this edition made it possible

to take advantage of what might have been a more effective,

chapter-ending position following the last paragraph. Yet the

opportunity to make the change was not taken. While the inconvenience

of re-setting twenty-six lines of text"^ may have been influential

in the decision, or non-decision, to leave page 46 as it had been

for serial publication, it is also likely that it was left

untouched for aesthetic purposes. The cut still holds its tailpiece¬

like position. Its importance is emphasized by the use of "visual"

phrases in the last five paragraphs: "I ... pictured to myself,"

"without such visible aids, often escape us," and "images retained

possession of my brain." These all refer the reader back to the

illustration which he has already considered. Dickens's added

paragraphs hammer home the "object" of the illustration.

54
The Athenaeum, (7 Nov 1840), p.887. See Harvey, pp.122-25,

for a discussion of the role played by this review. Bibliographi-
cally, the added section was needed to balance what would otherwise
have been a desperately top-heavy page, since the bottom three-
quarters of the page which, in the first volume of MHC (1840), had
been filled with "Correspondence," had to be removed when separate
volumes of PCS and BR were published.

"^Because the separate volume publication was done from
stereotyped plates, only the revised sections (pp.47-79, 96-102,
& 103) had to be reset.
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204 MASTER HUMPHREY'S CLOCK.
'

A strange circumstance, a light in such a place at that time of night, with
no one near it.

A curtain was drawn across the lower portion of the window, and he could
not Bee into the room. But there was no shadow thrown upon it from within.
To have gained a footing on the wall and tried to look in from above, would
have been attended with some danger—certainly with some noise, and the
chance of terrifying the child, if that really were her habitation. Again and
again he listened ; again and again the same wearisome blank.

Leaving the spot with slow and cautious steps, and skirting the ruin for a
few paces, he came at length to a door. He knocked. No answer. But
there was a curious noise inside. It was difficult to determine what it was.

It bore a resemblance to the low moaning of one in pain, but it was not that,
being far too regular and constant. Now it seemed a kind of song, now a wail
—seemed, that is, to his changing fancy, for the sound itself was never changed
or checked. It was unlike anything he had ever heard, and in its tone there
was something fearful, chilling, and unearthly.

The listener's blood ran colder now than ever it had done in frost and snow,
but he knocked again. There was no answer, and the sound went on without
any interruption. He laid his hand softly upon the latch, and put his knee
against the door. It was not secured on the inside, but yielded to the
pressure, and turned upon its hinges. He saw the glimmering of a fire upon
the old walls, and entered.
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Figure 22. "The Journey's End"
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Yet there is another curious point that arises in connection

with this illustration. We can see exactly how far Dickens was

prepared to go in making his themes explicit in his letter to

Williams: fairly explicit, yet not too heavily. l4n , in adding *
A

his four paragraphs, he does so with Hood's review in mind; and,

in commenting on them, Forster no doubt also wrote (as was his

custom) after reference to Hood's contemporary review. Joan

Stevens quotes (p.122) a long passage from Forster's Life with

references to Hogarth and themes of the novel. But what she

brings out, without knowing it, is that in using Hood's review

while adding these four paragraphs—not part of the original

collaboration of writer and artist--Dickens began to get more

consciously like Hogarth. This consciousness, as I will suggest

later, became more pronounced after Martin Chuzzlewit.

There is another special instance in Dickens's letter to

Cattermole about "The Journey's End" (MHC II, 204 — Figure 22)

which provides information in some ways distinctly different

from that of the text:

Kit, leaving them behind, runs to the old house, and with
a lanthorn in one hand and the bird in its cage in the
other, stops for a moment at a little distance with a
natural hesitation before he goes up to make his presence
known. In a window—supposed to,_^e that of the child's
little room—a light is burning.

In the text, "they saw among some ruined buildings at a distance,

Harvey suggests this connection, (p.123).
57Pilgrim II, 170 (21 Dec 1840).
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one single solitary light" (MHC II, 20-). Kit, having begged of

his companions to investigate the light,

darted off with breathless eagerness, and, still carrying
the birdcage in his hand, made straight towards the spot.

It was not easy to hold that pace among the graves, and
at another time he might have gone more slowly, or round
by the path. Unmindful of all obstacles, however, he
pressed forward without slackening his speed, and soon
arrived within a few yards of the window.

A curtain was drawn across the lower portion of the window,
and he could not see into the room. (MHC II, 203-4)

Through having been drawn from the letter rather than text, the

illustration disagrees not only in having no curtain across the
58

lower part of the window; but also in showing Kit running on

a path, directly toward the ruin's door instead of proceeding

among the graves towards the window. If Kit is running toward

the door instead of the window, the absent curtain is irrelevant.

The illustrations is internally consistent but disagrees with the

text. It is in a tailpiece position, following the section of

text with which it disagrees. Yet the discrepancies seem to have

left Dickens (and others) unconcerned. Kit, who Dickens admitted

59
might be left out, and the "forgotten" curtain hardly matter.

The ruin itself, with its antiquarian echoes of the curiosity shop,

and the gravestones in the barrenness of the winter scene are the

details which come most readily to mind when recalling the cut.

As a tailpiece (the first in over 200 pages), it helps to sustain

the suspense over Nell's fate.

Pilgrim editors note that this omission would have meant that
"Kit could have seen into the room where Nell lies dead without

difficulty," (II, 170n).
59Pilgrim II, 170 (21 Dec 1840).
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For Barnaby Rudge, Dickens changed the way in which he gave

information to Cattermole, and concentrated on letting the text

suggest the sort of detail he wanted. Those scenes which he did

describe depend more on action than pictorial detail. The descrip¬

tions, which give an outline of the action, assume a conversational

tone which he had not previously used:

The rioters went, sir, from John Willet's bar (where you
saw them to such good purpose) straight to The Warren,
which house they plundered, sacked, burned, pulled down
as much of as they could and greatly damaged and destroyed.
They are supposed to have left it about half an hour. It
is night, and the ruins are here and there flaming and smoking.
I want--if you understand—to show one of the turrets laid
open—the turret where the alarm-bell is, mentioned in No.1;
and among the ruins (at some height if poSsiblt) Mr. Haredale
just clutching our friend, the mysterious file, who is
passing over them like a spirit; Solomon Daisy, you can
introduce him, looking on from the ground below.

They may sometimes have been written after the texts. Yet it

seems more likely that these synopses were sent when manuscript

or proofs were not available. The physical facts provided in

the letters are basically the same as those available to the reader.

The simple fact that they are in a different medium means

that the illustrations transmit information in a different way

from the text. This characteristic is not, of course, peculiar to

the MHC woodcuts. Joan Stevens has noted, for instance, that:

"One obvious use of the woodcuts is to mark the first entry of

characters and of themes, which are then recalled to mind after

61
intervening weeks with a second illustrations." They serve the

^Pilgrim II, 352 (6 Aug 1841).

^Stevens, p.117. J.R. Cohen's argument along these lines
is only moderately persuasive.
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practical purpose of making a character immediately identifiable

when he is re-introduced after an absence of several weeks. It

might be that to repeat that kind of information^the text of a
serial work would soon prove tiresome, and that the linking

illustrations in a novel with a "zig-zagging" plot help to give

continuity.

There is something to be said for this argument, yet many of

Dickens's readers have without difficulty followed these stories

without the illustrations. Then, there is the problem that there

is some inconsistency in the artists' work, which left Dickens

quite unconcerned. Lastly, there is a methodological twist in

the argument: we can suppose that the subjects for illustration

were chosen in order to help the reader follow the narrative,

or we can believe that they were assigned as the story progressed

and that the help they give the reader is just a natural consequence.

It is one which Dickens may have spontaneously taken into account

in the act of writing, but there is no external evidence in his

letters to show he relied on his artists.

For consistency in the appearance of his characters was

a matter to which Dickens paid only sporadic attention. For

Cattermole's first drawing of Gabriel Varden, Dickens wrote:

"Browne has done him in one little thing, but so very slightly
6 2

that you will not require to see his sketch I think." He

also expressed concern that the appearance of the mysterious

62
Pilgrim II, 199.
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"file" in the turret at the Warren not contradict that given

in the same issue by Browne: "Please to observe that the M.F.

wears a large cloak and a slouched hat. This is important

because Browne will have him in the same number, and he has not

6 3
changed his dress meanwhile." While Dickens's concern about

consistency in any one issue is made clear, his attention to

agreement between issues was not nearly so vigilant. As important

a character as Nell continually changes appearance. In the first

three monthly parts she is shown five times in three distinctly

different forms. The five illustrations are drawn by three artists--

Cattermole, Browne, and Williams--but the explanation of the

different presentations does not lie in this fact. The young,

blond, slim Nell (MHC I, 37 & 46) was drawn by Cattermole and

Williams; the older and dark-haired, but still slim Nell (MHC I,

109 & 156) by Browne and Cattermole; and the young, chubby and

dark-haired Nell (MHC I, 133) by Cattermole. There is no evidence

that these changes distressed Dickens. Possibly he felt that,

unless a character appeared more than once in a given issue,

striving for consistency would be a futile exercise. If Catter-

mole's concept did not remain stable, it would be impossible to

hope for consistency between artists from one end of the work to

the other. To some extent, the closer physical relationship

between text and picture made it unnecessary to produce pictorial

representations of characters which perfectly agreed with one

another. So we sometimes come to the conclusion that it is not

^Pilgrim II, 352.
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always the illustrations that enable us to keep in touch with the

64
plot, but the story that enables us to identify the illustrations.

Yet Dickens's concern for the illustrations and the ways in

which he was learning to get the kinds of results he wanted

are probably reflected in the detailed descriptions for subjects
65

that he provided Cattermole. For at least sixteen of the

thirty-nine illustrations provided by Cattermole, Dickens not

only indicated the subject, but gave detailed directions as well;

and this was the case despite Dickens's earlier pledge to the

contrary: "In future, I will take care that you have the No. to

choose your subject from.1,88 Accompanying some of these arbitrarily

assigned subjects was tactful praise: "It's in your way, and you'll

do it a hundred times better than I can suggest it to you, I know,"^
68

and "it will make a queer picturesque thing in your hands."

Cattermole cannot have minded too much at being told what to do.

The subjects assigned were probably the ones he would have chosen

This would be a self-evident conclusion but for the strenuous

efforts of some critics to overstress the collaboration between
Dickens and his illustrators. The popularity of new illustrations
after Dickens's death lay not in any change of insight or help
they were to give in following the narrative; as before, the
illustrations are recognized from the text. The same is true of
extra-illustrations.

8~*In Chapman & Hall's 3-volume edition of 1840-41, these appear
at pages: I - 1, 36; II - 204, 210, 216, 260, 291; III - 1, 21,
250, 264, 279, 343, 367, 415 and 426. The subject is provided,
with less detailed description for Nell being carried to heaven
(MHC II, 223) and the frontispiece for Volume I.

66Pilgrim II, 12 (?21 Jan 1840).
67

Pilgrim II, 344 (28 July 1841).
68Pilgrim II, 352 (6 Aug 1841).
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" He says ' Who's to pay!"' cried Hugh, with a roar of laughter whidj
was loudly echoed by the crowd. Then turning to John, he added, 44 ptt»
Why, nobody."

John stared round at the mass of faces—some grinning, some fierce, somg
lighted up by torches, some indistinct, some dusky and shadowy: some looking
him, some at his house, 6ome at each other—and while he was, as he thought \
the very act of doing so, found himself, without anyconsciousness of having move
in the bar; sitting down in an arm-chair, and watching the destruction of his^
perty, as if it were some queer play or entertainment, of an astonishing and 8tuBe»!
fying nature, but having no reference to himself—tjiat he could make out at ajtfi

Yes. Here was the bar—the bar that the boldest never entered without speekjP
invitation—the sanctuary, the mystery, the hallowed ground: here it was, |
med with men, clubs, sticks, torches, pistols; filled with a deafening noise, oathal
shouts, screams, hootings ; changed all at once into a bear-garden, a madh
an infernal temple : men darting in and out, by door and w indow, smashii
glass, turning the taps, drinking liquor out of China punchbowls, sitting
of casks smoking private and personal pipes, cutting down the sacred grove
lemons, hacking and hewing at the celebrated cheese, breaking open in
drawers, putting things in their pockets which didn't belong to them,
his owti money before his own eyes, wantonly wasting, breaking, pulling

i m

and tearing up : nothing quiet, nothing private : men everywhere
below, overhead, in the bedrooms, in the kitchen, in the yard, in the
clambering in at windows when there were doors wide open ; dropping

Figure 23. "A Raid on the Bar"
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had he been given the opportunity. If he had objected, it is

unlikely that an artist of his stature would have continued

contributing illustrations. The descriptions provided for Catter-

mole differ greatly in nature from those given Browne for other

novels. Dickens's directions to Browne were very specific about

the appearance and actions of the characters. The kind of detail

provided for "Great excitement of Miss Kenwigs at the hair dresser's

shop" in Nicholas Nickleby is typical:

A hairdresser's shop at night--not a dashing one, but a
barber's. Morleena Kenwigis] on a tall chair having her
hair dressed by an underbred attendant with his hair parted
down the middle, and frizzed up into curls at the sides.
Another customer, who is being shaved, has just turned his
head in the direction of. Miss Kenwigs, and she and Newman
Noggs (who has brought her there, and has been whiling away
the time with an old newspaper), recognize, with manifesta¬
tions of surprise, and Morleena with emotion, Mr. Lillyvick,
the collector. Mr. Lillyvick's bristly beard expresses great
neglect of his persg^, and he looks very grim and in the
utmost despondency.

Dickens gives Browne little freedom. His directions to Cattermole

are not nearly as specific, and he is often given the option of

including certain characters of details,^ or he may be provided

with a list of suggestions. For "A Raid on the Bar," (MHC III,

250--Figure 23) Dickens describes the subject:

a party of rioters (with Hugh and Simon Tappertit conspicuous
among them) in old John Willet's bar--turning the liquor taps
to their own advantage — smashing bottles — cutting down the

69
Pilgrim I, 560 (Early July 1839).

^"The little boy may be at the bedside," (Pilgrim II,
172 [?22 Dec 1840"}); "If you put the 'Prentice in it ...

Should you wish to put the locksmith in," (Pilgrim II, 198 ^30 Jan
1841} ); "Solomon Daisy, if you can introduce him, looking on from
the ground below," (Pilgrim II, 352 £6 Aug 184lJ ).
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grove of lemons-^sitting astride on casks--drinking out
of the best punchbowls-"eating the great cheese--smoking
sacred pipes &c &c--John Willet, fallen backward in his
chair, regarding them with a stupid horror, and quite alone^^
among them, with none of the Maypole customers at his back.

The inclusion of the rather absurd "cutting down the grove of

lemons" makes it clear that Cattermole is intended to take the

"&c &c" quite literally. Dickens's list is included to indicate

the extent of the atrocities committed. Cattermole is told,

"It's in your way, and you'll do it a hundred times better than
72

I can suggest it to you, I know." For the inset illustration

of the murderer's arrest (issue 3) Cattermole was given even more

liberty. Dickens asked him to "make a subject out of it, rather
73

than find one it it." While his meaning is somewhat vague, it

appears that Dickens is encouraging him to use the "morsel" of

text only as a framework from which to cull a subject--that he is

possibly even willing to adapt the text to the subject Cattermole

would "make". This possibility is not purely conjectural.

Daniel Maclise had been offered this freedom in his illustration

of Nell and the Sexton:

if you like to put any more people in, young or old, do so at
your own discretion, and I'll take care to account for 'em.
When you have done it, will you ^gt me have it, that I may
take care the text and it agree?

^Pilgrim II, 344 (28 July 1841).
72 . . .

Ibid. Cattermole had already designed a cut of the inside
of the Maypole (MHC II, 80--"01d John Asleep in his Cosy Bar").
He may well have been provided with details about the bar far that
illustration. The "it" clearly refers to the action, not the
physical surroundings.

^Pilgrim II, 41 (9 March 1840).
^Pilgrim II, 146 (?6 Nov 1840).
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Not knowing what "morsel" was sent to Cattermole, we cannot

determine if adaptation took place. As Maclise followed Dickens's

original suggestion to include only Nell and the old sexton, no

adaptation was necessary.^
Another way in which Dickens might "suggest" a subject was

to describe the action preceding the point at which the illustra¬

tion was to appear. These descriptions might include non-pictorial

adjectives (the "best" punchbowls and "sacred" pipes of "A Raid on

the Bar") or details which would help Cattermole to capture Dickens's
7

"idea". For "The Murderer Arrested," (MHC III, 264), Cattermole

was provided, along with other more directly useful information,

the non-pictorial facts that the rioters "are supposed to have

left ... about half an hour ago," the "mysterious file ... is

passing over them like a spirit," and "Mr. Haredale is supposed

to have come down here on horseback, pell-mell."77 In his explana¬

tory note accompanying the preliminary sketch, Cattermole included

his own non-pictorial detail: "the frightened rooks are. flying

Yet the picture and text do not agree. Apparently Maclise
was not sent the proof or MS for the issue in which his illustra¬
tion was to appear. ("Remember that your illustration will come into
the No. after the one of which you'll have the proof." Pilgrim II,
146). He followed Dickens's early description (Ch. 53) of the well
as being beneath the belfry. In Chapter 55, where the illustration
appears, the text places the well in a gloomy crypt reached by
narrow steps.

760f Seymour's preliminary sketch to "The Stroller's Tale,"
Dickens had written: "I think it extremely good, but still, it
is not quite my idea," (Pilgrim I, 146 [14 April 18363); to
Samuel Williams, he had written: "Mr. Dickens scarcely feels the
very pretty drawing inclosed as carrying out his idea," (Pilgrim
II, 149 [31 March 1840] ).

77Pilgrim II, 352 (6 Aug 1841).
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78
and cawing like mad." While pictured rooks obviously cannot

be heard, Cattermole's remark shows his conscious wish to develop

atmosphere rather than merely attempt to give a plain representation

of characters and actions.

Dickens's descriptions of subjects might also include details

about an emotion or feeling which he wanted to emphasize.

The scene of Nell lying dead was to "express the most beautiful

repose and tranquillity, and to have something of a happy look,
79

if death can" ; Old Trent to be pictured as one who "cannot
80

be made to understand that she is dead" ; and the tailpiece to

81
give "some notion of the etherealised spirit of the child."

This kind of careful attention to the section of The Old Curiosity
82

Shop which made Dickens "the wretchedest of the wretched," is to

be expected.

For the climax to the sword duel between Sir John Chester

and Mr. Haredale, Dickens asked for the representation of even

more subtle emotional states. Chester was to look at Haredale

"with most supercilious hatred—but polite to the last," and

78
Pilgrim II, 352n. Another interesting problem is Dickens's

request for a "subject representing Master Humphrey's Clock as
stopped." Pilgrim II, 378 (12 Sept 1841). The irony lies in the
implication that the graphic arts could represent time as anything
other than stopped. By including details of ways in which the
picture can be made more "stopped" than a normal drawing, Dickens
sidles away from the problem.

79Pilgrim II, 171 (?22 Dec 1840).
80T...Ibid.
Q 1

Pilgrim II, 184 (14 Jan 1841).
o o

Pilgrim II, 181 (?8 Jan 1841).
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83
Haredale is to appear "more sorry than triumphant." Dickens

was requesting the simultaneous portrayal of seemingly opposite

feelings: superciliousness and politeness; and contrition and

triumph. But unlike the neutrality normally achieved by com¬

bining opposites, he wanted the distinct characteristics of

each to be brought out. Looking at this illustration apart from

the letter or text, it is unlikely that anyone would connect

Chester's and Haredale's expressions with the attitudes described

in the letter. Haredale looks sad and Chester seems to be in

pain. Having read the text before looking at the illustration,

our first inclination is to accept it as showing the mixture

of emotions described. While Haredale1s face expresses no triumph

at all, his manner of wiping Chester's blood from his sword helps

to give something of the effect Dickens wanted. The text itself

does little toward making Chester "polite to the last". He

repulses Haredale's efforts to ease him to the ground and tries

to smile only to prevent his features being distorted after death.

His pained smile, while not serving the purpose described in

Dickens's letter, perfectly agrees with the text. Yet, as

the letter was written in mid-September and the issue was not

published until the end of November, it is possible that Dickens

forgot the instructions given Cattermole when he finally got round

to writing the chapter.

The way in which Dickens made suggestions to Cattermole

shows a greater faith in him than in Browne. To some extent, the

83Pilgrim II, 378 (12 Sept 1841).
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greater emphasis on atmosphere comes from the relative absence

84
of characters m architectural or antiquarian subjects.

Yet there is more to Cattermole's illustrations than walls,

doors and windows. There is also more than the picturesque/

historic interest held by the sort of drawings Cattermole designed

for John Britton's Architectural Antiquities of England. Catter¬

mole's buildings seems to have a life qf their own. Certainly our

interest in the work they accompany lends an additional degree of

vitality to them. But isolated, and viewed before the text has

been read, they demand attention. Old buildings, going to ruin,

sag as they they were tired; and stately homes-are not just

buildings, but part of large estates with the trees and lawns

which imply an extensive domain. This same vitality appears in

his antiquarian subjects. Suits of armour appear to have men

sitting or standing inside them. Statues and paintings seem to

be alive. It is not difficult to imagine, could the illustration

be "brought to life," the suits of armour moving about as easily

as Nell or Trent; the statues climbing off their shelves; and the

pictures jumping off the walls.

Dickens's confidence in Cattermole's ability to capture

atmosphere is not only to be found in the letters. Most of the
81

sentimental and semi-abstract topics were assigned to Cattermole.

^Cattermole's illustrations of this nature average only 1.2
characters each. In comparison, Browne's illustrations for The
Old Curiosity Shop (not as noted for its mob scenes as is Barnaby
Rudge) average 5.5 characters each.

~85
An exception is the assignment to Browne of "Nell's

Garden" (issue 35).
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86
Browne was given the majority of the comic and grotesque subjects.

The sort of subject which Cattermole was most often asked to take

were those which, if unsuccessful, could destroy the effect of
87

the number. Browne was, for the most part, given subjects similar

to those he had shown he could do in his earlier work for Pickwick

and Nickleby. Yet when working with Cattermole, Dickens could make

valuable use of Browne. He could be used as a means of flattering

Cattermole; of forcing him to accept or reject a given subject; of

convincing him that if a design were not done speedily enough,

Browne could always do it; and, generally, of serving as a constant

reminder that he was not indispensable.

Yet Browne did not quietly stagnate in a corner and humbly

allow Cattermole to take all the glory. His Clock cuts made some

notable advances on his earlier work. Taking advantage of the

opportunities provided by horizontal blocks, he was able to draw

crowd scenes which, because they were less cramped, proved to be

more effective than they would have been on vertical blocks. The

space is more uniformly filled with action when the unnecessary

upper portion of the block is eliminated.

A notable development is also to be seen in his single-figure

illustrations, some of which are primarily portraits. Among them

86
An exception is Cattermole's drawing of "Quilp's Wharf"

(issue 9). Cattermole drew Quilp only once, and then in the
background, for "Little Nell as Comforter" (issue 12)--an illustra¬
tion which is more sentimental and antiquarian than grotesque.

8 7
Browne's very effective illustration, "The End of Quilp"

(issue 42) is one that is of a different character from his earlier
contributions.
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delight, and looked at his neighbour with a sort of quiet congratulation. Nay,
it was felt to be such a holiday and special night, that, on the motion of little
Solomon Daisy, every man (including John himself) put down his sixpence for
a can of flip, which grateful beverage was brewed with all despatch, and set
down in the midst of them on the brick floor ; both that it might simmer and
stew before the fire, and that its fragrant steam, rising up among them and
mixing with the wreaths of vapour from their pipes, might shroud them in a
delicious atmosphere of their own, and shut out all the world. The very
furniture of the room seemed to mellow and deepen in its tone; the ceiling and
walls looked blacker and more highly polished, the curtains of a ruddier red;
the fire burnt clear and high, and the crickets in the hearth-stone chirped with
a more than wonted satisfaction.

There were present, two, however, who showed but little interest in the general
contentment. Of these, one was Barnaby himself, who slept, or, to avoid being
beset with questions, feigned to sleep, in the chimney-corner; the other, Hugh,
who, sleeping too, lay stretched upon the bench on the opposite side, in the full
glare of the blazing fire.

:y
s «

■ -a;

Ihe light that fell upon this slumbering form, showed it in all its muscular
and handsome proportions. It was that of a young man, of a hale athletic

Figure 24. "Hugh"
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are ones of Dick, Quilp, Barnaby, Miggs, Hugh (Figure 24),

Barnaby and Chester (MHC II, 124, 135, 276, 286, 297, 306 and

III, 14; respectively). Others have only one character placed

in a setting which makes it a more important part of the narrative

than a pure portrait: "Quilp defies the Dog,""The End of Quilp,"

"The Secretary's Watch," "Barnaby in Newgate," and, "The Hangman's

Badinage (MHC I, 211; II, 187; and III, 246, 276 & 313). These

single figure illustrations are amongst the most effective Browne

ever did. Those of Hugh sleeping and Quilp lying dead at the

waterside, for example, stand out in one's memory. They are

carefully-drawn, well-executed cuts which stand out from the rest

of the illustrations. They need no knowledge of the story,

might well be exhibited in a gallery with no accompanying text,

and may represent an attempt on Browne's part to emulate Cattermole.

Admirable as they are, it is impossible to escape the conclusion

that Dickens dislike!them just because they could stand on their

own, and they offer an interpretation which begins to challenge

the text. It is significant that when Browne obtained permission

to bring out two small series of extra illustrations for PCS (1848)
88

and BR (1849), he naturally enough turned to single figure subjects,

as did many of the extra-illustrators. But they are never again

permitted by Dickens within the novels. While the author has

primacy, the illustrator is given scenes in which the figures act

out a scene within the stage set by the story; as the artist

secures more freedom, the figures grow larger. Dickens saw the

danger, and Browne was never allowed a "close-up" again.

88
They were also his subjects for the extra illustrations (1848) for PS.
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When the long comrade had made these preparations, he looked towards Mr.

Tappertit; and Mr.Tappertit,flourishingthe bone, knocked nine times therewith
upon one of the skulls. At theninthstroke, a third young gentlemanemerged from
the door leading to the skittle ground, and bowing low, awaited his commands.

" 'Prentice !" said the inighty captain, " who waits without?"
The 'prentice made answer that a stranger was in attendance, who claimed

admission into that secret society of 'Prentice Knights, and a free partici¬
pation in their rights, privileges, and immunities. Thereupon Mr. Tappertit
flourished the bone again, and giving the other skull a prodigious rap on the
nose, exclaimed " Admit him ! ** At these dread words the 'prentice bowed
once more, and so withdrew as he had come.

There soon appeared at the same door, two other 'prentices, having between
them a third, whose eyes were bandaged, and who was attired in a bag-wig,
and a broad-skirted coat, trimmed with tarnished lace ; and who was girded
with a sword, in compliance with the laws of the Institution regulating the
introduction of candidates, which required them to assume this courtly dress,
and kept it constantly in lavender, for their convenience. One of the conductors
of this novice held a rusty blunderbuss pointed towards his ear, and the other
a very ancient sabre, with which he carved imaginary offenders as he came
along in a sanguinary and anatomical manner.

As this silent group advanced, Mr. Tappertit fixed his hat upon his head.
The novice then laid his hand upon his breast and bent before him. When
he had humbled himself sufficiently, the captain ordered the bandage to be
removed, and proceeded to eye him over.

Figure 25. "The Secret Society of Prentice Knights
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Browne's skill in capturing the "spirit of the text"

improved as well. For example, the absurdity of the secret

society of 'Prentice Knights (Figure 25), is greatly enhanced

by Browne's treatment of the initiation ritual. He has slightly

gone beyond the text to make the illustration even more

effective. We are only told of one thigh-bone placed in the

hands of Tappertit who received it as "a sceptre and staff of

authority." The illustration shows at least three more bones,

one used as a drumstick. The scene in front of Sim's "chair

of state" is effectively altered as well:

ISimjhad no sooner assumed this position, than another
young gentleman appeared, bearing in his arms a huge
clasped book, who made him a profound obeisance, and
delivering it to the long comrade, advanced to the table,
and turning his back upon it, stood there Atlas-wise. Then,
the long comrade got upon the table too; and seating himself
in a lower chair than Mr. Tappertit's, with much state and
ceremony, placed the large book on the shoulders of their
mute companion as deliberately as if he had been a wooden
desk, and prepared to make entries therein with a pen of
corresponding size. (MHC II, 279)

Rather than being "Atlas-wise" the young gentleman is kneeling

on all-fours, wearing a ridiculous wig and drinking from a porter

pot. The "long comrade" is not on the table, but on a "chair"

at floor level. Though proper chair legs can be seen beneath

him, he appears to be sitting directly on the kneeling young

gentleman. Entries in the huge book are made not in ink but in

"Blood". Of the novice's two conductors we read:

One of the conductors of this novice held a rusty blunder¬
buss pointed towards [the novice's} ear, and the other a very
ancient sabre, with which he carved imaginary offenders as
he came along in a sanguinary and anatomical manner. (MHC II,

280)

To add to the preposterousness of the scene, Browne has placed



With all he saw in this last glance fixed indelibly upon his mind, Barnaby
hurried from the city which inclosed such horrors; and, holding down his head
that he might not even see the glare of the fires upon the quiet landscape,
was soon in the still country roads.

He stopped at about half-a-mile from the shed where his father lay, and
with some difficulty making Hugh sensible that he must dismount, sunk the
horse's furniture in a pool of stagnant water, and turned the animal loose.
That done, he supported his companion as well as he could, and led him slowly
forward.

$ . ■ mMmp- ■

>3G master Humphrey's clock.

and daughters, women with children in their arms and babies at their breasts,
and drank until they died. While some stooped with their lips to the brink
and never raised their heads again, others sprang up from their fiery draught,
and danced, half in a mad triumph, and half in the agony of suffocation, until
they fell, and steeped their corpses in the liquor that had killed them. Nor
was even this the worst or most appalling kind of death that happened on this
fatal night. From the burning cellars, where they drank out of hats, pails,
buckets, tubs, and shoes, some men were drawn, alive, but all alight from head
to foot ; who, in their unendurable anguish and suffering, making for anything
that had the look of water, rolled, hissing, in this hideous lake, and splashed up
liquid fire which lapped in all it met with as it ran along the surface, and
neither spared the living nor the dead. On this last night of the great riots—
for the last night it was—the wretched victims of a senseless outcry, became
themselves the dust and ashes of the flames they had kindled, and strewed the
public streets of London.

i-tr, . JISfiHiNrro

Figure 26. "The Rabble's Orgy"
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tall tapers atop their three-cornered hats. The "play" element

is emphasized by showing conductors who are in many ways unfit

for the dignified roles they pretend to perform. The illustration

asserts the accuracy of Staggs' opinion that Sim is a "conceited,

bragging, empty-headed, duck-legged idiot," (MHC II, 284). His

followers are clearly just as thoroughly "empty-headed".

In a far different vein is the cut of the "wretched

victims of a senseless outcry," (MHC III, 336) in "The Rabble's

Orgy" (Figure 26). Dickens directs our attention to the visual:

"But there was a worse spectacle," (MHC III, 335). The text

itself is full of the miserable actions performed by the crowd

which had created such havoc:

The gutters of the street and every crack and fissure in
the stones, ran with scorching spirit; which, being dammed
up by busy hands, overflowed the road and pavement, and
formed a great pool, in which the people dropped down dead
by dozens. They lay in heaps all round this fearful
pond, husbands and wives, fathers and sons, mothers and
daughters, women with children in their arms and babies
at their breasts, and drank until they died. While some
stooped with their lips to the brink and never raised their
heads again, others sprang up from their fiery draught, and
danced, half in a mad triumph, and half in the agony of
suffocation, until they fell, and steeped their corpses in
the liquor that had killed them. Nor was even this the
worst or most appalling kind of death that happened on
this fatal night. From the burning cellars, where they
drank out of hats, pails, buckets, tubs, and shoes, some
men were drawn, alive, but all alight from head to foot; who,
in their unendurable anguish and suffering, making for
anything that had the look of water, rolled, hissing, in
this hideous lake, and splashed up liquid fire which
lapped in all it met with as it ran along the surface, and
neither spared the living nor the dead. (MHC III, 335-6)

The major weakness of the paragraph lies not so much in the

difficulty of fully detailing the misery of the scene, as in

creating a total impression. Certainly the illustration is

more effective in showing individual cases of distress. The man
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burning in the large barrel, the child trapped between the broken

cask and two dead or dying men, the man buried beneath rubble

and bodies--all these seem more realistic and horrible than the

abstracts given in the text. "Husbands and wives, fathers and

sons, mothers and daughters, women with children," etc. have become

particular men, women and children as have those who "stooped

with their lips to drink." Like photojournalism, the illustration

assures the reader that the verbal account is not only true,

but understated.

But the illustrations's real strength lies more in its

simultaneous presentation. In reading we receive a linear progression

of isolated atrocities. The cut creates a general impression of
89

chaotic misery. As in a Hogarth print, one's eyes shift about

collecting specific information. The isolated incidents of

the text create a cumulative effect in the cut. Dickens's

text immediately following the engraving emphasizes the total

effect these images might have: "With all he saw in this last

glance fixed indelibly upon his mind, Barnaby hurried from the

city which enclosed such horrors," (MHC III, 336).

The setting reflects the damage the rioters have done both

to themselves and their surroundings. Browne gives us indications

of the "tumbling down of nodding walls and heavy blocks of wood"

and the "reflections in every quarter of the sky ... the blight

on everything," (MHC III, 335). In the canonical hat and the two

The cut is interestingly reminiscent of Hogarth's "Gin Lane".
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vessels are reminders of the church pillage that had been done;

the guns further emphasize the violent nature of the "great riots".

Yet Browne's greatest mastery is in the lower-right corner of

the illustration where seven dead or dying individuals are

squeezed. The difficulty in distinguishing One body from another

brilliantly reproduces Dickens's statement that, "the wretched

victims ... became themselves the dust and ashes of the flames

they had kindled," (MHC III, 336). Not only are they destroyed by

those flames; they are also merged with the depredation of their

rioting—buildings and human beings alike becoming the "dust

and ashes".

We can readily agree that the form MHC took made for collabora¬

tion with the illustrators and a quickened interest in the graphic

part of Dickens's work. Then, as he was to see later, there were

problems in unifying a story told in smaller weekly instalments;

he may have consciously or unconsciously used the illustrations

to help him in this. One of the more obvious ways in which this

might be achieved was in the parallelism of some of the pictures.

Some of these do seem to make visual comments on one another or

bring out relationships. "Nell asleep" and "At Rest" (MHC I, 46

and II, 210) form one of the clearest of these sets. In some

ways, the second cut returns Nell to the curiosity shop. But in

"At Rest," the room is well-lit rather than dark. It looks to

a measureless, happy future rather than a hopelessly romanticized

past. The small bird standing on the window-sill serves, perhaps,
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90
as a harbinger of the approaching spring and rebirth. "At

Rest" is not a mere repetition of "Nell asleep". It echoes the

earlier illustration and yet its outlook is changed. The move¬

ment from the first to the second is a spiral rather than a

circular return. Other sets include: "Quilp interrupts at tea"

and "A descriptive Advertisement" (MHC I, 94 and II, 70); "Quilp

in a smoking Humour" and "Mrs. Quilp visits Bachelor's Hall,"

(MHC I, 96 and II, 79); "Hugh" and "The Hangman in Difficulties"

(MHC II, 297 and III, 370); and "The Secret Society of 'Prentice

Knights" and "Mr. Tappertit's Harangue" (MHC II, 280 and III, 161).

It is likely that these sets of similar illustrations were

initiated by Dickens. Even Cattermole had a large percentage,

if not most, of his subjects assigned. It is improbable that

Browne would often have been given the privilege of choosing

his own subject. The pairing may, therefore, have had an artistic

design, they may have arisen because of the wish to repeat a good

illustration, or they may have come about largely by accident.

There are other accidental consequences that arise from the

form of the novel and the survival of letters. The very fact that

Dickens found himself with two main illustrators, because he set

out to produce a weekly miscellany instead of a novel, ensured that

he was in an even stronger position that with Cruikshank. There
91

was now no single rival. For all his promises to Cattermole,

90
"'The birds sing again in spring,1 thought the child, as she

leant at the casement window, and gazed at the declining sun,"
(MHC II, 108).

91
While writing PP and OT, and OT and NN, Dickens had worked

with two artists. But each of those artists was responsible for
a different work.
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Dickens still maintained the upper hand by assigning subjects.

Despite the fact that Browne designed more than three-fourths
92

of the MHC woodcuts, it is Cattermole's name that appears on

the title-page. This primacy is reflected in the correspondence

throughout the publication of MHC. Then, as far as the letters

go, we are faced with the fact that we have only one surviving
93 . 94

letter to Browne and twenty-eight to Cattermole. Inevitably

Browne, the younger and less-experienced artist, had to be willing
95

to undertake subjects that were rejected by Cattermole. He

also had to stand by watching Cattermole's designs being consistently

assigned to the best engraver.^ What Browne thought of it all we

can never know. We have one of his letters to Dickens when he was

97
asked to do the frontispiece for the second volume at short notice.

92
While disagreeing on particular illustrations, both Hatton

and Cleaver (A bibliography of the periodical works of Charles
Dickens, [London: Chapman & Hall, 1933j) ) and the Pilgrim editors
attribute the following number of cuts to each of the MHC artists:

H.K. Browne: 2 frontispieces, 130 woodcuts
G. Cattermole: 1 frontispiece, 38 woodcuts
S. Williams: 1 woodcut
D. Maclise: 1 woodcut

Hatton and Cleaver attribute all 25 initials to Browne. See

Appendix III for more detailed information on artists and engravers.
93

Pilgrim II, 38 (6 or 7 March 1840). This letter is in the
form of a note on the sketch for "Master Humphrey and his Companion,"
the headpiece for No. 3.

94 . ...

Eighteen of them referring to illustrations.
95

Subjects Cattermole rejected included: "Producing a Sensa¬
tion," Pilgrim II, 110-11; the introduction of Grip, Pilgrim II,
197-8, 199; the frontispiece for the second volume, Kitton, p.83;
and the frontispiece for the third volume, Pilgrim II, 378.

^Landells was the oldest and most well-established of the
main engravers.

97 .

Kittori, p.83.
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It is entirely good-humoured. The likelihood is that, as a young

man of twenty-five with his reputation to make, he accepted the

arrangement happily enough. But Dickens was extraordinarily

fortunate in having someone so willing, adaptable, and capable

of learning so much in the forcing-house of intensive weekly

serialization.

Yet, as but one short note to Browne is all that has

survived, it is Cattermole who has all of his appreciation, and

all the more because Dickens was anxious to keep on good terms,

to cajole him and win his co-operation. It cannot have escaped

Dickens that he must have something of a reputation as an author

already known to have had one illustrator commit suicide and another

engaged in a drawn dispute. It is even difficult to know how

seriously to take Dickens's letter of appreciation penned after

the finish to The Old Curiosity Shop:

I cannot close this hasty note, my dear fellow, without
saying that I have deeply felt your hearty and most
invaluable co-operation in the beautiful illustrations
you have made for the last story--that I look at them
with a pleasure I cannot describe to you in words--
and that it is impossible for me to say how sensible
I am of your earnest and friendly aid. Believe me that
this is the first time any designs for what I have
written have touched and moved me, and caused me to
feel that they expressed the idea I had in my mind. I
am most sincerely and affectionajjgly grateful to you, and
am full of pleasure and delight.

Certainly it is rather too easy to say that "several letters .r.

99
testify to Dickens's appreciation ... of his artists' contribution."

qu
Pilgrim II, 199 (30 Jan 1841).

99
Stevens, p.123.
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We know of only one very short note sent to Browne: it is like

saying that Dickens's "letters pour out a torrent of detail for

Cattermole and Browneor supposing that the Nubbleses at

Astley's shows "Kit at the opera^^ — an opera with "a smell of

horses ... sawdust ... and a clown" (MHC II, 11).

Dickens never repeated the use of inset woodcuts on such a

102
massive scale. After the 1841 separate volume publication of

PCS and BR, not one edition was published with the original

illustrations in their proper positions. They follow instead the
. . 103

policy for illustrations established for each edition. This

is not, of course, to say that, in their original formats, the

illustrations have no importance.

Inset woodcuts may have been doomed from the start. If

they did not function in a harmonious manner with the text, they

would be considered a failure. If they were successful, the

centre of attention might shift from the text to illustration.

This was a movement which Dickens, whose interests obviously lay

most strongly in the success of the text, could not entertain.

^^Stevens , p. 125.

^''"Stevens, p. 124.
102

Woodcuts printed with the text were often used for the
five Christmas books, and all but A Christmas Carol were illustra¬
ted by more than one artist. In Our Mutual Friend and Edwin Drood,
woodcuts appeared on pages separate from the text.

103
The Chapman & Hall editions published during Dickens's

lifetime were: the Cheap Edition (PCS, 1848; BR, 1849) and
Library Edition (OCS and BR, 1858) which had frontispieces only;
the Illustrated Library Edition (OCS, 1861; BR, 1861/2) with
32 separately printed illustrations for each work and the Charles
Dickens Edition (OCS and BR, 1868) with 8 illustrations each.
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Both he and Browne learned a great deal from Master Humphrey's

Clock; and what Dickens learned was never to repeat the format,

but to return to steel plates and monthly numbers.



VII.

Nicholas Nickleby and Martin Chuzzlewit:

The Shift to Allusion

Unlike other early works, Nicholas Nickleby had a straight¬

forward publishing history; and like Oliver Twist and Pickwick,

its illustrations contain almost no convincing emblems. For these
t

reasons they have received little attention. Yet the absence

of these characteristics does not mean it is without interest. Of

the longer works before Chuzzlewit it is the only one which was

planned and executed as a twenty-part serial novel with two

engravings in each part. As such, it can serve as a useful source

of comparison for the later monthly novels.

While much recent critical work has concentrated on some

Hogarthian aspects, discussion has often been limited to a search

for emblematic details and moral "progress" in the illustrations;

and little attention has been paid to the effect which Dickens's

use of "Hogarthian" elements within the text might have had on the

illustrations. The innovative realism is at least as important--

if less easily pinpointed — as emblems or a "progress" in defining

the genius of each of these artists.

Hogarth was noticeably innovative in his realistic approach,

although he "made his appearance in an age when all the painters

were either literally or figuratively clothing everything in

1Harvey, p. 112 and Kitton, pp.74-78.
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2
Athenian garments." Hazlitt characterized Hogarth's work as

being "under the influence of one impulse, that of truth and

3
nature" ; and Lamb referred to his "wonderful skill and truth to

„4
nature.

A similar sort of "truth to nature" was seen to distinguish

Dickens's early work from that of his contemporaries. His own

sub-titling of Sketches of Boz, "illustrative of every-day life

and every-day people," seems to have influenced the critical

response to its realism. Many of the early reviews referred to

its lifelike quality, saying that it "displays ... a genuine

acquaintance with his subjects,""' has "scenes and characters

sketched with admirable truth,and that "the graphic descriptions

of 'Boz' invest all he describes with amazing reality."^ Such re¬

marks attest a superior mimetic ability. Their warm note of

approval may well have helped to convince Dickens that he should

strive to continue these faithful representations.

Further persuasion may have come from reviews such as these:

"he paints ... with a severe truth; but ... his pictures ^re)

2
Robert Etheridge Moore, Hogarth's Literary Relationships

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1948), pp.10-20.
3
William Hazlitt, "On the Works of Hogarth. On the Grand

and Familiar Style of Painting," from "Lectures on the English
Comic Writers," in The Collected Works of William Hazlitt, ed. A.R.
Waller and Arnold Glover, 12 vols. (London: Dent, 1903), V,
133-49, p.145.

4
Charles Lamb, "On the Genius and Character of Hogarth," The

Life, Letters and Writings of Charles Lamb, ed. Percy Fitzgerald,
6 vols. (London: Moxon, 1876), IV, 287-313, p.313.

~*The Literary Gazette (13 Feb 1836), p.102.

^Athenaeum, (20 Feb 1836), p. 145.
^The Morning Post (12 March 1836), p.6.
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Q

repulsive rather than pathetic or elevating" ; "the characters

are admirably drawn, and Hogarth in his last days, could not have

9
given us such faithful pictures on canvas, as Boz has on paper" ;

"his very exaggerations have an air of nature and probability"'"^;
and "we would compare him ... with the painter Hogarth."''''''

12
These direct and indirect references to Hogarth are based on

their similarity in careful observation and faithful delineation.

The almost universally favourable reaction to this realism, and

the frequent association with Hogarth, may have given Dickens a

reputation which he felt he should consciously uphold. It is

possible, therefore, that some of the Hogarthian elements in his

work derived less from living tradition than an eager response to

critical acclaim.

^Monthly Review, 1 (March 1836), 350-57, p.351.
9
Bath Chronicle (7 Aug 1836).

10
London and Westminster Review (July 1837), 194-215.

H. Lister], Edinburgh Review, 68 (Oct 1838), 75-97, pp.76-7.
12

The Monthly Review, for example, referred to Dickens's
sketches as "repulsive". In an essay titled "On the Genius and
Character of Hogarth," Lamb had defended Hogarth against much the
same attack: "A person unacquainted with the works thus stigmatized
would be apt to imagine that in Hogarth there was nothing else
to be found but subjects of the coarsest and most repulsive
nature," (Lamb, p.307). The comments of the L & W Review on
the "air of nature and probability" in Dickens's exaggerations
echo Hazlitt on Hogarth: "his faces go to the very edge of
caricature, and yet never ... go beyond it; they take the very
widest latitude and yet we always see the links which bind them
to nature: they bear all the marks, and carry all the conviction
of reality with them." See: William Hazlitt, "Criticism of
Marriage a-la-Mode" in "The Picture Galleries of England," The
Collected Works of William Hazlitt, IX, 75-81, p.79.
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We notice that the journalistic immediacy of the Sketches is

kept up in the fiction, perhaps with the wish to be "real,"

"faithful" and "true". The Sketches and Oliver Twist were centred

in London. Pickwick's travels start from and return to London,

and his jaunts are always to places where Dickens had been

himself. It is not surprising to find Rochester figuring prominently

in the early numbers: Dickens had spent five and a half years of

his childhood in nearby Chatham. His position as a Morning Chronicle

reporter helped provide much of the "local flavour" for other

places visited by the Pickwickians: Dickens had been sent to

Birmingham, and probably Towcester, in November 1835; and to Ipswich,

and possibly Bury, in May 1836. His concern for authenticity

of place even extended to the interpolated tales. Impressions

gained during his short visit to Edinburgh in September 1834,

for example, served him well in writing the marvellous descrip¬

tion of the bagman's uncle's walk from the Canongate to the end

of Leith Walk, (PP, Ch. 49).

Ther are also a few early examples of fact-finding before
13

writing--i.e. the visit to Newgate for the Sketches, and to. Hatton
14

Garden magistrate's court so that Laing could model for Fang

but it was not until Nicholas Nickleby was planned that the direc¬

tion given to an entire novel was made to rest on such impressions.

Interested in the wretched Yorkshire schools of which he had heard

as a boy, Dickens resolved to write about them; and the preface to

13Pilgrim I, 83 & 88.

■^Pilgrim I, 267.



Figure 27. "The internal economy of Dotheboys Hall"
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the Cheap Edition (1848), explains how he went to extraordinary

lengths to get an accurate story by setting out for Yorkshire

"in very severe winter time" (NN, xvi), supplied with fictitious

letters made out in the name of his travelling companion.

Dickens's companion on this trip was Hablot Browne. Perhaps

neither of them expected to learn much from the journey, but

Dickens often felt he needed the stimulus of fact before he began

a fiction, and Browne was at least socially compatible.

Yet the only result of Browne's participation seems to have been

a momentary glimpse of William Shaw, who was to figure as Squeers.

A former pupil is said to have "testified to the truth of the

outward appearance of the man as described by Dickens and portrayed

by the artist,""'"^ claiming that the likeness was unmistakable.

And the extraordinary fact remains that Dickens was "realist"

enough to feel the need to journey up to Yorkshire in freezing

winter weather before he could begin. However much we feel the

moral pressure in Dickens's conceptions, his inspiration also

begins with an intense wish to be true to life.

Apart from this, the Nickleby illustrations are probably

not particularly "realistic"; many contain figures which border

on the caricature, others are badly drawn. The most effective show

dramatic moments in the text. The interest of a plate like "The

internal economy of Dotheboys Hall" (Figure 27) lies less in the

actual dispensing of brimstone and treacle, than with the brilliant

15 .

Kitton, p.75.



Figure 28. "The 'breaking up' at Dotheboys Hall"
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array of expressions. The boys about to receive their doses

exhibit varying degrees of apprehension; those who have already

been treated to the concoction express their ill feelings in

their separate ways. The new boy in the lower-left corner of the

illustration looks blankly on, unaware of what awaits him. Our

reactions to "Nicholas astonishes Mr. Squeers and family" and "The

'breaking up' at Dotheboys Hall" (Figure 28) are to some extent

affected by the earlier picture of Dotheboys. Crude as the

drawings are, they successfully show the boys' reactions to the

extraordinary events they witness. The "breaking up" is especially

good in entirely reversing the "internal economy" illustration, and

the reader's enjoyment is augmented by a satisfied sense of

retribution. The Squeerses receive fitting punishment.

Most of the illustrations are a visualization of the text, but

others bring out the melodramatic nature of the novel. Many

of these are rigidly posed or grossly overacted; but those which

suffer least from the high level of melodrama are the humorous

plates (e.g. "Theatrical emotion of Mr. Vincent Crummies," "A

Sudden Recognition on Both Sides," and "Mr. Snawley enlarges on

parental instinct"). The overacting by characters in these-illustra-

tions supports the intention of the text by encouraging laughter.

On the other hand, cuts like "Nicholas attracted by the mention

of his Sister's name in the Coffee Room," and "Nicholas congratu¬

lates Arthur Gride on his Wedding Morning" merely emphasize

Dickens's own melodrama. The whole novel is partly about acting

and appearances, and no doubt there is a relationship between the

melodramatic plot and the Crummies's productions. But the
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illustrations also share the faults of the novel in which overacting

by Nicholas is artistically bad without being funny. For example,

Nicholas's posture in "Nicholas congratulates Arthur Gride" is

pure Crummies. Nicholas, "retaining Madeline's lifeless hand in

his" and "extending his disengaged hand in the air," leads to the

sort of speech one might expect from a hero of the melodramatic

stage:

"hear ... That both your debts are paid in the one great
debt of nature. That the bond, due to-day at twelve is
now waste paper. That your contemplated fraud shall be
discovered yet. That your schemes are known to man, and
overthrown by Heaven. Wretches, that he defies you both
to do your worst!" (NN, 719)

The plate is faithful to the visual aspect of the text, with the

addition of a denunciatory stance — one foot well forward and

shoulders flung back--and a piercing glare. The laughter it

raises is of the wrong kind.

The more memorable illustrations in Nickleby have one thing

in common: they capture the dramatic intensity of an emotional

moment. Much of the success even of the few emblematic illustra¬

tions comes from this; and if a non-emblematic illustration fails

to achieve intensity (as "The Five Sisters of York" and "Kate

Nickleby Sitting to Miss LaCreevy"), it can only be accepted as

innocuous but superfluous. In fact, this should remind us that

not all Browne's work was meant to be examined carefully: some

illustrations were mimetic in the sense of being faithful to the

text, while others were there only because an illustration was

expected.

Dickens's original plan to see that his writing and Browne's

pictures derived directly from life was quickly dropped, though
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his theoretical belief in such an approach seems to have been

strengthened. The tenor of the preface to Nickleby (1839) is

one which emphasizes truth. For example, Dickens wrote:

The Author's object ... would be very imperfectly fulfilled,
if he did not state ... that Mr. Squeers and his school
are faint and feeble pictures of an existing reality,
purposely subdued and kept down. (NN, xviii)

This preface is in marked contrast to the more mild-mannered

prefaces to the Sketches and Pickwick^ in which lifelike repre¬

sentation is mentioned only as the "object" of the author, not

defendable "facts". Yet is is like the preface to the Third

Edition of Oliver Twist, appearing in April 1841, which was a

reply to adverse reviews, and so aggressively insisted on its

truth. Defending his conception of Nancy, Dickens declared:

It is useless to discuss whether the conduct ... of the

girl seems natural or unnatural, probable or improbable ...

IT IS TRUE. ... From the first introduction of that poor
wretch ... there is not one word exaggerated or over-wrought.
It is emphatically God's truth ... I am glad to have had
it doubted, for in that circumstance I find a sufficient
assurance that it needed to be told. (OT, lxv)

His defence for showing such low characters lay in its moral

necessity: "I had read of thieves by scores ... But I had

never met (except in HOGARTH) with tie miserable reality" (OT, lxii):

a reference which may have been influenced by T.H. Lister's

comments in the Edinburgh Review. Lister had described Dickens as

In the Preface to the First Series (1836) of Sketches,
Dickens wrote that the author's "object has been to present little
pictures of life and manners as they really are." The first para¬
graph to the Preface for the First Edition (1837) of Pickwick read:
"The author's object in this work, was to place before the reader
a constant succession of characters and incidents; to paint them
in as vivid colours as he could command; and to render them, at
the same time, life-like and amusing."
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"the truest and most spirited delineator of English life," whose

qualities included "a good deal of dramatic power — and great

truthfulness and ability in description."''"2 He gave Smollett and
18

Fielding as Dickens's literary predecessors; and Dickens himself
19

now added DeFoe, Goldsmith, Richardson, Cervantes and Mackenzie.

It may well be that Dickens took his cue from this impressive

review.

The influence of these favourable comparisons to Hogarth

was probably not confined to encouraging Dickens's conscious

realism. Many reviewers pointed out how this was common to Dickens

and Hogarth. But Lister was apparently the first to extend that

comparison to their use of "emblems". Dickens, he said, is:

peculiarly skilful in his management of details, throwing
in circumstances which serve not only to complete the picture
before us, but to suggest indirect^ antecedent events which
cannot be brought before our eyes.

Dickens's enthusiastic response to this review makes it clear

that the comparison with Hogarth was important to him. He wrote

to Forster: "I need not tell you how delighted I have been with

the notice in the Edinburgh. It is all even 1^ could wish, and
21

what more can I say!" It must have been clear that comparison

^Lister, p.97. It was the "truthfulness" and "dramatic power"
which led Lister to compare Dickens's work with Hogarth. These
aspects led him to his famous declaration that, "What Hogarth was in
painting, such very nearly is Mr. Dickens in prose fiction," (pp.76-7).
The satiric use of emblems in Hogarth is secondary to this "truth¬
fulness" and only "very similar to some in the writings of Dickens,"
(p.77). It is seen as not a continual but only an occasional quality.

^Lister, p.76.
19

OT, p.lxiv.
20t . . 77Lister, p.77.

21Pilgrim I, 438 (2 Oct 1838).
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with Hogarth could bring him nothing but honour. So that, having

firmly established himself as a realistic writer, it would have

been natural for Dickens to look at Hogarth more closely. His
22

recorded references to the artist suggest that he became more

familiar with his engravings about 1841. Yet in the middle of

writing a long-planned, serial, historical novel (Barnaby Rudge)

was no time to consider a greater use of "Hogarthian" characteristics.

Those changes had to wait until the next novel, Martin Chuzzlewit.

A common understanding of "emblem" is a pre-requisite to

establishing the degree of their use in Browne's illustrations.

The OED defines it as something which serves "to express or

represent mystically, allusively, or allegorically." Mario Praz

more specifically defines it as "a symbolic figure accompanied by
23

a motto, an explication in verse, and sometimes a prose commentary."

According to Henri Estienne, who attempts to distinguish it from

other classes of images, an emblem is "a sweet and morall Symbole,

which consists of picture and words by which some weighty sentence

24
is declared." While this last definition comes from the seven¬

teenth century, it may still be used as a touchstone. To be an

emblem, a figure in an illustrator's design should combine with

the text to convey a meaning.

22
See Chapter I.

23
As translated from "Embleme," Enciclopedia Italiana, (18:861)

in Samuel Chew, The Pilgrimage of Life (New Haven: Yale U.P., 1962),
p". 277.

24
Henri Estienne, L'art de faire des devices, trans. Thomas

Blount (London: 1646), p.10.
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A reader must understand the emblematic language spoken by

the artist, or his symbolic figures are worthless. Yet if the

symbols are too obvious, there will be no pleasure in making the

25
connection between symbolic figures and what they imply. Giovio

argues that such a balance between clarity and obscurity is

necessary: "it should not be so obscure as to need the Sybil

for its interpreter, nor so transparent that every mean mechanic
26

might understand it." The obvious fields for allusion are

those which all readers have in common. Yet even in the seventeenth

century the Classics, the Bible, history and mythology were not

sufficient to satisfy the demand for devices and emblems. Mario

Praz writes: "It was of the greatest importance to learn the

art of inventing witty devices and emblems in an age passionately

fond of pageants, decorations, triumphs, obsequies and spectacular
27

canonizations." These "invented emblems," often the literary

output of Jesuits and members of other ecclestiastical orders, were

28
printed in emblem-books. Highly moralistic, these "taught the

Rosemary Freeman writes: "the pleasure of the reader lay
in identifying the significant details and correlating them with
the moral doctrines taught in the accompanying poem." English
Emblem Books (London: Chatto & Windus, 1948), p.19.

2 6
From "Dialogo dell'Imprese" as quoted in Mario Praz, Studies

in Seventeenth Century Imagery (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e
Letteratura, 1964), p.63-

^Studies, p.174.
28

The first-known emblem-book was Alciati's Emblematum Libellus
(1522). The best-known ones of English origin are Francis Quarles's
Emblems (1635) and George Wither's A Collection of Emblemes (1634-5).
Examples of nineteenth century emblem-books are: S.G., A Suit of
Armour for Youth (London: The Proprietor, 1824); G.S. Cautley,
A Century of Emblems (London: Macmillan, 1878); and Mrs. Alfred
Gatty, A Book of Emblems (London: Bell & Daldy, 1872). These later
examples are more simplistic and pedagogic than their predecessors.
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people of the Renaissance everything from how to die ... to how to

29
hold one's knife and fork at table." Emblems found in seventeenth

century art and literature were probably a combination of emblems

handed down from the past and those invented by the writers of

these books; and readers unacquainted with the emblem-book used

by artist or writer might fail to understand many of the allusions.

In the early part of the eighteenth century, The Spectator

30
presented the case for discarding the old iconography. Then

Hogarth answered the call by providing contemporary subject matter

31
or "cultural sign systems" in place of the burdensome and rigid

structure of the seventeenth century. His pictures are packed

with sometimes obvious, but never blatant, emblems; but they are

also eminently realistic. And that realism more clearly expresses

the moral significance of his emblems than did the contrived emblems

of the seventeenth century.

While Hogarth's effective use of graphic allusion--first

appearing with "The Harlot's Progress" (1733)--was an important

29 . .

Robert J. Clements, Picta Poesis: Literary and Humanistic
Theory in Renaissance Emblem Books (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e

Letteratura, 1960), p.120.
30

See, for example, Essay No. 421 (Thursday 3 July 1712).
Part of a series titled "Taste and the Pleasures of the Imagination,"
the essay decried the use of worn out or specialist allusion,
and stated that, "the most entertaining (allusions! lie in the works
of Nature, which are obvious to all capacities, and more delight¬
ful than what is to be found in arts and sciences." Joseph Addison,
Critical Essays from "The Spectator", ed. Donald F. Bond (Oxford:
O.U.P., 1970), p.206.

31 ....

Ronald Paulson, Emblem and Expression: Meaning m English
Art of the Eighteenth Century (London: Thames & Hudson, 1975), p.46.
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element in the success of his works, it was by no means the most

important factor. It was the combination of emblems with a sense

of realism and dramatic immediacy that earned him the title,

"father, and the supreme practitioner, of graphic social satire
32

in England." Nor was graphic allusion the most distinguishing

factor; for it was also used by makers of emblems books, political
33

satirists from the early seventeenth century, and by social
34

and political satirists from the eighteenth century. Yet, after

Hogarth, the use of emblems — realistic or surrealistic, artistic

or debased—is referred to as "Hogarthian," though it may owe

little or nothing to him. So it should be understood from the

outset that "Hogarthian" refers to an artistic practice which is

not necessarily derived from Hogarth, but which shares similar

features with his work.

More disconcerting than the confusion between precedence

and direct influence is that some commentators--having concluded

that Dickens is in some sense Hogarthian—have been determined to

find Hogarthian practices in the illustrations to his novels.

This approach has led them to declare that they see emblems which

simply are not there or to muddle the meaning of "emblem". Robert

Patten, for instance, earnestly assigns importance to the fact

32
See: M. Dorothy George, Hogarth to Cruikshank: Social

Change in Graphic Satire (London: Allen Lane, 1967), p.21.
33 ....

See: M. Dorothy George, English Political Caricature,
2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1959), v.l.

34 . ...

See: George, Hogarth to Cruikshank and English Political
Caricature, v.2
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that in "Mr. Pickwick in the Pound", "Mr. Pickwick's only companions
35

are animals--asses and pigs," as showing his beastly drunkenness.

But we just cannot ignore the fact that a "pound" is, by definition,

"an enclosure for the detention of stray ... cattle" (OED), and

that it is inevitably this aspect of the pound which makes it so

humiliating to Pickwick. Though iconographers may be eager to

consider Pickwick's behaviour "in the light of the traditional
36

moral associations," this does not mean that Dickens, or even

Browne, meant his commonplace companions in the pound to be

viewed other than naturalistically.

Then, in an article which centres on the Chuzzlewit illustra¬

tions, Michael Steig has asserted that, "To read an illustrated

novel as though it had no illustrations is to distort it, to

read it as though it were more like the unillustrated, twentieth-
37

century novel than it actually is." Eager to point out emblema¬

tic details and parallels between plates, Steig seizes upon even

the most tenuous of possible allusions and stamps it with some

profound interpretation. This eagerness allows him, for example,
38

to see a face in the bed-curtain of Plate 2, and to sort out the

39 . . .

scratchiest of wall-hangings into sophisticated visual predeces¬

sors of vastly greater size and statement. He attempts to

35
"Boz, Phiz and Pickwick in the Pound," ELH, 36(1969),

575-91, p.580.
36

lbid.
37"Martin Chuzzlewit's Progress by Dickens and Phiz," Dickens

Studies Annual, 2 (1972), 119-49, p.119.
38

Steig, p.127.
39

In some plates these "scratchings" are very unclear. See:
Johannsen, pp. 178-79.
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establish some sort of relationship between a possible source and

its much-debased ancestor in the connection of David's "The Corona¬

tion of Napoleon" with the painting behind Pecksniff's head in
40

Plate 3; at other times, as in the parallel between the MC cover

41
and Gillray's "The Giant-Factotum amusing himself," the conjectures

seem a meaningless display of erudition which at best can only

show that Browne did not live in an artistic vacuum. Steig's

enthusiasm extends to a mistaken application of emblematic intention.

In an attempt to attach Browne to the tradition of emblematic

artists, he fastens on details characteristic of Browne which

are purely whimsical; faces on coal-scuttles or wig stands, for

instance, can have no emblematic significance. In the end, his

fervour for the illustrations — generally well-informed but often

mis-directed--forces one to yield an abridged version of his

dictum: "To read an illustrated novel as though it had no text

is to distort it."

These are only some of the ways in which they interpret the

sense in which the illustrations are Hogarthian. In addition,

they are curiously unwilling to face the obvious fact that Hogarth's

works usually have nothing but the most rudimentary text, and that

that text has been created by the artist himself. Furthermore,
42

the plates Hogarth himself designed as book illustrations

40
Steig, p.127.

41
Steig, p.125.

/ r\

Early work includes: King's Pantheon (1721?), La Motraye's
Travels (1723/4), Gildon's New Metamorphosis (1723/4), La Calprenede's
Cassandra (1725), Milton's Paradise Lost (1725), Beaver's Roman
Military Punishments (1725), S. Butler's Hudibras (1725/6 and 1726),
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(i.e. for other men's texts) are never Hogarthian in the limited

sense of the word. They simply show the objects, actions and

43
people as they have been described in the text.

This is not entirely a diversion because it returns us to

the point that these commentators have never faced the fact

that Browne's earliest illustrations to Dickens are not in the

least "Hogarthian". For they seek to argue that Browne's practice

came from a living tradition; but instead of being most vigorously

alive when he began illustrating Dickens, it is quite invisible.

What we actually discover is that he begins by having few, if

any, emblematic illustrations that do not owe their allusions

to the text; and that it is only later that he begins to borrow

from this tradition.

In the progressively greater use of emblems, Browne's

illustrations reflect not only an awareness of a tradition whose

techniques he began to practice, but a sensitivity to the kind of

text with which he was provided. Nickleby had few non-textual

emblems. Once again, we can discount the use of peacock feathers

in "Mr. Ralph Nickleby's first visit..." and "Emotion of Mr.

and Theobald's Perseus and Andromeda (1730/1). He illustrated
only two books after his first moral progress ("The Harlot's
Progress") appeared in 1732: Cervantes's Don Quixote (1738)
and Sterne's Tristram Shandy (1760-1).

43
In this respect, the thousands of illustrations by Thomas

Stothard, R.A. (1755-1834) are more "Hogarthian" than Browne's.
See: Mrs. Bray, Life of Thomas Stothard, R.A. (London:
John Murray, 1851), and A.C. Coxhead, Thomas Stothard, R.A.
(London: A.H. Bullen, 1906).



Figure 29. "Mr. Linkinwater intimates
his approval of Nicholas"
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44
Kenwigs" as demonstrating pride in each of the families.

Peacock feathers have not been shown to mean this to the majority

of nineteenth century readers; and we have no reason to suppose

that they did to Browne, who uses them indiscriminately. The

only emblem worthy of comment is to be found in "A Sudden

recognition". Master Squeers's tackling of Smike may well be

echoed in the sign for "FISHING TACKLE" on the corner shop, and

the mirroring continue in a similarity between the rod and line

and the coachman's whip.

No one has previously mentioned the caged bird in "Mr.
45

Linkinwater intimates his Approval of Nicholas," (Figure 29).

It does not serve as the stock cliche of unhappy imprisonment,

but is there to question us "which of the two was happier, the

bird or Tim Linkinwater," (NN, 470). So it can remind us that

if an emblem can either indicate a cliche or its opposite,

it has no independent meaning at all: it is either nothing

but itself, or tethered to the text. The prevailing mode of

the Nickleby illustrations, as of those to Dickens's previous

works, is thus overwhelmingly naturalistic.

In spite of the antique air of Master Humphrey's Clock,

emblems are equally scarce. There is a humorous touch in a sign

reading "TAKE NOTICE! MAN TRAPS" above the girls of Miss

Monflathers' establishment, (MHC I, 270). Of minor interest is

Michael Steig has suggested that they could symbolize pride,
misfortune, or spinsterhood. "Cruikshank's Peacock Feathers in
Oliver Twist," Ariel, 4 (1973), 49-53.

^Also ignored has been the caged bird in PP's "The Rival
Editors."
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118 MASTER HUMPHREY'S CLOCK.

with what you say or think, than your knees have ? How can you be so very
vulgar and absurd ? These anatomical allusions should be left to gentlemen of
the medical profession. They are really not agreeable in society. You quite
surprise me, Ned."

" Well! there are no such things to wound, or heal, or have regard for
I know your creed, sir, and will say no more," returned his son.

" There again," said Mr. Chester, sipping his wine, " you are wrong
I distinctly say there are such things. We know there are. The hearts of
animals—of bullocks, sheep, and so forth—are cooked and devoured, as I am

told, by the lower classes, with a vast deal of relish. Men are sometimes
stabbed to the heart, shot to the heart; but as to speaking from the heart, or

to the heart, or being warm-hearted, or cold-hearted, or broken-hearted, or

being all heart, or having no heart—pah ! these things are nonsense, Ned."
" No doubt, sir," returned his son, seeing that he paused for him to speak.

" No doubt."
" There's Haredale's niece, your late flame." said Mr. Chester, as a careless

illustration of his meaning. " No doubt in your mind she was all heart once.
Now she has none at all. Yet she is the same person, Ned, exactly."

" She is a changed person, sir," cried Edward, reddening; " and changed
by vile means, I believe."

" You have had a cool dismiss^, have you f' said his father. " Poor Ned ! I
told you last night what would happen.—May I ask you for the nut-crackers!"

\ - "T"f lm s - •HJtV/7,' 1^ 'r*.
_

4" She has been tampered with, and most treacherously deceived, cried
Edward, rising from his seat. " I never will believe that the knowledge of

•.'".v \i

15:

J-.b i-fr .'V

Figure 30. "Mr. Chester's Diplomacy"
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the non-textual picture of Christ and the little children above

the fireplace in "Ihstar Humphrey and his Companion," (MHC I, 25).

It reflects Master Humphrey's relationship with the children

in his neighbourhood. An ironic comment can also be found in the

picture of "NATURE" on the wall in Mr. Chester's bedroom (MHC III,

373). The illustration of the dead Nell includes a spent hour¬

glass and a picture of the Virgin (MHC II, 210). There are also

odd illustrations, as in the cut of Quilp with the inn sign referring

to accommodation for "MAN AND BEAST" (MHC II, 135).

Yet, perhaps only two illustrations of the 170 in MHC contain

convincing emblems of a Hogarthian kind. The first of these is

"Mr. Chester's Diplomacy" (MHC III, 118; Figure 30) which shows

him disowning his legitimate son, Edward. The nutcracker, which

emblematizes the way in which Chester as nonchalantly crushes his

son like the nuts on the plate, arises from the text. The picture

of Abraham and Isaac which comments on the different motives

of the two fathers is non-textual, and commonplace. The similarity

of names cannot be missed when "Chesterfield Letters" meets our

eyes on the book on Chester's couch; but this, too, is textual.

It is a likeness which suggests his priorities, and we recall

that Chesterfield's Letters were written to his natural son,

Philip. Chester has a natural son, Hugh; and the nature of the

letters emphasizes the fact that it is good breeding which forces

Chester to disown his legitimate son.

The second simply allusive illustration is "Another Protestant"

(MHC III, 152). Lying on Gashford's table is a book with "FOX"

on the spine. John Foxe (1516-87) was the author of Actes and
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Monuments (Book of Martyrs). The pictures on the wall (portraying

people blessed by a priest before they are consumed by flames)

have the same force as the book.

It has been the argument, so far, that Dickens's Hogarthianism

may have been intensified by his earlier reviewers, and it is one

which, it will be suggested, was reinforced by R.H. Home's welcome

essay on him in The New Spirit of the Age (1844). We have also

glanced at the idea that when cheap pictorial illustration was

in its first popularity, artists were quite unsophisticated; but

as they sought more respectability for their work, they soon

became aware of allusions in the tradition of Hogarth and his
46

successors, and of practices m Fine Art. To a large degree,

this must be hypothetical. Yet, as well as tracing Browne's

development as an illustrator for Dickens, it is also possible

to see what he was doing in illustration for other authors at

47
the time.

48
The plates for novels published before 1842 have very

49
few emblems. But with Thomas Miller's Godfrey Malvern there

46
Illustrators before 1850 had usually not received formal

art training.
47 ...

Browne, though remembered best for his illustrations to ten
of Dickens's novels, was also busy with other works. For example,
he designed plates to sixteen of Charles Lever's novels.

48
Theodore Hook, Precepts and Practice, 3 vols (London: Henry

Colburn, 1840); Frances Trollope, Charles Chesterfield, 3 vols.
(London: Henry Colburn, 1841); and Camden Pelham, The Chronicles of
Crime; or the New Newgate Calendar, 2 vols. (London: Thomas Tegg,
1841). In illustrated reprint: Charles Lever, Harry Lorrequer (1839)
and Charles O'Malley (1841). I have been unable to see W.J. Neale's
Paul Periwinkle (1841).

40
(London: T. Miller, 1842-3).
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had been a sudden increase. Many of these appear in the form of

pictures, within the scenes, with crudaLy-printed titles on their

lower edges. For example, in "Gregory Gruff and the Widow," a

picture labelled "SAMSON AND DALILAH" comments on the widow's

treacherous designs; in "Gregory taking his Gruel," an illustra¬

tion in which a young girl is attempting to discover Gregory's

worth, there is a picture artlessly entitled "Snake in the Grass";

and "BANQUO" hangs on the wall in a plate titled "Hopkins's last

interview with the Squire". Sometimes several emblems combine to

reinforce an idea. For example, in "Emma waiting for her husband,"

a painting titled "The Truant" hangs on the wall and a copy of

Don Juan is lying on the floor; and in "Love and Remorse — Godfrey

and Maria," "ARIADNE" hangs on the wall, and sheet music on the

piano's music rack is "The Light Ef?] Other Days." Then, a

sculpture of an embracing couple is on top of the piano. Even an

undiscerning reader must see that however hallowed by tradition

this practice may be, Browne uses it in a way which is extremely

naive. This hardly even belongs to popular or folk-art; and if

we think of it in connection with Hogarth, it is ludicrously

debased.

The sudden appearance of this practice calls for an explanation;

and one obviously lies in the connection with Dickens. From their

first association in 1836, the artist and author had worked

together almost continuously."^ Yet, in 1842, the year Godfrey

"^During the six-month gap between Pickwick and Nickleby, Browne
designed six illustrations for Sketches of Young Gentlemen (Feb 1838);
and during the six-month gap between Nickleby and MHC, he had done
six plates for Sketches of Young Couples (Feb 1840). I have been
unable to find emblems in either of these.
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Malvern began publication, Dickens's departure for America left

a year in which Browne did nothing for him, and the break may have

brought about a loosening of restraints. The Godfrey Malvern

plates certainly have an independence from the text and a crudity

of presentation"^ which Dickens would hardly have allowed in

illustrations to his own works.

Dickens's absence may also have given Browne the opportunity

to develop his more serious artistic aspirations. When chosen

to illustrate Pickwick, Browne had begun attending life classes;

and his interest in an independent artistic career did not end with
. . • . 53

his association with Dickens. He had ambitions of his own, and

it would have been quite natural for him to study and emulate

the successful British artists, among whom Hogarth would necessarily
54 ...

be one. So it is not surprising that we find Browne himself

An emblem of much greater sophistication is to be found in
G.P.R. James, The Commissioner: or, De Lunatico Inquirendo (Dublin:
William Curry, 1843). In "The Revolt of the Petticoats," many maids
attack two men who have been ridiculing various articles of female
attire. One of the pictures on the wall shows some Amazons
attacking a group of men. It serves not only as a mirroring of the
fight below, but also reminds us of Thersites who was killed by
Achilles for laughing at the latter's grief over the death of
Penthesilea, queen of the Amazons.

"^Kitton, p.63.
53

"Browne exhibited in his early days at the Royal Academy
and the Free Exhibition at Hyde Park, as well as at the
British Institution and Society of British Artists in later times."
D.C. Thomson, Life and Labours of Hablot Knight Browne (London:
Chapman & Hall, 1884), pp.184-5. The illustrations that Edgar Browne
selected for his book, Phiz and Dickens, may be indicative of his
father's ambitions. E. Browne writes that they are "fairly repre¬
sentative of the artist's different styles and periods"; yet the
choice strongly favours Phiz's water-colours and oil-paintings.
(London: James Nisbet, 1913), p.viii.

~^A curious example of Browne's interest in Hogarth can be found
in "Petrified with horror," one of two woodcuts for W.H. Maxwell's
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experimenting with emblems and allusions. What we need to recognize

is that, whatever the impulse that caused the change, it started

only when he was free from working with Dickens.

Martin Chuzzlewit was not begun until nearly five years after

Nickleby, and stands in marked contrast to the earlier novel. The

regard with which Browne was held appears to have changed consi¬

derably in the years between the end of MHC and the planning stages

of Chuzzlewit. Although John Leech was presumably under considera¬

tion as a second illustrator, Dickens made it clear in writing to

him that Browne would be consulted before an appointment was

confirmed:

If it can possibly be arranged, consistent with that
regard which I feel bound to pay to Mr. Browne, I shall
be truly happy to av^l myself of your genius in my forth¬
coming Monthly Work.

Yet Browne's self-confidence had improved to the point where he

evidently felt secure in refusing to accept a co-illustrator."^
He had established a reputation and proved that he could manage

well enough when not employed by Dickens.

Rambling Recollections of a Soldier of Fortune. D.C. Thomson
describes the scene in which the hero "having run off from a rich
but vulgar woman he had married, is now discovered, by his newly
wedded partner, through the cleverness of her servant Tony,"
(pp.208-9). On the wall hangs a print titled "Marriage "h la Mode"
which is an imitation of Plate 5 of Hogarth's "Rake's Progress".
In Browne's version, the image has been reversed, and the woman has
been given the face of a dog. Browne may simply have mislabelled
the print; but it seems more likely that he selected the name of
Hogarth's later "progress" as more appropriate to the single print
shown and the situation from the novel.

55Pilgrim III, 359 (5 Nov 1842).

56Pilgrim III, 361, (7 Nov 1842).



Figure 31, "Meekness of Mr. Pecksniff
and his charming daughters"
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The Chuzzlewit illustrations show a much greater use of emblems

than before. While often crude, they are usually more subtle than

those he drew for Godfrey Malvern. The difference may well have

come from Dickens. Even so, Browne himself may have been sensitive

enough to see that Dickens's writing demanded a more sophisticated

use of emblems, and he would certainly have been aware that his

own reputation depended on keeping up an association with Dickens.

Yet, because the rough sketches"^ he sent for Dickens's approval

rarely included emblematic detail we cannot be sure at what point

Dickens's influence was exerted. Perhaps he had seen Browne's

illustrations to Godfrey Malvern and expressed, disapproval.

Consciously or un-consciously, Dickens certainly influenced the

direction taken by Browne's Chuzzlewit illustrations-- and that

influence expressed itself as much in control and restraint as

in opening the doors to new possibilities.

The successful and unsuccessful use of emblems in the

illustrations for Chuzzlewit might be exhaustively listed; but

perhaps it will be more productive to show some of the ways in

which they are satisfactorily used. In "Meekness of Mr. Pecksniff"

(Figure 31), for example, a poor box and set of scales on the mantle-

piece comment at a rather elementary level on the Pecksniffs's
58

weighing out of benevolence. In Plate 10B, "Mr. Pecksniff

A great number of sketches for illustrations are in the
British Library's Department of Prints and Drawings. See the
discussion of rough sketches and finished product in Chapter 9.

58
Browne may have taken Gillray's "Temperance enjoying a

Frugal Meal" (July 1772) as a prototype. In that picture,
George III and Queen Charlotte, surrounded by splendid appointments,
are shown partaking of a simple meal. On the mantle is a pair of
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renounces the deceiver," the poor box is hidden behind the plan
59

for a pump, and the scales are weighted to one side. These

changes in the second plate may even comment on Pecksniff's

moral and physical unbalancing.

Several illustrations include inscriptions on books, pictures,

posters, etc., some of which are more meaningful and sophisticated

than others. In "Mr. Pecksniff renounces the deceiver" there

are four books in the corner nook. Two of them have spines marked

with the names of "Vitruvio" and "Palladio"; and only in Plate 10B

is a third marked "Pecksniff Foundati."^ One might expect to

find basic reference works on the subject in an architect's home,

and the proximity of Pecksniff's book might significantly comment

on his professional pretensions, were its barely legible title

not confined to only one plate. The proprietor of the furniture

shop in "Mr. Moodle is led to the contemplation" is "DOOHEM," a

name as appropriate (but again elementary) as Dotheboys is in

Nickleby. Another rather obvious emblem is a bottle marked

"POISON" beside the ink and "SLANG DIC" in the Rowdy Journal office

(PI. 13).

scales for detecting light sovereigns; and on the wall hangs an
empty frame labelled "The Triumph of Benevolence." Details through¬
out the picture contribute to the representation of stinginess and
a lack of charity.

59 . . .

The scales are balanced m Plate 10A. This discrepancy
emphasizes a point which should be kept in mind: apparent emblems
may have been accidental or whimsical. I-f' included in all the plates
of a given illustration, we have a stronger case for thinking them
intentional.

^This is no more Latin th^n is "Vitruvio" for "Vitruvius". This
sort of inaccuracy may have been all right for Thomas Miller, but it
can no more have pleased Dickens, who had won a Latin prize at school,
than any other intelligent reader.



Figure . "Meekness of Mr. Pecksniff
and his charming daughters"
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Somewhat more meaningful, though still unsophisticated, are

the inscriptions in Plates 11 and 38. The first, "Mark meets

an acquaintance" (Figure 32) includes a picture titled "Distraining

for Rent"^"'" above the pawnshop cubicle in which Mark stands; and

an untitled picture of a Bacchante figure is poised above Tigg's

compartment. The pictures do little more than comment on the

differing reasons for the two men's presence there. Equally

elementary is the fisherman shouting "Gone!" in "The Nuptials of

Miss Pecksniff," as his fish snaps its line. The illustration

also includes an untitled picture of Aesop's dog about to drop

his bone in envious greed at his reflection. Steig's interpreta-

tion--"clearly a reference to the sisterly envy of Charity Peck-
6 2

sniff, and the lost 'bones,' Jonas and now Moddle," is tenable.

Possibly effective and slightly more literate are the

inscriptions in Plates 23 and 37. Books lying about the room in

"Mr. Moddle is both particular and peculiar in his attentions"

include: "Jolly Songs," "Childe Harold," and "Sorrows (of Young]
Werter." The first comments by contrast on Moddle's romantic

despair; the second and third feature melancholic or despairing

heroes. In "Warm reception of Mr. Pecksniff" (Figure 33), copies

of Paradise Lost and Moliere's Tartuffe fall to the floor as the

elder Martin Chuzzlewit beats Pecksniff. The reference to Moliere's

^"The source for the allusion is Sir David Wilkie's painting
(1815) of the same title. Dickens had known Wilkie since Oct 1839,
so the painting might have been made known to Browne through him.
But the design of the painting in the illustration is not in the
least like Wilkie's.

^Steig, p.141.
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Figure 32. "Martin meets an acquaintance
at the house of a mutual relation"
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hypocrite is obvious; that to Paradise Lost, somewhat uncertain.

Any link to the Eden (U.S.A.) motif is rather inappropriate to the

scene. More important is the fact that Pecksniff's self-built

world has collapsed; that he is, in some ways, eating his personal
6 3

fruit of knowledge. The allusions in these two plates are more

sophisticated than cobwebs, birds in cages, etc. because they

demand more than just a one-to-one correlation--they are not

64
"so transparent that every mechanic" may "understand." And while

this sort of emblem requires a somewhat greater literary or

historical knowledge on the part of both artist and reader, it

gives a much richer return.^
Inscriptions do not provide the only effective allusions.

The battledore and shuttlecock, lying at the feet of Mrs. Todgers,

Pecksniff and Ruth Pinch in "M. Todgers and the Pecksniffs call,"

is less elementary as an evaluation of Ruth's position in the
66

copper founder's household. Spider webs can be seen in as many

If the statue above the bookshelf is, in fact, a bust of
Socrates as Steig has suggested (p. 139), this interpretation of
self-knowledge (i.e. "Know ttyself") is possibly strengthened,
but I have found no reason for the identification.

64
As quoted in Praz, Studies, p.63.

^Plate 6 ("Mark begins to be jolly...") provides another
example of the variant plate problem. One of the posters in
Plates 6B and 6C reads: "Every Man (in his]Humour." The title
of Jonson's play is appropriate to Mark's present and future
situations: he is a man of good humour; and his "humour" is a

propensity to be "jolly under creditable circumstances." That
humour is similar to that of Sordido in Jonson's later related
play, "Every Man out of his Humour"; and, like Jonson's
characters, he is to be put "out of humour" with his predilection.
Yet the absence of the inscription in Plate 6A should warn us to
be cautious about making what might be unwarrantable conclusions.

^They served a similar purpose on the covers of Dombey
and Bleak House.
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as three illustrations; but in only one of these, "The Thriving

City of Eden ... on paper," do they serve the traditional role

of showing a trap. The meaning is enhanced by the stupidly

ill-drawn mouse and trap on the shelf above the plan of Eden.

On the other hand, the webs in "Mr. Jefferson Brick..." and

"Mysterious Installation..." seem merely naturalistic, and again

suggest the care needed before meaning is given to every detail.

Apart from the influence of reviews, and even Browne,

there are perhaps a few other reasons why the symbolic quality

should begin to appeal in the illustrations. These may arise from

Dickens's own writing. He had at last grasped how to structure

his novels, and (as Forster points out)^ he had come to see the

need to keep in mind certain themes. For, what he called "allegory"

in the PCS, or simple themes in MC, gave him a way of patterning

his fiction. It would not be surprising if this did not make

both Dickens and Browne aware of symbolic devices in illustration.

A second reason brings us even closer to the text. Figurative

speech may have suggested an equivalent use of analogy in the

illustrations; and it is with Martin Chuzzlewit that this begins

to come out most extraordinarily. Dickens had clearly seen that

it had a special place in American rhetoric, since the Americans

even talked like political cartoons. One patriotic young Columbian

declaims against the British:

^Forster I, 273-4.
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"I taunt that Lion. I tell that Lion, that Freedom's
hand once twisted in his mane, he rolls a corse before
me, and the Eagles of the Great Republic laugh ha, ha!"

(MC, 359)

Elijah Pogram describes one of his countrymen as,

"a model of a man, quite fresh from Natur's mould!
... He is a true-born child of this free hemisphere!
Verdant as the mountains of our country; bright and flowing
as our mineral Licks; unspiled by withering conventionalities
as air our broad and boundless Perearers!" (MC, 534)

Of course, figurative language was not limited to the Americans.

Amongst the Britons, Pecksniff and Mrs. Gamp, especially,

contribute their fair share of analogical speech; and Dickens's

prose assumed a new ease in utilizing allusive or emblematic

comparison. The historical and literary allusion, a sampling of

which follows, have a wide range: St. George and the Dragon (p.45),

the Sirens (p.59), Diogenes (p.92), the Black Friar in Don Juan

(p.124), the Wise Men and the Prodigal Son (p.214), "Rule Britania"

(p.281), Hamlet (p.287), the Car of Juggernaut and Upas tree of

Java (p.509), Lord Nelson at Trafalgar (p.511), and Philip

Quarll (p.567). While the variety of allusions is wide, most are

easily identifiable. In compliance with the emblem-book tradition,

they are not so clear that anybody can understand them. They

demand some acquaintance with the Bible, myths, world literature

and history; at the same time, they are not so obscure as to be

clear only to the well-educated. They could provide intellectual

satisfaction for Dickens's popular and literate, but sometimes

indifferently educated, audience.

The human, animal and material worlds are often merged.

Animistic possibilities are explored, for instance, in the descrip¬

tions of "The Dragon" (p.25) and "Todgers" (pp.127-30; which have
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fully-developed individual personalities. People are often

described in terms of animal imagery. Of Pecksniff, heading a

gathering of Chuzzlewit's relations, Dickens wrote:

If ever man combined within himself all the mild qualities
of the lamb with a considerable touch of the dove, and not
a dash of the crocodile, or the least possible suggestion
of the very mildest seasoning of the serpent, that man was
he. (MC, 53)

Mercy is compared in turn to a bee, a butterfly and a humming¬

bird, (MC, 306). Pecksniff characterizes those gathered around

the elder Chuzzlewit as "wolves and vultures," (MC, 802). Of

the American Eagle, the symbol of the American character, Mark

Tapley says:

"I would want to draw it like a Bat for its short-sightedness;
like a Bantam, for its bragging; like a Magpie, for its honesty;
like a Peacock, for its vanity; like a Ostrich, for its putting
its head in the mud, and thinking nobody sees it--"

Martin adds: "'And like a Phoenix, for its power of springing from

the ashes of its faults and vices, and soaring up anew into the sky!'"
68

(MC, 547). The fountain near Lincoln's-Inn Fields is made to play

the interesting role of reflecting Ruth Pinch's various emotions

as she passes or waits by it. An interesting reversal of the

practice of animism can be seen in the comparison of Pecksniff to

a direction-post, "which is always telling the way to a place,

and never goes there," (MC, 12). Having renounced Pecksniff,

Martin left the house and "went doggedly forward at the same

quick pace, until he had passed the finger-post," (MC, 212).

68
In their use of the upper case, Mark and Martin neatly

parody the Americans' accustomed usage of those abstracts (Hope,
Truth, Freedom) which so often required similes for explanation
or clarification.
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Tom Pinch, having been forced from Pecksniff's house, thinks, as

he sits atop the coach for London,'"And that's the last of the

old finger-post,"' (MC, 560). This is strongly featured in the

illustrations.

Dickens is not content with scratching the surface of

analogical possibilities. Tom Pinch's characters is described in

musical terms:

to say that Tom had no idea of playing first fiddle in
any social orchestra, but was always quite satisfied
to be set down for the hundred and fiftieth violin in
the band, or thereabouts, is to express his modesty in
very inadequate terms. (MC, 192)

Dickens returns to the musical analogy in describing Tom's

reaction to Martin's musing upon the happiness of married life

with Mary:

it may have required a stronger effort to perform this
simple act [serenely and gratefully shaking hands with
Martin] with a pure heart, than to achieve many and many
a deed to which the doubtful trumpet blown by Fame has
lustily resounded. Doubtful, because from its long
hovering over the scenes of violence, the smoke and steam
of death have clogged the keys of that brave instrument;
and it is not always that its notes are either true or
tuneful. (MC, 192-4)

The analogy shifts from one musical instrument to another; but

this does not alter its effectiveness.

Dickens was not unaware of the emblem tradition. His

textual emblems in MC include: rampant horses (p.24, 559, 817),

birds in cages (p.128), cobwebs (p.134), scales in and out of

balance (p.135, 242, 478 and 584), withered plants (p.224, 424 and

506) and a fast-emptying hour-glass (p.308). In a possible reference

to Holbein's Dance of Death, Tom's landlord is said to point to

a letter's destination, "like the Tempter in some grim old carving,"
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(MC, 628). Nor is his use of the tradition and the closely-related

use of similes unconscious: "Mrs. Gamp's apartment ... wore,

metaphorically speaking, a robe of state," (MC, 747); "these

dingy resting-places ... bore much the same analogy to green

churchyards, as ..." (MC, 128); and "There is no other simile

that will express his state of mind," (MC, 201)--emphases mine.

This consciousness is perhaps nowhere better exhibited than in

his description of Scadder:

The compound figure of Death and the Lady at the top
of the old ballad was not divided with a greater nicety,
and hadn't halves more monstrously unlike each other, than
the two profiles of Sephaniah Scadder. (MC, 358)

When Mark begins to question the honesty of his dealings,

Scadder "offered [his dirty handsj for examination in a figurative

sense, as emblems of his moral character," (MC, 356).

The phrase, "emblems of his moral character," may provide

a clearer understanding of Dickens's use of emblems and analogies

than might first appear. Like Hogarth, he is concerned with

the moral nature of his subject matter. Many of these analogies

are unillustratable. For example, Mark and Martin's American

Eagle (composed of bat, bantam, magpie, peacock, ostrich and

phoenix), would look ridiculous if presented visually. A picture

of Tom Pinch playing "the hundred and fiftieth violin in the band,"

would undermine the sophistication and intent of Dickens's musical

analogy. But it is only in the non-visual nature of some of

Dickens's analogies that he and Browne differ. Dickens's allusions

do more than just comment on the plot. They add a wealth of

associations which Browne's (mostly) crude emblems cannot
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provide. Perhaps to the benefit of the book, analogies of moral

significance are almost completely limited to the text.

It must be remembered that it was Dickens's text, not

Browne's illustrations, to which contemporary reviewers referred

when comparing the novels and Hogarth. Apart from the review
69

by Lister m the Edinburgh Review, these were, until 1844,

limited to short mention of a passing nature. But in that

year, Richard Hengist Home published a lengthy essay on Dickens

in a two-volume collection titled The New Spirit of the Age.^
The possible influence of this essay has not been sufficiently

explored. The collection, a "sequel" to Hazlitt's The Spirit

of the Age: or contemporary portraits (1825)^ made Dickens the

leading "spirit" of the new age. The essay was placed first in

the collection and was by far the longest of the twenty-five.
72

His portrait also served as the frontispiece to the first volume.
Dickens seems to have been aware by October 1843 that he was to

73
be included in the collection of essays, and he probably read the

69
(Oct 1838), 75-97.

^(London: Smith Elder, 1844).

^(London: Henry Colburn, 1825). Amongst the "spirits" of
Hazlitt's Age were several literary figures, including: Coleridge,
Scott, Byron and Wordsworth.

72
The frontispiece to Vols. 2 was of Lord Tennyson, the essay

on whom was much shorter.
73

Dickens wrote, in a letter to Thomas Powell (9 Oct 1843),
"I shall keep a sharp eye on Horne. Let him beware! If he gives
me the least offence, I will unsay all I have said," (Pilgrim III,
578-9). He wrote to Miss Margaret Gillies (23 Oct 1843), "Would
you like me to ask Mr. Maclise to look in, during the sitting? He
has a mighty knowledge of my face and expressed himself much struck
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leading essay soon after the volumes were published in April 1844.

The original preface (July 1844) to Martin Chuzzlewit echoes one

section of it. Horne had written:

That Mr. Dickens often caricatures, has been said by many
people; by if they examined their own minds they would
be very likely to find that this opinion chiefly originated,
and was suppor^d by certain undoubted caricatures among the
illustrations.

In the preface, Dickens did justice to Browne by removing the

question of the intervening influence of the illustrations:

It is almost needless to add, that the commoner the folly
or the crime which an author endeavours to illustrate,
the greater is the risk he runs of being charged with
exaggeration; for, as no man ever yet recognized an imitation
of himself, no man will admit the correctness of a sketch
in which his own character is delineated, however faithfully.

(MC, viii)

The blame for incorrectly perceived exaggerations lay with those

of his reading public who were unable to recognize themselves,

not with the novelist who was so carefully faithful to nature.

Dickens warned that he would "keep a sharp eye on Horne,

so he was certainly well aware of the essay. Like the earlier

reviews, it praised Dickens's writing for its "truth of character"

(p.6). More important was a point-by-point comparison between his

work and Hogarth's. Horne pointed out that a proper appreciation

of Dickens required one to know Hogarth:

with the "spirit" of your portrait as photographed," (Pilgrim
III, 584-5). The editors of the letters comment that, "CD
must already have known that" it "was intended for Horne's New
Spirit of the Age," (Pilgrim III, 585n).

74
Horne, p.25.

75Pilgrim III, 578.
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Any one who would rightly--that is, philosophically
as well as pleasantly--estimate the genius of Mr. Dickens,
should first read his works fairly through, and then read
the Essays by Charles Lamb, and by Hazlitt, on the genius
of Hogarth; or if the hesitating reader in question feels
a preliminary distaste for anything which displays low
vices without the high sauce of aristocracy to disguise
the real repulsiveness (a feeling natural enough, by the
way) th^g let him reverse the process, and begin with the
Essays.

His own essay contained much of which Dickens could be proud.

At the same time, it provided him with a new responsibility.

Those of Dickens's readers who had read Home's essay would

now be more acutely aware of Hogarthian elements^ in his work;

while Dickens, in turn, would be aware of this newly-created

expectation and would be more consciously forced to try to satisfy

^Horne, p. 10
^To do justice to Home's article would involve extensive

quotation. Amongst the characteristics which he discusses are:
verisimilitude, finished execution of parts and of the whole,
individual reality combined with generalization, animism,
profusion and prodigality of character, a predilection for the
lower classes, love for the beautiful and pathetic, and a strong
sense of moral purpose. It anticipates much that has been re-stated
recently.



VIII.

The Christmas Books:

Fantasy and Reality

In their artful combination of fantasy and reality, and in

their mutual similarity to popular pantomime, the text and illustra¬

tions of the Christmas books show a harmony not previously found

in Dickens's illustrated books. Yet this does not necessarily

mean that the illustrations are decidedly "better"; in fact,

despite the inclusion of established artists as illustrators, they

show a distinct deterioration in quality. This deterioration is

a reflection of the texts' changed character and of Dickens's

gradually shifting attitudes to the Christmas books.

Dickens's brand of seasonal cheer introduced a new variety
1

of Christmas entertainment. Most of the books were fairy tales."

Besides supernatural characters like ghosts and goblins, the

books — especially A Christmas Carol — involved the illogical

movement of time associated with the fairy tale. In Carol,

several time concepts operate at once. First, there is the rational

"clock" time. The most familiar of the others is the shift from

Scrooge's childhood past, through a picture of the present, to the

vision of a miserable future. The third is one which allows

^"The Battle of Life is a notable exception. Dickens recog¬
nized the sort of structural role the supernatural played in the
Christmas books. With reference to the Battle, he wrote to
Forster: "to manage it without the supernatural agency now
impossible of introduction, and yet to move it naturally within the
required space ... I find to be a difficulty so perplexing ... that
I am fearful of wearing myself out if I go on." Pilgrim IV, 625
(26 Sept 1846).
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Scrooge to enter his room on Christmas Eve, to receive nocturnal

visits on successive nights from Marley's ghost and three other

spirits, and yet awaken on Christmas morning. His experience

with the spirits makes Scrooge more willing to accept non-traditional

measurements of time. Waking after the third spirit's visit, he

exclaims: '"I don't know what day of the month it is! ...

I don't know how long I've been among the Spirits. I don't know

anything," (CB, 72). He unquestioningly accepts the announcement

that it is Christmas Day, reasoning that, "the Spirits have done

it all in one night. They can do anything they like. Of course

they can'," (CB, 72). How time affects Man is, in fact, the basic

donn^e of all the Christmas books. And in developing this aspect

of fiction, even in these shorter works, Dickens grasped an

essential development in nineteenth century fiction. Outside

the supernatural world, personal meaning develops most clearly

through time; and it is entirely appropriate that Dickens should

show this through seasonal Christmas stories.

Then, just as the text often makes light of traditional

concepts of time and space, so too do the illustrations. By means

of "double" designs, the artists were able to achieve similar

flexibility. In "Sir Joseph Bowley," (The Chimes), for example,

Trotty is shown twice. In the bottom two-thirds of the design

(Figure 34) he is walking toward a door at the back of the room

in which the Porter sits. In the top third, he is handing Alder¬

man Cute's letter to Sir Joseph. The time and place of each part

is slightly different. Yet they form one unit, divided by a

scarcely discernible curved line. Our expectations of pictorial
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art capturing a moment in time and space are some what distorted.

Like the art of the ancient Egyptians, this technique was "not based

on what the artist could see at a given moment, but rather on what

2
he knew belonged to a person or a scene." In this case, the

"scene" is Trotty's reception at Sir Joseph's. Perhaps more to

the point is the way it shows a theatrical "scene". The illustration

is framed by curtains pulled back at each side, and the artist

has taken the same freedom as a dramatist. We accept the passage

of time between scenes in a play and the transformation of

characters in a pantomime. It is all part of the imaginative

world in which we have agreed to take part. So too are we expected

to accept the imaginative world of the text and its illustrations.

There is no evidence in his letters that Dickens initiated

this innovation; but it is quite likely that he gave verbal

instructions which required the use of the new technique. Its

use by more than one artist helps to establish Dickens's probable

involvement. Certainly he did not disapprove of it. The covers

to the novels always show multiple incident and time and place;

and in a letter to Forster (29 Oct 1846) concerning the illustra¬

tions to The Battle of Life, he wrote:

I should like each part1to have a general illustration to
it at the beginning, shadowing out its drift and bearing:
much as Browne goes at that kind of thing on Dombey covers.
1 don't think I should fetter your discretion in the matter
farther. The better ^t is illustrated, the better I shall
be pleased of course.

2
E.H. Gombrich, The Story of Art (London: Phaidon Press,

1964), p.36.

"^Pilgrim IV, 648-9.
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The continued use of the "double" design scheme used in the earlier

Christmas books is a way in which the chapter-opening illustrations

of the Battle were meant to be the "kind of thing on Dombey covers."

The Battle of Life was composed of three parts, each of

which began with a "double" illustration. Each followed the

same basic design. The bottom half showed a largish illustration

which extended into the left margin of the next quarter. The top

quarter included a small design followed by a decorative chapter

title. The middle section included a title and, in Parts Two and

Three, a decorative initial and part of a design on the left

margin; then a space for three or four lines of text in the middle

and right margin. The bottom designs shadow out the "drift and

bearing" of each chapter as it relates to the Jeddler family:

contented family life, the shock following Marion's "elopement",

and the happy reunion of tie long-separated family members. The

small pictures at the top shadow forth parts of the story not

directly related to the Jeddlers: the scene of the battle fought

"once upon a time," Michael Warden's riding accident in front of

the doctor's house, and the operation of the "Nutmeg-Grater" by

Benjamin and Clemency Britain.

These "double" illustrations were successful in demonstrating
4

the same sort of dreamlike skipping about m time and space which

the supernatural aspect of the books brought out. They often

Zf
A curious instance of the "double" illustration can be

seen in Stanfield's "The Lighthouse" for The Haunted Han. The
bottom half of the design shows a ship in distress at sea near a
lighthouse-lit rock. The top part is a "close-up" of the boat's
crew clinging to a yardarm. (See Figure 36)
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brought together objects and characters in ways we might not

expect. And, as with the text, the juxtaposition was often made

with characters and situations which would not normally be considered

romantic or fanciful.

Yet it was not the books' supernatural characteristic which

differentiated them from previous Christmas projects. The

popularity of fairy tales had been given fresh impetus by the

translation of the Brothers Grimm's Kinder und Hausmarchen in

1823-6.^ These aroused an interest which is evidenced by the

sudden increase of collections and translation. By the Winter of

1836/37,^ fairyland had already begun its association with

Christmas. In December Planche presented "Riquet with the Tuft,"

the first in his long series of fairy extravaganzas. The production

met with favourable attention. A review in The Times, for example,

concluded:

Altogether we do not know when we have been so much amused
as by the representation of Riquet with the Tuft, which
is unquestionably the very best thing of the kind that ha^
been produced within the walls of this agreeable theatre.

8
In the January 1837 number of Pickwick, Dickens himself made

Anonymously translated by Edgar Taylor, and illustrated
by George Cruikshank. The original--Deutsche Sagen (Berlin:
Nicolaischen Buchhandlung, 1816)-- was not illustrated.

^Though E.T.A. Hoffmann's Nussknacker und Mausekonig--
upon which Tschaikowsky's Christmas-oriented Nutcracker Suite is
based-'-was published in 1816, it was not translated into English
until 1875 and--as Tschaikowsky was not born until 1840--could have
had only a minor influence.

^The Times (27 Dec 1836), p.5.
g

Though Dickens's tale appears after Planche's, there is no
evidence of influence. He had finished writing the number by
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the association between Christmas and fantasy in his interpolated

tale, "The story of the goblins who stole a sexton." So Dickens's

potential audience would have been prepared, and the sub-titles--
9

"a ghost story," "a goblin story," "a fairy tale," and "a fancy" --

would not have seemed at all incongruous with the idea of Christmas
10

entertainment.

What was new was Dickens's intimate intermingling of

fantasy and reality. Like the Carol's three spirits, he moves

easily between the ethereal realm of goblins and fairies, the

everyday life of ordinary people, and the harsh world of miserable

poverty. The stories are full of spirits and unnatural happenings.

At the same time, Dickens is down-to-earth in his representations

of the humble but happy Cratchit family celebrating Christmas,

or of blue-nosed Trotty Veck shivering in the church door. ^

23 December (Pilgrim I, 215), three days before the first perfor¬
mance of Riquet on 26 December. As he had two plays (Strange
Gentleman and Village Coquettes) in production that month, he may
have received word about Riquet's contents before it opened.
But even then, unless Christmas fairy tales were common, he might
not have borrowed the genre.

9 ...

These are the partial sub-titles of Carol, Chimes, Cricket
and Haunted Man, respectively.

^The similarity between Dickens's Christmas books and the
fanciful Christmas stage presentation did not go unnoticed.
Thomas Hood, in a review of the Carol, noted: "There's a change!--
a moral trick of metamorphosis as astounding as any mechanical one
in the Christmas pantomimes!-- ...a Scrooge into a Samaritan!"
Hood's Magazine, 1 (Jan 1844), 68-75, p.74.

The realism of Dickens's fanciful creations was observed

by contemporary critics. Of the Carol, one wrote: "His powers
of observations, also, must be very great, as we constantly meet
with little graphic touches equally affecting and true to nature.
He is, indeed, a sort of Teniers or Wilkie, and, like them,
portrays scenes in humble life with a force and accuracy which
exonerate him from the charge of either exaggeration or fancy."
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nor commonplace; they are rather of the type one might find in

Hogarth's "Gin Lane". Fairy tales, for example, rarely include

passages like the scene when Scrooge is taken,

into an obscure part of the town, wherejhejhad never penetrated
before, although he recognized its situation, and its bad
repute. The ways were foul and narrow; the shops and houses
wretched; the people half-naked, drunken, slipshod, ugly.
Alleys and archways, like so many cesspools, disgorged their
offences of smell, and dirt, and life, upon the straggling
streets; and the whole quarter reeked with crime, with
filth, and misery. (CB, 61)

Scenes like this are as real to the material world as spirits are

to the fantasy world: Dickens simply erased the dividing line.

But these elements combine to produce a very difficult task

for the Christmas book artist. He must design illustrations which
12

convincingly combine fantasy and reality. In A Christmas Carol,

fantasy and realism are continually brought together. It is as

if Dickens and his illustrators were aware that they must use

the illustrations to give reality to the fantasy, and enliven

realism with the fantastic. Of Leech's eight illustrations to that

book, only two--the first and last designs ("Mr. Fezziwig's Ball"

and "Scrooge and Bob Cratchit")--do not follow that pattern. One

would have thought that the colouring of the Carol's four steel

Gentleman's Magazine, (Feb 1840), 170-71, p.170. Another wrote,
of the Chimes: "He sets before us, without apparent effort, in
all the distinctness and vivid colouring of actual life, the scene
or the character which he wishes to describe. ... The truth¬
fulness of his sketches is not outward and superficial."
Eclectic Review, N.S., 17 (Jan 1845), 70-88, p.71.

12
Because Battle is a realistic book, it does not present

the same sorts of problems as the others.
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plates might have been put to good use in defining the two sorts

of subjects. To some extent this has happened. In "Marley's

Ghost" and "The Last of the Spirits", the supernatural beings are

of much duller colouring than the rest of the illustration. Yet

the Ghost of Christmas Present in "The Second of the Three Spirits"

is very brightly coloured. Nor does a coloured design signify

the presence of the supernatural. The coloured frontispiece,

"Mr. Fezziwig's Ball" (Figure 35) portrays exuberance of the purely

human sort; and several black-and-white illustrations show

supernatural subjects. Yet, the Ghost of Christmas Present excepted,

Leech has designed his spirits in such a manner that they do not

appear to be as solid as his flesh-and-blood characters. In the

black-and-white ones, especially, they lack the clear outline which

define the others.

It was perhaps easier to portray the human-sized ghosts

of the Carol than the ethereal spirits of the Chimes or Cricket.

The ghosts could, without too much incongruity, be shown in discourse

with Scrooge. The other spirits act by their mere presence rather

than by verbal and visual argument. Yet Doyle's representations

in his chapter-opening illustrations are as effective as Leech's

in the Carol. Their presence in clouds reminds us of their lack

of physical being and their ability, like clouds of steam, to

creep unhindered into the smallest of crannies. The similarity

in shape of these clouds to the "balloons" which led from the

mouths of caricature characters to show their words or thoughts

may have made it doubly effective in pointing to Dickens's
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13
characters' states of mind. An interesting case of this is

Doyle's "Margaret and her Child" (Chimes). Trotty Veck is repre¬

sented in the cloud with a group of "ghostly figures" who show him

a vision of Margaret on the brink of sacrificing herself and her

child to the river. During his contact with these figures, Trotty

becomes incorporeal. So the cut exhibits several levels of the

fantastic while, at the same time, representing one of the harshest

facets of reality.

The frontispieces and title-pages for The Chimes, Cricket and

Haunted Man are all distinctly supernatural. They are filled with

goblins and fairies, the multitude of which often camouflage

any worldly beings in the design. It is true that fanciful

frontispieces and title-pages were nothing new to Dickens's

books. Goblins had figured prominently in the proscenium to the

stage on which Pickwick and Sam Weller had sat for the frontis¬

piece to Pickwick. Fanciful representations had also appeared on

14
the frontispieces for Chuzzlewit, for the weekly covers of the

Clock and in each of its three volumes' frontispieces. Yet,

apart from being original fictional creations, these books were

13
The use of clouds was, of course, quite appropriate

to Cricket in which "The kettle began it." But Doyle had used
it effectively in The Chimes the year before, so he could not
have got his idea from this motif.

14 . .

Martin Chuzzlewit also had a monthly part cover in which
a simple allegorical dichotomy had been posed between good and
bad fortune. This was the first in a series of Dickens's
novels which had a cover foreshadowing the story.
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not particularly fanciful.^ Certainly one might argue that

Pickwick and Nell are based on fairy tale archetypes; or that

Pecksniff, Mark Tapley, etc. are allegorical types. But the fact

remains that there is no supernatural agency at work. So the mere

presence of goblins, fairies or elves need not, necessarily,

foreshadow a fairy-tale-like story. One must, additionally,

recognize that the frontispieces to those books appeared only

after each had been completed in serial publication, while those

to the Christmas books appeared at the beginning of the work

in its original volume form. And the preponderance of supernatural

to human figures in the designs would make the reader quite

right in suspecting a book included characters with magical powers.

But the majority of Christmas book illustrations appeared in

mid-chapter and were straightforward pictures of a realistic

nature. So, though some of the illustrations help to support

the textual combination of fantasy and reality, it is not in

their subject matter alone that their influence lay.

The theatre--especially the Christmas pantomimes--may, in

fact, have contributed more to the type of Christmas volumes

Dickens produced than has been generally recognized. By 1843,

when A Christmas Carol appeared, the pantomimes were an established

^In fact, these books--with sub-titles like "posthumous
papers" and "life and adventures"--posed as fact. Their fanciful
frontispieces may have served as an advanced warning system of
the creative imagination at work, as a sort of safeguard that
Dickens's readers would recognize the fictional nature of his works.
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part of the Christmas season. By prescriptive custom, each of

the major London theatres opened its Christmas presentation on

Boxing night. These shows, while priding themselves on their

"novelty", were amazingly alike. Besides the outward similarities

of Boxing night opening, patterned title and sub-title,^ and

finale position in an evening's performance which usually included

a play of more serious nature, the pantomimes had basically

identical structures. There was a thin plot connecting sections

whose changes were brought about by tricks and transformations.

The extravagances of scenery, costume and machinery seem to have

been highly important. The pantomime often made satirical comments

on popular topics, and always concluded with a section including

four stock characters: clown, harlequin, pantaloon and columbine.

While popular enthusiasm would appear from a review in The Times^7
to be almost without bound, the pantomime did have its critics.

A writer in The Athenaeum of 30 December 1842, for example, decried

the continued popularity of the entertainments:

seeing a pantomime is as wearisome as reading an old Joe
Miller, the jests of which one knows by heart; nay, worse,
because they are enacted apropos to nothing. The follies
and fashions of the time are satirized so feebly that the
hits take no effect; and these poor attempt^gare very rare;
nor are the introductions so good as usual.

"Harlequin Jack the Giant Killer, or the Dwarf Gnome,
and the Ogre of St. Michael's Mount," (Olympic Theatre, 26 Dec
1843) and "The Little Old Woman and Her Pig, or Harlequin Pedlar
and the Magic Petticoat," (Adelphi Theatre, 27 Dec 1841) are
examples of their " ..., or ..." form.

17The Times (28 Dec 1841, 27 Dec 1842, 27 Dec 1843 and 27
Dec 1844).

1 8
The Athenaeum, (30 Dec 1842), p.1139.
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This writer did not advocate abolition of the pantomime. His

commentary on the Haymarket's revival of Planch^'s "Riquet with

the Tuft," ("a very pleasant variety") makes it clear that reform

was being sought. It is difficult to discern how general was this

reaction against repetition and extravagance. The pantomimes cer¬

tainly were often thought to be "too long", or to contain scenes

whose length should be cut.

The popularity of the pantomimes could not have gone unnoticed

by Dickens. He was a Londoner actively interested in the theatre.
19

Three of his own plays had been produced; and he had edited
.20

the Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi, the best-known pantomimist of

the early nineteenth century. To the financially embarrassed

Dickens, adoption of certain of the pantomime's more successful

characteristics might have shown itself as an escape route from his

difficulties. He had a ready-made audience, accustomed to--and

anxious for — productions of this sort. His famous name attached

to such a work would guarantee its success.

But Dickens, in adapting the pantomime to the art of fiction

made significant changes. His sub-titles did no rename the

works, but said something about their basic nature. Instead of

a thin, highly-contrived plot, Dickens carried characters through

a series of activities which led to a logical end. Scenes

are not included only for the spectacle they might provide, but

19
"The Strange Gentleman," (29 Sept 1836); "The Village Coquettes,"

(6 Dec 1836); and "Is She His Wife?" (3 March 1837).
20

(London: Richard Bentley, 1838).
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for some definite purpose. The transformations are not the

result of clever work with machinery. They are usually activated

by supernatural beings, like those introduced by Planche, who can

instantaneously change time and place. Nor are the transformations

merely material in their nature. The change may be in a character's

morality--a change which does not seem to occur in the pantomime.

The most important difference lay in the satire. Of the Christmas

books, the Athenaeum writer would not have said that the "follies

and fashions of the time are satirized so feebly that the hits

take no effect." Where Dickens attacked--and it was not the

"follies and fashions" but matters of more important concern—the

hits landed with great force.

Illustrations to Dickens's earlier books had often exhibited

characteristics of the theatre. Most of the characters faced

the reader, dramatic poses were often assumed, and groupings of

characters served to clarify social relationships. This was

especially noticeable in Nickleby, the only one of the earlier

works whose verbal roots were firmly planted in the theatre.

Yet in the Christmas books, which appear to be so firmly based

in the popular theatre, this familiar framework was broken down.

The illustrations, especially those following the Carol, took on

a less distinctly "stage-like" appearance. This was in part

caused by the simplistic nature of some of the cuts. Some illustra¬

tions have too little background detail and often lack the sort

of human interaction for them to serve as successful stage settings

or full-page illustrations as did those done for Dickens's

earlier works. Designs like "Scrooge extinguishes the First of the
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Three Spirits," (Carol); "Trotty Veck," (Chimes); "Boxer,"

(Cricket); and "Milly and the Student" (Haunted Man) would have

been totally unsuccessful as full-page cuts, and would have

looked ridiculous in a full Clock page. But they were quite

appropriate as inset cuts in the smaller Christmas books.

Like Master Humphrey's Clock, most of the illustrations for

these seasonal books were woodcuts. But, perhaps because none of

Dickens's letters to the artists survives about pictures in the

Christmas books, nothing has been made of the picture-word

relationship. Instances similar to those pointed out by Joan

21
Stevens for Master Humphrey's Clock, can be -found in the

22
Christmas books. In fact, they are often more striking. But,

as with Clock, the examples are few and relatively simple.

Yet by their sheer physical proximity, the pictures and words

in the Christmas books exhibit a more sophisticated relationship

than can be found in the Clock. Pictures and words began to be

wedded in a manner which made them look as though they really

belonged together. For the first and only time with Dickens, the

21
See: Joan Stevens, "'Woodcuts Dropped into the Text': The

Illustrations in The Old Curiosity Shop and Barnaby Rudge," Studies
in Bibliography, 20 (Jan 1967), 113-34.

22
In "Alderman Cute and his Friends," Trotty Veck is shown

confronting those who condemn the eating of tripe. The text follow¬
ing reads: "Trotty stood aghast, and his legs shook under him." (CB,91)

For "Boxer," the text is actually split to include the illustra¬
tion: "'Halloa! Here's Boxer!' [cut] and out came that somebody
forthwith." (CB, 192)

One page in Battle presents an interesting use of this approach.
Titled "The Night of the Return," the page includes two small cuts of
actions which are supposed to be happening simultaneously. The page
reads: "Hot and breathless as the Doctor was, it only made (cut of
Dr. Jeddler dancing] him the more impatient for Alfred's coming,
jcut of Michael Warden "eloping" with Marion, Alfred's f ianceej." (CB, 285)



Figure 36.
"The Lighthouse"

Figure 37.
"The Dance"

alone ; and Bertha playa her liveliest tune.
r

Well! if you'll believeme,thcyhave not been dancing
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cuts were not limited to rectangular blocks, though some of these

still retained a sharpness of outline—usually in the form of

an L-shaped block or a variation—which assumed some sort of

arbitrary limit between the verbal and graphic realms. Many

chapter-opening illustrations had text planted in the middle of

the cut, but separated from it by straight-edge lines. In most

of the illustrations after A Carol some text is fancifully inter¬

mixed with the designs. Often only a few words are included:

"|cut}hand in his breast, and looked complacently from time," or

"and gone already. This was the dread companion of the haunted

man! jcut~|.
No matter how large the illustration, space was always

left for part of the text to be included. This open space

sometimes fell at the side as in Stanfield's "The Lighthouse"

for The Haunted Man (Figure 36). Sometimes, as in "The Dance"

(Cricket; Figure 37), and "The Parting Breakfast" (Battle; Figure

38), part of the text is completely surrounded by the illustration.

The words themselves form so integral a part of the design that

to do without them would automatically upset the balance. The spaces

are usually too small to include more than part of a sentence. This

lack of a stopping-point helps maintain the continuity and movement

24
of the text. As the text becomes part of the picture, so too

23
"Sir Joseph Bowley's" (Chimes), and "Redlaw and the Phantom"

(Haunted Man).
24

An obvious exception is "The Christmas Party in the Great
Dinner Hall," the final illustration in The Haunted Man. The last
five words of the text, "Lord Keep my Memory Green," are decoratively
included as an inseparable part of the design. Though no full-stop
is clearly discernible, there is no question about the finality
these words carry—as end of sentence, end of chapter, end of book,
and final re-statement of the book's direction.



Figure 38. "The Parting Breakfast"
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does the picture become part of the text. At a first reading,

it is taken in rapidly, giving only a general impression of joy,

despair, doubt, contentment, etc. It is only on a second reading,

when we know the plot, that these mid-chapter designs can come in

for closer scrutiny.

The rather different form of the Christmas book illustrations

also affected the ways in which they related to the meaning of

the words. The cuts were often more generalized than earlier

designs. They were not as easily pin-pointed in time, so it was

more difficult to determine the precise spot in the text to which

they unarguably belonged. The vertical nature of the designs also

allowed for a bit more leeway in the text-picture relationship

than was possible in MHC. Text could go above, beside, below or

within the often nebulous confines of the design. Their smaller

"gift book" size also aided the text-picture relationship. The

designs were not very large, but even then they dominated the page

on which they were printed. Because the illustrations were vertical,

they were not framed with large white spaces on each side, as they

had been in MHC So the picture became a unit not only with those

words printed with it, but also with those on the page facing. With

this sort of flexibility, it was relatively easy to place the cuts

in positions not incongruous with the surrounding text.

Yet, striking as the effects sometimes were, this was not

25
carried on in any of Dickens's later work; and this may suggest

The pictures to Pictures from Italy (May 1846) used the same
effect, but it was contemporary with the Christmas books (1843-8).
and probably part of the same experiment.
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that there was something almost trivial in intermingling words andi

pictures in this way. It was also unprofitable inasmuch as it was

made almost impossible in any reprint to reset the words and

re-arrange the illustrations; as we see in the Charles Dickens

Edition, where the spaces for text are left blank, and in the New

Oxford Illustrated Edition, where the whole page has been repro¬

duced with scraps of the old text imbedded in the illustrations.

So one is left with either incomplete pages of illustrations or

repeated text, thus making an absurdity of the idea that there

is still any wedding of words and pictures. Each is, instead,

drawn toward superficiality.

While the use of "double design" illustrations, the

simplistic nature of some cuts, the presence of ethereal creatures,

a change away from rectangular woodcuts, and the introduction of

mid-illustration text, may have detracted from the "stage-like"

appearance of the post-Carol Christmas cuts, they helped to harmonize

text and illustration; and these features often enhanced the text's

mixture of fantasy and reality. We must remember that it is on

the tradition of the pantomime rather than other kinds of theatre

that earlier Christmas books seem to be founded. The unfamiliar

and fanciful often happened in this popular form of entertainment.

And in some ways the illustration, as a genre, was more appropriate

to the pantomime--with its greater emphasis on seeing than hearing.

In most cases, too, it is only the way the illustrations are presented,

not the subject-matter which is fanciful.
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Though the way in which the cuts were presented blended

nicely with the texts they were meant to illustrate, the spirit

of the subject matter itself was not always in agreement. Something

had been sacrificed in the post-Carol illustrations, and it was more

than just the coloured steel-etchings. The later cuts, partly due

to their generalized time element, lacked the dramatic intensity

which Leech, Cruikshank and Browne had contributed to Dickens's

earlier works. The change can be accounted for in the author's

altered views concerning the market toward which the books were

directed.

2 6
Struggling to be independent of his publishers, Dickens

was determined to bring the Carol out on his own commission.

This independence meant that, for the first time, he had the

chance to produce a volume without illustrations and, as they had

caused difficulties in the past, this might have been the easiest

route to follow. Yet the question does not appear to have

occurred to him. To Macvey Napier, Dickens wrote (24 Oct 1843)

that he had "plunged headlong into a little scheme ... [and} set an
27

artist at work upon it." From the beginning, the "scheme" was

for an illustrated volume. In fact, the illustrations for this

"gift" volume were, at Dickens's insistence, to be far more lavish

than those for any previous work. The "coloured" etchings formed

an important part of the advertisement: "New Christmas Book by

2 6
Dickens had been distressed by a tactless suggestion made

by William Hall (of Chapman & Hall) in late June 1843 (Pilgrim III,
156).

27Pilgrim III, 585.
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Mr. Dickens. In December will be published ... with Four Coloured

Etchings and Woodcuts by Leech." In the end, these coloured plates

proved to be one of several expensive production costs which made
28

the venture financially disappointing.

With the Carol, Dickens began a new sort of business relation¬

ship with his illustrators. Nobody could challenge his nomination

of an illustrator or his decisions about publication. His circle

of artist-friends had greatly increased since 1835 when Macrone

had selected Cruikshank for the Sketches; and his fame as a writer

was assured. So he could choose who he liked to illustrate the

Carol. He selected John Leech, an artist whose reputation had become
29 .

well-established m the seven years since he had applied for the
30

position as illustrator of Pickwick. Nearly a year before he

became the Carol artist, Leech had received hints from Dickens

about his possible selection as co-illustrator for Dickens's
31

next "Monthly Work," Martin Chuzzlewit. But Dickens had failed
32

to receive Browne's consent. In some ways, he may have felt he

owed Leech a favour for having disappointed him. But his choice

of Leech was not just a kind-hearted act. The artist had become

The first six thousand copies showed a profit of £230.
Dickens had set his "heart and soul upon a Thousand, clear."
Pilgrim IV, 42 (11 Feb 1844).

29
His work included illustrations to three of Percival Leigh's

books (Comic Latin Grammar and Comic English Grammar, 1840; and
Children of the Mobility, 1841); cuts in Bentley's for the "Ingoldsby
Legends," and "Stanley Thorn" (1840); and contributions to Punch,
for which he was the chief cartoonist from 4 March 1843.

30
Pilgrim I, 168 (?24 Aug 1836).

31Pilgrim III, 358-9 (5 Nov 1842).

32Pilgrim III, 361 (7 Nov 1842 ).
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chief cartoonist to Punch in that year; and Dickens, who "never

... ceased" to watch Leech's "progress with much interest and
33

satisfaction," would have seen the contribution Leech could make

to the Carol.

Leech's contributions to Leigh's comic grammars, for instance,

had been in perfect accord with the fanciful text they accompanied.

In many of these Leech had transformed dry and familiar grammati¬

cal terms into clever and whimsical visual representations. For

example, one drawing for The Comic English Grammar, titled

"Standing on Point," had shown open umbrellas standing on their

handles and a ballerina on her toes. In contrast to these were his

large designs for Punch. The characters in these were much more

realistically drawn. Satire was involved, and it would not

do to have the point lost in drawings too fanciful or hideous.

As Dickens was to note in an article praising Leech's artistic

abilities: "it is a poor device to represent what is being

satirised as being necessarily ugly--which is but the resource of

an angry child or a jealous woman--it serves no purpose but to

34
produce a disagreeable result." One cartoon in particular

would have proved particularly satisfying to Dickens. Titled

"Substance and Shadow," it portrays a group of poor and crippled

people helplessly looking at pictures in an art gallery. It had

"^Pilgrim III, 359 (5 Nov 1842).
n/

"Leech's 'Rising Generation'," Examiner (30 Dec 1848) in
Miscellaneous Papers (London: Chapman & Hall, 1914), 21-41, p.27.
The article appeared only a few days after the publication of
The Haunted Man, the last work in which Dickens and Leech joined
artistic forces.
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a rather involved explanation in a column on the facing page:

There are many silly, dissatisfied people in this country,
who are continually urging upon Ministers the Propriety of
considering the wants of the pauper population, under the
impression that it is as laudable to feed men as to shelter
horses.

We conceive that Ministers have adopted the very best
means to silence the unwarrantable outcry. They have
considerately determined that as they cannot afford to
give hungry nakedness the substance which it covets, at
least it shall have the shadow.

The poor ask for bread, and^^he philanthropy of the
State accords--an exhibition.

The cartoon is so much in tune with the philosophy of A Christmas

Carol, that it might have served as a source of inspiration for the

book.

The Carol would celebrate the joys of a traditional English

Christmas, introduce supernatural characters, and satirize unchari¬

table attitudes. Leech had clearly demonstrated abilities which

would make him an artist whose services should be actively sought.

In spite of Dickens's financial disappointment with the

Carol, the later Christmas books were still illustrated, but in a

less expensive manner. The illustrations were uncoloured and,

with the exception of two steel-etchings for The Chimes, printed

"Substance and Shadow," Punch 5 (15 July 1843), 22-23.
The remark about sheltering horses reminds us of Carlyle's
statement in Chartism (1839) that, "there is not a horse willing
to work but can get food and shelter in requital; a thing this
two-footed worker has to seek for, to solicit occasionally in
vain." (Selected Essays ^London: Dent, 19723 , p.180.) The
"exhibition" is a reference to that year's display of cartoons
in Westminster Hall.
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from woodblocks instead of steel. For, in some ways, his publishers

had no choice but to include illustrations. Dickens had not yet

37
published an unillustrated work of fiction, so his public expected

pictures in his books; the illustrations for the Carol had produced

positive comments, which could not be ignored, from contemporary

38
critics; and the Christmas books were, after all, directed at

the gift book trade.

Yet, though the other Christmas books were not brought out

on commission, Dickens kept the right to select the artists. The
39

choice for The Chimes was carefully made and established a pat¬

tern for the division of labour in the following volumes. Maclise

was asked to do the frontispiece and title-page. Aside from
40

being "one of the most admired painters of his day," Maclise

was also (from 1840) one of a "trio" with Dickens and Forster.

His work had twice before appeared in Dickens's books. Stanfield,
41

who had first met Dickens in 1838, and with whom a warm

friendship had since developed, designed two landscapes for the

second book. Leech, whose work for the Carol had received

Only the Carol was brought out on Dickens's own commission.
37

His one unillustrated major work, apart from the frontis¬
piece, had been a travel book, American Notes (1842).

3 s
See: [Blanchard, S,L.?J, Ainsworth's Magazine, 5 (Jan 1844),

84-88, p.88; Illustrated London News (23 Dec 1843), 410-11, p.411;
andfT. Hood~\, Hood's Magazine, 1 (Jan 1844), 68-75, p.68.

39 .

Dickens was m Italy during the planning stages of The Chimes.
He did return to England for a week in early December to "see the
last proofs and the woodcuts before the day of publication" (Forster
I, 343); but by then all the preliminary plans had been made. Though
Dickens may have indicated his choice of artists, it would appear
that Forster was in charge of procuring them.

40 .

Pilgrim I, 201n.
41 . .

Pilgrim I, 553n. He had also contributed the frontispiece
to American Notes.
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42 . . . .

approbation, continued his artistic association with Dickens

through the other four Christmas books. Though they do not

appear to be particularly close at that time, Leech was soon drawn

into Dickens's circle of friends. Richard Doyle--whose ten

contributions to the Christmas books made him second only to

Leech, with twenty-eight--was only twenty when he drew his first

illustrations for Dickens. His designs for the Chimes, Cricket,

and Battle appear on the initial pages of each chapter. A member

of Punch's pictorial staff for one year, Doyle was possibly put

forward by Leech who would have had an opportunity of closely

observing his work. Unlike the other regular contributors,

Doyle did not form part of Dickens's circle of close friends.

There is no known correspondence between them, aside from a

43
short breakfast meeting, and no evidence that they had much

personal contact.

There was, then, some specialization involved in the

44
assignment of subjects in the last four Christmas books.

One artist was responsible for frontispiece and title-page,

another for chapter headings, another for landscapes, another for

detailed animal drawings, and another still for careful character

For example: "Mr. Leech has illustrated it most happily;
his ghosts and shadows are as true as any of the choice ccfporeal
pleasantries that figure in his brilliant scenes; and nothing
could be more like life than these." Ainsworth's Magazine,
5 (Jan 1844), p.88.

43
Pilgrim IV, 234 (2 Dec 1844).

44 . . .

Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A., an animal painter, was asked
to draw Boxer (a dog) for Cricket. Sir John Tenniel designed
the frontispiece, engraved title-page and chapter heads to Haunted
Man. These responsibilities were ones that Maclise and Doyle--
not employed on this book--had taken in the three earlier works.
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studies. But the choice of artists was not purely a matter of

providing for given needs. Too many of Dickens's close friends

were employed for it to be that simple. While they were money-

making endeavours, there is some sense of the Christmas books

as amateur enthusiasms. Much the same spirit of camaraderie
45

which was to be seen m the presentation of private theatricals

is to be seen here. Dickens's letters to his artist-friends

contain a self-confident--yet not condescending--tone of playfulness.

To Leech, he wrote, with respect to the Cricket:

I hope I may again count on your assistance in my little
Christmas Book. I am now settling myself to work; and
hope in ten days or sg^ to be in a condition to wind you
up and set you going.

The Christmas books were treated as community projects. To

Stanfield he wrote: "I need not say how much I should value

another little sketch from your extraordinary hand in this year's
47

small volume, to which Mac again does the frontispiece."

The combination of seasonal good cheer, a longer period

of fruition,and Dickens's friendship with his artists helps

to explain the relaxed professional relationship in the Christmas

Maclise, Stanfield and Leech were all to have taken
part in the production of "Every Man In His Humour" performed
on 20 Sept 1845 and managed by Dickens (who played Bobadil).

46
Pilgrim IV, 395 (2 Oct 1845).

47Pilgrim IV, 396 (2 Oct 1845).
48 ...

For most of the Christmas books, Dickens had decided on a
title, formulated a plan, and procured artists by early October.
Three of the five books were planned and published when Dickens
was not in the middle of a serial novel (Carol and Battle are the

exceptions). During the six years (1843-48) in which the seasonal
volumes appeared, Dickens wrote only two novels (Chuzzlewit and
Dombey).
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books. But why, with what appears to be such an ideal setup,

49
were the Christmas artists not engaged to illustrate Dickens's

longer, serial works? Firstly, none was an illustrator in the

same sense as Browne. Four"^ were more concerned with coloured

than black-and-white art; Leech and Doyle were employed on Punch's

pictorial staff. Only Tenniel, who did not begin working for

Punch until 1850, is likely to have viewed illustration as other

than a secondary job.

The Christmas books also meant a short-term commitment.

The artist could agree to do a small number of illustrations in

the few months before publication, and did not have to devote

nearly two years to piecemeal work.

Finally, the arrangement was not without its weaknesses.

The Christmas illustrations appear to have become an annual habit--

for both author and artists. Dickens was distressed at the possi¬

bility that he would be unable to complete The Battle of Life for

Christmas 1846. To Forster, he wrote: "I am going to write you

a most startling piece of intelligence. I fear there may be NO

CHRISTMAS BOOK!""'"'" Their habitualness is also reflected in the

phrases "this year's small volume" and "to which Mac again does the

52
frontispiece," that he wrote to Stanfield. The pattern of assigning

i

49
Maclise's two illustrations (NN and PCS) excepted.

"^R.A.s Maclise, Stanfield and Landseer; and A.R.A. F. Stone.

"'""Pilgrim IV, 625 (26 Sept 1846). See also: Pilgrim IV,
626-7 (30 Sept 1846) and 628 (3 Oct 1846).

52Pilgrim IV, 396 (2 Oct 1845).
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subjects was so well established, that Dickens had only to make

a yearly renewal of his requests for help. The careful thought

which had gone into selecting Leech for the Carol could be abandoned

with later books. The point is not that the wrong artists were

selected for Cricket, Battle and Haunted Man, but that habit and

friendship, took the place of consideration.

A second weakness lies in the choice of friends as illustrators.

While this meant that the designs could be discussed in a relaxed

manner with a give-and-take of artistic ideas, Dickens was still

confronted with the problem of doing business with friends. It

comes out in a lively letter to Stanfield. Asking artistic

assistance for Cricket, Dickens begged him to take payment:

Do not misunderstand me--though I am not afraid there is
much danger of your doing so, for between us, misunder¬
standing is, I hope, not easy. I know perfectly well
that nothing can pay you for the devotion of any portion
of your time to such a use of your art. I know perfectly
well that no terms would induce you to go out of your way,
in such a regard, for perhaps anybody else. I cannot, nor
do I desire to, vanquish the friendly obligation which help
from you imposes on^e. But I am not the sole proprietor of
these little books.

In at least one case, friendship prevented Dickens from demanding

a change in an illustration. He wrote to Forster about Leech's

"The Night of the Return":

When I first saw it, it was with a horror and agony not to
be expressed. Of course I need not tell you, my dear
fellow, Warden has no business in the elopement scene.
He was never there! In the first hot sweat of this surprise
and novelty, I was going to implore the printing of that
sheet to be stopped, and the figure taken out of the block.
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But when I thought of the pain this might to our kind-
hearted Leech, ... I became more composed.

With friends as illustrators, it would also have been more

difficult breaking out of the pattern they had established. For

example, once Maclise had done the frontispiece and engraved title-

page for The Chimes and Cricket, it would have been extremely diffi¬

cult for Dickens to offer those subjects to another artist in Battle.

Conversely, Maclise was in a position where he would have found it

difficult to refuse a request. The absence of a Christmas book in

1847 may have provided the opportunity of breaking the pattern.

Dickens's interest in the theatrical adaptations to his

Christmas books increased at about the same rate as his active

concern for the illustrations decreased. A brief account of con¬

temporary stage presentations shows their appealing dramatic nature.

Adaptors seized upon the Carol with extraordinary ravenousness.

The dialogue and sequence of situations could easily be fitted into

the pattern of a play; the book was of such a length that the

entire thing could be presented; and the work did not trickle in

with part publication, but was dropped into their laps as a whole.

Within eight weeks, eight productions of the Carol had opened in

T i . 55
various London theatres.

Apparently determined to anticipate the almost certain seizure

of the Chimes, Dickens sanctioned a version made by Mark Lemon and

54Pilgrim IV, 679 (?12 Dec 1846).
"^Malcolm Mcrley, "Curtain up on A Christmas Carol," Dickensian,

47 (1951), 159-64, p.159.
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Gilbert A Beckett to be performed at the Adelphi. They were given

proof-sheets and were thereby able to stage an initial performance
5 6

only two days after the publication of the book. Dickens con¬

tinued the practice of favouring one production with the aid of

proof-sheets. He may have been paid for this advance by the Lyceum's

production of Cricket, he was certainly paid for their use in
58

the presentation of Battle, and probably for their aid in the
59

Adelphi's version of the Haunted Man.

The late books show more awareness of theatrical possibilities.

They were split into three sections which could easily be converted

into acts, and the narrative emphasis is on dialogue. Stage direc¬

tions are liberally interspersed: "She turned her wonder-strucken

face towards him still; but drew back, and clung closer to her

friend," "she said hurriedly, and turning very pale, and still

retiring from him," "she answered, in a term of keen reproach,"

and "In the anguish of her heart, she stretched out her hands,

as if she were groping her way; then spread them, in a manner most

forlorn and sad, upon her face." (CB, p.222)

In some ways, the later books were less easily illustrated

than the Carol and Chimes. To portray speech visually is difficult,

if not impossible. The stage directions given were indications for

~^M. Morley, "Ring up The Chimes," Dickensian, 47 (1951),
202-206, p.203.

"^Adapted by Albert Smith. M. Morley, "'The Cricket' on
the Stage," Dickensian, 48 (1951), 17-24, pp.17-18.

—

Adapted by Albert Smith. M. Morley, "'The Battle of Life'
in the Theatre," Dickensian, 48 (1952), 76-81, p.76.

59
Adapted by Mark Lemon. M. Morley, "Pepper and 'The

Haunted Man'," Dickensian, 48 (1952), 185-190, p.185.
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attempting the nuances intended for the stage and settled instead

for the more easily executed scene of repose. The end result

is often an illustration which--while it may include all the

correct details and may have been transferred to the wood in a

way which would produce no specific complaints--is not particularly

effective. Stanfield's landscapes, by their very nature, are

less prone to attack than illustrations which include actors who

should express emotion. The non-dramatic aspect many of these

other cuts exhibit detracts from the humanity of the individuals

they represent. They look wooden--as though they were modelled on

dolls placed in certain positions rather than people, or ideas

of people.

Dickens occasionally expressed dissatisfaction with the

Christmas book illustrations, but the absence of a strong

dramatic element does not appear to have been a major factor

in his disappointment. Dickens's comments may be classified

into two categories: those expressing specific complaints about

specific illustrations or portions thereof; and those indicating

general disappointment. Specific complaints are often attempts

to define the basis of his general dissatisfaction. For example,

Leech's and Doyle's designs for The Chimes did not receive Dickens's

whole-hearted approval. He invited them to breakfast on 2 December

1844 to discuss some slight alterations.^ It is not clear which

of Doyle's designs he wished to have changed. The figure of Richard

6°Pilgrim IV, 233 & 234 (1 & 2 Dec 1844).
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in "Richard and Margaret" was the "slight alteration" required

from Leech.^ According to Kitton, Leech "misunderstood his author,

and delineated, instead of Richard as described in the text, an

extremely ragged and dissipated-looking character, with a battered
6 2

hat upon his head." To Kate, he had written that the cuts were

"so unlike my ideas, that I ... with that winning manner which

you know of, got them with the highest good humour to do both

afresh.

The problem of Dickens's "idea" and the artist's pictorial

conception was more fully developed with respect to Leech's
64

illustration, "The Night of the Return" for Battle. His

"horror and agony not to be expressed" was really an over-reaction

to what was not, after all, such a dreadful mistake. The text does

lead us to believe that Marion eloped with Michael Warden. While

it may not be what really happened, it is what Dickens leads us

to think has happened, and what almost all his characters think

has happened. Dickens would undoubtedly have been even more dis¬

tressed had Leech drawn Marion leaving the house on her own. It

appears that Dickens was more upset by what he probably saw as a

circumvention of his explicit directions to Forster:

whenever I finish [the second partj, I will send you the
first two together. I do not think they can begin to
illustrate it, until the thiird arrives; for it is a

61Pilgrim IV, 233 (3 Dec 1844).
^Kitton, p. 141.

^Pilgrim IV, 234 (2 Dec 1844).

64Pilgrim IV, 679 (?12 Dec 1846).
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single-minded story, as it were, and an artist should
know the which I don't think very likely unless
he reads it.

Friendship was one of the considerations which prevented his

suppressing the cut. A second was his recognition that imaginative

"ideas" cannot always be put on paper. It was then that he wrote

to Forster, "You know how I build up temples in my mind that are

not made with hands (or expressed with pen and ink, I am afraid),
66

and how liable I am to be disappointed in these things."

The "temples" here are the Christmas books, and the texts

themselves are highly dramatic. Yet the illustrations he valued

were not ones that exhibited the same qualities'shown by the text.

Favoured qualities in the cuts are charm and beauty. Maclise's

frontispiece to The Chimes^ and Stone's drawing of Milly on

68
the chair for The Haunted Man were "charming". From Switzerland,

he sent directions for Battle to Forster: "I would go, in the

69
illustrations, for 'beauty' as much as possible." "Beauty"

was certainly one of the things about the Battle illustrations

which most pleased him. Dickens wrote to Forster:

Quietness and beauty are preserved throughout. Say everything
to Mac and Stanny, more than everything! It is a delight to
look at these little landscapes of the dear old boy. How gentle
and elegant, and yet how ma^y and vigorous, they are! I
have a perfect joy in them.

^Pilgrim IV, 628 (3 Oct 1846).
66Pilgrim IV, 679-80 (?12 Dec 1846).
^Pilgrim IV, 234 (2 Dec 1844).
^Nonesuch II, 131.

69Pilgrim IV, 648-9 (26-29 Oct 1846).
7°Pilgrim IV, 680 (?12 Dec 1846).
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He described these illustrations as "altogether the best that

have been done for any of the Christmas books, and ones

which did not disappoint the "temples" built up in his mind. It

was their non-dramatic nature, their "quietness", that formed part

of this favourable impression. But they embellished, or decorated,

the text rather than illustrating it.

While Dickens may have been pleased with the "beauty" and

"quietness" in the illustrations to the later Christmas books,

his contemporary critics were not so easily satisfied. They

noticed the changed quality in the designs. A sampling

of comments on the Carol testify to the admiration with which

they were held: "illustrated with some admirable engravings

on steel and wood by Leech: the former are tastefully coloured,
72

and the latter have the delicacy of fine etchings," "Mr.

Leech has illustrated it most happily; his ghosts and shadows

are as true as any of the choice corporeal pleasantries that figure

in his brilliant scenes; and nothing could be more like life than

73
these," and "a peep at the Frontispiece sets the animal spirits

74
capering at once along with Mr. Fezziwig at his Benthamite Ball."

Reviewers of The Chimes were not so overwhelmingly enthu¬

siastic. There was favourable commentary. The first half-column

71pilgrim IV, 679 (?12 Dec 1846).
^Illustrated London News (23 Dec 1843), 410-11, p.411.
7 3

g.L. Blanchard?^, Ainsworth's Magazine, 5 (Jan 1844),
84-88, p.88.

7^£. Hoodj, Hood's Magazine, 1 (Jan 1844), 68-75, p.68.
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in an 8-column review in the Literary Gazette^ was dedicated to

praising the volume's "embellishments". The Examiner's review,

co-authored by John Forster, was predictably positive. Having

referred to the "nobly imaginative pencil of Mr. Maclise" and

the charming and delightful sketches of Stanfield ("well worthy

of their genius"), they concluded with comments on the "excellent

character" in Leech's drawings and the "quaint, humourous, goblin
7 6

fancies, by Mr. Doyle." But there were also notes which damned

with faint praise. An unsigned review in The Times referred to

it as "a gaily decorated little book, with fanciful decorations,

such as may lie on the round table at Christmas and invite the

curious";^ and the Eclectic Review noted that the illustrations

"are exceedingly appropriate, and are skilfully executed; and the
78

'getting up' of the volume is tasteful and elegant." The

Illustrated London News, having made no value judgment on the cuts

that were included, noted wistfully: "We miss the humour of the

pencil of Phiz, so successfully introduced to the public in some

79
of Mr. Dickens's previous works."

80 81
The Examiner and Literary Gazette faithfully maintained

support for the last three Christmas books. But even then, the

^The Literary Gazette, 28 (21 Dec 1844), 818-20, p.818.
Hunt and J. Forster] , The Examiner (4 Dec 1844).

^The Times, (23 Dec 1844), p. 6.
78

Eclectic Review, N.S. 17 (Jan 1845), 70-88, p.88.
79

The Illustrated London News (21 Dec 1844), 394-5, p.395.
_

(27 Dec 1845), 819-20; and (26 Dec 1846), 820-22.
81

(27 Dec 1845), 849-50; (26 Dec 1846), 1091-2; and (23 Dec
1848), 833-34.
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Gazette was forced to note of Cricket that "E. Landseer has made

our dog more savage in his looks that we can approve" and that
82

the kettle is "a trifle strained." Some reviewers preferred

remaining silent on the subject; others murmured faint praise.

But The Times mounted a full-scale attack on both text and

illustrations. The writer noted, in retrospect, of the Chimes:

The grossest absurdities sufficient to ruin the reputation
of any other man, were daringly perpetrated, and upheld
by illustrations equally atrocious, although proceeding
from the pencil of a Royal Academician;

and commented on the texts and illustrations of the first three

books:

It is a curious fact, but one that may be easily understood,
that the illustrations of these Christmas books have increased,
and the services of more renowned painters secured, as the
books themselves have gradually lost their value as literary
compositions. Let the reader turn to the Christmas Carol.
and compare its unaffected frontispiece by Leech with the
outrageous and not very decent title pages ^rnished by Mr.
Maclise, RA, to the Chimes and the Cricket.

He adds of the Battle illustrations:

Of these designs we will say nothing: they are the
contributions of friends, and are, no doubt, kindly meant
to help and aid. Honest genius would discar^them. Mr.
Dickens cannot yet afford to part with them.

Though one may feel compelled to reject such obvious hostility,

it is worth considering some of the observations made--not only
85

about the illustrations, but also the writing. The reviewer

recognizes that the illustrations are often poor because they are

Q O

^"Literary Gazette, 29 (27 Dec 1845), pp.849-50.

^"^amuel Phillips^ , The Times (27 Dec 1845), p.6.
^^3amuel Phillips]} , The Times (2 Jan 1847), p. 6.
^See: The Times (25 Dec 1844, 27 Dec 1845, 2 Jan 1847, and

21 Dec 1848).
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86
"after the manner of Mr. Dickens' compositions." That "manner"

suffers from a breakdown of Dickens's use of graphic description;

a shift in attention from the book to the stage; and a refusal

to uphold standards to a preference for making profits. And

Samuel Phillips, the critic, was not alone in his condemation of

the later books. Tait's Magazine made a stand for maintaining

higher standards. After summarizing the Battle's plot, its

reviewer wrote:

if his numerous readers imagine the story within the range
of probabilities, or the conduct of the heroine worthy
of imitation, we have nothing to say between them, eg^ept
that the engravings of the volume are well executed.

The Haunted Man, it said, "evinces no addition to the genius
88

and eloquence displayed in his former works." The public,

have a right to insist on something better than an off-hand
splashing style of writing in books, that like "Christmas,
come but once a-year." ... Careless writing may be tolerated
where a ^pficiency of time exists, but is not tolerable in
annuals.

Dickens must, then, bear a large part of the responsibility for

the decreased success of the later Christmas illustrations. He chose

Academy artists and friends who were known as artists, to work in a

co-operative endeavour, and encouraged them to pursue "beauty" but

not individuality. Because he allowed the Christmas volume to become

a rushed yearly project, governed by general, unchanging, structural

86Times (2 Jan 1847).
87

Tait's (Jan 1847), 55-59, p.59.
88

Tait's (Jan 1849), 57-61, p.57.

89lbid, p.58.
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rules which controlled both text and illustrations, the excite¬

ment and freshness of the Carol and Chimes staled. And by shifting

the emphasis of his writing from the pictorial to dramatic dialogue,

Dickens gave his artists less suitable material for illustration.

I



IX.

Browne and the Mid-Career Novels

No doubt Browne designed plates which can affect one's

understanding of the novels; and in recent years our attention

has been drawn to single illustrations, or series of them, with

a view to impressing on us the artistic awareness of the illustra¬

tor and the way in which his work enhances the novels. Yet the

plates discussed have been carefully selected and are not truly

representative of the novels as a whole.

A sounder way of looking at their influence might be

to look at the pictures and text during the most stable period

of the working and artistic relationship between author and artist,

which is probably the seven-year period from October 1846 to

September 1853--a period which includes Dombey and Son, David

Copperfield and Bleak House. These works are grouped together

more logically than an arbitrary setting of dates would indicate.

Dombey and Son marks a return to serial fiction after a twenty-

eight month diversion--the longest since the twelve months between

Master Humphrey's Clock and Martin Chuzzlewit. Dickens had not

been unoccupied during this time, but the few books he had

published were three Christmas book and Pictures from Italy;

and he had spent more than half the time travelling and living

abroad. The simple passage of time had coloured the manner

and matter of Dickens's text; and the additional element of new

experiences in different cultures helped to separate Dombey more

definitely from Chuzzlewit. Bleak House is distinct from the later

novels in different, yet still definite ways. Hard Times, begun
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seven months after the completion of Bleak House, broke the pattern

followed by Dickens's previous four novels. It was shorter,

unillustrated and published as a weekly serial in Household Words.

It also signalled the end of Browne's most effective work for Dickens.

The absence of changes in the form of the novels also helps

to define the grouping. All three novels were illustrated monthly

works published under separate cover as 20 (in 19) numbers, and

they were all illustrated by one and the same artist with steel

plate etchings, whereas -iconsistency is the only constant in the

novels preceding and following them.''"
To take Dombey first, an account of its illustrating has

2
already been written by Alan Horsman, none of which need be re¬

peated; but there are still some problems about it which call for

special attention. In particular, the circumstances of publication

were peculiar. Dickens was then not only living abroad, but

repeating the perilous attempt of writing a new Christmas book at

the same time. The result was that much of the responsibility for

the relations with Browne for the first three or four numbers

fell on Forster. Whatever one has to say about the relations

between author and illustrator must take into account the fact

that at times they were conducted through a third party and that,

faced with the imaginative creation of the novel, Dickens was

perfectly ready to rely on Forster to deal with Browne. In other

words, the illustrations were important, but they were secondary.

'"No other single form was maintained for more than two
consecutive works.

2
"The Illustrations," in Charles Dickens, Dombey and Son,

ed. Alan Horsman (Oxford: Clarendon, 1974), 865-871.

i
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For the first number, Dickens had the leisure to give close

supervision to the visual aspects of the novel. He began Dombey
3

at Lausanne on ?27 June 1846 and, four weeks later, sent Forster

the first four chapters. Already he was "excessively anxious"

about the "enormous care" required with the illustrations.^
He emphasized his anxiety about the need to avoid caricature in

many of the characters, especially Mr. Dombey. So it was arranged

that a "sheetful" of "actual heads as well as fanciful ones" should

be sent out to him for his comments."' Browne also sent to Dickens

g
two trial sketches for "The Dombey Family". Yet it seems to

have been with Forster that he discussed his concern for the

illustrations and the choice of the first two subjects, while

Browne's part was limited to providing the trial sketches.

Dickens apparently corresponded directly with Browne about

the cover design, though his letters do not survive. He wrote

to Emile De La Rue that he was having such difficulty in explaining

to Browne what he wanted for the cover, that he was "half afraid"

he might "have to go to B&le to meet him for a personal conference."7
g

But a comment to Forster--"Browne seems to be getting on well" --

3Pilgrim IV, 573 (728 June 1846).
^Pilgrim IV, 586 (18 July 1846).
^Pilgrim IV, 596n. It seems likely that they passed through

Forster's hands, since he later kept the sheet for himself.
^The sketch in the Dexter Collection at the British Library

includes a query at the bottom which refers to "the other" sketch.

7Pilgrim IV, 604 (17 Aug 1846).

^Pilgrim IV, 613 (30 Aug 1846).
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suggests that they settled the matter without much difficulty; and

9this is confirmed by his remark, "I think the cover very good."

Yet time was soon running short, and there was little chance

for Dickens to continue this close supervision until he had more

time. He was working intensely on Dombey, the success of which he

felt to be of the utmost importance. At the same time he was

desperately engaged with The Battle of Life.^ It was almost a

necessity, therefore, that the negotiations about the illustrations

should go through Forster, who was handling both sets of manuscripts

and proofs. Dickens clearly trusted his judgment; it was with

Forster that he discussed the illustration of the first three

numbers; and, though Browne may possibly have been permitted to

choose his second subject in the third number,"'"''' it could only

have been with Forster's consent.

It is this which mainly accounts for Dickens's sharp criticism

of the illustrations as he received them. They were not as he

imagined them. He had had trial sketches for those in No.I,

but he first saw the illustrations for the next two numbers only

when he received the completed number. And then he was enormously

disappointed. Those for No. II were "so dreadfully bad that they
12

made him curl his legs up;" and "Paul and Mrs. Pipchin" was so

distressing that he would have "given a hundred pounds to keep

^Pilgrim IV, 620 (?6 Sept 1846).
10Pilgrim IV, 623 and 625-7.

'"'"Pilgrim IV, 653 (4 Nov 1846).

12Pilgrim IV, 650 (31 Oct 1846).
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13
this illustration out of the book." Much of the disappointment

over this particular illustration was caused by its failure to con¬

form to the childhood experience at Mrs. Roylance's in which it

was founded: "It is from life, and I was there," he wrote of Mrs.

14
Pipchin's establishment. But the dissatisfaction with the others

is based in a broader failure to satisfy the conception formed by

his imagination: "You know how I build up temples in my mind

that are not made with hands (or expressed with pen and ink, I

am afraid),""'"^ he wrote to Forster when one of Leech's illustra¬

tions for The Battle of Life distressed him. But the disappointment

had a direct result and allows us to make a number of inferences.

The immediate consequence was that Dickens decided that Browne

did "better without the text; for then the notion is made easy

16
to him in a short description, and he can't help taking it in."

Dickens at once tried the descriptive method for "Dr. Blimber's
17 18

Young Gentlemen," and probably for many later illustrations

^Pilgrim IV, 671 (?Nov-Dec 1846).
^Pilgrim IV, 653 (4 Nov 1846).

^Pilgrim IV, 679-80 (?12 Dec 1846). Ths is a revealing com¬
ment, as Dickens is referring to Acts 17:24-25: "God that made the
world and all things therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and
earth, dwelleth not in temples made with hands; Neither is worshipped
with men's hands, as though he needed any thing, seeing he giveth
to all life, and breath, and all things." Dickens saw himself as
like the Creator, whose work cannot be done justice by the hands of
mere mortals, like Leech, Browne, or any other illustrator.

^Pilgrim IV, 671 (?Nov-Dec 1846).
^Pilgrim IV, 677-8 (?6 Dec 1846). Excerpting bits and pieces

from the text, Dickens first summarized the facts which he seemed
to think would be conducive to a proper rendering of the spirit of
the text; he then stated the subject, gave the "lettering" of the
design, commented on particular aspects of it, and extracted a
description from the text.

18
The letter for "Major Bagstock is delighted" follows the

same pattern. Nonesuch II, 17-18 (10 March 1847).
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19
when he could not explain them in person. The inferences are

two-fold. Under pressure, Dickens had been willing enough to

rely on Forster as an intermediary; but, having tried it and been

dissatisfied, he was prepared to take pains so see that his inten¬

tions were carried out. There is possibly always this division in

Dickens's view of his illustrations. The were almost a necessary

20
evil--secondary to the text--but they were all part of his work,

and they must be true to its spirit so as not to stand between

author and reader. The exchanges about the early illustrations

to Dombey are crucial to any discussion about the relation of

author and artist; but they can only be understood in the light

of how the serial was written.

Unfortunately, no lengthy correspondence about the illustra¬

tions for Copperfield or Bleak House seems to have survived
21

Browne's bonfire; but the scanty information we have suggests

that Dickens continued to communicate directly with Browne,

specifying certain subjects and captions, providing him with the

relevant text and approving trial sketches. Yet, the absence of

19
In a letter of 19 Sept 1847, Dickens wrote to Forster:

"Of course she hates Carker in the most deadly degree. I have
not elaborated that, now, because (as I was explaining to Browne
the other day)..." Nonesuch II, 55. Emphasis mine.

20
We see something similar in the way he delighted and suffered

at his Christmas books being adapted for the stage; he drove himself
to advise on their production only to be disappointed at the result.

21
Presumably to lighten the load (but possibly not without a

sense of resentment at being "daffed" by Dickens), Browne burned
the "accumulated correspondence of many years" when he moved. Edgar
Browne, Phiz and Dickens (London: James Nisbet, 1913), p.53.
The move to Thornton Heath was in 1846, and this itself must have
meant less personal contact and more letters. John Buchanan-Brown,
Phiz! (Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1978), p.21.
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letters between them is not less conclusive than the fact that there

is little or nothing about Browne in Dickens's other letters: no

special word of appreciation, indebtedness or anxiety. He must

have been looked on as a useful scene-painter in the Dickens Theatre,

but there was no sense that without him the performances would falter.

Another aspect about Dombey about which there is still something

to be said is the cover design, and here again one follows comments

22
that have already been made, in Dickens at Work; but there is,

again, something to add which leads on to a comparison with the

wrappers of Copperfield and Bleak House.

The green or blue cover provided the serial reader with his

first visual impression of the work. Yet this was usually of

rather a general nature. Even the most specific of them does

not, for instance, justify the sort of cover-centred approach so

often used in attempts to find a solution to The Mystery of Edwin

Drood. For though we may now more highly value sets of parts with

immaculate covers, it must be remembered that they were usually

discarded by readers who had the numbers bound; and the novels

published in volume form never included a sample cover. Their

primary purpose, after all, was not to foretell the plot, but to

protect the text. Yet, at the same time, the covers can be helpful

in understanding Dickens's attitude toward the novel merely as he

foresaw it when writing the first two or three numbers.

22
John Butt and Kathleen Tillotson, Dickens at Work (London:

Methuen, 1957), p.93.
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Dickens was concerned about the cover for Dombey. But one

cannot generalize from this specific case; he fretted over

every aspect of the novel's first number. He had not only the

problems of living abroad and simultaneously producing two works.

In addition, his last major novel, Chuzzlewit, had not been parti¬

cularly successful. The intervening Christmas books had sold

well, but they were minor works. In some ways, he had to prove

that he deserved to remain the nation's chief novelist. First

impressions were important and the cover was the first thing his

potential readers would see. So, though it would receive only

momentary attention, it still had to meet Dickens's high standard.

As Butt and Tillotson have demonstrated, the Dombey cover

23
"suggests part of the moral curve of the narrative" ; and,

inevitably, we must ask how Browne obtained the information he

so skilfully used. We know that, by 7 August 1846, Dickens had

seen to it that Browne was sent the proof for the first part and

had suggested to Forster the subjects for the first two illustra-
24 .

tions. Yet, though Forster had been given an outline of the

story, there is no indication that he passed it on to Browne.

It seems more likely that the cover was largely based on the

first number, and the scenes specifically illustrated in that number.

It is Dickens's art, not Browne's, which so carefully intro¬

duces these strands interwoven in the cover, and which hints at

24
Pilgrim IV, 599.
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their outcome. He had carefully planned the novel and was aware

of the sort of pointers which should be included from the first

number. Examples of textual origins for the lower section of the

cover (Figure 39) include: a jaunty Walter Gay figure ("Sir

Richard Whittington married his master's daughter"--DS, 45);

the midshipman and his giant telescope (it "bore at its right eye

the most offensively disproportionate piece of machinery"--DS, 36);

a girl comforting an aged man ("'here's to Dombey--and Son--and

Daughter!'"--PS, 46); and peaceful opposed to stormy seas ("winds

blew for or against their enterprises"--DS, 2). The second

marriage (upper right corner) has been made possible by the timely

death of the first Mrs. Dombey. Browne's collapsing "house" of

cards may be founded in Dickens's chapter title: "In which Mr.

Dombey, as a Man and a Father, is seen at the head of the Home-

25
Department." The way in which he operates his "home" as a

business or governmental agency is reinforced by the use of hearts

and diamonds — to represent the "heart" of the home, and the hard,

unyielding search for wealth and power. Portions of the cover

even appear to derive directly from the subjects--assigned by

Dickens for the illustrations to No.I. The figure of Richards

holding a baby (upper left corner) is very like that in both Plates

1 and 2. Dombey's chair (top middle), though not his posture, is

like the one in Plate 2. These observations, combined with the

absence of an important figure like James Carker--to be introduced

It may have been this chapter title which misled Browne
into portraying Dombey in the House of Commons (upper right corner).
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in No. 3--suggest that Browne worked from proofs for No.I; that he

was guided by Dickens; but that he did not know, as Forster did,

the ways in which they would be untangled.

The cover of Dombey, in emphasizing particular aspects of

No.I, and arranging them in a rising and falling pattern,

serves as a sort of coiled mainspring of the plot. Dickens saw

2 6
it as "shadowing out its drift and bearing." It was not

intended to be a pictorial precis but a rather vague indication of

directions to be taken. The ease with which its scenes and charact

can be identified is misleading, and comes from one's knowledge

of the entire work. Dickens, himself, thought .the cover "very

good" yet, in spite of its indistinctness, "perhaps with a little
27

too much in it." There is another indication here that Dickens

still wanted a firm control of the way in which his works were

handled. Perhaps he felt that Browne's visual "foreshadowing"

made too obvious the strands which he had so subtly introduced in

the text; or maybe it was a general objection to the publishing

practices — established with his own Pickwick Papers — that seemed

to make a secondary contributor necessary.

Whatever the basis of his reservation, the next two covers

did not follow the same sort of narrative line. The cycle of life

on the cover of Copperfield has nothing to distinguish it from

the course followed by the lives of most men. It includes the

first steps of childhood, school, boyhood and adolescent companion¬

ship, young love, competition to reach the top, the award of

26Pilgrim IV, 648 (26-29 Oct 1846).

22Pilgrim IV, 620 (?6 Sept 1846).
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honours and riches, temptation, decline and death. The obviously

fictional realm portrayed in the background of the upper fourth

of the cover is separated from the rest. In short, it gives the

impression of presenting nothing extraordinary. If the book's

aut~obiographical author could be envisaged as responsible for

the production of the cover, we would see him as an honest man

who will not exaggerate his accomplishments or conceal his weaknesses

and failures. But the cover tells us little more because parti¬

culars are avoided. There is little or no hint of the other major

characters, and no specific events. It certainly does not have

"too much in it."

The cover of Bleak House (Figure 40) had more design, but it

is not of a narrative nature. The chaos and corruption of Chancery

are shown at the top and in the lower corners. Chancery represen¬

tatives play games (blind man's buff, chess and shuttlecock) with

the lives of those caught in their meshes. They make off with

great bags of money and step on those they should be helping.

Below the title can be seen an edifice which one immediately

assumes to be Bleak House; but on closer examination, it proves a

conglomeration of different buildings in the novel. It includes

Bleak House's weathercock pointing east, a hint of Tom-all-alone's

in the building supports at the left, and what may be some

brickmakers' houses camouflaged at the upper left. This uncommon

building emphasizes the textual theme of interconnection between

different segments of society. The cover's margins show individual

subjects, some of which are only tentatively identifiable, and

others not at all. At the right can be seen: Krook and his cat,
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a wealthy woman (Lady Dedlock?) standing by footmen and horses,

a Cupid desperately trying to bring together a man and a

woman (Woodcourt and Esther? or, Hawdon and Lady Dedlock?) whose

backs are to one another, and a law clerk (Guppy?) working at

his desk. These subjects might be identified as the "love problem".

The left-hand margin is even less definite. We can identify

Miss Flite releasing her birds. The man digging might be Tulking-

horn with his family secrets. But the woman with the fox and the

Atlas-like figure behind her are mysteries. The recognizable

figures are, once again, all from the first number.

It would appear that Dickens acted on his observation that

there was perhaps "a little too much" in the Dombey cover.

Later covers were more impressionistic and a great deal less

carefully detailed. Thty "shadowed out" the "drift and bearing"

of each book in such a way that Dickens's text kept its position

of primary importance, and the story would be revealed only as

Dickens saw fit.

The frontispieces also reflect Dickens's changing attitudes

toward what the graphic elements of his books could reveal. In

volume form, the frontispiece had come to replace the pre-text

28
position previously held by the cover. It could certainly be

accused of having "a little too much in it." The frontispieces

Browne designed for Pickwick, Master Humphrey's Clock and Martin

28
In the case of Martin Chuzzlewit, Michael Steig sees a con¬

tinuity in the parallels between the frontispiece and the wrapper.
"Martin Chuzzlewit's Progress by Dickens and Phiz," PSA, 2 (1971),
119-49, pp.125 & 143-45.



Figure '41. Frontispiece to Dombey and Son
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Chuzzlewit had all been of a fantastic nature. They combined

fairies, goblins, angels, and knights in armour, with slightly

more realistic representations of characters and scenes from the

works. Their fantastic nature is not accidental. For the frontis¬

piece to Volume I of MHC, Dickens had requested a "fanciful thing

partaking of the character of the story but not representing any

particular passage of it, if you thought that better for the

29
effect." Cattermole designed that frontispiece; and Browne

followed the precedent of fantasy with the addition of more

particular scenes from the books, in the frontispieces to the next

two volumes. Dickens told Browne that the Chuzzlewir frontispiece

should be "Tom at his organ with a pensive face; and any little

indications of his history rising out of it, and floating about
30

it, that you please." Browne's incorporation of specific scenes

from The Old Curiosity Shop and Barnaby Rudge in his two frontis¬

pieces for MHC must have met with Dickens's approval, or he would

not have requested them for Chuzzlewit.

The frontispiece for Dombey (Figure 41) kept the combination

of fantasy and the book's "real world". It disposes of the grotesque

so prominent in Chuzzlewit's frontispiece, and its ethereality

is moie religious. The "little indications" of the story are numer¬

ous and specific. Most are realistic but some--like that, on the

left, of Florence stretching her arm out to save her father; or

that, at the bottom, of Solomon Gills being lifted by a group of

29
Pilgrim II, 115 (13 Aug 1840).

30
Pilgrim IV, 140 (?June 1844).
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mermaids--are symbolic. Browne took advantage of the opportunity

to draw subjects which had not been assigned in the course of

publication. None of the scenes in the full-page plates is

repeated in the frontispiece.

Though the frontispiece of Dombey has no narrative line

showing the rise and fall of Dombey's fortune, it does show

crucial scenes. But, interestingly, Dickens does not seem to

have been worried about showing what was to happen. The purpose

of a frontispiece, in the final number, was to bring together

the novel's main theme to emphasize its unity; yet this meant

that, in volume-form, it gave away the story. Yet it was, perhaps,

only sensible of Dickens to realize that once such a work as

Dombey had appeared before the world, few readers sophisticated

enough to interpret the foreshadowings of its illustrator would

come to the novel unaware of what it held. Perhaps too, the

creative act of co-operation with his original readers was over.

But it may remind us that the writing of a serial and the creation

of a complete work were distinct and yet inseparable; and that

Dickens kept both in mind.

Like the wrappers, the frontispieces began giving less infor¬

mation with Copperfield. Betsey Trotwood is shown peering in at

the window of the house at Blunderstone. The frontispiece to

Bleak House shows Chesney Wold. Nothing distinguishes these

plates from others in the same books. The main differences are

bibliographical ones. Like the earlier frontispieces, the later

ones are printed in the last number, face the etched title-page,

precede the text and have no captions. Unlike the earlier ones,

they are not "fanciful" and give no "little indications" of the story.
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There is another change bound up with this . The title-pages

of all three novels include a vignette: a refined re-drawing

of one of the later illustrations — the Little Midshipman, Little

Emily on the shore by the old boat, and Joe in the London streets.

They may be thought of as "striking the key-note" most successfully

perhaps in the two novels after Dombey. Even so, the vignette as

part of the title-page was not to be restored to Dickens's novels

until Edwin Drood, when he had no hand in the decision.

, Altogether, therefore, there is a striking shift in the way

in which the novels opened, chiefly in the way in which they are

more realistic and less fanciful. This again suggests Dickens's

sensibility to changing taste and control over all aspects of his

work.

In studying the way in which text and illustrations affect

each other, it is the formal relationships which call for most

comment; and it is with these that I am next concerned. They

include their placing, sub-titles, and a consideration of how

a serial reader might use them to help his understanding of the

novel.

So, in considering placing, certain questions arise. The

actual illustrations in any number were approached through from

four to thirty-two pages of advertisements. Yet their position

immediately before the text implies no special primacy. It

simply reflect the method of printing and publishing—established

with Pickwick--which made in impracticable to place them close to

the appropriate text. So that, though a reader would come on them
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first, and might try to guess the course of the story from

them, it was unlikely that his curiosity would be satisfied,

for few such illustrations can tell anything exactly without an

accompanying text.

For one of the chief barriers to making sense of illustra¬

tions without text is the need to identify the characters;

and, discounting the special cases of frontispiece and title-

page, over half the illustrations in these three novels include

31the visual introduction of at least one new character. Some

of these characters may have been mentioned or described in

earlier numbers; but, even with this help, they cannot have been

clearly recognized. It is undoubtedly the novel which enables us

to understand the illustrations, and never (br almost never) the

other way about.

There are even some special cases of difficulty in identifi¬

cation, as in the first illustration to Copperfield. In the

lower left-hand corner of "Our Pew at Church" (Figure 42), a

dark-haired man can be seen. He is gazing across the aisle at

Clara Copperfield, whose eyes are modestly turned down. In Plate

1A the book open at his left reads "MARR flAGE^". It must be

Murdstone, though he is not even mentioned in the paragraph

beginning, "Here is our pew in the church" (DC, 15). In fact, he

is not introduced until slightly later, in a fleeting reference to

31
The figures for the individual novels are: Dombey (23

characters), Copperfield (25), and Bleak House (13)"] Each of
these figures is based on a total of forty-four identifiable
characters per novel. The smaller figure for BH is partially
accounted for by the large number of plates with no characters (5)
or only one (3).
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him as the man "who had walked home with us from church last

Sunday," (DC, 18).

Difficulties may also arise with characters who change

markedly from one representation to another. These are of two

kinds: changes caused by aging, and the obscurity of a face

that is hidden from us. The various representations of Daniel

Peggotty are an example of the first. In Plates 20 and 21 he is

not too much altered from earlier portrayals. But in Plate 26,

"The Wanderer," he has turned grey and haggard. In Plate 38, "A

Stranger Calls to See Me," Daniel is much older, bald, and walking

with a stick. Readers, confronting these last two illustrations

at the beginning of their respective numbers, may have been able

to anticipate who it was just because of the foreseeable nature

of the plot. But, rather than accept the argument that repeatedly-
32

illustrated characters may help to strengthen the story-line,

we may wish to argue that Daniel Peggotty is an example of the

way in which it is the narrative that makes sense of the picture.

David changes, too; but he can also be recognized without difficulty

because he is the junior lead. He could hardly be anyone else;

he is_ the narrative. No one could suppose that the illustrations

are required to identify him.

Of course, if one thinks of the illustrations to the serial

parts as clues, they both reveal and conceal. Obscurity produced

by a hidden face, for example, is usually intentional. The

32
F.R. and Q.D. Leavis, Dickens the Novelist (London:

Chatto & Windus, 1970), 333-70, p.335.
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shadow of Walter Gay in Dombey's "The Shadow in the little par¬

lour" not only hides face and clothing, but distorts his size; and,

in this case, his return is kept secret from the reader nearly

as long as from Florence. Yet, again we might guess at it because

it is almost unthinkable that he should not come back.

But in Bleak House some illustrations deliberately mislead

the reader because the story misleads and characters are intended

to be mistaken. There are hints in the text (BH, 767 & 771)

accompanying "The Lonely Figure" and "The Night" that the indistinct

woman is Lady Dedlock; but we would have reason to think that

the figure at the iron gate of the graveyard in' "The Morning" was

the brickmaker's wife. In fact, of course, she is Esther's mother,

as Esther discovers at last by the end of the number. But the

effect of her mistake, the confusion between Jenny and Honoria,

the sense that in death it hardly matters are things that only the

novel itself can convey. Good as the illustration is, and remark¬

able as the formal pairing may be of "Night" and "Morning", the

suspense is borrowed from the novel, which alone can provide the

surprise.

These examples may seem to exaggerate the problem of the

part played by the placing of the pictures. After all, half the

total number of illustrations include characters who have already

been pictured. Apart from the first two illustrations for
33

each novel, only a few include not one identifiable character.

"^Some that are included are: DS, PI.16; BH, PI.10,14,34,
36 & 37.
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3
Over two-thirds of the total representations of "named" characters

are easily identified from a previous appearance. And a number
35

of previously described but unpictured characters can be recog¬

nized from the sub-title. The illustrations accompanying the

monthly numbers must have aroused some anticipation, and perhaps

kept the reader in mind of parts of the narrative. Yet the effect

must have been slight, and was immediately dispelled or confirmed

by turning the page.

Sub-titles are necessary just because an illustration stands

apart from the text; when blocks are "dropped in", no titles are

required. They are seen to complete the illustration, and form the

simplest combination of word and picture. Some offer direct

information (e.g. Dombey's "Doctor Blimber's Young Gentlemen as

they appeared when enjoying themselves" and Copperfield's "Changes

at home") which can be understood without reading the text; and

some help the pictures to be enjoyed as scenes from life without

the story (e.g. Copperfield's "The Emigrants", Figure 43; and Bleak

House's "The Dancing School"). Others support the narrative

(e.g. Dombey's "Miss Tox pays a visit to the Toodle Family",

Copperfield's "I am married", and Bleak House's "Mr. Smallweed

breaks the pipe of peace"). Yet mostly the captions leave as much

34
Many illustrations include characters who are not textually

identified. They have not been included in these figures.
35

Examples include: DS--Bagstock (PI.13), Mr. Toots (PI.14),
and the Skettles family (PI.16); DC--Steerforth (PI.5), Betsey
Trotwood (PI. 9), Mrs. Steerforth (PI. 21), Mr. Wickfield (PI. 23),
and the Misses Spenlow (PI. 27); and BH--Guppy (PI. 6), Chadband
(PI. 16), Tulkinghorn (PI. 21), and Bucket (PI.30).
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unexplained as they elucidate. They provide enough information to

stimulate but not satiate. They include the same sort of informa¬

tion as can be gathered from chapter titles. In fact, seventeen

captions in the three novels are the same as--or similar to--

36
titles of the chapters in which their illustrations occur. They

also suggest that there was a relation between the way in which the

leading ideas for a number took shape; their disposition into

chapters; and the selection of subjects. The pictures themselves

are often the re-expression of the germ of the subjects in each

- 37part.

Yet even the most discriminating of original readers could

not have used the pictures as an aid to taking up the story line,

as has been sometimes suggested. Their interest evidently lay

largely in the somewhat elementary challenge of identifying the

characters and relating them to the appropriate text--largely
38

mimetic pleasures. They gave a sense of completion; and the

need to see the relationship was itself part of the aesthetic

pleasure as well as occupying the mind while it took in the delicacy

and precision of the picture.

There are various ways in which the captions can be classified,

many of them simply means of identification. But the most interesting

kind are those which are ironic, and thus typically Dickensian in

36
The plate numbers and chapters of these are: DS--P1.9: Ch.14,

19:29, 29:46, 32:51, 33:52;, DC —12:17, 18:26, 22:34, 26:40,
29:44, 30:45, 32:50, 36:57, 37:61; and BH--14:21, 19:32, 20:32.

37
This can readily be seen by using the Clarendon Dombey, and

comparing the illustrations with the number plans, (e.g. Nos. 12,
15 & 16).

38 • -•
For a review of the aesthetics of mimesis, see: Goran Sorbom,

Mimesis and Art: Studies in the Origin and Early Development of an
Aesthetic Vocabulary (Bonniers: Svenska Bokforlaget, 1966).



Figure 4^-. "Mr. Carker in his hour of triumph"
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tone. The irony is always in relation to what is said in the text

and, after a reading, one can return to the plate which reveals an

added bite. The irony is sometimes mildly humorous (e.g. Copper-

field 's "The friendly Waiter and I" or Bleak House's "The Friendly

Behaviour of Mr. Bucket"). More often it is directly sarcastic,

depending on a few words for its ironic twist (e.g. Dombey's "Pro¬

found cogitation of Captain Cuttle," "Solemn reference is made to

Mr. Bunsby" and "Mr. Carker in his hour of triumph"). Obviously

Carker's reception at Dijon (Figure 44) is not a "triumph", but

a crushing defeat. Not only has he not obtained possession of

Edith as he--and most of Dickens's readers--exj>ected; but he is

also suddenly confronted with the fact that he has thrown away the

power he had so carefully assembled in Dombey's financial empire.

All this would have been conveyed had he reached France to find

an empty hotel room. Yet for Edith to be so obviously dominating
39

completes his degradation.

A further formal aspect in placing the illustrations was

that they came in facing pairs and, as Dickens's letters and

number plans show, were often conceived as pairs. The effect is

largely lost when the novel is read in volume form, and in

re-examining it we may think it is sometimes merely incidental.

Occasionally it gives a neat formality, and it might be argued

39
Of course Browne does not spare us the accessories of Judith

and Holofernes, a rampant, -handed, two-breasted Amazon,
and a grinning table-leg with claw; but we can probably spare the
belief that Edith's gesture suggests castration (M. Steig, "Icon¬
ography of Sexual Conflict in Dombey and Son," PSA, 1 [_197o3,
161-67, p.165); and Mrs. Leavis's wish to believe that it was all
meant as caricature (Leavis, p.356).
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that pairing corresponds to something fundamental to Dickens's

art and therefore makes Browne's illustrations peculiarly fitting.

Certainly Dickens's structures, if not his style, can be seen

to branch out in pairs: in Dombey, the House of Dombey and the

Toodles's house, Edith and Alice, Walter and Toots; in Copper-

field , his mother and wife, his good angel and bad angel, the

Steerforths and Peggottys; or, less convincingly, in Bleak House,

"In Chancery" and "In Fashion", Sir Leicester and Mr. Turveydrop,

and all the married pairs.

Merely as an accident of publication, the occasional

pairings often seem just a trick; but if we were to pursue them

as an element in the design which is a part of our response to

the whole novel, they might have a peculiar interest. Certainly

some plates do complement each other. In Dombey the cold world

of Dombey is contrasted with the warmth of the Toodles family,

as shown in No.I with "Miss Tox introduces 'the Party'" and "The

Dombey Family". The visual contrast is supported by the verbal

irony of describing the Toodles with the business-like title of

"Party" and the isolated group in the second plate as a "family".

Another set emphasizes the same contrast in No.XII--"Mrs. Dombey

at Home" and "Miss Tox pays a visit to the Toodle Family".

Dombey's cold formality is carried over even into the realm of

romance. The two plates for No.VII ("Mr. Bagstock is delighted

to have that opportunity" and "Mr. Toots becomes particular-

Diogenes also") show the difference between the courting techniques

of Dombey and Toots. Dombey stiffly tips his hat, while Toots

kisses Susan.



Figure 45. "The Shadow in the little parlour"
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Yet in Copperfield, one romantic set of illustrations is

distinguished by sequence, not contrast. More than most other

sets, the two illustrations for No. XIV ("Traddles and I in

conference with the Misses Spenlow" and "I am married") follow

a single line of thought. The Misses Spenlow were introduced in

No. XIII as crucial instruments to David's possession of Dora.

Before he began the text, the serial reader would know not only

that Copperfield had been granted the conference he desired,

but also that the courtship was successful and was to culminate

in marriage before the end of the number.

The connecting element in the two plates may be a parallel

action, posture, or physical object. Michael Steig, for example,

has noted the case of like postures in "A Model of Parental

Deportment" and "Mr. Chadband 'Improving' a Tough Subject," the

two plates for No. VIII of Bleak House:

Although no parallel between Turveydrop and Chadband is made
explicit in the text of Chs. xxiii and xxv, such a parallel
is obvious in Phiz's depiction of the two men. Each, with
right hand raised, is in the process of bestowing what
Esther calls "benignity" (xxiii, 232) upon an assortment of
followers and skeptics; and a pair of true believers and
a single doubt^g are placed in relatively similar positions
in each plate.

A similar instance lies in the two illustrations for No. XVI ("The

Shadow in the little parlour"--Figure 45-- and "Mr. Dombey and the

World"--Figure 46) of Dombey. In each, there are three characters

in like positions. Captain Cuttle and Cousin Feenix sit at the

^"The Critic and the Illustrated Novel: Mr. Turveydrop from
Gillray to Bleak House," HLQ, 36 (1972), 55-67, p.59. Of course
there are parallels, whether explicit or not: Chadband and Turvey-
^roP, like Dedlock, are specifically unnatural, as well as being
para sitic.



Figure k6, "Mr. Dombey and the World"
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left of their respective plates looking on with bewildered

expressions at a man (Walter Gay and Major Bagstock, respectively)

with arm raised and finger pointing. Each in turn stands before

a map representing part or all of the world. The one behind

Bagstock is not particularly clear; but their familiar shapes and

the illustration's caption would have identified them as such.

The third character in each is a member of the Dombey family.

Through the maps, these illustrations emphasize the contrast

between the ways "the World" has treated Florence and Dombey.

Florence has been rejected by her own father; but she has found

the protection of the kind-hearted Captain Cuttle. She has also

lost the brother who wanted to know "what the waves were always

saying"; but he has been replaced by a "shipwrecked brother" who

was "rescued from the grave".(D£, 662). That brother, in travelling

"right away across the chart" (DS, 661), had come to know the

physical aspects of the world. In marrying Walter and accompanying

him on his voyage to China, Florence too is to learn something of

the physical world--and the human relationships it contains.

Dombey's world, on the other hand, is a financial one--a world

of papers, transactions and influence. From the beginning of

the novel, the world is a place "made for Dombey and Son to trade

in" (DS, 2). That concept of the world changes as the novel

progresses. At the juncture of the story in which this illustration

occurs, the world has become "the haunting demon of his mind" (DS,

682). It is the crisis of impending financial ruin that forces on

Dombey the negative side of the world in which he had so exulted.

Much of the illustration's strength lies in the caption's emphasis

on his changed concept of "the World".
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In two late numbers of Bleak House, the reader is clearly

informed that a comparison between facing illustrations is to

be made. This is done by giving the plates antithetical captions.

"Light", the first illustration in No. 16, faces a dark plate

titled "Shadow". Both designs involve the disclosure of a secret

union. The discovery of Richard and Ada's marriage is described

in terms of illumination: "a light shone in upon me all at once"

(BH, 696). The association of light with truth, and Esther's

description of their relationship as "a love that nothing but

death could change" (BH, 697), establish their union as a

favourable, though ill-fated, one. The "Shadow" of the second

plate derives from Dickens's reference to the "murderous

groups of statuary, repeated with their shadowy weapons" (BH, 722)

that Lady Dedlock passes in sweeping upstairs. At this point in

the story she is convinced —quite correctly—that Bucket, having

made a few "new discoveries", has informed Sir Leicester of her

former relationship with Captain Hawdon, and the shame of this

disclosure forces her to flee. The caption reveals her own sense

of guilt, not Dickens's condemnation of her former actions.

The second contrast is in No. 18. Its illustrations are

"The Night" and "The Morning". Here, the second gives us informa¬

tion about the first. It is not until the end of the number that

the "distressed, unsheltered, senseless creature" (BH, 811)

lying at the gate of the burial-ground is discovered to be Lady

Dedlock. The time continuum implies that the homeless woman passed

on the bridge was the same. Dickens's description of her as a

"shadowy female figure" and the river "heavy with indistinct and
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awful shapes, both of substance and shadow: so deathlike and

mysterious" (BH, 771) supports this belief. The use of "shadow"

hearkens back to Plate 32 and "deathlike" foreshadows the "shadowy

female figure's" fate.

An example of similarly named—but not facing—illustrations

is to be found in "The Young Man of the Name of Guppy" and "The

Old Man of the Name of Tulkinghorn" in Bleak House. The caption

initially arises from Mercury's way of announcing visitors; but

Tulkinghorn enters unannounced, showing the way in which he feels

at home in the Dedlock household.

Some illustrations can, by such pairings, lightly augment

the text. But their importance should not be exaggerated, as

they are not always effective. A few work together, by comparison

or contrast. Yet the fact that they once faced does not mean

that they necessarily operate in either of these ways. In fact,

most pairs of plates are related only by the fact that they once

came from the same number; and, though Dickens was evidently

aware of how pairs might be used, he seems to have been much more

41
concerned with providing Browne with a single "good subject" or

"best subject".4^

One of the most formal questions is about the effect of the

accuracy and inaccuracy of the illustrations. It is not entirely

pedantry. After all, it was departures from the letter of the text

*

41Pilgrim IV, 613 (30 Aug 1846).

^Pilgrim IV, 653 (4 Nov 1846).
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that most deeply disturbed Dickens himself. He evidently sought

truth as well as beauty, and may well have felt any divergence

from what he had written or imagined as a direct threat or challenge

to his conception. This means that the curious concern of the

earlier "Dickensians" about the artists' slips was, in fact,

faithful to the spirit Dickens demanded, and an example of the most

basic appeal of the illustrations which was to add reality to

his imaginative tale.

Some graphic and textual disparities are well-known. As

we have seen, Dickens despaired over "Paul and Mrs. Pipchin,"

arguing that Paul's raised chair and Mrs. Pipchin's age as shown

by Browne were false to the text. Yet for most readers it

catches the spirit perfectly. On the other hand, preliminary

sketches for Dombey's "The Dombey Family" and Copperfield1s "I Make

Myself Known to my Aunt" show that Dickens, recognizing the greater

visual effectiveness, approved textually incorrect postures for

Dombey and Betsey Trotwood. Controversy has waged over the

inverted position of Peggotty's boat as if it mattered; yet

when Browne drew seventeen boys instead of the "ten young gentle¬

men" Dickens specified for "Doctor Blimber's Young Gentlemen,"

Dickens actually changed the text in proof to conform to the

illustration.

Some minor mistakes result from a failure to reverse the

sketch when transferring it to the metal. In Copperfield's

Plate 23, Uriah and David shake with left, rather than right,

hands. In two Dombey plates, Captain Cuttle's hook is on his
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43
left arm, instead of his right. For the vignette title-page,

Browne remembered to reverse the letters reading "THE WORLD," but

put the hook on Cuttle's left arm. Then disagreements can be of

degree or number. In Plate 10 of Copperfield, Miss Murdstone

is not pictured as the hard and unyielding individual the text

describes, but rather quiet and complacent. In Bleak House, Mrs.

Pardiggle's two youngest children (PI.5) are not "weazened and

shrivelled", but fat and healthy-looking; the two girls facing

Prince Turveydrop (PI. 9) should be at least thirteen or fourteen

years old, but look only nine; Snagsby (PI. 16) is slim instead

of fat; and Guster (PI. 16) appears to be ten years under, rather

than ten years over, her three- or four-and-twenty years.

Other kinds of details were confused. The landlord in

Copperfield's "My magnificent Order at the Public House" should

have been in shirt-sleeves, leaning against a window-frame, but he

is not. Nor is the division of labour in "We are Disturbed in

our Cookery" followed correctly. Kitton has even noted (p.106) that

in Bleak House's "Miss Jellyby", Caddy should be sticking her inky

middle (not fore-) finger in the egg cup; and, certainly, in the

same plate, Browne has shown Peepy Jellyby in the bed instead of

Ada. "The Old Man of the Name of Tulkinghorn" should show

the "retainer-like" attorney wearing "knee breeches tied with

43
That in "Solemn reference is made to Mr. Bunsby" (PI. 15)

may have stemmed from the text rather than the method of transference.
In the same chapter as the scene occurs, Florence asks Rob about
Cuttle. Dickens has him respond: "'Him with a hook, Miss?' ...

with an illustrative twist of his left hand." (DS, 318)
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ribbons, and gaiters or stockings" (BH, 11), which he is not;

and Jo is always shown with shoes whereas Dickens specifically

said that he passed "deftly, with his bare feet," (BH, 224).

These are a few examples of discrepancies, none of which

is particularly significant taken by itself. But they suggest

that the collaboration was under pressure, and that Browne often

worked from an inadequate description. On the one hand, there

is evidence that both Dickens and Browne wanted close correspon¬

dence between picture and text, and this always seems to have been

the first demand. On the other hand, a minor discrepancy could

pass. It is hard to be sure what Dickens himself felt. His

annoyance about the early Dombey illustrations, and those for the

Battle of Life, was probably exceptional, and partly arose from

the pressure he was working under himself.

The illustrations were an established and necessary part

of monthly serialization. Whether or not Dickens approved of

the situation, he still had to consider them and their artist.

It was not worth his time and effort to harass Browne about

insignificant details. He would have been hard put to locate

an artist more amenable to suggestion, hard-working, inexpensive,

and eager to please.

Such disparities excepted, Browne carefully followed Dickens's

epistolary, textual and verbal directions. Yet his illustrations

are not the mindless productions of a draughtsman working to order,

and he did not limit himself to the information given in the text.

Both the main subject and its background are often filled with

interesting detail. He included pictures, books, statuary, etc.
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in the background of his illustrations to comment on the scene.

Because of this practice, as already noted, his works have been

called "Hogarthian", and he has been classified as a conscious

follower of the graphic satire tradition. Yet though there are

similarities in his techniques to Hogarth, Rowlandson, Gillray

and Cruikshank, the comparison should not be taken too far.

Browne was not sole formulator of the graphic-verbal whole we

identify as the illustrated novel. In fact, the evidence shows

that he was only rarely allowed even to suggest a subject when

working for Dickens. And if his suggestion was not satisfactory,

Dickens--or Forster acting in his place—would -probably have

squashed it immediately. In fact, he can be termed "collaborator"

only in the sense that he contributed something to the finished

novel at its first appearance. A more accurate description

of Browne's role might be "artistic commentator". The text

always came first.

Yet the illustrations did appear at the same time and may

well have affected the ways in which some of the original readers

interpreted the text. Browne sometimes included visual commentary

which, like verbal allusion, can enrich our appreciation of the

scene. This field of iconographical significance has not gone

44
unexplored, and recent criticism has paid particular attention

Discussions of this type can be found in: Harvey, 136-59;
Leavis, 333-370; and Michael Steig, "Dickens, Habl^t Browne, and
the Tradition of English Caricature," Criticism, 11 (1969), 219-33;
"Dombey and Son: Chapter XXXI, Plate 20," ELN, 7 (1969), 124-27;
"The Critic and the Illustrated Novel: Mr. Turveydrop from Gillray
to Bleak House," HLQ, 36 (1972), 55-67; "The Iconography of David
Copperfield," HSL, 2 (1970), 1-18; "The Iconography of the Hidden
Face in Bleak House," Dickens Studies, 4 (1968), 19-22; and
"Iconography of Sexual Conflict in Dombey and Son," DSA, 1 (1970),
161-67.



Figure 47. Preliminary drawing
for "Attorney and Client"
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to this aspect. But it remains bewildering that there is no

evidence that Dickens asked for or approved commentary of this

kind. His detailed letters for the Dombey illustrations are

straightforwardly descriptive and include no mention of allusive

visual detail. The preliminary drawings he received for approval

were sketchy and did not include all the details to be found in

the finished product. On the other hand, there is no evidence

that he disapproved of them either. Had he thought they detracted

from, or incorrectly analysed, his textual matter, he would

undoubtedly have demanded that they be discontinued. It is possible

that he did not think them worthy of such close attention when

the reader had the more explicit text so close at hand.
45

An examination of the drawings and etched plate for Bleak

House's "Attorney and Client" reveals the sort of detail added

at various points in the illustration's development. The drawing

in the Berg Collection (Figure 47) is roughly sketched, shows

no signs of allusive detail, and was apparently intended only

to establish the general design of the illustration. Apparently

after consultation with Dickens, Browne drew (upper right

margin) a second, more angular, face for Vholes.

The drawing in the Dexter Collection appears to have been

drawn after Browne had seen the full text, either in manuscript

or proof. For Dickens included several details which comment on

45 . . .

There are at least two preliminary drawings for this illustra¬
tion. The first is in the Berg Collection of the New York Public
Library: Lola L. Szladits, Charles Dickens, 1812-1870: An
Anthology (New York: NYPL, 1970), p.131. The second is in the
Dexter Collection, Department of Prints and Drawings, British Library.



Figure . "Attorney and Client,

Fortitude and Impatience"
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the significance of the scene: the chambers have a smell of must

and dust; Vholes's bags are like large serpents "in their first

gorged state"; the lawyer employs himself like an industrious

fox or bear in watching his prey; and, most importantly, the

official cat patiently watches a mousehole. And amongst Browne's

allusions--a mousetrap behind Vholes, a maze on the floor, a

picture of a fisherman, a fox pursuing some grapes, a cat looking

into a mousehole, and a fishing rod and net in the corner--are

several directly referrable to the text. In this drawing, too,

Browne experimented with Richard's position—from seated in

from of Vholes' desk, to standing with his back to it — and

with the drawing's general orientation—from horizontal to vertical.

In the etched plate (Figure 48), Browne returned to the

general design of the first drawing and made Vholes' face undergo

another, still more angular, alteration. Then he provided emblems

and allusions of his own to support the concept of Vholes as

predator and Richard as victim. High on a shelf is a mortar and

pestle, alluding to the way in which the foolish Richard is
46

slowly being ground to a fine powder. On the floor is a tangle

of "red" tape. Verbal references on books, papers and boxes also

reinforce the two men's relationship. The strong-boxes in the

right-hand corner comment on Vholes' business practices. Some

clients are: Sharp, Holdfast, and I. Flint; but it is Vholes

who is swindling the individuals who come to him for help, who

46
cf. Proverbs 27:22--"Though thou shouldest bray a fool in

a mortar among wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness
depart from him."
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keeps a flinty grasp on his clients. The client "deMaine" may

refer to Richard's impatience to settle the Jarndyce case and come

47
into his property. The law stationer advertise fool's cap;

but. it is Richard who wears a figurative fool's cap in thinking

that Chancery suits are matters of black vs. white (as another

strong box suggests). But the words on books, etc. are not always

significant. A Time-table, book of reports and "leger" (sic) are

items which one fully expects to find--though not, perhaps, so

naively labelled—in a lawyer's office; but it is hard to believe

that Browne's labelling of the "leger" was a touch that Dickens

particularly admired.

Formal considerations are still to the fore even when we turn

to the artistic design of each illustration and the dramatic

interplay of its characters. These are ways in which Dickens

and Browne could enhance the force or recapture the spirit of

the text. No matter how accurately the illustration follows the

letter of the text, and no matter how many iconographical details

are added, without these other elements the illustration will be

dead. The whole question begins to arise of what makes an effective

illustration apart from the sensitivity and skill of the artist;

and it is on these features that the critical appraisals of Q.D.

Leavis and John Harvey have chiefly concentrated.

47
"Demaine" was the French word (before 17th century) for

what was to become "demesne" in English feudal law. The "lord's
demesne" meant his house, park and surrounding lands; the word
eventually came to mean "private property."
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In "The Dombey Family5" for instance, they have rightly
48 ...

told us, that Florence is effectively isolated from her father.

His chair is turned away from the doorway in which she stands,

and he has to look over his shoulder and out of the corner of his

eye to be aware of her. She is further separated by the door

jamb which stands between them, and by the tonal difference in

which she stands in the background. In Dombey's "The Christening

Party," Mr. Chick, whistling and with his hands in his pockets,

expresses the tension between the animated group of Richards,

Florence and Paul, and the erect figure of Mr. Dombey. Or, again,

the grouping in Copperfield's "Martha" effectively separates Martha

Endell from her onlookers. Mrs. Leavis is almost (but hardly)

justified in declaring that, between them, Dickens and Browne have

49
evolved "a quite new kind of illustration," or at least raised

it to a new intensity.

Then Browne's street and crowd scenes grew even richer in

detail. They include a tremendous number of active characters

with a wealth of expression in their faces. In Dombey's "Coming

home from Church," Browne introduced the horizontal plate to

the monthly number, and took advantage of its greater space.

Besides the wedding part, there are beggars, bell-ringers,

carriages, a brass band, a hearse with mourners, playful dogs,

and a Punch and Judy show. The general impression is one of noise

and confusion. Yet the newly-married Dombeys placidly make their

way up the front steps of their house. The same sort of excite¬

ment is registered in Dombey's "Polly rescues the Charitable

^Leavis, pp.350-1; and Harvey, pp.136-39.
4d

Leavis, p. 350.
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Grinder," and "Another Wedding"; and Copperfield's "Steerforth and

Mr. Mell" and "The Emigrants". The horizontal plate also allowed

Browne to present genteel and upper-class crowds in an uncrowded

and relaxed setting. It is not dress-styles only which give

Dombey's "Paul goes home""^ and "Mrs. Dombey at home',', Copper-

field 's "Uriah Persists ... at the Dinner Party", and Bleak House's

"The Dancing School" their slow-moving propriety. Aside from the

hungry boys at the top of "Paul goes home," the characters assume

natural postures and express a practised ennui. Yet the variety

of expression is still interesting.

Browne was profusely imaginative in drawing crowded church

scenes. Copperfield's "Our Pew at Church" (Figure 42) and Bleak

House's "The Little Church in the Park" (Figure 49) are similar

in conception. Both include the attentive, the bored, the sleeping

and gossiping of all ages and ranks. In both, Browne has given his

whimsy full rein. Humorous touches in "Our Pew at Church" include,

Phiz's signature on one of the gravemarkers, a sleeping beadle

with a bird on top of his staff, a spider hanging from a cherub's

trumpet over the minister's neck, a prayer-book dropping from the

hands of a snoozing man in the gallery, and a shield with what

looks like a face smiling down on the congregation. The "solemn"

church also has its whimsical effects. Apart from the dramatic

conjunction of characters, there are appropriate inscriptions

on the pillars and tombstones. The tomb to a legal ancestor

~^This plate is "vertical". But the staircase has allowed
Browne to present the characters in the unfrenetic, uncrowded
manner afforded by the horizontal plates.



Figure
at

50.
Mr.

"We arrive unexpectedly
Peggotty*s fireside"
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is mocked by a bird on top of its head, and a diplomatic Dedlock

is memorialized by a ridiculous statue. Altogether, the two

plates show the same social divisions and class structure Dickens

wrought in the novels.

The crowd in Copperf ield' s "I am Married11 is also diverse

in its range of age, rank and expression. The church is full of

statues, memorials, columns, tombs, and paintings; and an interesting

touch is the memorial plaque which reads "DEBORAH BROWNE --SPINSTER,"

which one expects is a private joke.

The dramatic aspect of the illustration is perhaps the

most important to its success. As an actor must study niceties

of expression, so too must the illustrator be prepared, even in

such a small space, to portray the ways in which various characters

respond to the same situation. If the response is convincing, in

light of the text, we will probably react favourably. Look, for

example, at Copperfield's "We arrive unexpectedly at Mr. Peggotty's

fireside" (Figure 50). Dickens had described the emotional

responses of Mrs. Gummidge, Mr. Peggotty, Little Em'ly, and Ham.

But it must be recognized that describing Ham as having "a mixed

expression in his face of admiration, exultation, and a lumbering

sort of bashfulness that sat upon him very well,"(DC, 311) and pro¬

ducing an effective pictorial representation, may be two different

things. The expressions on the faces of David and Steerforth are

appropriate to what Dickens has told us of them. Bleak House's

"The Old Man of the Name of Tulkinghorn" also shows a variety of

textually described, or implied, expressions. Guppy is "disconcerted"
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and Tulkinghorn imperturbable, while the glance Lady Dedlock gives

Tulkinghorn is one of "suspicion, eager and sharp" (BH, 471). One

might argue, and often justifiably, that the expressions on

Browne's characters' faces would not be immediately associated

with the specific states of mind Dickens describes. But I am not

arguing on a picture to text basis, but vice versa. Browne must

ensure that each character convincingly approximates to Dickens's

textual description and forms part of a unified whole; and if even

one element is wrong--as it is for me with Miss Murdstone in

Copperfield's "The Momentous Interview"--the picture's balance

is upset. One wishes to block out the distressing section.

It is not facial expression alone that contributes to the

dramatic character of the illustrations. As has been noted above,

characters can be grouped in ways that emphasize the dramatic

nature of a scene. And by bodily movement — gesticulation, posture,

bending, turning, running, standing, sitting, leaning, tilting

of head, holding of objects, etc.--the artist can provide us, at

a quick glance, with additional clues to the characters' responses.

Bodily gesture may be an inconvenient term to use for a medium that

by its very nature is incapable of movement; but it is the sense

of movement that is important in making the illustration more

lifelike. Cruikshank's plates to Sketches and Oliver Twist had

expressed violent movement by showing characters in seemingly

impossible postures; Browne's figures retain a feeling of movement,

but have less grotesquerie.

They are also effective because they exploit the same sort

of approach which Dickens himself so satisfactorily used. He

concentrated on external, visual movement to demonstrate the
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internal. For example, Betsey Trotwood "sat flat down in the

garden-path,"(DC, 191) to express her amazement at the appearance

of her nephew; and Traddles, showing his discomfiture when Littimer

disturbed David's dinner-party, "ran his greasy hands through his

hair, and stood it bolt upright, and stared in confusion on the

table-cloth,"(DC, 414). The effect on Captain Cuttle when Sol

Gills unexpectedly enters at the doorway is all action: "suddenly

his cards dropped out of his hand, his mouth and eyes opened

wide, his legs drew themselves up and stuck out in front of

his chair, and he sat staring at the door with blank amazement,"

(BH, 759).

The progression of Mr. Turveydrop's reactions to the various

stages of Prince's announced engagement shows one of the ways in

which this technique is used. First he is "pale and aghast" when

Prince and Caddy kneel before him; then, when the announcement

is made, he is to be seen "reclining on the sofa, and shutting

out the sight with his hand," (BH, 327). After Prince explained

that Mr. Turveydrop would remain Head and Master and would be the

first consideration of the couple's life, Mr. Turveydrop "underwent

a severe internal struggle, and came upright on the sofa again,

with his cheeks puffed over his stiff cravat: a perfect model of

parental deportment," (BH, 329). The inspiration came from Dickens;

but the satisfactory combination of the visual elements remained

Browne's responsibility.

The dark plates, introduced in Dombey and used extensively

in Bleak House, were an innovation which stretched the previous
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limits of dramatic development."^ The emphasis on character is

shifted to an interest in atmosphere. Six of the twelve dark
52 .

plates in these three novels include no human actors; the other

six average about two each. But the dramatic interest does not lie

so much in the small, dark, and often indistinct human figures as

it does in their setting; and in some ways, the atmospheric setting

has become a character in these plates. It is the dramatic inter¬

play of light and darkness in plates like Bleak House's "The Ghost's

Walk," "The Night" and "The Morning" that make them so effective.

And it is particularly appropriate for illustrating a text whose

characters are so strongly governed by non-'numan institutions and

forces .

John Harvey has suggested that "the development of this mode

shows the depth" of Browne's response "to Dickens's writing at

this time, for it is ideally suited to conveying the oppressive

gatherings of fog and darkness in human affairs so powerfully
53

presented in the novel." Certainly they are more appropriate
54

to particular sections of the later, dark novels; and one does

Buchanan-Brown suggests that "Browne received the hint
from John Franklin, who had used the technique for his illustrations
to the part-issues of Ainsworth's Old St. Paul's," (p. 16).

"^These "dark plates" are: DS--"0n the dark Road" (PI.35);
DC--"The River" (PI.31); BH--"The Ghost's Walk" (PI.24), "Sunset
in the long Drawing-room" (PI.26), "Tom All Alone's" (PI.28),
"A new meaning in the Roman" (PI.29), "Shadow" (PI.32), "The
Lonely Figure" (PI.34), "The Night" (PI.37), "The Morning" (PI.38),
"The Mausoleum at Chesney Wold" (PI.39), and "Frontispiece" (PI.40).

"^Harvey, p. 153.
"^Other "dark plates" include Little Dorrit's "The Birds

in the Cage" (Pl.l), "The Room with the Portrait" (P1.4), "Making
Off" (PI.6), "Little Dorrif's Party" (PI.8), "The Ferry" (PI.10),
"Visitors at the Works" (PI.13), "Floating Away" (PI.16), and
"Damocles" (PI.37).
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not intend to denigrate Browne's intelligence or sensibility.

But the financial aspect of the dark plates may have also been

an important factor. With Bleak House, lithography was for the

first time brought in to produce the plates which Browne or an

assistant had previously done by hand.^^ But the dark plates

could not be lithographed; so Browne would receive extra payment

every time a design was drawn in the dark plate style. Rather
*

56
than always being the "bad Business man" Thomson describes,

Browne may have, for once, been taking advantage of his skills.

Browne used the "dark plate" technique as long as Dickens's

text made it possible and publishing practices made it worthwhile.

Johannsen has pointed out that, "apparently, the dark plates

were not entirely satisfactory for, with the exception of 'Damocles'

... they ended with Plate 16 jof LDj ... and none was used there¬
after," (p.418). But "dissatisfaction" is not an adequate

explanation for their disappearance. The titles of Little Dorrit's

two "books" ("Poverty" and "Riches") immediately point out the

different atmosphere of each part of the novel. "Poverty" would,

obviously, provide more "dark" subjects. The absence of "dark

plates" in A Tale of Two Cities is easily understood when one looks

at the way in which it was published: first, in the unillustrated

weekly, All the Year Round (30 April-26 Nov 1859); and then in

illustrated monthly parts (June-Dec 1859). Readers interested in

keeping up with the story would buy the unillustrated version. So

the circulation of monthly parts would immediately be reduced, putting

"^Johannsen, p. 397.
~^D.C. Thomson, Life and Labours of H.K. Browne (London:

Chapman & Hall, 1884), p.29.
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less pressure on the printerwh° could then print the required

number of illustrations with only one plate.Once this happened,

Browne, for whom the business motive appears to have operated

throughout, lost the economic incentive for using "dark plates".

As we have seen, Browne was attentive to detail of different

sorts. But he was not always so assiduous. A survey of the drawings
58

he did for other authors during these years shows that his work

could be unfinished in both thought and execution. A partial

explanation for his negligence can be found in the sheer volume of

work that passed through his hands. But this explanation

does not account for the difference between these drawings and those

done for Dickens. No doubt the literary quality of the other novels

he illustrated was not as inspiring as Dickens's. It is more likely

that Dickens was simply more demanding; and Browne probably had

every reason to believe that Dickens would tell him if the

illustrations were unsatisfactory.

This would have been the case had there been no reduction
in monthly part circulation. Dickens's text was in print, on
average, for one month before it was required for "part" publication.
This meant Browne could have his subject prepared well before the
publication date. As it was the slow speed at which the plates
could be printed—and not a problem of plate deterioration or wear-
that made duplicate plates necessary, a single plate would still
have sufficed.

58
Among those works seen are: G.H.B. Rodwell, The Memoirs

of an Umbrella (London: Mackenzie, 1845); William Carleton, Valentine
McClutchy (Dublin: James Duffy, 1847); Angus B. Reach, A Romance
of a Mince Pie (London: Kent, 1848); Charles Lever, Con Cregan
(London: Chapman & Hall, 1849); G.P.R. Janes, The Fight of the
Fiddlers (London: David Bogue, 1849); C. Lever"j The Daltons (London:
Chapman & Hall, 1852); and Frank E. Smedley, Lewis Arundel (London:
Virtue, 1852).
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An overview of the 120 illustrations in the three mid-career

novels reveals nothing entirely unexpected. Dickens kept a

tight rein on the basic design of the illustrations and was

concerned with the general impression they gave the reader.

Some illustrations, covers, title-pages and frontispieces show

insights into certain aspects of the text. At the same time,

many of these are mainly mimetic or include superfluous detail

to which no interpretation or commentary of special value can,

or should, be attached. It becomes clear in looking at these

sets of illustrations, that one cannot generalize about their

overall importance from a few specific plates which are particularly

rich in detail. More weight should be attached to the non-

iconographical ways in which the plates might succeed or fail

in satisfying the intellectual and aesthetic demands or standards

of their audiences. And if we do this, the high quality of the

illustrations, especially those for Dombey, distinguish them from

those of Dickens's other novels.



X.

Changing Expectations:

The Unillustrated and Reissued Novels

In hindsight, the role played by the illustrations can appear

to achieve an importance original readers rarely, if ever, considered.

A survey of contemporary criticism for the "mid-career novels" (PS,

DC and BH)''" bears this out to a rather unexpected degree. The

illustrator is only occasionally mentioned. The headline to a

review may state that a work is "Illustrated by H.K. Browne," but

usually, he is not even referred to. The reviewers were not sparing

in their use of words associated with the Fine Arts, yet used them

almost exclusively in connection with Dickens's writing. He produced

"pictures," "sketches," "portraits," and "paintings"; and perhaps

because of this, the pictures that accompany them are almost ignored.

His techniques were compared to those of particular schools

or styles. Samuel Warren wrote in Blackwood's: "you might imagine

his sketches to be the result of the combined simultaneous efforts

of two artists--one the delicate limner, the other the vulgar dauber

Items viewed include: Athenaeum (31 Oct 1846, 5 May 1849,
23 Nov 1850, 6 March 1852, 17 Sept 1853), Bentley's Miscellany
(Oct 1853), Blackwood's Magazine (Nov 1846, Oct 1848, April 1855),
Chambers's Journal (24 Oct 1846), Eclectic Review (Dec 1853),
Economist (10 Oct 1846, 7 Nov 1846"^ 12 Dec 1846), English Review
(Dec 1848, July 1852), Examiner (28 Oct 1848, 14 Dec 1850, 8 Oct
1853), Family Herald (28 July 1849), Fraser's Magazine (Dec 1850),
Illustrated London News (24 Sept 1853T^ North American Review
(1849 and 1853), North British Review (1847, 1851), ProspectTve
Review (1851), Rambler (Jan 1848, Sept 1849, Jan 1854), Southern
Literary Messenger (Aug 1851), Spectator (23 Nov 1850, 24 Sept 1853),
Sun (13 April 1848, 3 Aug 1847)"^ Times Til June 1851), and
Westminster Review (April 1847).
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2
and scene-painter." J.A. Stothert,in the Rambler, compared Dickens's

approach to that of "true pre-Raphaelite toil," and complained

that "he makes a catalogue instead of placing a few salient points

before the mind's eye," and "he goes through everything that can

be seen or discovered, till the impression on the reader is

weakened by the multiplicity of detail, and weariness takes the
3

place of vivid perception." But, in Fraser's, a reviewer thought

Dickens had already overcome the problems of the cataloguer:

"instead of the elaborate Dutch painting to which we had been

accustomed in his backgrounds and accessories, we have now a single

vigorous touch here and there, which is far more artistic and far

more effective."^

Despite these analogies with art, Browne's illustrations are

almost ignored. Of the thirty-six reviews surveyed, only a few

included more than a passing reference to Browne. In a comparison

of Pendennis and David Copperfield, David Masson in the North British

Review noted a difference in style which he ascribed to Thackeray's

experience and training as an artist: "Being illustrator of his

own works, and accustomed, therefore, to reduce his fancies to

visible form and outline, he attains, in the result, greater

clearness and precision, than any one who works only in language,

or who has to get his fancies made visible to himself by the pencil

of another.""' Yet he stopped far short of supposing an intricate

^Blackwood's Magazine (Nov 1846), 636-638, p.636.

^"Living Novelists," Rambler, N.S. l(Jan 1854), 41-51, p.44.
^Fraser's Magazine (Dec 1850), 698-710, p.704.

"Pendennis and Copperfield: Thackeray and Dickens," North
British Review, 15 (1851), 57-89, p.76.
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verbal and graphic relationship of the kind described by Teona

Gneiting^ for Vanity Fair; and his only reference to Browne is

this vague comment about the "pencil of another". In discussing

Dickens's tendency to caricature, George Brimley wrote in the

Spectator: "Dickens belongs in literature to the same class as

his illustrator, Hablot Browne, in design, though he far surpasses

the illustrator in range and power.Only in an article in the

Eclectic Review was any attention paid to the role played by

Browne's illustrations. After referring to some characters in

Bleak House, the critic simply wrote that "for a picture" of them,

"and the scenes of joy and sadness in which they played their part,

we refer our readers to the chapters and illustrations of 'Bleak
g

House.'" He used the example of Quilp to show the way in which

word and picture work together: "Quilp described in graphic style

by the author, and exhibited in unmitigated deformity in the illustra¬

tions, helps very much to make him the monster he is in the esti-
9

mation of the reader." In general, the role of the illustrations

is not only almost ignored, but taken for granted: there is no

burst of appreciation, no advice to look closely, and no criticism

of them implying that they had a standard to meet or a part to play.

This general lack of critical enthusiasm for the illustra¬

tions seems to have prevailed throughout Browne's association with

6"The Pencil's Role in Vanity Fair," HLQ, 39 (Feb 1976), 171-202.

''"Bleak House," Spectator, 26 (24 Sept 1853), 923-5, p.925.
g
Eclectic Review (Dec 1853), 665-679, p.670.

9Ibid, p.676.
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Dickens. Some early reviewers had been interested in the impression

the pictures produced. Abraham Haywood commented in the Quarterly

Review on the important part the illustrations played in completing

conceptions begun by the text: "the success of many ... passages

is due in a great measure to the skill of ^;hiz] in embodying them.

... It is the pencil, not the pen, which completes the vivid

conception we undoubtedly possess of (Pickwick ' §1 personal appearance."

Richard Ford, in reviewing Oliver Twist, noted: "it is difficult

to say, on laying down the book, how much of the powerful impression

we are conscious of may be due, not to the pen, but to the pencil." ^
Thomas Cleghorn wrote in the North British Review (1845):

the vast popularity of these works may, perhaps, in some
degree be owing to the indolence of the reading public, and
that the very clever 'illustrations' which accompany them
all, may have contributed greatly to their success. No
reader need ever task his mind's eye to form a picture
corresponding to the full description; he has but to turn
the page, and there stands the Pickwick, Pecksniff, or Tom
Pinch, embo^ed to his hand, and kindly saving him the labour
of thought.

Henry James, in recalling his childhood years, wrote of stage

productions of Dickens's works: "Dire of course for all temperance

in these connections was the need to conform to the illustrations

13
of Phiz." Yet even these comments were apparently chiefly

concerned with the truthfulness of picture to text or of stage-

setting to picture and text. But they made little or no subjective

^Quarterly Review, 59 (Oct 1837), 484-518, p.497.

''""'"Quarterly Review, 64 (June 1839), 83-102, pp.101-2.
12

"Writings of Charles Dickens," North British Review, 3 (May
1845), 65-87, p. 79. ~

13 . . ...

As quoted in Philip Collins, ed. The Critical Heritage
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971), p.613.
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or evaluative comment. At best the illustrations were "skilful,"

"clever," "vivid," and saved the reader the need to think.

Some critics mentioned their response to particular illustra¬

tions. Thomas Hood, as we have seen, found Samuel Williams's

picture of Nell sleeping in the curiosity shop to be "like an

Allegory of the peace and innocence of Childhood in the midst

of Violence, Superstition, and all the hateful or hurtful Passions
14

of the world." Browne's picture of Punch in the churchyard

also found favour with Hood who was, of course, himself an illustra¬

tor. Yet Poe said of Barnaby Rudge that: "Some of the conclusions

of chapters ... seem to have been written for the mere purposes

of illustrating tail-pieces,"^""' which says little for either Dickens

or Browne. Several periodicals'^ took offence at the nudes in

Maclise's frontispieces or title-pages to the Cricket and the Chimes;

and Charles Kent thought Phiz had never devised "more execrable"

illustrations than "Rejected Alms" and "Visitor of Distinction"

for Number 11 of Dombey.^
John Forster appears to be almost the only one of Dickens's

reviewers who considered the artistic value of the illustrations.

In a review of Pickwick he wrote that they:

are, as usual, full of excellent character. The ease and
skill with which they are drawn are among the least of their

^"Master Humphrey's Clock," Athenaeum (7 Nov 1840), 887-8,
p. 887.

^Graham's Magazine, 19 (Feb 1842), 124-9. As quoted in
Collins, ed., p.111.

^See: Christian Remembrancer, 9 (Jan 1845), 304; Times (27
Dec 1845), p.Fj and Illustrated London News (27 Dec 1845), p.406.

TVig Sun (3 Bug I5A-7).
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merits; they have an artistical feeling and arrangement, most
rare in things of this kind. But it is enough to say of
them that they are scarcely unequal to the subjects ^ey
illustrate-~we feel this to be extraordinary praise.

Yet even this glowing report written by one of Dickens's closest

friends can hardly be seen as entirely objective: Forster would

have been too concerned with helping to ensure the continued

success of his friend's production. Neither did Forster go on

in the Life to show any great appreciation for the illustrators.

He was empowered to deal with them himself, and seems to have

looked on them as useful assistants;but he never says a word to

suggest that their place was anything but secondary.

So it can hardly be emphasized too strongly that the

critical attention paid the illustrations was cursory. Yet most

modern critical commentary concentrates on the novels of Dickens's

"mid-career", which seems to have been a time when the illustra¬

tions held even less interest for the reviewers. It seems hardly

likely that these literary critics did not understand the allusions

in them; they probably did not consider them worthy of comment.

Illustration had lost its novelty and come to be accepted almost

with indifference. Yet the reviewers were concerned with Dickens's

texts: how they compared with one another, where they stood in

relation to those of Thackeray and other contemporary novelists,

and what were their strengths and weaknesses. And though the

interests of the critics were not necessarily those of their readers--
. 19

they do reflect general areas of concern of part of the public.

18
Examiner (2 July 1837), 421-2, p.422.

19
If Dickens's audience was as unsophisticated as Mrs. Leavis

leads us to believe, their criticism was not at all representative
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Yet, though Dickens's rather superior literary critics may

not have considered the illustrations worthy of either praise

or disparagement, and though both Forster and Dickens saw them

as entirely subservient to the text, Dickens and his publishers

did not fail to consider them when bringing out new editions of

the works. In fact, the kind and amount of illustration became

factors which distinguished each edition and helped to determine

the sort of audience at which each was aimed.

The "Cheap Edition," whose form was settled in the third
20 ...

week of December 1846, began publication in March 1847 with the

re-issue of Pickwick. It was advertised in a prospectus included
21

in Part 6 of Dombey, which explained that among the attractions

of this edition would be its price, a "new preface to each 'Tale',"

a revised text, and a frontispiece "engraved on Wood from a

22
Design by some eminent Artist." The Pickwick frontispiece,

in fact, was taken from a painting--"Mrs. Bardell fainting in

Pickwick's arms"--that Dickens had commissioned from Royal

Academician, Charles R. Leslie, appointed Professor of Painting

at the Academy in 1847. Nickleby was the second novel in the

of general reaction. Yet no matter how much the illustrations
may have helped the story's unity or established visual character¬
istics, it was always the text which came first. F.R. & Q.D.
Leavis, Dickens the Novelist (London: Chatto & Windus, 1970),
pp.278-9.

20
Forster I, 448.

21 ....

This prospectus is reprinted in: Simon Nowell-Smith,
"The 'Cheap Edition' of Dickens's Works [First Series] 1847-1852,"
Library, 5th Series, 22 (1967), 245-251, p.246.

22Ibid, p.245.
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series, and its frontispiece came from a painting by Thomas

23 .

Webster, R.A. The third work, Old Curiosity Shop, was illustrated

with a picture--"Little Nell in the church"--copied from a water

colour Cattermole had painted in 1842. It was only with the fourth

book, Barnaby Rudge, that Browne--an artist who was primarily an

illustrator--was allowed to contribute; and it was his only frontis¬

piece for the First Series (1847-52) of the Cheap Edition. The

last five volumes were illustrated by artists (Stanfield, R.A. ,

Frank Stone, A.R.A., Cruikshank and Leech) who had established

their reputations apart from Dickens.

At first it appears incongruous that such new illustrations

should be provided for an inexpensive edition. Chapman & Hall

owned the plates for the original illustrations, and might easily

have used the old plates for frontispieces. But Dickens's

"Address" in the prospectus to the new edition makes it only too

clear that he and his publishers wanted to keep a distinction

between the standard and the cheap edition. They meant to protect

the interests of present and future novels to be published in parts

25
at their considerably higher price : "The CHEAP EDITION will in

no way clash or interfere with that already existing. The existing

edition will always contain the original illustrations, which, it

is hardly necessary to add, will constitute no part of the CHEAP

23
As quoted in Nowel1-Smith, p.246.

24
Stanfield's contribution, "Britania", for American Notes,

was taken from a water colour painted with AN in mind.
25 .

A novel the length of Pickwick could be bought m the Cheap
Edition for four shillings; in its original edition, it would have
cost one pound.
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26
EDITION; and its form is perfectly distinct and different."

The phrase, "it is hardly necessary to add," implies that readers

did not need to have the absence of original illustrations explained.

It was obviously impractical to reproduce them all for an edition

so cheaply priced. Readers were reassured that the shilling per

month they were paying for a novel in parts would not be buying

less than before. They were also told that to wait for a new

novel to come out in the Cheap Edition would be futile. Not only

would it omit the original illustrations, but it would also not

be re-issued for a long time: "the more recent writings of the

Author ... [will not\appear in the CHEAP EDITION, until the lapse of

A VERY CONSIDERABLE PERIOD, and when their circulation in the

original form shall, by degrees, and in the course of years, have
27

placed them on a level with their predecessors."

This protective device explains why the original illustra¬

tions were not utilized; but it does not account for the apparent

need for a frontispiece or for the decision to have them designed

by eminent artists. The Cheap Edition would have been "perfectly

distinct and different" in form if it had included only the

texts. It was evidently felt that the books would be incomplete

without frontispieces, that they were as "necessary" a part of the

book as a title-page. It seems to have been a compromise; in case

there was still a taste for illustration, in a more contemporary

"painterly" style, there would be the frontispiece--but no more.

As quoted in Nowell-Smith, p.246.
27Ibid.
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The good sense of this is confirmed by seeing what happened to

various sets of "extra" illustrations brought out for readers

to bind up with the cheap parts. There was a proliferation of
28

them for the earlier works in the Cheap Edition, which might

suggest that they were in demand. But any wish for them soon

dwindled — sets are rare, copies with them bound in are almost

29
unknown—and they soon ceased. A decade or two earlier there

really had been a demand for extra-illustrations to Pickwick, but

readers were now almost exclusively interested in the text.

The question remains why the frontispieces were to be

designed by "eminent Artists". It may have been an attempt to

legitimate the form of publication, to save the edition from

appearing too "low class". Yet it must be remembered that the

edition was not directed at the middle or upper classes who

Sets of extra illustrations published with the Cheap Edition
audience in mind are: J. Absolon and F. Corbeaux, "[Four
Engravings for BRj," (London: Chapman & Hall, (18493); H.K. Browne
"[Six Illustrations for PPl," (London: Darton & Clark, [1847] );
Browne, "Four Plates ... to ... NN," (London: Chapman & Hall, 1848);
Browne, "Four Plates ... to ...PCS," (London: Chapman & Hall, 1848);
Browne, "Four Plates ... to ... BR," (London: Chapman & Hall, 1849);
John Gilbert, " (Thirty-two Plates to PP~j," (London: E. Appleyard,
£8471); J- Gilbert, "[Thirty-two Plates to NNl," (London: E. Apple-
yard , [1847/81 ); W. Maddox and H. Warren, "Little Nell" and "Mrs.
Quilp," (London: Chapman & Hall, 1848); Kenny Meadows, "Barbara,"
(London: Chapman & Hall, 1848); Thomas Onwhyn, "Illustrations Q.2]
to the Pickwick Club," (London: A. Jackson, 1847); Onwhyn, "Illu¬
strations [32~] to the Pickwick Club," (London: Newman, 1848,[reprint
of 1837 plates^); Onwhyn, "Illustrations (40]to 'Nicholas Nickleby',"
(London: Grattan & Gilbert, 1847, [reissue of 1838/9 plates]);
F. Stone, "Three Portraits of Kate Nickleby, 'Tilda Price, and
Madeline Bray," (London: Chapman & Hall, 1848); and Anon.,
"Original Illustrationsjl6]to the Pickwick Papers," (London:
W. Strange, (18473).

29
The numbers of pictures for each work are: PP, 98; NN, 79;

PCS, 7; and BR, 8. I have seen no extra illustrations for the other
five volumes in the First Series.
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could more easily afford the fully-illustrated original edition.

In a preliminary Address, Dickens expressed the hope that, "in his

new guise," he would become "a permanent inmate of many English

homes, where, in his old shape, he was only known as a guest, or

30
hardly known at all." Many of these readers would not have

recognized the names of the "eminent Artists" and most would have

failed to tell their work from that of competent draughtsmen.

The frontispieces were probably valued by such readers; but this

alone was not a good enough reason for Dickens and his publishers

to go to the extra trouble and expense of engaging Royal Academicians.

It seems to have been a felt response to changing taste,

a turning away from caricature towards relative realism; it may

even more have been combined with the belief that a wider public

would respond to the finished work of genuine artists rather than

mere illustrators. It is true that Dickens was prepared to

argue that John Leech was "an acquisition to popular art"
31

and no mere caricaturist, and he probably believed the same of

the best of Cruikshank. But he was obviously swayed by the fact

that Art as well as Literature had a great role to play in

reaching out to a wider audience. It is a theme which was

expounded in his speeches, from the time of his tribute to the
32

late Sir David Wilkie, at Edinburgh in 1841, to his elegaic

30
As quoted in Nowell-'JSmith, p.246.

31
Charles Dickens, "Leech's 'The Rising Generation'," in

Miscellaneous Papers (London: Chapman & Hall, 1914), 136-9, p. 139.
32

Speeches, pp.13-14.
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33
farewell to Maclise, at the dinner of the Royal Academy m 1870.

Dickens was clearly anxious to see his works illustrated by famous
34

artists. He seems to have wanted to collect a set of paintings

portraying a scene from each of his works; and whereas he never

went out of his way to collect the original drawings and sketches

of the original edition of his works, he made a point of purchasing
. . 35

the whole series of those for the Cheap Edition.

Then there is another reason for selecting "eminent Artists".

The kind of collaboration that the frontispieces called for, was

of the loosest possible. On the one hand, the artist simply had

to follow the text. On the other, Dickens may-have expressed some

general wishes. But such illustrators as Leslie and Webster

were left to do much as they liked. In fact, the whole nature of

the invitations to Royal Academicians pre-supposed that they would

not need supervision, that it would be offensive to offer it,

and that they would produce interpretations of their own.

Dickens was now willing to be treated as a classic, with the

privileges of a by-stander.

Browne, himself, was an extra illustrator for the Cheap

Edition who found his efforts in vain. Despite Dickens's

33
Dickens praised him as one who might have been "if ...so

minded, at least as great a writer as he was a painter." Speeches,
p. 422.

34
Perhaps Leslie is a particularly good example. He had

made his reputation to a great extent as a painter of scenes
from the work of Cervantes, Swift, Goldsmith, and Scott. It is
not surprising that Dickens chose him for Pickwick.

"^Nonesuch II, 62 (9 Dec 1847).
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36
consent, his "extra" plates seem to have been a financial failure

And this was not the only hint to him that his role as illustrator

for Dickens might be changing. He was asked to play only a small

part in the illustration of the volumes of the Cheap Edition. Of
38

the eight previously illustrated volumes, Browne had been the

original illustrator for four, but he was asked to draw a new

frontispiece for only one. Yet every one of the other volumes

was illustrated by its original illustrator. Browne cannot have

failed to notice that he was being edged further into the back¬

ground. He continued to illustrate the monthly parts to

Dombey, Copperfield, and Bleak House, but this may have been more

because Dickens and his publishers wanted to keep to an established

form rather than because they felt a continued need for graphic

support. To have offered a Dickens novel in parts without

illustrations would have been to deprive its readers of something

they had come to expect: and Browne was still useful as the

willing illustrator capable of dependably producing the required

two illustrations a month.

Pickwick was advertised as a volume "over the joint imprints
of Cundall (one of Browne's English distrubutorsj and Chapman and
Hall," (Nowell-Smith, p.250). The other three sets included
a note on the cover: "Published with the Approbation of Mr. Charle
Dickens."

37
Nowell-Smith writes that, after Barnaby Rudge, "the attempt

to compete with unauthorized extra plates, at a penny or twopence
each, from other publishers seems to have been abandoned," (p.250).
These cheap plates must have been very ephemeral indeed, as I have
been unable to locate any and find no mention of them in Kitton's
excellent appendix (pp.227^242) on extra illustrations.

38
American Notes (vol. 7) was not illustrated in its first

edition.
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The question of how "form" determined the number and type

of illustration in Dickens's novels can be followed along two

main lines: the forms assumed by various editions published

during Dickens's lifetime, and the various forms in which the

novels appeared. As we have seen, Dickens and his publishers

were concerned with assuring prospective readers that the form of

the Cheap Edition would be "perfectly distinct and different"

from that of the original edition. The wood-engraved frontispiece

was one of the characteristics singled out for establishing this

distinction, and each later volume of the Cheap Edition, published

intermittently several years after the First Series was completed,
39

also had its single wood-engraved frontispiece.

The three other collected editions published in Dickens's

lifetime also respect continuity of form. The physical appearance

of any volume in any edition was the same as the rest. Yet each

new edition was slightly different. Each of the twenty-two

volumes for the Library Edition (1858-9), for example, had an

etched vignette title-page designed by Browne. The Illustrated

Library Edition (1861-74) included most of the "original"
40 .

illustrations, and additional ones to previously unillustrated

These volumes, their year of publication, and the illustrators
of their frontispieces are: DC (1858), H.K. Browne; LD (1861), M.
Stone; BH (1863), Browne; GE (1863), Stone; TTC (1864), Stone;
HT (1865), A. Boyd Houghton; DS_ (1866), Browne; and OMF (1867),
Houghton.

40
The NCBEL says of this edition that is is a re-issue of the

Library Edition, "with new title-pages and illustrations, including
the original ones and addns by Marcus Stone, John Leech, Clarkson
Stanfield et al." (III, 673). But not all the original illustrations
to OCS and BR are included; and only the large steel plates for SB
were printed. (See Appendices I and IV.)
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works. Each volume of the Charles Dickens Edition (1867-^75])
was advertised to "contain eight of the original Illustrations,

selected as the best."^

Part of the reason for making the Cheap Edition physically

different from the original edition had been economic; and part

had been the protection of interests--a keeping of faith with

purchasers of the more-expensively produced First edition. But in

the later collected editions, these factors did not play so large

a part. First published in volumes—not in weekly numbers — these

editions were designed for middle-class audiences. Their uniformity

and respectability of appearance would presumably have been impor¬

tant to potential purchasers, who would want a complete set

of Dickens's works to make an impressive show on their book¬

shelves. And this uniform appearance was a boast that even the

owners of the first editions, with their wide array of sizes,

covers, etc., could not make.

Apart from Dickens's desire to take advantage of the opportunity

to profit from his complete works, no clear explanation for the

pattern of illustration emerges for each successive edition.

The Cheap Edition, to be illustrated by "some eminent Artist,"

appeared when Browne's reputation as an illustrator was at its

peak. Conversely, the Illustrated Edition and the Charles Dickens

Edition appeared in the sixties when his style was in disgrace.

Nor can any correlation be made with the practices about illustration

adopted for novels under way while the various editions were being

41
Charles Dickens, "Advertisement," Fortnightly Review Advertiser,

N.S. 5 (1 May 1867), 6-7, p.6. The Uncommercial Traveller volume (No.
contains only four illustrations.
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published. Dickens apparently showed no aesthetic concern about

the illustrations in these new collected editions. Like the

other bibliographic details, they were simply another characteristic

of the books to be modified as he or his publishers wished. An

advertisement that Dickens wrote for the Charles Dickens Edition

stated that the edition had "been devised ... with the object of

combining the four important points: LEGIBILITY, DURABILITY,

BEAUTY, AND CHEAPNESS." The illustrations are not given separate

attention, but are included in a complete description of the

physical appearance of the volumes:

In the new Edition now announced, each novel will be
completed in a single volume. The page will be a flowing,
open page, free from the objection of having double columns.
A descriptive head-line will be attached by the author to
every right-hand page. Every volume will contain eight of
the original Illustrations, selected as the best. Every
volume will be printed in clear type, on fine toned paper,
by one or other of the first printing-houses in London, and
will be strongly bound in red cloth.

Like each volume's fine toned paper, the illustrations were just

a feature contributing to its "beauty".

Dickens had promised that the Cheap Edition would "in
43

no way clash or interfere" with the "already existing" edition ;

and with the policy for illustration of the Cheap and Library

editions — for which new illustrations were commissioned—this

concern for protecting the interests of purchasers of the original

edition was maintained. But with the Illustrated Library and

Charles Dickens editions, it was recognized that there was no

42Ibid.
43

Nowell-Smith, p.246.
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sense in paying artists for new designs when the old ones could

be used much more easily and cheaply. So this concern fell by

the wayside.

After several editions, it was obvious that Dickens and his

publishers had begun a profitable new enterprise. And they were

not only concerned with the edition underway, but had their eyes

on future ones. A glance at the number of new pictures commissioned

for the Illustrated Library Edition of American Notes, Pictures
L\bf # ...

from Italy, Hard Times, Great Expectations and Reprinted Pieces

clarifies this. Because of the edition's title, these books could

not be published without some sort of illustration. Previously,

works in the edition had been able to include all the original

illustrations. But these unillustrated works presented a special

problem. They could have been illustrated as lavishly as the

other works; but it is doubtful if this expensive possibility

was ever considered. Instead the works were allowed, according

to their length, four or eight illustrations apiece, a plan which

Samuel Palmer had provided four woodcuts for the first
edition of Pictures in 1846. Two of them ("The Colisseum of
Rome" and "The Street of the Tombs: Pompeii") were too small
to have looked other than niggardly in this edition. The other
two ("The Villa d'Este at Tivoli from the Cyprus Avenue" and
"Vineyard Scene") were of such a shape as would make the absence
of accompanying text distractingly evident. Four of the eight
Christmas book illustrations were also woodcuts with text;
but the absence of text when these were printed was not as
obvious. These reasons aside, it is possible that the old wood¬
cuts were not used because they were no longer available.
In a list of illustrations for the Nonesuch Edition (1937), Thomas
Hatton noted that these woodcuts "no longer exist." "A Biblio<-
graphical List of the Original Illustrations ...," The Nonesuch
Dickensiana (London: Nonesuch, 1937). They may well have
disappeared before the Charles Dickens Edition was published.
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may well have been in anticipation of the eight-illustrations-

per-volume format of the Charles Dickens Edition.

The policy for illustration of the Charles Dickens Edition

would appear to have been made with several objects in mind.

A primary one was probably to cut production costs. If all the

"original" illustrations had been included, as with the Illustrated

Library Edition, over 650 would have been printed for the first

eighteen volumes; but with only eight per volume, the figure is

under 150. This reduction in numbers would cut the total cost

45
for illustration to about a quarter its previous level. A second

advantage of including eight illustrations "selected as the best"

may have been its advertising value. The public likes to think it

is getting "the best". The phraseology emphasized the fact that

some illustrations are better or worse than others. Similarly,

selecting would have suited Dickens, whose name was attached to

the edition, since he obviously remained in charge.

Dickens's choice of illustrations (Appendix IV) produces

few surprises. In accord with the trend toward realism in the

sixties, fantastic and allegorical frontispieces are avoided. Only

two frontispieces from the original editions are used ("Mr. Fezziwig's

Ball" from A Christmas Carol, and "Under the Plane-tree" from A Tale

of Two Cities), and both of these are realistic representations of

particular scenes. In most of the eighteen volumes of this edition

published during Dickens's lifetime, the illustration used as

G.J. Pinwell would need to have been paid for his four
illustrations to the Uncommercial Traveller.
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frontispiece was simply the one of the eight which would have

appeared first in the text had no frontispiece been required.

Copperfield presents a special case in having nine illustrations,

including a portrait of Dickens from a photograph as its frontis¬

piece. The four volumes containing works not illustrated in their

original form did not follow this pattern. Neither did three

others: Oliver Twist, Bleak House, and Little Dorrit. All but

two of these seven departures occur within the last third of the

1867-68 collection. So it is difficult to determine if they were

meant to emphasize a change in policy or a lapse from the original

plan. Yet in at least one case, the choice of frontispiece would

appear to have been intentional. "The appointed time" was used

as frontispiece to the edition's volume of Bleak House. Dickens

had carried on a prolonged controversy with G.H. Lewes in 1852/3

over the question of Krook's death by Spontaneous Combustion, and

had firmly re-stated his views in the preface of the book in August
47

1853. And the choice of this illustration as frontispiece may

have been a deliberate reiteration of his conviction that Spontaneous

Combustion was an actual medical phenomenon—at least in his fiction.

Dickens was not slow to recognize his public's preferences.

The illustrations to Pickwick's interpolated tales are, for example,

obvious by their absence. It was the rollicking Pickwickian approach

to life which the public enjoyed. Again, the almost universal

46
Collins, pp.274-5.
"I took pains to investigate the subject. ... I shall

not abandon the facts until there shall have been a considerable
Spontaneous Combustion of the testimony." (BH, p.xiv).
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preference for A Christmas Carol to the other Christmas books

is shown in Dickens's choice of illustrations for that volume. Four

of the eight pictures are from Carol, while each of the other books

is allotted only one.

One might expect the illustrations chosen for the Charles

Dickens Edition to reflect the author's expressed preferences.

We know from his letters, for example, that Micawber in Copper-

field 's "Somebody turns up"^ and Cattermole's "The Maypole"^ for

Old Curiosity Shop pleased him. Both of these are included amongst

the eight chosen for their respective novels, the latter as a

frontispiece. At the same time, some designs which had found

favour were omitted. It is not surprising to find those illustra¬

tions left out which had drawn an antagoinistic response."'*'" But

it is quite unexpected to find an illustration that "really distressed"
52

Dickens, and was "frightfully and wildly wide of the mark" included

not only as one of the eight "selected as the best," but also as

frontispiece to the volume. But this is so with Dombey's "Mrs.
53

Pipchin and Paul" to which Dickens appears to have been reconciled.

^Nonesuch II, 173 (Sept 1849).

^Pilgrim II, 183-4 (14 Jan 1841).
"^For example: the sketch for Dombey's "Major Bagstock is de¬

lighted" was thought "admirable" (Nonesuch II, 19); the sketches for
Little Dorrit's "Flora's Tour of Inspection" and "Mr. Merdle a
borrower" were deemed "very good subjects both" (Nonesuch II, 839);
and for Maclise's design for Old Curiosity Shop ("Nell and the Sexton"),
Dickens had given "A Million thanks," (Pilgrim II, 146).

"^For example, John Leech's Battle illustration that produced
"horror and agony not to be expressed" (Nonesuch I, 809) was left
out; so too was Oliver Twist's weak "Rose Maylie and Oliver" that
replaced the strongly objected to (Pilgrim I, 450-51) Fireside plate.

52Pilgrim IV, 671.
53 . ...

Also unexpectedly included was Cruikshank's illustration of
"Sikes attempting to destroy his dog." Forster, who was looking
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Its position as frontispiece is perhaps determined more by its place

in the order of illustrations than by any other consideration. But

as we have seen, this general rule was not always observed. If

Dickens had had any reservations about this plate, he might easily

have used an illustration from later in the book.

So, though Dickens was able to exert some control over the

subjects chosen for these editions, he was at the same time limited

in all but the Illustrated Library Edition to the number of subjects

to be selected, and to the way in which they were presented (frontis¬

piece, etched-title, woodcuts, etc.). The limitations were self-

imposed—or at least arranged by general agreement--and were designed

more as a means of differentiating one edition from another, than

for any specific aesthetic reason.

The policies for illustration adopted for Dickens's separate

works follow this same sort of organizational rule. As we have seen,

bibliographic considerations and an awareness of the public's

expectations determined the sort of illustration provided for each

new work. Those published in monthly parts were to have two separately-
54

printed illustrations per part; those in monthly magazines, had

one; and those in weekly number had woodcuts "dropped into the

text." Sketches by Boz and Pictures from Italy, which first appeared

after the volume publication of Oliver while Dickens was travelling
in the Midlands an!North Wales, had strongly objected to Bentley
about this and the Fireside plates. Of ."Sikes attempting..." he
had queried the appearance of the dog which looked to him like a
"tail-less baboon." Pilgrim I, 451n

54
Parts I and II of Pickwick, with four and three illustrations,

respectively, are exceptions.
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in unillustrated periodicals, had been illustrated when they

came out in volume form. And, with the exception of American

Notes (with a frontispiece only) all work first appearing in volume

form before 1854 had also been illustrated.

Then Dickens came to write Hard Times. Through the necessity

of its appearance in Household Words, it came out without illustra¬

tions, something which had happened with none of his major fictional

work since the piecemeal publication of the first sketches. He

can hardly have considered illustrations: from his experience with

Master Humphrey's Clock he was aware of the problems of writing for

weekly numbers, he had editorial duties to contend with, and the

need for publication was too urgent. He wrote to Miss Coutts:

"There is such a fixed idea on the part of my printers and copartners

in Household Words, that a story of me, continued from week to

week, would make some unheard of effect with it, that I am going

to write one."^ In the end, their faith in his abilities was

justified as "the sales doubled in the first ten weeks, and kept

climbing steadily until its close.

The reasons for writing A Tale of Two Cities and Great Expec¬

tations in weekly, unillustrated numbers were as pragmatic as they

had been for Hard Times. Following a bitter disagreement with

Bradbury & Evans, printers and copartners of Household Words, Dickens

had announced the proposed, "discontinuance of the existing periodical

"^Nonesuch II, 537 (23 Jan 1854).
"^K.J. Fielding, Charles Dickens: A Critical Introduction

(London: Longman's, 1965), p.159.
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and establishment of another in its place, precisely similar but

under a different title.To ensure that this new periodical

carried on the associations connected with Household Words for the

past nine years, and to make the point that it was he--not Brad¬

bury & Evans--who had "conducted" it, Dickens was carefully atten¬

tive to the details of its physical appearance. This care was

concentrated in the search for a title which, like that for House¬

hold Words, "might be capable of illustration by a line from
58

Shakespeare." It was also essential that the public be given

an incentive to keep buying this old periodical under its new name.

This extra push was provided by the promise of a new work by Dickens.

His meticulousness paid off: All the Year Round's circulation began

at 120,000 and rose steadily; Once A Week, the illustrated weekly

paper started as a rival by Bradbury & Evans, began at 22,000 and
59

dipped sharply. In the final number of Household Words, Dickens

announced the successful transfer to All the Year Round: "the

Journal itself has come into existence, and has spoken for itself

five weeks. Its fifth Number is published to-day, and its circulation,

moderately stated, trebles that now relinquished in Household Words.

"^Forster II, 226. "In March 1859 Dickens caused to be printed
and distributed amongst the trade upwards of half a million copies
of an advertisement announcing the publication of the first number
of All the Year Round on 30 April and the discontinuance of House¬
hold Words on 28 May," (William E. Buckler, "'Once a Week' under
Samuel Lucas, 1859-65," PMLA, 67 tDec 1952| , 924-41, p.925).
Dickens reprinted this address on the first page of the last number
of Household Words, 19 (28 May 1859), p.601.

58
Forster II, 227.

59
Richard Altick, The English Common Reader (Chicago: Univer¬

sity of Chicago Press, 1957 ) , p.395.
^Household Words, 19 (28 May 1859), p. 601.
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Though the form established for Household Words and continued

with All the Year Round excluded illustration, Dickens saw the

possibility of keeping illustrations for A Tale of Two Cities.

On the same day that he told Forster about the novel's title, he

also wrote:

I have struck out a rather original and bold idea. That
is, at the end of each month to publish the monthly part
in the green cover, with the two illustrations, at the old
shilling. This will give me my old standing with my old
public; and the advantage (very necessary in this story)
of having numbers of^jeople who read it in no portions smaller
than a monthly part.

But it was not the illustrations which mainly concerned him. It

was ostensibly a desire to return to a favoured form, since the

monthly parts were easier to plan and write; yet he was already

committed to weekly numbers, so this "original and bold idea" would

have been of no advantage in that respect. His repeated references

to the "old" ("shilling," "standing," "public") are somewhat odd in

light of the fact that Little Dorrit, published in illustrated

monthly parts}had been published less than two years before. Perhaps

the plan to publish in a "green cover" is significant: of the four

monthly novels published by Bradbury & Evans, the last two (BH and LP)

had had blue covers. The last work in a green cover had been Copper-

field, nearly ten years earlier. Yet more important than re-establish¬

ing his "standing" with an "old" public, the monthly parts of A Tale

of Two Cities would openly declare Dickens's separation from Bradbury
6 2

& Evans and return to Chapman & Hall; and they would, at the same

time, provide another source of income from his book.

^Nonesuch III, 95 (11 March 1839).
62

Distressed at what he had seen as unfair treatment at the
hands of Chapman & Hall during the publication of Martin Chuzzlewit,
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Like Hard Times, Great Expectations was published to boost the

circulation for Dickens's weekly periodical. Only this time

Dickens himself suggested that a new work by him would shore up

circulation. In October I860, he wrote to Forster:

Last week, I got to work on a new story. I had previously
very carefully considered the state and prospects of All
the Year Round, and, the more I considered them, the less
hope I saw of being able to get back, now, to the profit
of a separate publication in the old 20 numbers. However,
I worked on ... I called a council of war at the office on

Tuesday. It was perfectly clear that the one thing to be
done was, for me to strike in. I have therefore decide^
to begin a story, the length of the Tale of Two Cities.

Once again, the form of All the Year Round determined how the

story was to be illustrated. But this time, no attempt was made

to publish the work in illustrated monthly parts as well. As

the reference to "separate" publication implies, the venture

with A Tale of Two Cities cannot have been financially satisfactory.

Had Dickens not been concerned with the continued success

of All the Year Round, it seems that he would have preferred to

write Great Expectations in monthly parts, and in that case the

novel would have been illustrated. But this did not attract him;

nor did he see an "advantage" (as with A Tale of Two Cities) in

Dickens had made an agreement in 1844 with Bradbury & Evans
whereby they acquired an interest in works to be published or
periodicals to be undertaken in the next seven years. But his
separation from Chapman & Hall did not last until All the Year
Round was begun; they had already published the First Series
of the Cheap Edition (1847-52) and most of the Library Edition
(1858-9). In fact, it is not unreasonable to suppose that his
desire to once more have the firm as his regular publishers
was more influential in his decision to separate from Bradbury &
Evans that was their failure to insert his "Personal" notice of
marital separation in Punch (June 1858).

63Nonesuch III, 182 (4 Oct 1860).
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"having numbers of people who read it in no portions smaller than

a monthly part,"^ nor to continue to emphasize the severance

of his relations with Bradbury & Evans. This time he was a bit

more honest with Forster when he wrote of being unable "to get

back ... to the profit of a separate publication of a separate

publication in the old 20 numbers.

Yet, though the form of publication in which a work first

appeared settled how it was illustrated, it does not explain

why novel that were unillustrated on serial publication were not

illustrated in volume form. The reason must lie chiefly in

the fact that to commission plates was thought expensive and

unnecessary. The tales had been written without illustration in

view and were acceptable without it. Perhaps too there was the

feeling that the better-off purchaser of a bound volume was even

less attracted by pictures; or, again, that illustrations which

did not appear at the time of original publication lacked the

same appeal. Whatever the reason, audience-expectation of the

form in which the weekly serials appeared, allowed them to remain

unillustrated. But just why this was so, calls for further

speculation.

The answer may lie partly in the serious moral attitude adopted

by the magazine. In the "Preliminary Word" to the first number of

Household Words, Dickens had written:

64
Nonesuch III, 95 (11 March 1859).

f) s
Nonesuch III, 182 (4 Oct 1860). Emphasis mine.
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We seek to bring into innumerable homes, from the stirring
world around us, the knowledge of many social wonders, good
and evil, that are not calculated to render any of us less
ardently perservering in ourselves, less tolerant of one
another, less faithful in the progress of mankind, less
thankful for the privilege of living in this summer-dawn

r . ■ 66
of time.

Though he assured his readers that no "mere utilitarian spirit"

would "give a harsh tone to our Household Words," and that they

"would tenderly cherish that light of Fancy which is inherent

in the human breast," it was clear that illustration would not

play a part in the project. Illustration was perfectly acceptable

for fictional works, but might lend too light and frivolous a

note to the moral tone of the periodical.

Furthermore, Dickens had to assure that his new weekly serial

would not be confused with the penny and halfpenny serials which

abounded. Fiction in weeklies like Chambers's Journal of Popular

Literature and Eliza Cook's Journal was badly-written; and that

in The People's and Howitt's Journal, Cassell's Illustrated Family

Paper, and Reynolds's Miscellany was made no better by the crude

woodcuts with which they were illustrated. E.S. Dallas, in a

review of Great Expectations, noted the challenge posed by possible

confusion with this sort of publication:

Hitherto the weekly issue of fiction has been connected with
publications of the lowest class — small penny and halfpenny
serials that found in the multitude some compensation
for the degradation of their readers. The sale of these
journals extended to hundreds of thousands, and so largely
did the circulation depend on the weekly tale, that on the
conclusion of a good story it has been known to suffer a
fall of 40,000 to 50,000. ... Mr. Dickens has tried another
experiment. The periodical which he conducts is addressed

66(30 March 1850), p.l.
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to a much higher class of readers ... and he has spread
before them novel after novel specially adapted to their
tastes. ... Altogether his success (with GE^was so great
as to warrant the conclusion, which four goodly editions
already justify, that the weekly form of publicg^ion is not
incompatible with a very high order of fiction.

Additionally, one of the periodical's more specific purposes

was "to show to all, that in all familiar things, even in those

which are repellent on the surface, there is Romance enough, if
68

we will find it out." Illustration, which could show only the

exterior--or "surface"--of people and things, would be inappropria

then, to the aim of Household Words. If readers were unwilling

to accept the edifying text without illustration, they need not

buy it. A sustained circulation of 40,000^ proved that the

public was willing to recognize and accept the magazine's

conditions of publication.^
As we have seen with the monthly publication of A Tale of Two

Cities, it was always form which decided the inclusion of illustra

tion. In the same way, there would have been no question about

the policy of illustration in Little Dorrit--his only novel in the

ten years between Bleak House and Our Mutual Friend written as

a monthly serial, with two plates per part.

^"Great Expectations," Times (17 Oct 1861), p.6.
68

"Preliminary Word," Household Words, I, p.l.

^Altick, p.394.
^That the public was 'guided more by the quality of text than

the attraction of illustrations might be judged by the fate of
Once A Week. One of the weekly's particular attractions in the
prospectus had been the fact that it was "TO BE ILLUSTRATED by
LEECH, TENNIEL, MILLAIS, HABLOT K. BROWNE, C. KEENE, WOLF, &c. &c.
(As quoted in Buckler, p.926). Despite the high quality of
illustration, circulation was steady, but not particularly high.
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A survey of contemporary reviews^ of the Cheap Edition,

Library Edition, Hard Times, Little Dorrit, Tale of Two Cities,

and Great Expectations shows the same lack of interest in the

illustrations as was exhibited in the earlier survey of reviews

written for Dickens's mid-career novels. There are the usual

references to his "canvas," "pictures," etc.; but the paucity

of illustrations in the collected editions of the works and the

absence of illustration in the original appearance of three of

the four novels are not lamented, or even mentioned. Even the

illustrated works received little notice. In an article in the

Edinburgh Review, James Fitzjames Stephen condemned Dickens's

attack on the Circumlocution Office. He pointed out that

the "Circumlocution Office forms one of the standing decorations
72

of the work," and proceeds to describe and analyse the cover

of the monthly parts. In a later review of A Tale of Two Cities,

he continued his attack on Dickens's text and extended it more

definitely to the illustrations. He had "one word in conclusion":

They are thoroughly worthy of the text. It is impossible to
imagine faces and figures more utterly unreal, or more wretchedly
conventional, than those by which Mr. Browne represents Mr.
Dickens's characters. The handsome f^es are caricatures, and
the ugly ones are like nothing human.

This survey included reviews in: The Athenaeum (12 Aug
1854, 1 Dec 1855 and 13 July 1861), Blackwood's Magazine (1855,
1857, 1862), British Quarterly Review (1854), Eclectic Review
(Oct 1861), Monthly Review (1856), Rambler (1854), Saturday
Review (18 July 1857, 8 May 1856, 17 Dec 1859 and 20 July 1861),
Times (17 Oct 1861) and Westminster Review (1854). It was

supplemented with a further twenty-two reviews from Collins's
Dickens: The Critical Heritage

72
"The Licence of Modern Novelists," Edinburgh Review,

106 (1857), 124-56, p.130.
^"A Tale of Two Cities," Saturday Review, 8 (17 Dec 1859),

741-3, p.743.
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This kind of attention was atypical. It was meant as an assault

on Dickens, and can hardly be seen as an objective evaluation. But

Browne was simply ignored by other reviewers.

The lack of critical response to illustration in the nineteenth

century and Dickens's own approach--influenced more by publishing

"form" than aesthetic "need"--suggest that some care must be taken

in making critical pronouncements about the illustrations.

The recent rfivival of interest in illustration is usually justified

as a return to the spirit in which the works were first conceived

and read. But, in fact, much of this criticism is at a level

of sophistication well above the contemporary reader, critic, artist,

and possibly the author.. Though Dickens may have been attentive

to the illustrations when publishing needs required them, there

is little or no evidence that in his mature works he saw them as

anything more than an often troublesome accompaniment to his text.



Figure 51• "The Pensioner Entertainment"



XI.

Illustration and Art Patronage

The illustration of the later novels in monthly parts reflects

not only a change in Dickens's attitude to pictorial embellishment,

but also a shift in his audience's expectations from the graphic.

Little Dorrit and A Tale of Two Cities were illustrated with steel

etchings by Browne; the first, according the the previously

established pattern; and the second, only after the month's text

had first appeared weekly in the unillustrated All the Year Round.

But with Our Mutual Friend and Edwin Drood, Dickens broke with

the past by employing new artists, Marcus Stone and Luke Fildes,

to provide wood-engravings in a style completely different from

Browne's.

Browne's illustrations for Little Dorrit and A Tale of Two Cities

were uneven in quality. Some of those in Dorrit retain characteristics

similar to those displayed in the successful plates for Dickens's

"mid-career" novels. Lighting effects in "Birds in the Cage" make

it almost as atmospherically dramatic as some of the dark plates in

Bleak House. Some of the other dark plates (i.e. "The Ferry" and

"Floating Away") also rise above the general level of mediocrity.

A few (i.e. "Mr. F's Aunt is conducted into retirement" and "The

Pensioner Entertainment"--Figure 51) remain lively and dramatic

representations of the text. Yet others (i.e. "Mr. Flintwinch

has a mild attack of irritability," "The Night," "Mr. Merdle a

borrower" and "Damocles") are badly-drawn illustrations filled

with wooden representations of characters. The plates for A Tale
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of Two Cities are even worse. Only a few (i.e. "The Stoppage

at the Fountain"--Figure 52-- "The Spy's Funeral" and "Double

Recognition") are not so bad as to deserve outright condemnation.

In general, the illustrations in both books are uninteresting

and lack care: variation in tone is often ignored, background

detail is sparse, facial features are rough-hewn and expressionless,

and bodily postures are assumed and stiff.

Browne's failure to provide carefully-executed illustra¬

tions has not gone unnoticed. Hatton and Cleaver write that the

"decided deterioration in the quality of his work disclosed by these

plates, is painful evidence of the reason for his retirement."^"
And John Harvey explains that, by the time of Little Dorrit, "Browne

has ceased to respond to what is new in Dickens's writing, and it

would seem from the slipshod drawing that he has ceased to be
2

interested." And it was not only the illustration of Dickens's

work that suffered J* ^Reference to Browne's other work also shows

a decline. For example, between 1852 and 1865, he illustrated five
3

of Lever's novels. The plates for The Dodd Family Abroad are

sloppy in comparison with Browne's contemporary illustrations for

Bleak House. But they are carefully-executed designs when compared

to the illustrations for Lever which followed. With Davenport Dunn,

Browne exploited the previously-successfuly dark plate; but the

''"Thomas Hatton and Arthur H. Cleaver, A Bibliography of the
Periodical Works of Charles Dickens (London: Chapman & Hall, 1933),
p.333.

2
Harvey, p.160.

3
(London: Chapman & Hall, 1854).

^(London: Chapman & Hall, 1859).
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results show indiscriminate use of the ruling-machine. The illustra¬

tions for One of Them^ and Barrington^ demonstrate a growing lack

of care. And those for Luttrell of Arran^ are nothing other than

very crudely drawn. Representative of its illustrations is "A Heavy

Blow" which looks more like a sketch than a finished etching. The

general impression is one of lines, squiggles, dots and criss-

crossings. The dramatic scene they are meant to portray includes

shapes that are meant to be people merging with shapes that are

meant to be furniture of walls.

It might first appear that failing artistic abilities are to

be blamed for these crudely-drawn illustrations. But plates

designed later, on his own account, support his son's claim that
g

Browne simply "had lost his interest in illustrating." Many of

the illustrations for London's Great Outing (1868), Racing and
g

Chasing (1868) and Sketches of the Seaside and the Country (1869)

were drawn with the same whimsical humour, dramatic vitality, and

artistic care that characterized the early etchings. Yet these

charming plates were produced soon after the disastrous paralysis

which struck Browne in 1867.

"'(London: Chapman & Hall, 1861).
^(London: Chapman & Hall, 1863).

(London: Chapman & Hall, 1865).
g
Edgar Browne, Phiz and Dickens (London: James Nisbet, 1913),

p.298.
9
Hablot K. Browne, Racing and Chasing: The Road, the River,

and the Hunt (London: Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1868); and Sketches of
the Seaside and the Country (London: Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1869).
Samples of plates in London's Great Outing (1868) can be seen in
John Buchanan-Brown, Phiz! (Newton Abbott: David & Charles, 1978),
figures 210-11.

^Buchanan-Brown, p.28.
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A clue to Browne's attitude is to be found in an undated

letter to Robert Young. The note was presumably written a short

time before the publication of Our Mutual Friend:

Marcus jston^ is no doubt to do Dickens. I have been a

'good boy,' I believe. The plates in hand are all in
good time, so that I do not know what's 'up,' any more
than you. Dickens probably thinks a new hand would give
his old puppets a fresh look, or perhaps he does not like
my illustrating Trollope neck-and-neck with him--though,
by Jingo, he need fear no rivalry there! Confound all
authors and publishers, say I. There is no pleasing one
or t'other. I wish I had never had anything to do with
the lot.

The last half of the letter indicates the frustration he seems

to have felt with his lot as a book illustrator. At the mercy

of the whims of authors and publishers alike, he wishes he

"had never had anything to do with the lot." And more significant

is the emphasis that he had been a "good boy" and the statement

that the "plates in hand are all in good time." Browne failed

to recognize that though they may be punctually prepared, his

plates were not always satisfactory. It does not seem to have

entered his head that artistic standards must be maintained or

that he might legitimately be replaced by an artist better able

to carry out the job's responsibilities.

Dickens's growing lack of concern with illustrated texts is

a significant factor in the deterioration of Browne's illustrations.

Variations on the pattern of forty plates per novel had proved

that the texts could stand alone and still sell well. The Cheap

Edition volumes with only a frontispiece each had been successful,

^Kitton, p.113. John Harvey (p.227) has placed the letter
in February or early March, 1864.
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and the weekly publication of the unillustrated Hard Times had

boosted the circulation of Household Words. A belief in the text's

independence, and the public's willingness to accept unillustrated

texts would have been reaffirmed when the illustrated monthly

parts to A Tale of Two Cities--appearing almost simultaneously

with the weekly version published in All the Year Round — failed

to be profitable enough to recommeid continuation with Great

Expectations.

Browne cannot have failed to recognize the importance of

these unillustrated and partly-illustrated works. He must have

felt the publication of Hard Times without illustrations as a

slight to the importance of his work, if not as an outright

threat to his existence as book illustrator. Though he was

employed at the time in illustrating Lever's work, this would

have served as little consolation to the artist who had often

worked for several authors at the same time and who had established

and built a reputation through his association with the

age's most popular novelist. To illustrate Little Dorrit with

great care, when the example of the Cheap Edition showed that his

efforts would not always remain a part of the work, might well have

been a problem. With A Tale of Two Cities, his illustrations were

after the fact. Not only was the work originally planned as an

unillustrated weekly serial novel; but even when it was decided

that illustrated monthly parts might be a profitable second

venture, the text always appeared first in the unillustrated form.

And Browne could not hope for encouragement from other authors

who had, or might have, published their novels in monthly parts.
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For in the early eighteen-fifties, this mode of publication was

rapidly losing popularity. Instead, new novels appeared as

serials in unillustrated magazines like Household Words, The

Dublin University Magazine, Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine,
12

The New Monthly Magazine, and Bentley's Miscellany. So Browne

slipped from an illustrator who was "a sort of guarantee of
13

excellence," to one who had to search for respectable assign¬

ments in what appeared to be a rapidly dwindling field.

But illustration was still alive and active in a medium

that began in the 1850s. In fact, illustrated newspapers flourished

throughout the fifties and became even more successful in the

sixties. They served as a continual shaping force of the public's

ideas about graphic representation. From the beginning, their

pictures were meant to provide realistic portrayals of "real"

events, that happen to "real" people, who live in the "real"

world. At first, the woodcuts had been limited to architectural

and still life studies. But as the artists became more proficient,

they introduced people and action as imagined or remembered after

the event. As news they had to be lifelike. By the end of the

sixties, drawings had become so realistic that this kind of

description could accompany Luke Fildes's "Houseless and Hungry"

in the Graphic:

12
Bentley's continued to have illustrations until 1854, when

Ainsworth bought it. He discontinued the practice, with the
exception of his own The Constable of the Tower (1861) which had
six cuts by J. Gilbert.

13
Edgar Browne, p.298.
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The miserable people whose portraits are given on another
page, are well-known to Londoners; for the sort of
group they form may be seen outside certain police stations
at a regular hour every evening throughout the year.
They are some of the homeless poor for whom Refuges are
supported by the charitable

The figures in the picture before us are portraits of
real people who receded the necessary order for admission
on a recent evening.

According to Fildes's son, the picture was less directly drawn

from nature than the description would lead us to believe. In

the late sixties, Fildes began carrying in his pocket a notebook

into which he jotted down a word or two which would fasten likely

subjects in his mind. When, in the summer of 1869, William Thomas

asked him to draw a subject of his own choosing, he looked through

his notebook, happened upon the word "Casuals," and sketched out

the design. The result was a scene which dramatically reconstructs

the immediacy and pathos of the winter scene.

And the seeds of a new style of illustration were being

sown by the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and the Brothers Dalziel.

The Brotherhood, officially formed in August 1848, came into being

with a set of seemingly contradictory aims. The intended effects

differed from one artist to the next; but one aspect of their

method--"absolute uncompromising truth ... obtained by working

everything, down to the minutest detail, from nature"^--was so

universally practised as to be the earmark of their works. Their

^The Graphic, 1 (4 Dec 1869), p. 10.
"'"^L.V. Fildes, Luke Fildes, R.A. : A Victorian Painter

(London: Michael Joseph, 1968), pp.10-11.
^John Ruskin, Lectures on Architecture and Painting

Delivered at Edinburgh in December, 1853 (London: Smith, Elder &
Co., 1854), p.227.
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work caused a turmoil^ when exhibited in the Royal Academy.

But their effect was not immediately felt outside the formal

confines of Art.

Yet their influence was broadened when the Brothers Dalziel

came to the forefront. Until the fifties, they had been busily

employed in cutting the woodblocks for other men's books. Then

they established arrangements with Routledge, Warne and others

to have books published for them. These "Fine Art Books" were

to be exceptionally well-illustrated. The designs would be by

specially selected artists, and the blocks would all be cut by
18

the Dalziel firm. The first of these books was William

19
Allingham's The Music Master. It was followed in 1857 by Moxon1

20
edition of Tennyson's poems. This volume included fifty-four

wood-engravings, thirty of them by Pre-Raphaelites (J.E. Millais,

18; W.H. Hunt, 7; D.G. Rossetti, 5). Because the text was by the

highly-popular poet laureate, it attracted a large audience, and

allowed the public to see the work of the Pre-Raphaelites

shown alongside that of five Royal Academicians.

The illustrations to Tennyson were clearly intended to be

Art rather than simple embellishment. Rossetti best summarized

the approach in a letter of 23 January 1855:

^Even Dickens got into the fray with invective about Millais
"Carpenter's Shop." Household Words, 1 (1850), p.265.

18
Gordon N. Ray, The Illustrator and the Illustrated Book

in England (1790-1914), (London: Pierpont Morgan Library and Oxfo
University Press, 1976), p.90.

19
(London: G. Routledge, 1855).

20
Alfred Lord Tennyson, Poems (London: Edward Moxon, 1857).
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I have not begun even designing for them yet, but fancy
I shall try the Vision of Sin and Palace of Art, etc.—
those where one can allegorize on one's own hook on the
subject of the poem, without killing for oneself and
everyone a distinct idea of the poet's. This, I fancy,
is always the upshoot of illustrated editions—Tennyson,
Allingham, or any one—unless where the poetry is so
absolutely narrative as in the old ballads, for instance.

The result of this approach was usually an illustration of less

specific moment—one that could stand alone as a piece of Art

and yet be generally applicable to the text.

The idea of illustration as Art came into its own when serials

began appearing in illustrated journals. The first of these was

Once A Week, brought out by Bradbury & Evans in July 1859 as

competition to Dickens's new weekly, All the Year Round. The

prospectus advertised it as "A MISCELLANY OF LITERATURE, ART,

SCIENCE, AND POPULAR INFORMATION. TO BE ILLUSTRATED BY LEECH,

TENNIEL, MILLAIS, HABLOT K. BROWNE, C. KEENE, WOLF, &c. &c."22
True to their word, they produced a lavishly illustrated weekly

23
which became "the journal of the new school" of the sixties.

24
It was followed in January 1860 by The Cornhill and Good Words

whose drawings, though fewer in number, were more artistically

and more expensively, printed than those in the pioneer journal.

21
As quoted in Forrest Reid, Illustrators of the Sixties

(London: Faber & Gwyer, 1928), pp.31-2.
22

As quoted in William E. Buckler, "'Once A Week' under
Samuel Lucas, 1859-65," PMLA, 67 (Dec 1952), 924-41, p.926.

23
Reid, p.44.

24 .

This Evangelical magazine was not regularly provided with
illustrations until its fifth number (12 Feb 1860). Those in
the first year's volume were woodcuts printed with the text.
Advertised for the Volume for 1861 were illustrations by J.B.,
"engraved by Dalziel Brothers, and printed on Toned Paper."
Good Words, 1 (1860), p.796.
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The Cornhill, edited by artist-author William Thackeray, set a

new standard for the illustrated journal. It included two

separately printed woodcuts each month, and boasted the acquisition

of John Millais as a major contributor.

Browne seems to have been aware of the stylistic changes

of the fifties, and to have tried adjusting his art in accordance

with them. His characters were not copied "from life," but

were a combination of people passed in the street, and images

produced by an author's text and supervision. Yet, increasingly

in Little Dorrit and almost exclusively in A Tale of Two Cities,

he abandoned this approach in favour of what appear to be carefully-

posed schenes (though it is unlikely that he actually used models).

But instead of gaining more accurately detailed and realistic

pictures, Browne produced stiffly unnatural characters, with

nondescript faces, "posing" against backdrops sparse in even the

most commonplace of detail, and lacking the dramatic element

which had made his earlier plates so successful. The fact is

that his often crowded illustrations, with figures caught in

dramatically arrested motion and with their combination of the

whimsical, the actual and the grotesque, belonged to another

genre. It was too drastic a change of spirit and form to imitate

the superficial realism just come into vogue.

Then the increased popularity of woodcuts produced a special

problem for Browne. He had begun his career as an engraver's

apprentice who turned to art, and steel-etchings remained his

preference throughout. Though he soon relinquished to an experienced

assistant the responsibility of "biting-in," he kept a knowledge
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of what kinds of lines and effects could most successfully be

transferred to steel. When woodcuts were required for Master

Humphrey's Clock (1840-41), he put forth a special effort to

produce pictures which would compare well with Cattermole's and

justify Dickens's continued use of him as a regular illustrator.

But steel remained his favourite medium, and he always chose it

for projects done on his own (e.g. Home Pictures, 1851; Illustra¬

tion of the Five Senses, 1852; Hunting Bits, 1862; and Racing

and Chasing, 1868). And--perhaps because of the mid-nineteenth

century association of woodcuts with cheap literature designed for

an undiscerning audience--Browne's later designs in wood are rather

careless.

There is reason to believe that, even had Browne competently

moved with the times — successfully switched to more realistic

representations and taken advantage of the effects to be achieved

in wood--Dickens might have chosen to change illustrators with Our

Mutual Friend. After all, a great number of changes had happened

in Dickens's own life, and there is evidence that he wished to

make a complete break with the past.

The five-year span between Autumn 1855 and Autumn 1860 was

full of changes. After a bitter dispute with Bradbury & Evans in

1858, Dickens decided to give up Household Words, start All the

Year Round and return to Chapman & Hall, who had not been his
25

publishers since Martin Chuzzlewit (1842-3). Then his circle

Their disagreement over MC had not caused a total severance
of relations. Between 1843 and 1860, Chapman & Hall had published
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of friends and associates experienced a general upheaval. Many

were dead or estranged, others had physically isolated themselves.

More and more he was surrounded by younger companions--men like

Wilkie Collins, who partly filled Forster's former position of
2 6

intimacy. And his children were growing up and changing the

sort of home life to which he had become accustomed.

Yet more important than these were other changes at home.

In August 1857, Dickens met Ellen Ternan; in October he was demanding

his own bedroom at Tavistock House; and by June 1858, he had publicly

announced his separation from Catherine. Nearly coincident with

this marital change was an important domiciliary one. In March 1857,

Dickens bought Gad's Hill. For some years, he spent winters in

London and summers in Kent. Then, in August 1860, Dickens decided

to sell Tavistock House and live chiefly at Gad's Hill. The sale

was accompanied by "a mania for breaking with the past. In the

field behind Gad's Hill he burned all the accumulated letters and

27
papers of twenty years." So it should come as no surprise

that Browne, as representative of that "past" and as an artist who

had become careless in his workmanship, should be neglected when

Dickens sought an illustrator for Our Mutual Friend.

the Cheap and Library editions of Dickens's works, had co-operated
with him in securing appropriate illustrations, and had issued
The Chimes (1845) under their imprint for Bradbury & Evans.

2 6
Edgar Johnson, Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph,

2 vols. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1952), II, 970.

^Johnson, II, 963.
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It was clear by the early sixties that Dickens's texts

would succeed just as well without the bother or expense of

illustration. But Dickens's next novel was to be published in

monthly parts, and the choice of form automatically determined

the policy of illustration. Yet, with Our Mutual Friend, the

relationship between author and artist took on a different emphasis.

Dickens was no longer an illustrated novelist, but a new sort of art

patron. His position provided him the opportunity of granting com¬

missions for illustrations to artist friends who were in need of work.

Marcus Stone was the first to benefit from his favour. Dickens

and Frank Stone, Marcus's father, had been friends for twenty years

when the older artist died suddenly in November 1859. Recognizing

the young artist's need for a helping hand, Dickens introduced

him, with high recommendation, to the publisher Thomas Long-
28

man. As soon as he could, Dickens employed Stone in illustrating

his own works. In 1861, he designed a frontispiece for the

Cheap Edition of Little Dorrit. The next year, he replaced Fred

Walker in providing woodcuts for the previously unillustrated works

(PI, AN, GE) in the Illustrated Library Edition. Finally, in 1864-5,

Dickens was able to give him the important commission of illustrating

a new work, Our Mutual Friend.

28
Nonesuch III, 138 (28 Nov 1859). Many of Dickens's letters

to Stone remain to be published; his autobiographical memoir
is largely unpublished, and at the Dickens House; and the
original sketches for Our Mutual Friend are in the Berg Collec¬
tion, New York Public Library. All this makes a further study
of Stone a separate topic.
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Stone observed that Dickens "used to treat me as though I

29
were his son." For the illustration of Edwin Drood, Dickens

selected another "son", Charles Alston Collins, his younger

daughter's husband. More than just a son-in-law, Collins was

also the brother of the novelist Wilkie Collins, one of Dickens's

closest friends. Bred to be a painter like his academician

father, Collins (a close friend of many of the Pre-Raphaelite

Brotherhood) had been forced to give up art for the sake of his

health. He had tried his hand at literature, contributing a few

items to All the Year Round. The commission to illustrate Drood

appears to have been an attempt to get Collins back on his feet

in the art world. But it proved to be too much for him after he

had executed no more than the cover. Dickens wrote to Chapman:

Charles Collins finds that the sitting down to draw,
brings back all the worst symptoms of the old illness that
occasioned him to leave his old pursuit of painting;
and here we are suddenly without an Illustrator! We will
use his cover of ggurse, but he gives in altogether as to
further subjects.

But the situation was not as desperate as Dickens's letter might

make it sound. The novel had not yet begun publication; so,

unlike the case with Pickwick, time could be taken to select

carefully a new illustrator.

Dickens seems to have run dry of promising, but needy,

young artist friends when a replacement was required for Drood.

He appealed to two Academician friends, John Millais and William

Frith, for advice. Millais soon produced the name of Samuel Luke

29
As quoted in Kitton, p.103.

30
Nonesuch III, 753 (28 Nov 1869).
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Fildes, as someone whose "Houseless and Hungry" had just appeared

in the Graphic (4 Dec 1869). After a short period, during which

Fildes was asked to prove his artistic abilities in other areas,

he was selected as Collins's replacement. He wrote (17 Jan 1870)

triumphantly to his friend, Henry Wood: "I am to do Dickens's

Story. ... My heart fails me a little for it is the turning point
31

of my career. I shall be judged by this."

From the method of seeking a replacement for Collins, it is

clear that Dickens sought an Artist. He no longer wanted only a

young, malleable draughstman who could draw well; in addition,

that draughtsman must have promise of a higher order. So he

asked advice from a renowned artist and a brilliantly successful

illustrator. Millais, significantly, recommended an illustrated

journal's artist; for with a foot in both stirrups, he was in a

crucial position to know that promising artists could as easily

be found within the realms of "journalism" as within the walls

of the Royal Academy.

Dickens's patronage was directed not only to the individual

artist who might profit from his attention, but also to the role

of Art in society. In a speech given in Birmingham (6 Jan 1853)

at a Banquet to Literature and Art, Dickens recognized the way in

which literature had turned from individual to popular patronage:

31
As quoted in L.V. Fxldes, p.14. It is interesting to

note that Fildes, like Stone and Collins, saw Dickens as a
"father". In responding to an enquiry about Dickens, he wrote:
"I felt like one does with one's own father, that you 'get on
with' when a boy." Kitton, p.208.
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To the great compact phalanx of the people, by whose
industry, perseverance, and intelligence, and their
result in money-wealth such places as Birmingham, and
many others like it, have arisen--to that great centre of
support, that comprehensive experience, and that beating
heart--Literature has turned happily from individual patrons,
sometimes munificent, often sordid, always few, and has
found there at once its highest^gurpose, its natural range
of action, and its best reward.

He advocated the same sort of popular availability for the Fine

Arts. That evening, in referring to a scheme for a new Literary

and Scientific Institution, he spoke of it as a place,

where the words 'exclusion' and 'exclusiveness' shall be

quite unknown (great cheering^; where all classes may assem¬
ble in common trust, respect and confidence; where there
shall be a great gallery of painting and stai^gary open to
the inspection and admiration of all comers.

This attitude was not new to Dickens: for as early as 1836, he had

proposed, in Sunday Under Three Heads, the free opening of picture
34

galleries on Sunday afternoons. The opening of the National

Gallery in 1838 gave Londoners the freedom Dickens had so readily
35 . ...

advanced. But those m provincial cities had to wait for insti¬

tutions like that in Birmingham; and those in small towns, villages

and rural areas were denied any opportunity of contact with works

of Fine Art. Book illustration provided an excellent means of

quickly and widely distributing the work of contemporary English

artists. So when in the early sixties ambitious young artists

Speeches, p.156.
33

Speeches, p.160.
34

Sunday Under Three Heads (London: Chapman & Hall, 1836),
pp.45-6.

35
Tangential evidence of Dickens's later support of the National

Gallery can be found in his attendance and speeches at banquets of
the Royal Academy, housed in the National Gallery until 1869.
See: Speeches, pp.163-4, 264 and 419-22.
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began to see book illustration as an acceptable means of starting

a professional career, Dickens would have been keen to employ

them in advancing the cause of popular patronage. At the same

time, he may have been keenly aware that it was a sure way of

keeping his old position of dominance over the artist. Stone,

Collins and Fildes all had every reason to be grateful for the

chance, and were only to ready to agree with Dickens.

The illustrations to Our Mutual Friend and Edwin Drood,

though undoubtedly more "realistic" in accurately portraying

the correct proportions of the human body and-in eliminating the

caricaturistic tendencies of posture and expression which prevailed

in Phiz's representations, suffer from an idealistic blurring which

greatly reduces their vitality. It might well be argued that this

style is more fitting to the nature of the text--that Dickens's

novels had become more psychological, had begun to contain more

dialogue than description, were short of the dramatic confrontations

and humorous situations which had served Browne so well--and

were more suited to the temper of the age. While all this may be

true, it does not justify the wooden similarity of expression which

occurs throughout the volumes. Exceptions do exist, notably amongst

characters of the lower classes (Mr. Dolls, Rogue Riderhood, Silas

Wegg, Durdles, etc.), but the mannequin-like figure prevails.

Contributing to this impression is the limited number of types of

facial features used. In the small-scale illustrations drawn by

Cruikshank and Browne, the detail was not crucial because it was

less easily noticed. But with larger woodblocks the figures,

and consequently their faces, became more prominent. One result



Figure 5^« "At the piano"
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of the idealizing tendency more acceptable in the sixties was the

reduction of artistically-^acceptable types of noses, eyes, chins,

etc. Exactly similar features appear on different characters. And

this is one aspect of their art about which we might have expected

Dickens to complain. In Pictures from Italy, he had deplored the
36

way in which artists' "models" were used. But he apparently

remained silent about the matter in dealing with his artist -

illustrators in these late works.

In fact, Stone and Fildes appear to have received much less

direction than had Browne. Their preliminary sketches still required
37Dickens's approval. But the artists were given greater freedom

in selecting their own subjects: Stone was allowed free rein from
38 39

the beginning; and Fildes was not long in gaining the privilege.

Dickens apparently felt he could trust their artistic judgment

since illustration was now clearly seen to have no more than a minor

part in the production of the novel.

36PI, pp.378-9.

3^Kitton, p.197.
38

Kitton, p.197 and Nonesuch III, 435-6.
39

Fildes's son describes the situation which encouraged the
artist to request a change:

The scenes Dickens wished to have illustrated were those
into which he had put the utmost of his descriptive
powers. Fildes demurred. Those were the very scenes, he
contended, which least required graphic illustration;
an illustrator's usefulness could best be put to commenting
on, and emphasizing perhaps, the less outstanding passages
in the text, and what chance had an illustrator who was

expected to compete in his particular medium when the
scene had been described so powerfully in words?

(L.V. Fildes, p.15)
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Sketches By Boz:

Different Editions and their Illustrations

Some of many difficulties in discussing the illustrations for

Sketches by Boz lies in clarifying which illustrations are under con¬

sideration, and in which version. The problem arises, in part,

from the nomenclature of the various editions. Most of the sketches

were originally published in various London periodicals (especially

The Monthly Magazine, The Morning Chronicle, The Evening Chronicle,

and Bell's Life in London and Sporting Chronicle) and were not

illustrated. The "First Series", composed of two volumes, contained

eight illustrations in each volume. The "Second Series", composed

of one volume, was published in December 1836: dated both 1836 and

1837, this edition contained ten illustrations, one of which, "Vaux-

hall Gardens by Day," appears twice. The second edition of the

"Second Series", published in 1837, includes twelve illustra¬

tions. No sketch in the "First Series" was repeated in the "Second

Series". A monthly part publication, combining both series (Nov

1837-June 1839) included forty illustrations. Some of these

were re-etched from the 1836 and 1836/37 illustrations, and the

rest were entirely new. The collection, in 1839, of the monthly

parts and their illustrations into a single volume at last produced

what is often referred to as the "First" edition.

Throughout the text of the chapter on Sketches by Boz, reference

has been made to the New Oxford Illustrated edition (1963; hereafter

NOI edition). This is the most common illustrated edition now

available. But its claim to include "the original illustrations"
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is highly misleading. Many of them are, in fact, "original illustra¬

tions". They are reproductions of the first published appearance

of these illustrations. Others are often the later of two versions

of the same illustration.

To make it clear which illustration is under discussion,

in which form, and its relation to the text for which it was first

drawn, the following charts are given. The first chart shows the

title and position in the NOI edition in relation to the first

and second series of the Sketches, and the first combined edition.

The second chart gives the original dates of publication for the

NOI edition illustrations. The third chart provides a point-by-

point explanation of some of the differences between different

forms of what is basically the same illustration. A fourth chart,

showing the order in which the actual Sketches were written and

where they first appeared, might have been useful; but it has

been omitted since the information is readily available in Virgil

Grillo, Sketches by Boz: End in the Beginning (Boulder, Colo.:

Colorado Associated U.P., 1974), 87-92; the Pilgrim edition of

The Letters, I, 692-94; Thomas Hatton and Arthur H. Cleaver, A

Bibliography of the Periodical Works of Charles Dickens (London:

Chapman & Hall, 1933), 93-103 [somewhat incomplete] ; and John Butt

and Kathleen Tillotson, Dickens at Work (London: Methuen, 1957), 35-61.

Editions Used:
1st Series - Charles Dickens, Sketches by Boz (London: Macrone, 1836),

2 vols.
2nd Series - (London: Macrone, 1836/7).
"First" Edition - (London: Chapman & Hall, 1839).
NOI edition - (London: Oxford U.P., 1963).



Illus.

TitlesfromtheNewOxford

FacingPageNumbers

No.

IllustratedEdition

NOIedition
1stSeries2ndSeries
"1st"Ed.

(1963)

v.1v.2(1836/37)
(1839)

[pilotballoon]

title-page

ontitle-p.
pre-title-p.

1

TheParishEngine

4

5

2 3

TheElectionforBeadle TheBroker1sMan

20 29

on frontis

title-p. 29

4

OurNext-doorNeighbour

40

45

5

TheStreets-Morning

47

6

55

6

AHarmonicMeeting

50

29

rk

7

ScotlandYard

57

67

72

8

SevenDials

69

153

77

9

MonmouthStreet

75

97

82

10

"Coach!"

86

228

89

11

LondonRecreations-The"Tea-Gardens"
92

142

100

12

GreenwichFair

110

329

120

13

PrivateTheatres

115

206

129

14

VauxhallGardensbyDay

128

title-p.

136

15

EarlyCoaches

137

&217

142

16

TheLastCab-Driver

152

+

153

17

PublicDinners

161

175

18

TheFirstofMay

169

+

181

19

TheGinShop

184

194

20

ThePawnbroker1sShop

192

146

200

*mNotincluded.+»0nlyin
secondedition(1837)ofsecondseries.



Illus.

TitlesfromtheNewOxford

FacingPageNumbers

No.

IllustratedEdition

NOIedition (1963)

1stSeries2ndSeries v.1|v.2(1836/37)
"1st"Ed. (1839)

21

ThePoorClerk

216

101

229

22

SamuelWilkinsandtheEvanses
225

81

245

23

APickpocketinCustody

239

136

255

24

Mr.JohnDounceattheOyster-Shop
242

193

260

25

TheDancingAcademy

257

164

274

26

(MakingaNightofIt\

-k

286

27

TheBoarding-House(I)

288

173

297

28

TheBoarding-House(II)

303

314

29

Mr.MinnsandHisCousin

306

263

335

30

TheodosiusIntroducedtotheNewPupil
328

334

346

31

TheTuggsesatRamsgate

345

358

32

HoratioSparkins

361

140

379

33

SteamExcursion(I)

376

408

34

SteamExcursion(II)

392

429

35

UnderRestraint

409

235

431

36

Mr.SemproniusGattletonasOthello
425

449

37 38

TheCourtshipofMr.Parsons TheLock-upHouse

440 448

on frontis. 40

464 479

39

Mr.WatkinsTottleandMissLillerton
457

491

40

TheBloomsburyChristening

472

259

498

*mNotincluded.
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B. Original Publication Dates of Illustrations in the

New Oxford Illustrated Edition of Sketches by Boz

Illus.

No.

Engraved for edition of: Illus

No.

Engraved for edition of:

pilot 1836/37

1 1839 21 1839

2 1839 22 1836

3 1839 23 1836/37

4 1839 24 1839

5 1836/37 25 1839

6 1836/37 26 excluded

7 1836/37 27 1839

8 1836/37 28 1839

9 1836/37 29 1836/37

10 1836 30 1839

11 1836 31 1839

12 1839 32 1836

13 1836 33 1839

14 1839 34 1839

15 1839 35 1839

16 1837 36 1839

17 1839 37 1836

18 1837 38 1836

19 1839 39 1839

20 1839 40 1836
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C. Comparisons of Illustrations

Differences exist between illustrations done for the editions

published between 1836 and 1839. These charts give a point-by-point

description of the ways in which certain illustrations in the NOI

edition differ from other forms of the same illustrations.

Of the forty illustrations appearing in the NOI edition,

twelve (Plate Nos. 1, 3, 4, 15, 17, 19, 28, 31, 33, 34, 36 and 39)

first appeared in the 1837-39 monthly parts. Their titles occasionally

differ in terms of punctuation and capitalization. Three of them

are completely different in the 1839 edition:

NOI 1839

1 The Parish Engine The Beadle

36 Mr. Sempronius Gattle- Mrs. Joseph Porter
ton as Othello

39 Mr. Watkins Tottle and Watkins Tottle
Miss Lillerton

For convenience's sake, this section has been divided into two

sub-charts. The first of these will treat those illustrations in

the NOI edition which differ from those in the first and second

series. The second will deal with those in the NOI edition which

differ from the "First" (1839) edition illustrations. When the

difference in titles might cause difficult in identification, it

is noted. In such a case, the date of the edition which is not

being discussed is placed behind the title with which its illustra¬

tion agrees.
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Illus. No.

First(1836)andSecond(1836/7)Series
NOIEdition(1963)

2

8smallchildrensurroundingSpruggins Spruggins'sfaceisrounder&withdifferent expression
Hischildren'sfacesarecompletelydifferent bricksnotwell-definedinbuilding boywith"HastetothePoll"signhaseyes open;hischeekisnotdefined

"Wife"inSpruggins'ssignisspeltinI.e. ingroupof3mendirectlyunderarchway, raisedarmsarecrosseddifferently:
8definedfacesunderarch "SmallChildren"(inBung'ssign)isspeLtinI.e. bitsaboveeachcollonnadearedividedinto threesections

Bunghas2smallchildren Bungisholdingposterinfrontofhim Bung'schinchangesshape:'i— mandirectlytorightofgroupof3men.has recedingchin
maninfrontof&torightofabove-mentioned manhashandpoisedabovehat:̂

paperheldbymanwithraisedarmisillegible man(withraisedarm)hasstraightnose man(""")hasdifferenteyebrows:i man(rt.front)withcanehasbulbousnose man'scanedrawnwithsingleline frontpartoffatwoman'shatisnotdominant
10smallchildren brickswell-defined boy'seyesareclosed;cheekdefined "WIFE"speltincapitals 7facesunderarch "SMALLCHILDREN"speltincapitals bitsabovecollonnadedividedinto4sections Bunghas5smallchildren Bungisholdingpostertooneside Bung'schin:L norecedingchin man'sarmisbehindheadofmanonrt.,in front.

paperislegible manhashooknose differenteyebrows:& manhasstraight,longnose canedrawnwithdoublelines frontpartofhatishigher&biggerthan restofhat
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Illus. No.

First(1836)andSecond(1836/7)Series
NOIEdition(1963)

12

nomusiciansindicated chandelierisdifferentstyle(levelsarenot connected):
nofloorboards mansmokingonrt.hasalmostangryvisage fewerfacesvisible senseofmovementandexcitementnotsogreat

2musiciansonleft(rear) levelsofchandelierareconnected floorboardsshown man'svisageislanguid

14

musiciansarelessdistinct musicianinupper-leftcornernotwearingspecs, tophatofmanatfarleft(inaudience)is tiltedatdifferentangle:^ audience,asawhole,atlessofanangle towardsperformers detailssurroundingthescenelessclear
musicianiswearingspecs, tophat:/

20

"MONEYLENT"onwindowisnotlegible noscissorsbydrawers womanonfarlefthashermouthclosed lessshownoftableonleft(withbook): noknobsondrawers faceofwomanonfarrt.looksolder olderwomanbehindyoungwomaninmiddlecompart¬ mentismoreinbackground

wordsarelegible scissorshangingbydrawersonleft&rt.ofman onrt.,withhisbacktoreader woman'smouthopen tableonleft:* drawershave2roundknobseach

21

titled"ThoughtsAboutPeople"(1839) 10curtainringsoncurtainbehindclerk upholsterytoclerk'sseathasnopattern patterninclerk'ssocksrunsdiagonallyleft-rt.
titled"ThePoorClerk" 14rings upholsteryhaspattern:0. sockpatternrunsrt.toleft:



Illus. No,

First(1836)andSecond(1836/7)Series
NOIedition(1963)

spooninsquatbowl(inlinewithnewspaper)is pointingtowardreader:&
backofchair(ofmansittinginrear)hasonly1 visibleuprightsupport(2implied):

dinerfacingreaderhasknifeinlefthandandfork inright waiter'seyeappearstobeclosed pieceofbreadonclerk'stablehasnobitemarks nofloorboardlinesareshown

spoonispointingtowardclerk:.
cF>

chairhas3uprightsupports(4implied)&1HI horizontalsupport:'''' man'sarmpositionsarethesame,buthehasknife inrt.handandforkinleft waiter'seyeisopened breadhasbeenpartiallyeaten floorboardsareevident

24

titled"Mr.JohnDounce"(1839) signsofwallaresmalleranddifferentlysituated: CDl)Piurts2)WEBBS p̂-nGINGERPIIPIKIL(?) BEERSODA
WATER

containerontableisrelativelysmaller girllessbuxom&looksmoreretiring onshelfbelowGINGERBEERare6bottles girl'sfeetcannotbeseen

titled"Mr.JohnDounceattheOyster-shop" signsbehindgirl: pr-i3)PURTS4)WEBBS GINGERSODA
~5~{BEERWATER

girlhasenticinglookinhereye 8bottlesbelowsign feetarevisible

25

signonbackwallislegibleonlythrough"...will takePlace" clothingofmaninupperleftcornerisless distinct,nobuttonsvisible dancingboy'slefthandisnotasfarabovehis head
womanseatedinmiddlehasnoear-ring womanseatedinfrontislessbosomy&hasonly 1ear-ring

maninfrontislookingataudience violinhasno"soundingholes"

signlegiblethrough"onTheFirstofy6Month" buttonsclearlyvisibleonman'sclothing womanhasear-ring womanhas2ear-ringsvisible manislookingatdancingboy violinhas"holes"(S-shapedopeningstoleft&rt.)



Illus. No.

First(1836)andSecond(1836/7)Series
NOIedition(1963)

27

manonrt.haslesshairontopofhead backofhousecoatdoesnotgoashightoearlobe eyebrowsdiffer:T\ chin&jawarelesswell-defined youngmanstandinginmiddlehaswispofhair stickingoutinback
thejointtohisspecs,isdifferent:<^/ thehandbehindhisbackisbetter-defined youngmanlookingabstractedlyintospace\ faceofmanonlefthasbeenchanged:P

housecoatgoestomid-ear eyebrows:x. wholesectionofhairsticksout. spectaclesjoint:o~l manlookingatseatedmanonleft changedface:f
30

titled"Sentiment"(1839) pictureofmanhasshorterbeard&differentnose: pupilsof"newpupil's"eyesaresmaller Theodosiushasnobuttonsonhisfly manbehindteacherhasstraightnose woman,tort.ofhim,has2featherinhead-dress backgroundappearslighter&morefragile only1footofwomaninfarrt.cornercanbeseen Theodosius'smouthisshut noseofwomanbehind&tort.ofTheodosiusis changed:

titled"TheodosiusIntroducedtotheNewPupil" nose:£i_ girlinpictureonwalllooksmorehuman trousershavebuttons manhasbulbousnose
3feathersinhead-dress bothfeetarevisible mouthisopen hernose: teacherhashandmoredistinctlyaroundTheodosius's arm

33

titled"TheWingleburyDuel"(1839) womaninpicturelookingtoright uppercornerofdoornotshown:1 youngman'smouthnotgapingaswidely designonbackofyoungman'schairdiffers: all4legsofhischairareclearlyvisible
titled"UnderRestraint" womaninpicturelookingtoleft:t/ door:T designonbackofchair:̂ 2legsofchairareclear;other2arefaint

370



Illus. No.

First(1836)andSecond(1836/7)Series
NOIedition(1963)

linedownyoungman'srt.trouserleg nobuildingvisibleinpictureatleft nodesign-workabovedoorknob fruitisblurred

nolinedowntrouserleg churchisseeninpicture design-workabovedoorknob fruitinbowlontableisclear

Illus. No.

1"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)

pilotj
basketofballoonhasnoprinting 11horizontalropesbetweenbasket&hoop19ropesbetweenhoopandballoon "SketchesbyBoz"moreornate Cruikshank'shatisblack 11hatsheldaloft facesaremoredistinct manholdingtophataloftoncaiehashair mantoleftofhimhasmoustache

"OF"printedonbasketofballoon 16horizontalropes 17ropes "Sketches..."composedofcircles GC'stophatiswhite 10(or11?)hatsheldaloft man...isbalding manisclean-shaven

5

smallerpartofdarkenedwall,onsideof"TheRising Sun"nearestthereader,isshown
noflowerpotonledge BAKERspeltwithdoublelines man'scuphasslopedsides man'sshadowislessdistinct policemaniscloser,withlegsobviouslycrossed

2wheelsofcartshow architecturalworkis,over-all,better-delineated "RisingSun"operatedbyT.Early steeplehasclockfacea steeplenarrowtopinnaclelessrapidly:n
flowerpotonledge BAKERspeltwithsinglelines man'scup(ormug)hasstraightlines crossedlegsnotdistinct 3wheelsshow noproprietorlisted steeplehasnoclockface* steeplenarrowssooner(|

to
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Illus No.

"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)

7

mantort.offireplaceisclosertofire floorboardsarewider(atleast7from1edgeof fireplacetoother)
smokegoesupfluetort.ofcentre, maninfarright-handcornerismoredetailed

ingroupofmentoleftoffireplace,thebowlsof mennextto,&3rdfrom,thefireareatsame level,andseparated
2ndmanfromfire,onleft,hasheadthrownbackless violently

2ndmanfromfire,onleft,hashandontable 2ndman""""iswearingascarf grateinfireplacehas7uprightbars
floorboardsarenarrower(9fromoneedge offireplacetoother), smokegoesupfluetoleftofcentre thebowlofthemannearestthefireishigherthan theother,andtheyareinlinevertically

handisnottobeseen noscarf 8uprightbars

8

womanfightingonlefthasrt.armraisedabovehead rightarmofwomanbehindhercanbeseen moreofman,standingbehindgroupofwomen fightingatleftinback,canbeseen
headofmanwitharmscrossedistiltedmore facialexpressionofmantoleftofpot-boychanges potboy'shatatgreaterangle chimney(upper,rtofcentre)has3outlets "7Dials"onpotboy'sboxisnotunderlined

armraisedtoshoulderlevel armhiddenbyfightingwoman'sloweredarm chimneyhas2outlets "7Dials"isunderlined

,9

child,onleft,beingdressed,isleaningovermore littlegirl,withdoll,instreet,isleaningoverless man,smokingpipebelowMosesLevysignhasbulbous, lessstereotypedJewishnose windowsinleft-handshoparesquarer MONMOUTHSTREETsignmorelegible viewismore"fronton" only1footofmanleaningagainstwallcanbeseen
manhassharply-pointed,morestereotyped, Jewishnose

bothfeetarevisible



Illus No.,

"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)

boywith1handreachingoutforboat,hasknees andanklestogether
boytort.ofhimisbetterdelineated BOOT<£.}Hseenabovewindowofrt-handstore moreofwindowinupperright-handcornerisseen buildingsareclearlymadeofbrick

boyhaslegscrossedatknee lowerlegofthisboyisseenonlywithan activeimagination
samespaceisempty

10

titledHackney-CoachStands"(1836) stepfromhousejutsintopavement windowatlefthascurtains windowaddedatright moreoffenceseenatright moreofcobblesseeninfront circlesindecorationabovedoorwayaredouble facesarechanged(mostlyolder&slimmer)
titled"'Coach! onlyverticallinesthroughwindows nowindow circlesaresingle

11

titled"LondonRecreations" girlinlowerrt.handcornerisreachingforball treenexttofrontstallhasgreaterangularity man,smokingcigar&lookingatgirls,issmiling moreshownofman'sfacebehindgirlchasingother girls

titled"LondonRecreations-The'TeaGardens'" noballisshown manisfrowning

13

"trapdoor"haspinsholdingitin spiderwebsdistinct facesingroupatfrontleftaremuchmoredistinct asofhumanorigin sandalsofbothkiltedmenhavemorestraps eyebrows,tiltofhead,etc(ofwomanreadingbook inback)havechanged

doorappearstostaywhereitis,unaided, spiderwebslooklikeaccidentalscratches



Illus No.

"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)
i

womanappearstobemoreinterestedinbook(her part?)
girlinfront,applyingmake-up,hasheadturned moretowardaudience

girlincentrehasforefingerofrt.handraised
womanserious,butnotintrigued girlturnedmoretowardman forefingerisloweredsome

16

figuresinomnibusaremuchclearer platformfor"omnibuscad"isvisible stepstoomnibuscanbeseenassuchandare visiblebetweenspokesofcab
SNUFFMANUFACTORYcanbeseenonbuildingin background

"REALS.H.BLAGUARD"&"CIGARDIVAN"arelegible OLDBAILEYindouble-lineprint brickworkismoreregular moreattentionpaidtoarchitectureingeneral curtaintocabisfuller

"cad"looksasthoughhestandsonthinair noprintvisible thesewordsarebarelylegible OLDBAILEYinsinglelines

18

morebuildingsinback(7windowsacross) architecturalcaregreater buildingonlefthasflowerpotonmoreornateledge faceinsidetreelookslikeaface man,carryingdrum,lookingtowardwomanwith umbrella
designonscarfofwomancarryingumbrellaischecked clownhaspolka-dottedshorttrousers clownhasstripedstockings clownlooksmoredowncast stockingswornbysweepinfrontarechecked clown'shatsticksouttoeachside bonnetofwomanbehindclownlooksstiffer herdresshashorizontal&verticallines

5windowsacross noflowerpot;plain(simplydecorated)ledge drumcannotbeseen;manlookingawayfrom woman scarfisplain polka-dottedtrousersareknee-length stockingsareplain stockingsarestriped hatismorelikeskull-cap bonnetlooksmorebedraggled dressiscomposedofparallelhorizontallines.



Illus, No.

"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)

22

titled"JemimaEvans"(1836) picturesonbackwallaremorenearlydistinguishable groupof3picturesoverfireplace centrepictureisrectangular cornerwherewallandceilingmeetabovefire¬ placelookslikerightangle
bustonfireplace,relativetoflowerpot,islarger flowerpothasdesignhalfwayupitsside kettleisdefinitelysteaming Samuel'shairiscurlier knobofcaneextendswellabovetopofupturnedhat littlegirlhashairinfrontofear

titled"SamuelWilkinsandtheEvanses" groupof2pictures correspondingpictureissquare "corner"isrounded nodesigncanbeseen kettleishalf-heartedlysteaming knobreacheshalfwayuptopofhat hairisallbehindherear

23

thepeoplealllookmorelikepeople! thecoachinbackgroundiscloser passenger'sfaceisdiscernibleaswoman aboveleftshopwindowreadsPRINTSELLE oneofwheelbarrow'slegsisvisible aboverightshopwindowisornatedecoration barefootvisibledirectlybelowrightkneeof policemanpushingwheelbarrow

samespacereadsPRINTSELLER(unclearly) bothwheelbarrowlegsarevisible samespacehasrelativelyplaindecoration footisnotshownasbare

29

windowshadeistintedwithslantedlines draperylooksthicker cousin'sarmisrestingontable cousin'snoseismorebulbous cousinnotwearingspats tableservice,etc.,betterdefined Mr.Minns'smouthopentooneside Mr.Minns'slapelisdecorated newspaperismorescrunched

verticallines(slightlycross-hatched)areused cousinlooksasthoughheispointing cousinwearingspats hismouthseemstodroopequallyoneachside lapelisplain



Illus No.

"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)

32

materialsellingat9dhasdifferentpattern boltsofclothbehindhimhavemore"texture1 middlechairhas1rungoneachside&back righthandchairhas2rungsoneachside lefthandstoolhasnofrontrung fewerfloorboardmarkings ribbonofbonnetongirlatleftisstriped girlonlefthasclearly-ruffledpantaloons Sparkinsislookingatreader

samechairhas1rungonback,2oneachside,and 2infront
rt.handchairhas2rungsonfrontandonleftside, but1onbackandrightside

stoolhasrungoneachside ribbonisplain ruffleslessevident Sparkinsislookingatwomen

37 38

titled"Mr.GabrielParsons'Courtship"(1836) tortofgirl'sheadthereare6plates girllookscoyer somesortofkitchenutensilleaningagainstwall behindbroomhandle
edgeofbow,on1stshelfabovejars,isscalloped plattersabovehisheadhavedesigns bottleisdark

titled"TheCourtshipofMr.Parsons" 5plates utensilmissing edgeisstraight plattershavenodesigns bottleislight
C

man'sfaceislesscaricatured: smokeissuesfromhispipeandmouth caseforcandleabovefireplaceislonger knifeontableatleftiscurved moreoffaceofbottleontableatleftcanbeseen fringeishangingfrommantlepiece
mantorightoffireplacehashighlycaricaturedface: nosmoke: knifeisstraight nofringe



Illus. No.

"First"edition(1839)

NOIedition(1963)

40

designsaroundpictureframesaremoreelaborate portraitonwallhascollar,moredefined whiskersanddarkerhair mother'sfacehaschangedexpressions thecarpet'spatterninbetterdefined "Uncle's"frillsarefuller babyhasbetterfeatures noticeablecontrastbetweennurse'sdressandapron
portraithasnocollar&lighthair

tdress&apronmerge



Appendix II:

Nineteenth-Century Illustrations to Pickwick

As had been shown (Chapter IV), Pickwick Papers produced tremendous

pictorial excitement. This appendix provides a list of the subjects

for the "official" illustrations and for most"'' of the sets of

"extra" illustrations. The "illustration number" in the left

column is based on the position each plate holds in the book's

chronology. The "set number" refers to the following:

1. Robert Seymour and Robert Buss, [9 illustrations for "part"
publication], (London: Chapman & Hall, 1836), jj'of f icial"!.

2. Hablot Knight Browne, [34 illustrations of "part" and "First
edition" publication], (London: Chapman •& Hall, 1836-7),
["official'Q .

3. Thomas Onwhyn, [32 illustrations]}, (London: E. Grattan, 1837).

4. William Heath, "Pickwickian Illustrations," 20 plates (London:
McLean, 1837).

5. Thomas Sibson, "Sibson's Racy Sketches of Expeditions from
the Pickwick Club," 10 plates (London: Sherwood, Gilbert
& Piper, 1838).

6. H.K. Browne, [6 extra illustrations to Pickwick Papers]},
(London: Chapman & Hall, 1847).

7. John Gilbert, [32 woodcuts illustrating Pickwick Papers],
(London: E. Appleyard, 1847).

8. "Original Illustrations to the Pickwick Papers," 16 plates,
(London: W. Strange, 1847?).

9. Thomas Onwhyn, Q.2 illustrations to the Pickwick Papers}},
(London: Albert Jackson, 1847/94).

10. Hablot K. Browne, (2 vignettes for the Library Edition], (London:
Chapman & Hall, 1858), ['official"].

11. Augustus Dulcken, "Scenes from the Pickwick Papers," 4 folio
plates, (London: Bickers & Bush, 1861).

Because each of the Alfred Crowquill illustrations (1837)
has a number of subjects, that set will be given a separate descrip¬
tion below.
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12. H.K. Browne and F.W. Pailthorpe, "Illustrations to Pickwick
Papers," 57 coloured woodcuts to accompany the "Household
Edition," (1874).

13. F.W. Pailthorpe, [24 illustrations], (London: Robson & Kerslake,
1882).

A "set number" followed by an asterisk (*) indicates that one of

the Phiz/Pailthorpe illustrations for the 1874 Household Edition

of Pickwick is based on this earlier illustration. The 1874

illus tration is not given a separate entry. The "Title" may be

given in a shortened form.

Illus. Ch. "Set"
No. No. No. Title

1 1 7 The Pickwickians
2 1 Mr. Pickwick Addresses the Club
3 2 1* The Pugnacious Cabman
4 8 The Pickwickians' first interview with Jingle
5 4 "Such was the Individual on whom Mr. Pickwick

gazed through his spectacles."
6 1 The Sagacious Dog
7 8 Mr. Tupman and Jingle at the Charity Ball
8 1* Dr. Slammer's Extraordinary Demeanous
9 4 "Not the Man!"

10 9 Doctor Slammer's Extraordinary Demeanour
11 3 9 The Stroller's Tale
12 1 The Dying Clown
13 8 The Poor Pantomimist
14 3 "'You cannot proceed in this Affair, Slammer...'"
15 7 Mr. Pickwick's Excitement at the Abrupt departure

of Dr. Payne
16 4 "'Restrain him!' cried Mr. Snodgrass. ..."
17 4 3 "Some person behind would knock his hat over

his eyes, and beg the favour..."
18 12 "The Review-Mr. Snodgrass and Mr. Winkle

each performed a compulsory somerset..."
19 1 Mr. Pickwick in Chase of His Hat

20 9 The Review
21 7 The Party at the Review
22 5 The Review
23 5 3 "'Blowed if the gen'l'm'n worn't agettin' up on

the wrong side!'"
24 8 The Journey to Dingley Dell
25 7 Mr. Winkle's Feats of Horsemanship



Illus. Ch. "Set" 380
No. No. No. Title

26 4 "'What makes him go sideways?' said Mr. Snodgrass
in the bin to Mr. Winkle..."

27 1* Mr. Winkle Soothes the Refractory Steed
28 13 "Can we put this horse up here?"
29 9 Mr. Pickwick suspected of Horse Stealing
30 3 "One of the men suddenly seized Mr. Pickwick

by the leg...brushed away..."
31 6 7 The Convict's Return
32 7 4 "'Bless my soul, I declare I forgot the cap!"'
33 6 Mr. Winkle's first shot
34 9 Mr. Winkle shoots at the Crow and kills the Pigeon
35 3 "Mr. Winkle, ... , shot at the crow and wounded

the pigeon."
36 12 "Mr. Tupman had saved the lives of innumerable

inoffending birds..."
37 5 Mr. Winkle's Rook Shooting
38 1 The Cricket Match
39 12 "Mr. Wardle looked on in silent wonder."
40 8 1* The Fat Boy Awake on This Occasion Only
41 9 The Fat Boy's Discovery
42 2* Mr. Wardle and His Friends under the Influence

of the Salmon
43 13 Fat boy talking into Mrs. Wardle's ear trumpet
44 4 "Mr. Jingle fell on his knees, ... and rose

the accepted lover, etc."
45 5 Mr. Jingle's Conquest
46 9 8 The Elopement
47 13 Wardle "chasing" the fat boy
48 2 The Breakdown
49 10 7 Mr. Samuel Weller
50 4 "'Ask number twenty-two vether he'll have them

now, or vait till he gets fem?'"
51 8 Sam Weller describing Doctors Commons
52 9 Mr. Weller induced to get a Licence
53 2* First Appearance of Mr. Samuel Weller
54 5 Miss Wardle and Mr. Jingle discovered at the

White Hart

55 3 "'Certainly, Sir," replied Sam, who had answered
Wardle's violent ringing..."

56 11 7 Mr. Tupman turns anchorite, and is visited
in his Retreat by his friends

57 9 The Pickwickian Discovery
58 8 Mr. Pickwick's immortal Discovery
59 12 "God bless me! What's the matter?"
60 4 "'You wouldn't mind selling it now?'..."
61 3 "'I killed her. I am a madman. Down with you..."
62 12 2* Mrs. Bardell Faints in Mr. Pickwick's Arms
63 13 13 Reception of the Pickwickians at Eatanswill
64 12 "The Election--1 He has come out,' said little Mr.

Perker, greatly excited."
65 2 The Election at Eatanswill



Illus. Ch. "Set"
No. No. No. Title

66 5 The Election
67 8 The Election at Eatanswill
68 7 Election for Eatanswill
69 4 "Mrs. Pott and Mr. Winkle"
70 4 "'What,' said Mr. Pott solemnly, 'What rhymes

to tinkle, villain?'..."
71 14 13 Waitress leaving room at the Peacock
72 3 "'Well, Damn my straps and whiskers,' says Tom"
73 3 "'Tom!' said the old gentleman, 'The widow's

a fine woman--..."
74 4 "'What the devil are you winking at me for?'..."
75 12 "The Chair was an ugly old gentleman; and ...

he was winking at Tom Smart."
76 13 Tom Smart Seated at fire in kitchen,...
77 15 4 "'Sir,' said Mr. Tupman, 'You're a fellow!'..."
78 12 "The heroic man actually threw himself into

a paralytic attitude ..."
79 2* Mrs. Leo Hunter's Fancy-Dress Dejeune
80 8 Mrs. Leo Hunter' Fete Champetre
81 16 9 Sam's First Sight of Job Trotter
82 12 Mr. Weller was dispelling all the feverish

remains of the previous evening's..."
83 4 "'You seem one of the jolly sort,--You looks

as convivial as a live trout...'"
84 7 Sam Weller's First Interview with Job Trotter
85 8 Trotter betraying his Master
86 13 Pickwick, lying in bushes, at young ladies'

seminary.
87 2* The Unexpected Breaking-up of the Seminary for

Young Ladies
88 3 "Mr. Pickwick stepped out of the closet,... the

whole establishment of Westgate..."
89 7 Mr. Pickwick at the Establishment for Young Ladies
90 17 12 "Old Lobbs gave it one tug, and open it flew,

disclosing Nathaniel Pipkin..."
91 13 The parish clerk in posture of supplication
92 3 "'Yes, I did, Mr. Lobbs--I did come after your

daughter,...'"
93 19 3 "'Where are they?' said Wardle, taking up a brace

of birds ..."
94 3 '"Weal pie,' said Mr. Weller, soliloquising, as

he arranged the eatables..."
95 4 "'Who are you, rascal?' said the Captain.

'Cold punch,' murmured Mr. Pickwick."
96 6* The effect of cold punch
97 7 Captain Boldwig discovers Mr. Pickwick asleep

in his grounds
98 8 Mr. Pickwick trespassing
99 9 Captain Boldwig discovers Mr. Pickwick

100 2* Mr. Pickwick in the Pound

101 20 2 Mr. Pickwick and Sam in the Attorney's Office
102 12 "'You just come avay,' said Mr. Weller, 'Battle-

door and Shuttlecock's..."



Illus. Ch. "Set"
No. No. No. Title
103 3 "'You just come avay,' said Mr. Weller.

'Battledore and shuttlecock's ...'"
104 5 Sam rescuing Pickwick from the Sharks
105 7 "Wy, Sammy," said the father, "I han't seen

you for two year and better."
106 13 Sam, Pickwick and Mr. Weller in pub
107 21 3 "'You are very right sir,' said the ghost

politely, 'It never struck me...'"
108 7 The Story of the Queer Client
109 8 The Old Man's Tale about the Queer Client
110 11 The story about the queer client
111 12 '"Heyling!' said the old man wildly, 'My boy,

Heyling, my dear boy,.;.'"
112 2 The Last Visit of Heyling to the Old Man
113 22 3 "'I first gave him two or three for himself,

and then two or three more...'"
114 10 Yard of the "Bull Inn"--Mr. Pickwick setting

out for Ipswich
115 3 "'Sammy, help your master up to the box;

t'other leg, sir;...'"
116 2* The Middle-aged Lady in the Double-bedded Room
117 1 Mr. Pickwick finds himself in the wrong bedroom
118 8 Mr. Pickwick in awkward situation
119 4 "'I am exceedingly sorry, ma'am,' said Mr. Pick¬

wick
120 13 Pickwick, sitting in niche in wall
121 23 5 Sam Weller Saluting his father
122 4 '"Wery good power o' Suction, Sammy!'"
123 24 12 "Mr. Pickwick no sooner put on his spectacles,

than he at once recognized..."
124 4 "'Law,' replied Mr. Gummer, 'law, civil power,

and exekative; them's my titles...'"
125 2* Mr. Weller Attacks the Executive of Ipswich
126 25 2* Job Trotter Encounters Sam in Mr. Muzzle's

Kitchen
127 1 The first passage in Mr. Samuel Weller's First

Love
128 5 Captain Fitz-Marshall Unmasked
129 3 "'What prevents me,' said Mr. Nupkins, with

magisterial dignity,..."
130 26 4 "'Veil,' said Sam, 'all I can say is I wish you

may get it!'"
131 27 7 Rev. Mr. Stiggins
132 13 Sam asking after his father of his mother-in-law
133 4 "'Mother-in-law,--How are you?'"
134 8 Weller and Son Enjoying Themselves
135 28 12 "Sam looked at the fat boy with great astonish¬

ment, but without saying a word.
136 2 Christmas Eve at Mr. Wardle's
137 7 Mr. Pickwick and the Old Lady prove that their

Dancing Days are not over
"The old gen'l'm'n as wore the pigtail..."138 13

139 6* The kiss under the mistle toe

140 4 "Blindman's Buff."



Illus. Ch. "Set"
No. No. No. Title
141 29 2* The Goblin and the Sexton
142 3 "'And now,1 said the Goblin King, 'show the man

of misery and gloom a few...'"
143 30 9 "Stop, Sam, Stop!"
144 2* Mr. Pickwick Slides
145 8 Mr. Pickwick Returning from the ice
146 3 "Old Wardle would not hear of his rising, so

that they made the bed the chair,..."
147 7 Grand Carouse in Honour of Mr. Pickwick's Escape

from the ice.
148 31 2 The First Interview with Mr. Sergeant Snubbin
149 3 "'Very good plant,' replied Jackson, 'But it

won't do. ...'"
150 32 8 Bob Sawyer's Landlady "getting the steam up"
151 12 "Bob Sawyer's Bachelor party--..."

Ben Allen's landlady breaking up the party152 13
153 33 2* The Valentine
154 1 Sam Weller composes his first love-letter
155 11 Stiggins' arrival at the ."Grand Junction

Ebenezer Temperance Association."
156 3 "'Brother Tadger, Sir,' said Mr. Stiggins,

suddenly increasing in ferocity..."
157 6* Old Weller at the temperance meeting
158 2* The Trial
159 34 13 "Fierce gentleman" at inn before departure of

post-chaise.
160 35 3 "'The fat old lady?' inquired Mr. Pickwick

innocently. ..."
161 12 "The Assembly Rooms, Bath--Poor Mr. Pickwick!

He had never played..."
162 2* The Card Room at Bath
163 36 13 Prince Bladud informs his father that he is

engaged
164 2* Mr. Winkle's Situation when the Door Blew To
165 37 6* The leg of mutton "swarry" at Bath
166 7 The Soiree of the Bath footmen
167 9 Sam introduced to the Selection
168 11 Sam Weller a guest at the meeting of the

Bath footman's social club
169 38 2* Conviviality at Bob Sawyer's
170 39 12 "'Unlock that door, and leave this room imme¬

diately, sir,' said Mr. Winkle."
171 7 Sam's Determination not to leave Mr. Winkle
172 12 "'My dear,' said Mr. Pickwick, looking over

the wall, and catching sight ..."
173 13 The scientific gentleman's great discovery
174 40 13 Sam "removing" sheriff's deputy's hat
175 7 Mr. Pickwick in the sponging house
176 13 Mr. Pickwick in the sponging house
177 2* Mr. Pickwick Sits for His Portrait
178 41 7 Mr. Smang1e
179 2* The Warden's Room
180 42 2* Discovery of Jingle in the Fleet



384
Illus. Ch. "Set"
No. No. No. Title
181 43 3 "Mr. Weller Surveyed the attorney from head

to foot with great admiration..."
182 7 Mr. Weller consults his Friend Learned in the Law
183 12 "Sam, having been formally introduced as the

offspring of Mr. Weller..."
184 13 The procession to the Fleet
185 44 12 "'Will you allow me to inquire w'y you make up

your bed under...""
186 3 "He has got his discharge, by G--!'..."
187 7 The Release of the Poor Chancery Prisoner
188 11 The death of the poor prisoner
189 45 5 Old Weller Driving the Divine Stiggins, Agoing

to soften Imprisoned Sam.
190 2* The Red-nosed Man discourseth
191 7 Sam's Christian Vengeance on Job Trotter
192 46 13 Cabman driving Mr. & Mrs. Raddle & Mrs Clubbins

to visit Mrs. Bardell
193 3 "'He's not much used to ladies' society, and

it makes him bashful. ...'"
194 2* Mrs. Bardell Encounters Mr. Pickwick in the Prison
195 47 2* Mr. Winkle Returns under Extraordinary Circum¬

stances

196 1 Mr. Pickwick Leaving the Fleet
197 48 13 Ben Allen and Martin are tussling as Pickwick

and Sam enter the surgery.
198 3 "'Dear me,' said Mr. Pickwick; 'Poor lady, gently

Sam, gently!'"
199 49 13 Bagman's uncle discovered lying in the road
200 2* The Ghostly Passengers in the Ghost of a Mail
201 7 The Bagman's Story
202 3 "Story of the Bagman's Uncle--..."
203 50 2* Mr. Bob Sawyer's Mode of Travelling
204 3 "Mr. Bob Sawyer placed his hands upon his knees,

and made a face..."
205 12 "Mr. Ben Allen becoming suddenly aware that he

is in the presence of a stranger."
206 51 2* The Rival Editors
207 52 1 Sam finds it difficult to decipher his father's

letter without assistance.
208 10* Sam finds it difficult to decipher...
209 7 Mr. Weller's Horror and Alarm at the Attentions

of the buxom female
210 2* Etched title-page of Mr. Weller dunking the

red-nosed man

211 53 6* Mr. Pickwick's parting interview with Messrs.
Dodson and Fogg

212 54 7 The Fat Boy outside Mr. Perker's chambers
213 3 "'Wretched creature, what do you want here?'"
214 2* Mary and the Fat Boy
215 13 Dinner party at Adelphi...fat boy's confusion
216 55 3 "'Well, I'll bet you half-a-dozen of claret...'"
217 2* Mr. Weller and His Friends Drinking to Mr. Pell
218 56 5 Sam's Declaration
219 12 Arabella and Winkle's father
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The most popular subjects for illustration were:

No.

of

plates Chapter Subject

Six 2/3 The Dr. Slammer affair
4 The Review
7 Mr. Winkle's Rook-Shooting

13 The Election at Eatanswill
14 The Bagman's Story of Tom Smart

Five 5 Winkle's Horsemanship
10 Introduction of Sam Weller
19 Pickwick discovered by Captain Boldwig
21 The story of the queer client
22 Mr. Pickwick's awkward situation
28 Holiday festivities at Mr. Wardle's
30 Pickwick's "sliding" episode and carouse

Four 8 Fat boy's discovery
11 Pickwick's Immortal Discovery
16 Sam making acquaintance of Job Trotter
16 Pickwick and the establishment for young ladies
37 Sam Weller at the soiree for Bath footmen
40 Pickwick's arrest for debt
49 The bagman's story

The Crowquill Illustrations

The forty pages of illustrations by Alfred Crowquill (London:

Ackermann, 1837) were etched on stone and lithographed by Stan-

didge and Co., (London). They were originally issued in ten bi-monthly

parts--with buff, illustrated wrapper—from 1 May 1837 to 9 November
2

1837, and were available in either black-and-white or coloured plates.

Stylistically, theyare similar to the work of Gillray and Rowlandson.
Most pages include a number of subjects. Captions, or short des¬

criptions, of these are given below in the order in which they

would appear in a left-to-right, top-to-bottom view of each page.

2
Joseph Grego, Pictorial Pickwickiana, 2 vols. (London: Chapman &

Hall, 1899), I,~283^
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(1 May 1837)
1. (Ch.l) - "The Pickwickians"
2. (Ch. 2) - Payne on field chair; Waterman; Dr. Slammer;

Pickwick and Cabman; Jingle; and Pieman.
3. (Ch.3/4) - Jemmy; Tappleton, Slammer and Payne; soldier on

horseback; Fat Boy; rear view of soldier and horse; and
Pickwickians in line of fire at review.

4. (Ch.4/5) - Miss Wardle and Tupman; Miss Wardle (2); Pickwick
and horse; Tupman and Emma; and Wardle and Fat Boy.

(15 May 1837)
5. (Ch. 6) - Whist at Wardle's house: Winkle; Emma(?); the

fat man; Pickwick; old gentleman; and Mrs. Wardle.
6. (Ch.7/8) - Fat Boy and crow; cricketeers; Winkle Rook Shooting;

man balancing ball on his nose(?); Pickwick drunk; Winkle
drunk; Snodgrass(?) drunk.

7. (Ch.9/10) - Jingle waving handkerchief from carriage;
Wardle and Pickwick chasing Jingle's carriage; Mr. Perker;
and Sam Weller and Pickwick.

8. (Ch.10) - Sam Weller (polishing boots in the innyard}.
(1 June 1837)
9. (Ch.12/13) - Mrs. Bardell's mistake; Sam in his new Suit;

man and woman playing cards.
10. (Ch.14) - Tom Smart
11. (Ch.15) - Count Smorltork; The Misses Hunter; Mrs. Pott and

Winkle; Mrs. Hunter reciting the expiring Frog; Mr. Pott,
Tupman, Pickwick and Snodgrass; and Somethingean Singers.

12. (Ch.16) - Job; Sam helping his Master over; Miss Tompkins and
boarders; Mr. Pickwick in the Garden; and Miss Tompkins' Cook
and Housemaid.

(1 July 1837)
13. (Ch. 18/19)-Dodson and Foggs' Clerks; Potts & Winkle—Serpent! ! ;

Boy with Provisions; and Gamekeeper.
14. (Ch.19) - Pickwick going sporting; and Captain Boldwig and

his meek gardeners.
15. (Ch.20/21) - Mr. Lowten; Old Jack Bamber; Mr. Weller, Senior;

Mr. Magnus; and The Shepherd.
16. (Ch.22) - "Pickwick's Mistake"

(15 July 1837)
17. (Ch.24) - Magnus & Pickwick Quarrelling; Mr. Nupkins & Middle

Aged Lady; Mr. Jinks; and Muzzle.
18. (Ch.24/25) - Mary; Mrs. & Miss Nupkins; Grummer; and village

posse.
19. (Ch.27) - Winkle Travelling; Pickwick D.—; Mrs. Weller & the

Deputy Shepherd; Tupman; and Snodgrass.
20. (Ch.28) - Winkle; The Gravedigger's Draught; Pickwick & Old

Mrs. Wardle; Winkle & Young Lady with Fur Boots; and
Pickwick's unexpected Salute.
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(1 Aug 1837)
21. (Ch.30) - Ben Allen; Bob Sawyer; "Sir you're a Humbug!--";

and The Slide.
22. (Ch.30/31) - Sergeant (sic) Snubbin; Dodson & Foggs' Clerk;

Pickwick's Accident; Ben Allen's Visitors; and Ben Allen's
Landlady.

23. (Ch.32) - Mr. Anthony Hum; Mr. Jonas Mudge; Sam's Valentine;
and Tea Totallers.

24. (Ch.34) - Seargeant (sic) Fuzfuz; Mr. Skimpin; Mr. Phunkey;
Mrs. Cluppins' Examination; and The Intelligent Jury.

(1 Sept 1837)
25. (Ch.35) - Mr. Dowler; M . Dow^r in Bath Coach; and Bantam M.C.
26. (Ch.37) - Winkle at door; Hon Mr. Crushton and Lord Mutan-

hed; Mrs. Dowler's Sedan; The Greengrocer; Bantam's Footman;
Old Blazes; and Mr. Whiffers.

27. (Ch.39) - Sam Weller and Mary shaking Carpet; The Surly
Groom; Bob Sawyer's Boy; Pickwick with dark lantern; Sam
carrying Pickwick at the assignation with Miss Mary.

28. (Ch.40) - Bailiff; & Follower; The Three Prisoners in Sponging-
house; Jailor (sic) at White Cross Street; and Bail in Chancery
Lane.

(2 Oct 1837)
29. (Ch.41/42) - Prisoners in the Fleet.
30. (Ch.43) - Mr. Solomon Pell & Boy; The old prisoner in the

Fleet; Mivins; and Spangle.
31. (Ch.44/45) - Job; Jingle; The Cobbler in his 4 post Bedstead;

The Deputy Shepherd; and Mrs. Weller.
32. (Ch.46) - Mrs. Bardell & Party, at the Spaniard Tea Gardens.

(16 Oct 1837)
33. (Ch.48) - Mr. and Mrs. Winkle & Maid; Sulky Groom and Ben Allen's

Aunt; The grey boy's expulsion; and Job's Cheap Bed.
34. (Ch.49) - The Phantom Guard; The one-eyed man's Uncle; The

one-eyed man's Story; The Phantom Abductors; and The Phantom
Lady.

35. (Ch.50) - Ben Allen; Old Winkle; Pickwick, Bob & Ben;
Bob Sawyer making faces; and Winkle's Servant.

36. (Ch.51/52) - Old Weller kicking the Shepherd; The Shepherd;
Misters Slurk and Potts; Bob Sawyer; and The Buxom Widow.

(9 Nov 1837)
37. (Ch.54) - Pickwick consoling Mrs. Winkle; The Fat Boy ogling

Mary; and Fat Boy at Perker's chambers.
38. (Ch.55) - Mr. Weller & the two Arbitrating Coachmen; The

Betting Stockbrokers; and Bank Clerks.
39. (Ch.57) - Emily Wardle & Bridesmaids.
40. (Ch.57) - "Sam Weller's Children"



Appendix III:

The Illustrations to Master Humphrey's Clock

KEY--

Columns
A~Illustration Number

B-Weekly issue Number
OMonthly part Number
D^Volume & page number
E^Artist

F^Engraver
G-Title in NOI Ed. of MHC

Artists

GC^George Cattermole
HKB^Hablot Knight Browne
SW~Samuel Williams
Mac~Daniel Maclise

Engravers
EL"E. Landells
SW*S. Williams

Gray«C. Gray
Vasey^Vasey

A B C D E F G •

1 frontis GC EL Frontispiece to Volume I
2 1 1 I--- 1 GC SW Master Humphrey's Room
3 6 HKB Vasey Master Humphrey Walking Abroad
4 12 HKB EL* The Giants
5 2 13 GC EL Master Graham's Body
6 17 GC Vasey The Cavalier
7 24 HKB SW The Correspondent
8 3 25 HKB Vasey Master Humphrey and his Companion
9 36 GC EL The Arrest

10 4 37 GC EL The Old Curiosity Shop
11 46 SW SW The Child in her gentle Slumber
12 5 2 49 HKB EL* Master Humphrey meets Mr. Pickwick
13 56 GC SW Reading the Pamphlet
14 60 HKB EL* Will at the Gibbet
15 6 66 GC EL The Burial in the Church
16 70 HKB Gray Tony Weller and his Grandchild
17 7 73 HKB EL Mr. Pickwick and Master Humphrey's

friends
18 79 HKB Gray Blinder's Will
19 82 HKB Vasey Mr. Swiveller seeks to gain Attention
20 8 94 HKB EL* Quilp interrupts at Tea
21 96 HKB Vasey Quilp in a smoking Humour
22 9 3 97 HKB SW Tony and Sam Weller in the kitchen
23 107 GC EL Quilp's Wharf
24 10 109 HKB Gray Little Nell is Anxious
25 117 HKB EL A cool Proposal

^Executed by the Brothers Dalziel. See: John Harvey,
Victorian Novelists and their Illustrators (London: Sidgwick &
Jackson, 1970), pp.194-95.



A B

26 11
27

28 12
29
30 13
31
32 14
33
34 15
35
36 16
37
38 17
39
40 18
41
42 19
43
44 20
45
46 21
47
48 22
49
50 23
51
52 24
53
54 25
55
56 26
57

58
59 27
60
61 28
62
63 29
64
65 30
66
67 31
68
69 32
70
71 33
72
73 34
74
75 35
76
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D E F G
I 125 HKB Gray Mr. Cheggs's Jealousy

129 HKB EL Tony Weller and his Grandson at
the Housekeeper's

133 GC EL Little Nell as Comforter
142 HKB Gray Kit at Home

146 HKB Gray The legal Gentleman named Brass
156 GC ? The Pilgrimage begins
158 HKB Gray Mr. Swiveller's pugilistic skill
168 HKB EL* Kit makes an Appointment
172 GC EL* A Rest by the Way
177 HKB Gray Punch in the Churchyard
185 HKB Gray Grinder's Lot

188 GC EL At the Jolly Sandboys
193 HKB Gray The Giants waiting on the Dwarfs
198 GC EL* Little Nell's Anxiety
211 HKB EL Quilp defies the Dog
216 HKB Gray The Kitchen at Abel Cottage
218 HKB Gray Quilp's Discovery
226 HKB EL* At the Schoolmaster's Porch
231 HKB Gray The Dunce improves the Occasion
237 HKB EL* The Lady of the Caravan
246 HKB Gray Nell Hides from Quilp
251 HKB EL Mrs. Jarley's Waxwork
253 HKB EL Producing a Sensation
260 HKB Gray A Game of Cards

270 HKB Gray Miss Monflathers chides Nell
276 HKB EL* Mrs. Jarley at the Pay-place
280 HKB EL A Colleague for Miss Brass
288 HKB Gray Taken by a Single Gentleman
293 HKB EL Mr. Brass at the keyhole
300 HKB Gray The small Servant's Dinner
304 HKB Gray An Interview with Codlin and Short
306 HKB EL* Jerry's Dancing Dogs

frontis HKB EL Frontispiece to Volume II
II-- 1 HKB Gray Mr. Swiveller's Libation

11 HKB EL* At Astley's
15 HKB EL* Mr. Garland and Kit
24 HKB Gray Kit's Mother on a Journey
27 HKB Gray A Parley with the Cardsharpers
34 HKB EL Flight by Water
41 HKB EL Watching the Furnace Fire
45 HKB Gray A Procession of the Unemployed
49 HKB Gray Nell in a Faint
55 GC EL A very aged, ghostly Place
61 HKB EL* A gracious Invitation
70 HKB Gray A descriptive Advertisement
79 HKB EL Mrs. Quilp visits Bachelor's Hall
82 HKB EL Uproarious Hospitality
86 GC Gray Nell's new Home

95 GC EL Resting among the Tombs
103 HKB Gray Nell's Garden
108 Mac EL A black and dreadful Place
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A B C D E F G

77 36 9 11—109 HKB Gray Kit brings a Letter
78 120 HKB EL The Marchioness at Cards
79 37 124 HKB EL* Mr. Swiveller Playing the Flute
80 38 135 HKB Gray Quilp's grotesque Politeness
81 142 HKB EL* Kit in Jail
82 39 147 HKB Gray Revenge is Sweet
83 155 HKB EL* Mr. Swiveller to the Rescue
84 40 10 158 HKB EL* A Quiet game of Cribbage
85 167 HKB Gray The Marchioness in the Chaise
86 41 172 HKB Gray Delicacies for Mr. Swiveller
87 175 HKB EL* Mr. Brass unexpectedly Appears
88 42 187 HKB EL The End of Quilp
89 190 HKB Gray Kit's Visit to the Stable
90 43 196 HKB Gray Farewell to the Travellers
91 204 GC EL The Journey's End
92 44 210 GC EL At Rest

93 216 GC Gray Waiting at the Grave
94 45 11 223 GC EL The Spirit's Flight
95 228 HKB Gray Barnaby Rudge in Master Humphrey's

Imagination
96 46 229 GC EL The Maypole
97 233 HKB EL* An Unsociable Stranger
98 47 242 HKB Gray A Rough Parting
99 252 HKB EL Succouring the Wounded

100 48 259 HKB Gray It's a Poor Heart that never Rejoices
101 260 GC EL Mr. Tappertit's Jealousy
102 49 12 265 HKB Gray Edward Chester Relates his Adventures
103 276 HKB EL* Barnaby's Dream
104 50 280 HKB EL The Secret Society of 'Prentice

Knights
105 286 HKB Gray Miggs in the Sanctity of her Chamber
106 51 291 GC Gray The Best Apartment at the Maypole
107 297 HKB EL Hugh
108 52 306 HKB Gray Barnaby and Grip

109 frontis HKB EL Frontispiece to Volume III
110 53 13 III- 1 GC Gray The Warren

111 10 HKB EL Mr. Haredale Interrupts the Lovers
112 54 14 HKB Gray Mr. Chester takes his Ease in his

Inn

113 21 GC EL The Watch Crying the Hour
114 55 28 HKB Gray Barnaby Greets his Mother
115 35 HKB EL* Lighting the Noble Captain
116 56 45 HKB Gray Reading the Love-Letter
117 57 49 HKB Gray Hugh Accosts Dolly Varden
118 60 GC EL The Maypole's State Couch
119 58 14 61 HKB Gray Hugh Calls on his Patron
120 68 HKB EL* Purifying the Atmosphere
121 59 77 HKB Gray A Painful Interview
122 80 GC EL Old John Asleep in his Cosy Bar
123 60 89 HKB Gray Mr. Chester making an Impression
124 61 101 GC EL Miss Haredale on the Bridge
125 107 HKB EL Old John Restrains his Son
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A B C D E F G

126 62 15 III-109 HKB Gray Joe Bids Dolly Good-bye
127 118 HKB EL* Mr. Chester's Diplomacy
128 63 121 HKB Gray Solomon Frightened by a Ghost
129 131 HKB EL* Old John's Bodyguard
130 64 137 HKB EL* Distinguished Guests at the Maypole
131 65 152 HKB Gray Another Protestant
132 156 HKB EL* A No-Popery Dance
133 66 16 157 HKB Gray Mr. Tappertit finds an Old Friend
134 161 HKB EL Mr. Tappertit's Harangue
135 67 175 HKB Gray The Locksmith Dressing for Parade
136 180 GC EL Mr. Haredale's Lonely Watch
137 68 183 GC EL A Chance Meeting in Westminster Hall
138 188 HKB Gray Mr. Haredale Defies the Mob
139 69 195 HKB Gray The Rudges' Peaceful Home

Stagg's Demand140 199 HKB EL

141 70 208 HKB EL Grip's Performance
142 213 HKB Gray Barnaby is Enrolled
143 71 17 217 HKB Gray Lord George brings News of the Debate
144 72 236 GC EL The Rioters' Headquarters
145 240 HKB EL The Rioters with their Spoils
146 73 246 HKB Gray The Secretary's Watch
147 250 GC EL A Raid on the Bar
148 74 254 HKB Gray Old John at a Disadvantage
149 264 GC EL The Murderer Arrested
150 75 18 265 HKB EL Barnaby taken Prisoner
151 276 HKB Gray Barnaby in Newgate
152 76 279 GC EL The Ladies' Escort

153 284 HKB Gray Dolly in Hugh's Arms
154 77 294 HKB Gray The Murderer's Confession
155 300 HKB EL Father and Son

156 78 309 HKB Gray The Locksmith Undaunted
157 79 19 313 HKB Gray The Hangman's Badinage
158 324 HKB EL The Rioters at Work
159 80 331 HKB EL To the Rescue
160 336 HKB Gray The Rabble's Orgy
161 81 343 GC EL Carrying off the Prisoners
162 346 HKB Gray You are Wenus, you know
163 82 355 HKB EL* A Joyful Meeting
164 83 367 GC Gray Lord George Gordon in the Tower
165 370 HKB EL* The Hangman in Difficulties
166 84 20 373 HKB EL Intruding upon the Privacy of a

Gentleman
167 382 HKB Gray In the Condemned Cell
168 85 391 HKB EL* Hugh's Curse
169 395 HKB Gray Dolly Embraces Joe
170 86 400 HKB EL Mr. Haredale Bestows his Niece's Hand
171 406 HKB Gray Miggs's short-lived Joy
172 87 415 GC Gray Sir John Chester's End
173 88 426 GC EL Master Humphrey's Room Deserted



Appendix IV:

Illustrations to British Editions of the Works,

Published During Dickens's Lifetime

Cheap Edition: First Series (1847-52)

Vol.
No. Title Year Illustrator Subject
1 PP 1847 C.R. Leslie Mrs. Bardell faints in Pickwick's

arms

2 NN 1848 T. Webster Brimstone and Treacle in Dothe-

boy's Hall
3 ocs 1848 G. Cattermole Little Nell in the Church

,4 BR 1849 H.K. Browne Emma Haredale in woods of her
uncle's estate

5 MC 1850 F. Stone Mark sick with fever in Eden
6 OT 1850 G. Cruikshank Mr. Bumble and Oliver in Mrs.

Mann's parlour
7 AN 1850 C. Stanfield Britannia
8 SB 1850 G. Cruikshank Mr. Parsons Unshelled
9 CB 1852 J. Leech Mr. Fezziwig's Ball

Library Edition (1858-9)

Vol.
No. Title Year Subject of Vignette by H.K. Browne
1 PP 1858 Mr. Weller, Sam and Pickwick in inn-yard
2 Sam (sitting) and Mary (standing behind),

pointing at letter he holds
3 NN 1858 Ralph Nickleby glaring at Nicholas--Mrs.

Nickleby and Kate in back
4 Mrs. Nickleby and Kate in garden; madman throwing

fruit over wall at them
5 MC 1858 Pecksniffs seated complacently before fire;

Tom Pinch in background
6 Sairey Gamp confronted by Mrs. Harris
7 OCS 1858 Nell comforting her grandfather in the curiosity

shop
8 *(RP) Dick Swiveller and the Marchioness playing cribbag
9 BR 1858 Joe Willet and Dolly Varden in locksmith's shop

10 *(HT) Barnaby (with Grip) and Hugh in loft of barn
11 SB 1858 Winglebury Duel
12 OT 1858 Oliver leaving Mrs. Mann's with Bumble
13 DS 1859 Edith and Dombey ignoring one another
14 Florence and Paul (in chair) by the sea
15 DC 1859 Emily walking out on board over water
16 Emily found by Daniel Peggotty in garret

*( )--work is contained in last half of volume. No vignette.
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Vol.
No. Title Year Subject of Vignette by H.K. Browne

17 PI/*(AN) 1859 (Italian scene)--man and woman sitting under
arbour

18 BH 1859 Lady Dedlock with Jo the crossing sweeper
19 Lady Dedlock comes upon Esther reading in park
20 LD 1859 Little Dorrit and her father
21 Little Dorrit and Arthur Clennam
22 CB 1859 Marley's ghost talking to Scrooge

Illustrated Library Edition (1861-74)

Most of the original illustrations to previously-illustrated works
are included in this edition. The profusely-illustrated PCS and BR,
for which some selection was made, are exceptions; so too is SB
which includes the large steel plates etched for the 1837-39 monthly
parts, not the small copper plates from the first and second series.
New illustrations wer^designed for previously unillustrated works.
Those which appeared in Dickens's lifetime were:

Title Year No. of Woodcuts Artist
RP 1861 4 Fred Walker
AN 1862 4 Marcus Stone
PI 1862 4 M. Stone

HT 1862 4 F. Walker
GE 1862? 8 M. Stone

The subjects for these are included under the listings of the next
edition. New illustrations were also made for other works, but
their appearances in this edition were after Dickens's death.

Charles Dickens Edition (1867-(75})

Vol.
No. Title Year Subject
1 PP 1867 Mr. Pickwick addresses the Club (frontis)

First appearance of Mr. Samuel Weller
The unexpected breaking-up of the seminary...
Mr. Pickwick slides

Discovery of Jingle in the Fleet
Mr. Bob Sawyer's mode of travelling
Mr. Weller and his friends drinking to Mr. Pell

2 MC 1867 Meekness of Mr. Pecksniff and his ... daughters
Martin Chuzzlewit suspects the landlady...
Mister Pecksniff on his Mission
The thriving City of Eden ... on paper
Mrs. Gamp has her eye on the future
Mr. Pecksniff discharges a duty which he owes...
Mrs. Gamp propoges a toast
Warm reception of Mr. Pecksniff...
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Subject
Oliver Twist at Mrs. Maylie's door (frontis)
Oliver asking for more
Oliver plucks up a spirit
Mr. Bumble degraded in the eyes of the paupers
Oliver introduced to the respectable ... gentleman
The Burglary
Sikes attempting to destroy his dog
Fagin in the condemned cell

4 DS 1867 Paul and Mrs. Pipchin (frontis)
Profound cogitation of Captain Cuttle
Solemn reference is made to Mr. Bunsby
Joe B. is sly, Sir, devilish sly
A Visitor of distinction
Florence and Edith on the Staircase
The Shadow in the little parlour
Mr. Carker in his hour of triumph

5 OCS 1868 The Old Curiosity Shop (froritis)
Quilp's Wharf
Punch in the Churchyard
Jerry's Dancing Dogs
Resting among the Tombs
The End of Quilp
At Rest

Waiting at the Grave

6 NN 1868 Mr. Ralph Nickleby's first visit...(frontis)
The internal economy of Dotheboy's Hall
The country Manager rehearses a Combat
Emotion of Mr. Kenwigs on hearing...
Mr. Linkinwater intimates his approval
Nicholas congratulates Arthur Gride
Reduced circumstances of Mr. Mantalini
The children at their cousin's grave

7 DC 1868 Mrs. Gummidge casts a damp...
I make myself known to my Aunt
Somebody turns up
Martha
I find Mr. Barkis 'going out with the tide'
The Wanderer
Mr. Peggotty's dream come true
I am shown two interesting penitents

The frontispiece for the D£ volume was a photograph of
Dickens by J. Watkins, etched by J. Brown.

Vol.
No. Title Year
3 OT 1867
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Vol.
No. Title Year Subject
8 CB 1868 Mr. Fezziwig's Ball (frontis)

Marley's Ghost
Scrooge's third Visitor
The Last of the Spirits
The New Year's Dance
Caleb at Work
The Parting Breakfast
Wild night off the Lighthouse

9 BR 1868 The Maypole Inn (frontis)
Mr. Tappertit's Jealousy
Barnaby Greets his Mother
The Rioters' Headquarters
A Chance Meeting in Westminster Hall
A Raid on the Bar

Carrying off the Prisoners
Lord George Gordon in the Tower

10 BH 1868 The appointed time (frontis)
The Lord Chancellor copies from memory
Mr. Chadband 'improving' a tough subject
Nurse and Patient
The old man of the name of Tulkinghorn
Sir Leicester Dedlock

Light
Magnanimous conduct of Mr. Guppy

11 TTC 1868 Under the Plane-Tree (frontis)
The Likeness
The Shoemaker

Congratulations
The Wine Shop
The Accomplices
The Knock at the Door

After the Sentence

12 SB 1868 Election for Beadle (frontis)
The Broker's Man

Scotland Yard
Public Dinners
The Pawnbroker's Shop
Jemima Evans
The Tuggs's at Ramsgate
Mr. Watkins Tottle and Miss Lillerton

13 AN/PI 1868 Black and White (frontis)
The Solitary Prisoner
Emigrants
The Little Wife
The Long Voyage
The Schoolboy's Story
A Poor Man's Tale of a Patient
Detective Story--"The Sofa."
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Vol.
No. Title

14 LD

Year
1868

15 GE 1868

16 HT/PI 1868

Subj ect
The Story of the Princess (frontis)
Mr. Flintwinch mediates as a friend...
Little Mother
Mr. F's Aunt is conducted into retirement
The Pensioner Entertainment
Instinct stronger than training
Mr. Baptist is supposed to have seen something
The Third Volume of the Registers

Old Orlick among the Cinders (frontis)
Pip waits on Miss Havisham
Taking leave of Joe
Lecturing on Capital
A Rubber at Miss Havisham's
"Don't go home!"
With Estella after all
On the Marshes, by the lime-kiln

Mr. Harthouse dines at the Bounderbys' (frontis)
Stephen and Rachel in the Sick-room
Mr. Harthouse and Tom Gradgrind in the Garden
Stephen Blackpool recovered from the Old Hell Shaft
Civil and Military
The Chiffonier
In the Catacombs
Italian Peasants

17 OMF 1868 The Bird of Prey (frontis)
Witnessing the Agreement
Waiting for Father
A Friend in Need
The Evil Genius of the House of Boffin
Bella 'righted' by the Golden Dustman
In the Lock-keeper's house
The Wedding Dinner at Greenwich

18 UT 1868 "This is a sweet spot, ain't it. ..." (frontis)
The City Personage
Leaving the Morgue
Time and his wife
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